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THE VERITAS HANDBOOK
A Guide to Understanding the Struggle
for Palestinian Human Rights

our fundamental Nonnegotiable Principles
1. Truth
2. Accurate Historicity
3. Justice
4. Self-Determination
5. Objectivity
6. Opposition to all forms of discrimination.
inequality and oppression
7. Equality
8. Truth
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PREFACE
"I've had enough of someone else's propaganda. I'm for
truth, no matter who tells it. I'm for justice, no matter who it is
for or against. I'm a human being first and foremost, and as
such I'm for whoever and whatever benefits humanity as a
whole." Malcolm X
Although Malcolm X’s efforts toward establishing justice are often overshadowed and left
unappreciated, it is his fervor, passion, and spirit of justice that has greatly inspired The Veritas
Handbook. Some see him as fanatical, radical, and extreme, and we agree: he had no tolerance for
injustice and was indefatigable in his plight for justice, unapologetic and radically against injustice.
For how can we be too extreme against injustice? We’d like to stand with Malcolm X, devoted to
ensuring the elimination of oppression and the establishment of justice for peoples of the world in
their common struggle against racism, marginalization, colonialism, and ethnic cleansing. This
handbook is a small addition to the ongoing struggle and we hope that it is helpful in the larger
struggle. Although the Palestinian cause is by no means the only case of grave injustice, there are
various aspects of it that embody injustice and thus to many, the cause lies at the heart of this global
struggle for human rights.
Although by no means an exhaustive study, this booklet seeks to provide a critical
introduction to the Palestinian struggle for human rights for students and activists alike. It further
seeks to augment the abundance of emotion and dedication, with a firm foundational knowledge,
which is essential for a proper understanding of human rights. Without knowledge, we cannot
ascertain the truth (veritas), and without the truth we cannot establish justice (justitia).
Facts and context are two essential aspects of human rights activism. By outlining the history
of the Palestinian quest for justice by looking equally at history and international law, we have hoped
to familiarize unknowledgeable readers with the major issues at stake in Palestine/Israel, while at the
same time providing an important resource for human rights activists. We strongly believe that the
information provided will allow readers to achieve a deeper understanding of the issues at hand. A
solid understanding of history is necessary in order to frame the Palestinian struggle within its
appropriate context. Too often is the Palestinian struggle for justice mischaracterized as an interstate conflict or a religious war between two ancient peoples. As any critical historical examination
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will show, the situation in Palestine is one of an indigenous people (the Palestinians) being subjected
to a settler-colonial enterprise (political Zionism) promoted by the Israeli state and its partisans. It
should become clear throughout this short exposition that the struggle for Palestinian rights is far
from controversial, and not—as proponents of Israel would have us believe—divorced from the
broader international struggle for justice and human rights.
Many activists will notice that we have not set out to endorse any particular political solution
to the conflict. This is not because we do not foresee an end to the violence. Rather, we believe that
a just solution speaks for itself when one looks at the brutal occupation and oppression that the
Palestinians have faced. We leave the readers to make their own informed judgments. This being
said, we insist that any solution that is not based wholly and entirely on principles of justice, human
rights, and human dignity will not be sustainable. Our basic premise is that injustice anywhere is a
serious threat to justice everywhere and hence must be actively confronted. We have no doubt that
if one has a strong grasp of history, one will come to realize the injustice against the Palestinian
people and actively campaign for a truly just and equitable solution.
The Handbook consists of five sections:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

A Concise History of Palestine: Geared towards educating an uninformed audience while
solidifying information that any regular activist may have, it has been designed such that it
could be a course for activists with a one hour session, once a week, for ten weeks.
Commonly Asked Questions: Aimed towards providing activists with factual, comprehensive
answers to commonly asked questions.
Perspectives and Debates: Contains scholarly and academic insight by some of the most
significant thinkers in the field and seeks to inform activists about the important issues
surrounding our work and the controversies that arise. These issues, including the
interpretations of Israel’s “right to exist,” approaches to confronting the Israeli occupation
regime, non-violent and violent resistance, and the varying proposals for a solution to the
Zionist-Palestinian conflict, are all addressed from a variety of perspectives. We have not
taken a stance on any of these issues, but instead hope to provide you with the resources to
make your own decisions.
Appendices: Five appendices with a comprehensive resource guide with numerous sources
for accurate information, solidarity organizations, links to printable posters and pamphlets,
human rights reports and primary resources. We strongly suggest referring back to the
primary resources and human rights reports that lie at the heart of understanding the reality
of the situation. We have also included significant information not easily accessed, such as
details about the Palestinian villages destroyed and depopulated during the 1948 Nakba, a
list of Palestinian prisoners (men, women, and children) currently held illegally in Israeli
detention, and a list of the children murdered by Israel during Operation Cast Lead. This
section is best used virtually as it contains links to many resources, and if you do choose to
print the handbook, we suggest that you omit this section.
Extended Bibliography: Comprehensive bibliography that can be used as a reading list.

We hope that these items together will serve as a concrete resource that is useful to any and
all activists. It should also be pointed out that this handbook has required extensive research and has
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been fact-checked for authenticity, ensuring that the views and facts held in here are those held by
historians and scholars. We can assure you (although you do not know who we are) that the
information in this booklet has been documented and recorded. At the end of the handbook lies an
extensive bibliography through which you can find all of the information presented. We would like to
apologize for the lack of footnotes but do encourage everyone to their own scholarship and
research—we’re positive that an objective audience will come to the same conclusions.
In our dedication, we mentioned a special shout-out to the Hasbara Handbook and The Israel
Project’s Global Language Dictionary. Although many opponents will see this handbook as a rebuttal
to these projects, we wish to maintain that it is no such thing. While these handbooks promoting
Zionism teach the audience of arguing techniques and how to effectively change the subject and use
the ‘right’ words to manipulate thought, that is not our goal. We will present the truth as is, and do
not need to twist words to get our point across. After all, every project against injustice is dedicated
to it.
This handbook is meant to be interactive in every way possible and was designed as such. A
coordinated effort has been made to make navigation and utilization as easy as possible. The table of
contents has hyperlinks leading you to each section through a simple click. The appendix is best used
virtually, and thus we have created a printable edition of the handbook that does not include the
pages that are simply hyperlinks. Instead, we have put a URL to the website in which they can view
the appendix online as per their convenience. If you would like to see any additions, or corrections,
please get in contact with us. Due to the nature of the appendix and the virtual world, we realize
that links may die as time passes or be relocated- if you happen to find an outdated link, kindly let us
know so that we can update it on our website. We would be glad to receive any questions,
comments, or criticisms that you may have, and will try to reply your inquiries as soon as we can. We
can be contacted at:

theveritashandbook@gmail.com
Sincerely,
The Veritas Handbook Team
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Introduction to part 1
Historical overview
Historicity is a key aspect of understanding any ethnic cleansing, genocide, or
modern conflict. In order to truly comprehend the complexities and where justice lies in the
occupation of Palestine, it’s history must be fully understood. Although the occupation of
Palestine is just under 100 years old, the connection to the land must be fully understood as
should the history of Zionism. By placing the current situation in the history of the region,
we hope that our readers are able to fully grip the reality on the ground and understand the
implications that arise in discussion.
Originally, the notes of this historical overview were designed to be a crash course
for activists, of ten sessions, each one hour long. We highly suggest that activists carry this
out amongst their groups and encourage you to use and add to this template. We have
conveniently organized the overview into parts appropriate for such a crash course.

Zoriah / www.zoriah.com
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Geographical Orientation of Palestine

British Mandate of Palestine

Palestine, 1920 (after Jordan becomes HKJ)

History/ Anthropology of Canaan/
Palestine/Eretz Yisrael









1860-1880: Massive Palestinian pro-independence mobilization against Ottoman rule leads to
the deaths of tens of thousands of people
1917, British Empire seizes Palestine from the Ottoman Turks in the aftermath of WWI
1920, establishment of British mandate of Palestine
1948, termination of British mandate of Palestine
Throughout the centuries and millennia of Palestinian history, there has been a tradition of
tolerance, acculturation, and coexistence.
Palestine historically has accommodated a plethora of religious groups, cultural affiliations, and
ethno-linguistic diversity
Palestinian identity deeply rooted in history, with the self-identification as “Palestinian” being
used for well over 2000 years by the inhabitants of the region
Despite Zionist claims, it is apparent that Palestine was NOT a “land without a people”; in fact, it
was a land whose history was one of the richest, most diverse, and most established in the
region
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Religious Aspect
Why Palestine is Holy to All Three
Abrahamic Religions
Judaism
Palestine has a close association with the biblical patriarchs,
prophets and events, not to mention the fact there was an ancient
Jewish kingdom established there with Jerusalem as its capital and
the Temple of Solomon as its main landmark. Places like Jerusalem,
Hebron, Bethlehem, Nablus, Samaria, Judea have central
significance to the Jewish people. The Western Wall, remnants of
the Temple remain especially sacred.
<- Western Wall, 1930

Christianity
Palestine is the place where Jesus Christ was born, lived,
preached, was crucified and was resurrected, not to mention the
importance given to the lives of the Apostles, and events
associated with early Christian tradition and ecclesiastical history.
<- Church of the Holy Sepulchre
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Islam
In addition to its Judeo-Christian associations
which Muslims closely identify with,
considering the shared sacred heritage of the
monotheistic faiths, Jerusalem—and Palestine
more generally—holds a particularly important
place for Muslims due its status as the first
qibla, the site of the ascension of their Prophet
Muhammad during his Night Journey, and
significance derived from events in early
Islamic history.

Haram al-Sharif, Jerusalem

IN SUMMARY
Sacred geography of Palestine:
1.

Judaism: Cave of the Patriarchs, Hebron; Western Wall, Jerusalem; Rachel’s Tomb,
Bethlehem.
2. Christianity: Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem; Church of the Nativity Bethlehem;
Church of the Annunciation, Nazareth.
3. Islam: Haram al-Sharif, including the Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock, Jerusalem;
Cave of the Patriarchs, Hebron.
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DEFINTION OF ZIONISM











Zionism was initially a spiritual theme deeply rooted in collective Jewish tradition and culture
of a longing to return to “Zion” or Jerusalem.
Political Zionism was a mid-19th century philosophy developed by the assimilated and secular
Jewish intellectuals of Europe as part of the national renaissance of the Jewish people, which
included the revival and modernization of the Hebrew language, and the nationalization of
Jewish religious heritage and history.
Zionism, as a product of this renaissance, sought to establish a national home for the Jewish
people in and around Mt. Zion in Jerusalem in order to provide a setting in which this renewal
of Jewish culture could be fulfilled.
Theodore Herzl was instrumental in the development of political Zionism. Over time,
however, this ideological ambiguity and idealism was replaced by a more realist and
organized stream of thinking.
After the 1897 Zionist Congress in Basel, Switzerland, a specific stream of Zionism developed
that was more institutionalized, and which eventually replaced the earlier “cultural Zionism”
and evolved into a settler-colonial ideology, similar to the colonial ideologies of Britain and
France at the time.
Thus, by the beginning of the 20th century, Zionist leaders associated the fulfillment of the
Jewish national renaissance with colonization, a project which they were determined to
realize and use force (if necessary) in order to achieve.

First Zionist Congress, Basel, Switzerland, 1897
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World War I and the Balfour Declaration


Britain conquers Palestine from Ottoman Empire in 1917



Sykes-Picot agreement of 1916 divides Middle East into spheres of influence for the Great Powers:
Palestine falls into the British domain. There is the strategic interest of Palestine to safeguard the
Basra-Haifa oil pipeline, the position of Palestine at a key juncture to the Suez Canal, as well as its
deeply rooted symbolic importance

Sykes-Picot Agreement


Balfour Declaration issued in 1917, promising the establishment of a Jewish national home in
Palestine by the British. The text that follows is taken from the declaration:
“His Majesty's Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a national home for the
Jewish people, and will use their best endeavours to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being
clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and religious rights of
existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any
other country".



Notice that the text of the declaration makes no mention of the national and political rights of the
indigenous Palestinian population, who are referred to here merely as the “existing non-Jewish
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communities of Palestine,” as if they were some sort of small minority, when in fact they made up
well over 95% of the population!


The Balfour Declaration legitimated Zionist aspirations to establish an exclusive Jewish state in
Palestine at the expense of the indigenous Palestinian Arab population.

Zionist Colonization of Palestine


First Zionist settlement in Palestine established at Petach Tikvah (“Opening of Hope”) in 1878 by a
group of Jewish pioneers.



First Aliyah occurs in 1882, following wave of anti-Semitic persecutions in Russia, about 35,000 Jews
arrived in Palestine over a twenty year period, although many later immigrated to the United States
of America, establishing additional settlements such as Rishon LeTzion, Zichron Ya’aqov, and
Rehovot



Second Aliyah in 1904–1914 leads to immigration of 40,000 Polish and Russian Jews to Palestine



Third Aliyah, prompted mainly by the Balfour Declaration and a spike in anti-Semitism in Europe,
results in an immigration of a further 25,000 Jews to Palestine



These settlements that were established by the Zionists were not merely outposts on a hill with
makeshift houses and a flag, they were fortified towns, each with their own militias, military training
camps, barbed wire fences, and stone walls. In other words, these settlements made no attempt to
integrate into the social, economic, political, or local framework of Palestine, preferring instead to
remain isolated islands of militant Zionism, with its own shadow government (the Jewish Agency)



Slowly, these settlements began to link themselves together, establishing joint economies and quasistate infrastructure, such as courts, national symbols, a leadership, as well as organized para-military
forces



These settlements were built on land which was acquired sometimes by purchase, but often by
coercion. Absentee landlords in Damascus and Beirut sold Zionists land without consulting the local
tenants (Palestinian farmers) whose livelihood was crushed by the rise of the settler-colonial
movement. The vast majority of the 6.8% of Palestine that would be owned by Zionists by 1947 was
acquired mainly by violence, rather than legitimate purchase



At one point, there was even an attempt by the Zionists to expand their settlement projects,
including raiding local villages and purchasing land, into southern Lebanon and the Golan Heights,
but this process was prevented by the local French colonial authorities
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British Mandate of Palestine


British colonial/mandatory authorities controlled all of Palestine from 1917 to 1947



Administrative arrests, mass imprisonments, land confiscations, forcible disarmament, security
checkpoints, public executions, and abuse of power were common features of British rule in
Palestine



In response to the PNC (Palestinian National Council) forming in 1920 and calling for the
establishment of an independent Palestinian state for ALL its citizens, regardless of racial, religious,
or cultural affiliation, the British imprisoned or exiled to the Seychelles the vast majority of the
competent Palestinian leadership



Official British policy from London was to severely limit Jewish immigration to Palestine. The White
Paper of 1929 and the White Paper of 1939 testifies to this. However, local British officials, such as Sir
Herbert Samuel, tended to be pro-Zionist in their attitudes and did not implement these policies to
the best of their abilities



Relationship between the British and the Zionists took precedence so that the point of departure for
any British relationship with the Palestinian population was vis-a-vis Zionism. In other words, Zionist
interests were prioritized over Palestinian civil, social, and national concerns

Palestinian Resistance to Zionism and to
British Imperialism: 1929 and 1936 Riots


Growing Palestinian frustration with British policies towards them, and towards the increasing
aggression of Zionist settlements finally erupted in the 1920s



Zionists were the main target of Palestinian rage in the 1920s



Clashes between Zionists and Palestinians in cities such as Jerusalem, Jaffa, Haifa, and Safad



British responded to any demonstrations with disproportionate use of force, so that by 1930
numerous unarmed Palestinian demonstrators had been killed



Riots/Uprising of 1929, due to the fact they were largely unorganized and spontaneous, lacked
direction and, inevitably, turned deadly. Tragic massacres of local Jewish communities in Hebron and
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Safad in 1929 leaves 87 Jews wounded and over 120 wounded. Hundreds of Jews in these
communities, about 800, were saved by their Palestinian neighbours during the riots.


1936 Uprising mainly targeted British military installations and soldiers



Guerrilla campaign in northern Palestine and the Judean hills initially successful against the British
but militant units completely obliterated by joint British-Zionist military forces to suppress the
Palestinian resistance. This is the first time Zionist terror groups/paramilitaries and British armed
forces carry out a joint military operation.



Izz al-Din al-Qassam, charismatic Syrian preacher in Palestine, and his “Qassam Brigades” led the
main guerrilla campaign against the British in the early 1930s, and it is his death in 1936 that leads to
the outbreak of riots across Palestine



Over 5000 Palestinians are killed, 20,000 imprisoned, and hundreds executed by the British during
the 1936-1939 Palestinian Uprising. About 300 Jews are also killed during the same period. Mahatama
Gandhi commented on the 1936 riots : “It is wrong and inhuman to impose the Jews [Zionists] on the
Arabs [Palestinians]. What is going on in Palestine today cannot be justified by any moral code of
conduct”



The significance of the 1936-1939 riots and its eventual failure was that it left the Palestinian
population completely disarmed, leaderless, weakened, and also greatly strengthened the Zionist
military capabilities in the country who managed to organize, train, smuggle arms, and even test
their weapons during the suppression of the Uprising by the British. They were also rewarded by
British for remaining “loyal” throughout the period of the riots by being further empowered by local
colonial officials at the expense of the Palestinian population.

Riots of 1936
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Establishment of Zionist Paramilitary Forces:
Haganah, Irgun, Stern Gang, Palmach


As mentioned above, the Zionist settlements had a very important military component that not only
carried out defensive action, but also carried out raids on neighbouring villages aimed at expanding
their land, terrorizing the local population into exile, and even attempting to seize control of entire
villages by placing them under the control of Zionist settlements



Military tactics used by the Zionists in the period 1917 to 1947 included: mortar and rocket (‘Davidka’)
strikes launched from settlements onto neighbouring civilian centres, crowded market-place car
bombings, slaughtering commuters along the main roads, especially that from Jerusalem to Jaffa,
drive-by shootings outside coffee shops and mosques, public executions of “hostile” Palestinians,
rapes of Palestinian women, blowing up of homes, and generally intimidation, robbery, and murder.



Haganah (“Defence”) was the main Zionist militant organization that was set up in the early 1920s,
that was based on an earlier established group in 1907 known as Hashomer (“the guild of
watchmen”) allegedly to defend the main Zionist population centres, or settlements, but soon they
became emboldened and began seizing land from local villagers, and carrying out limited raids into
neighbouring villages. Notable Haganah commanders included David Ben-Gurion, Moshe Dayan,
Yigal Allon, Ariel Sharon, and Yitzhak Rabin



Palmach (acronym for Plugot Machatz; “Strike Force”) was the main offensive wing of the Haganah
that was organized after 1941 with British funds and equipment. It was subdivided into various subgroupings but nonetheless maintained a strict chain of command. Notable Palmach commanders
were Yigal Allon and Yitzhak Rabin



Irgun (HaIrgun HaTzva'i HaLe'umi BeEretz Yisra'el; “National Military Organization in the Land of
Israel”) was a revisionist Zionist militant organization formed in 1931 by Vladmir Jabotinsky.
Ideologically the Irgun believed that the entire Land of Israel (stretching from the borders of Iraq in
the East to the Sinai Peninsula in the west, to the Litani river in the north) was the rightful property
of the Jewish people and relinquishing any of it was tantamount to treason. They were considered a
terrorist organization by many international voices and organizations. Their main tactics involved
targeting Palestinian civilians and British military infrastructure, although the former was their main
target. The Irgun slaughtered hundreds of Palestinian civilians between 1931 and 1939 alone. The
Irgun disagreed with the Jewish Agency’s subtle approach of establishing a Zionist presence in
Palestine, and emphasized the need for military action, including terrorism. See the quotes section of
this booklet for Zionist perspectives regarding the legitimacy of the use of terrorism against the
Palestinian population Notable commanders of the Irgun include Avraham Stern (who would form
the even more extreme militant Stern Gang or Lehi) Yitzhak Shamir, Menachem Begin, Eitan Livni,
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Ze’ev Jabotinsky, Ya’akov Hillel, Haim Landau, Benjamin Emanuel, as well as countless others who
went on to become key political figures after the establishment of the state of Israel

IMAGE: Emblem of the Irgun, portraying a map of “Eretz Yisrael” extending from Al-Anbar
province in Iraq to Sinai in the West, and encompassing southern Lebanon and the Golan Heights in
north as well as parts of Arabia in the south


Lehi/Stern Gang (Lohamei Herut Israel; “Fighters for the Freedom of Israel”), played a prominent role
in killing hundreds of Palestinians from 1941 onwards, but did not even exclude other non-revisionist
Zionists from their assasinations. Lehi was originally formed as a splinter from the Irgun, but
gradually became even more ultra-nationalist in that it advocated the establishment of a totalitarian
state on all the land of Israel, which was to be totally emptied of Palestinians, Egyptians, Lebanese,
Syrians, and Jordanians. Lehi was one of the main organizations that carried out the tragic massacres
during the 1947–1948 ethnic cleansing campaign in Palestine
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King David Hotel terrorist attack by Irgun in 1946, which left 91 people dead and over 100 wounded.
The dead included Jews, Palestinians, Armenians, British, Greeks, Americans, among others.
 Haganah militias in the 1930s and 1940s

 Palmach Fighters
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Setting The Stage for the
Ethnic Cleansing of 1947


Peel Commission (1937): headed by Lord Earl Peel to investigate the outbreak of the Palestinian
revolt of 1936. Based on his findings and meetings with local Palestinian (the people were not
consulted) and Zionist leaders, he recommended the partition of Palestine into a Jewish and an Arab
state, with a sizeable portion of land, including Haifa, Nazareth, Jerusalem, and Bethlehem remaining
under permanent British rule. Using the Greek-Turkish ethnic cleansing in 1922 as a precedent, which
left over a million uprooted, and thousands killed in genocide campaigns, the Peel Partition Plan,
contained a clause explicitly calling for the “population exchange” (euphemism for ethnic cleansing)
of the Palestinian population from the proposed Jewish state, which encompassed the vast majority
of the arable and fertile land in Palestine. The plan was immediately and utterly rejected by the
Palestinians (as well as by other Arab leaders), as well as by the Zionists, who were tempted to
accept on the basis that it granted legitimacy to a potential ethnic cleansing of Palestine. As David
Ben-Gurion remarked in 1937:



“The compulsory transfer of the Arabs from the valleys of
the proposed Jewish state could give us something which
we have never had, even when we stood on our own
during the days of the First and Second Temples: [a Galilee
almost free of non-Jews]. ... We are being given an
opportunity which we never dared to dream of in our
wildest imagination. This is more than a state,
government and sovereignty---this is a national
consolidation in a free homeland. ... if because of our
weakness, neglect or negligence, the thing is not done,
then we will have lost a chance which we never had
before, and may never have again”

 Peel Partition Plan, 193
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1947 UN Partition Plan: RECOMMENDED the partition of Palestine into a Jewish state, an Arab state,
and an International Zone (corpus separatum), around Bethlehem and Jerusalem



On the eve of partition, Zionists owned 6.8% of the land and made up 30% of the population, yet were
allocated 55% of the most fertile and populated regions of Palestine, while the indigenous
Palestinians, making up well over 70% of Palestine and owning 93% of the land, were given 40%



The Partition plan was rejected by the Palestinians and Arab world at large for a number of reasons
(see the legal arguments below)



The Zionists accepted the plan largely for tactical reasons. For them the Partition Plan legitimized
their goal of establishing a Jewish State on most of Palestine, and indirectly condoned their ethnic
cleansing of Palestine. Secondly, most Zionist leaders, including David Ben Gurion, did not view the
amount of land allocated to the Jewish state to be the permanent boundaries of the State of Israel, a
fact reflected in them naming their state Medinat Yisrael rather than Eretz Yisrael. They intended to
use that state as a base from which to expand and eventually “liberate” the rest of EretzYisrael/Palestine. Ben-Gurion said :
“'The Jewish people have always regarded, and will continue to regard Palestine as a whole, as a
single country which is theirs in a national sense and will become theirs once again. No Jew will
accept partition as a just and rightful solution”
“No Jew is entitled to give up the right of the Jewish nation to the land. It is not in the authority
of any Jew or of any Jewish body; it is not even in the authority of the entire nation alive today
to give up any part of the land'... ...'this is a standing right under all conditions. Even if, at any
point, the Jews choose to decline it, they have no right to deprive future generations of it. Our
right to the entire land exists and stands for ever.”

Jewish land
ownership was less
than 7% in 1947, and
less than 30% of the
population of
Palestine was
Jewish, yet 55% of
Palestine was given
to the Zionists
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The partition plan is, according to many International Lawyers, in violation of the International law.
Article 22 of the League of Nations Covenant was a decolonization provision which was conditioned
only by a temporary period of Mandate state as a preparation for independence.

o

Palestine was provisionally recognized as independent along with other parts of the former Turkish
Empire by the Covenant



The Palestine Mandate was in effect when the United Nations General Assembly acted in November
1947 and that there was no authority to deprive the native Palestinians of the rights and protections
which were secured to them at the time by the Mandate.



Article 5 of the Mandate was a provision against ceding Palestinian territory to "the control of the
Government of any foreign Power". This provision was violated by the General Assembly when it
ceded the territory allocated to "the Jewish State" to the Jewish Agency/Zionist Organization. The
view is that the Jewish Agency may have been a domestic power while it complied with the
limitations placed upon it by article 4 of the Mandate which specified that it be "subject always to
the control of the Mandatory Administration". However, at least from the time of the AngloAmerican Committee of Inquiry of 1946 when it was characterized as a "shadow Government" which
"has ceased to cooperate with the [Mandatory] Administration... in the suppression of terrorism",
the Jewish Agency was a foreign power and the allocation of control of Territory to it as the de facto
government of "the Jewish State" in the Partition Resolution was a clear violation of article 5.



Article 6 of the Mandate required the Mandatory Administration to "facilitate Jewish immigration"
providing "that the rights and position of other sections of the population are not prejudiced". There
are three subsidiary claims involved. The first is that the immigration which took place was not a
Jewish immigration, but that it was a politically motivated Zionist immigration. The second claim is
that it was not an "immigration" at all as the term is commonly understood in both its factual and its
legal aspects. It was rather an invasion by Zionist masses which subverted the Palestinian
community under the guise of immigration. The third claim is that, whether it should be termed an
immigration or an invasion, it resulted in flagrant violation of "the rights and position of other
sections of the population" including depriving them of their homes and their livelihoods. The basic
charge of illegality here is that the General Assembly compounded the illegalities of the Mandatory in
this respect by acting upon and giving effect to the Zionist "immigration" which was carried out in
violation of the Mandate provisions.



Article 1 of the United Nations Charter, dealing with the Purposes and Principles of the United
Nations, sets forth as the second of these the development of "friendly relations among nations
based upon respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples". Article 73
concerning non self-governing territories provides that members of the UN which assume
trusteeship responsibilities accept "a sacred trust" and are obligated "to develop self-government to
take due account of the political aspirations of the peoples, and to assist them in the progressive
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development of their free political institutions". The claim is that, even though these Charter
provisions do not explicitly apply to the Palestine Mandate, they are nevertheless a fortiori
applicable. It would, so the argument goes, be totally beyond the powers of the General Assembly to
deal with a League Mandate in disregard of the Charter principle of self-determination which binds
the United Nations including, of course, the General Assembly.


The Partition Resolution, it is claimed, as a partition of the country against the will of the
overwhelming majority of the native population, was a flagrant violation of the principle of selfdetermination and therefore illegal.

State of Israel was proclaimed about 6 months after the UN Partition Plan
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Partition of Palestine


On 14 February 1947, the British cabinet decided to defer the question of Palestine to the United
Nations. Palestine was the first serious conflict to be dealt with by the United Nations (which was
formed in 1945 after the massive failure of the League of Nations to address regional conflicts and
preventing the Second World War)



On 2 April 1947, the British asked the UN secretary-general to convene a special session of the
General Assembly (UNGA) which duly met in New York on 28 April – 9 May. The UNGA resolved to set
up the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP) to “recommend” a solution to the
Palestine conundrum. UNSCOP was composed of eleven members including Canada, and none of
them had any experience in the Middle East or any knowledge of the situation in Palestine and had
visited the area very briefly



On 13 August 1947, UNSCOP presented its recommendations to the UNGA. Three of its members
were allowed to put forward an alternative recommendation. The majority report, however,
advocated the Partition of Palestine into three entities: A Jewish State and a Palestine State with an
economic union in addition to Jerusalem as a corpus separatum. The minority report proposed a
single unitary democratic state in Palestine.

Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine


Began 12 days after the adoption of resolution 181, the UN Partition Plan, by the UN General
Assembly



Plan Dalet: a codified strategy by the Haganah that was implemented soon after the Partition Plan
was adopted. It called for the ethnic cleansing of Palestinian villages, and the expulsion of
Palestinians to neighbouring countries



Clause 3b4 of Plan D : “ Destruction of villages (setting fire to, blowing up, and planting mines in the
debris), especially those population centers which are difficult to control continuously. Mounting search
and control operations according to the following guidelines: encirclement of the village and conducting
a search inside it. In the event of resistance, the armed force must be destroyed and the population
must be expelled outside the borders of the state.”



It is important to note that although Plan D was certainly an important manifestation of Zionist
strategies and goals to ethnically cleanse Palestine, it is not, and should not be considered, the only
evidence of ill-intent. The Irgun, as well as the Lehi units, were not in any way bound by Plan D (since
it was a Haganah military order), yet were responsible for the exodus and massacres of thousands of
Palestinians. Moreover, it is clear that “transfer” was already being planned by the Zionist leadership
and legitimized to a certain degree by Great Britain since 1937, when the Peel Commission Report,
justified ethnically cleansing Palestinians from any future Jewish State. It should also be recalled that
the idea of “transfer” was deeply rooted in Zionist political and strategic doctrine since the early 20th
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century


Haganah, Irgun, Lehi, and Palmach units all played a central role in the ethnic cleansing



Ethnic cleansing operations involved massacres, bombings, rapes, lootings, forced marches, and
terrorism against Palestinians



The ethnic cleansing of Palestine was the result of a pre-planned, organized operation that was a
combination of the implementation of Plan D by the Haganah, and independent ethnic cleansing
operations/massacres by Lehi and Irgun units. It was definitely not a spontaneous accident of war

Palestinian refugees being forcibly expelled from their village, 1948


3 examples of ethnic cleansing out of about 418 cases of known villages that were depopulated can
serve as important case studies in order to discern the aggressive nature of how the ethnic cleansing
of Palestine was undertaken by Zionist forces



Deir Yassin: It was a village of at least 650 people near Jerusalem. Despite having signed a nonaggression treaty with the Haganah, the Irgun and Lehi units that assaulted the village were armed
by the Haganah and received cover fire from the Palmach. On April 9th 1948, over 100 Irgun and Lehi
units, reinforced by 20 Haganah militiamen, assaulted the village



250-300 people, including numerous women and children, were slaughtered in the ensuing massacre.
Acts of rape and mutilation also occurred



Deir Yassin was subsequently used as a tool of propaganda throughout the rest of Palestine by
Zionist forces. Trucks with loud speakers blaring would precede the entry of Zionist forces into
villages and announce: “The fate of Deir Yassin is the fate of all of Palestine! Flee if you value your
lives! Flee Palestine! Deir Yassin was only the beginning!”



The fate of Deir Yassin led to a mass exodus from villages near Jerusalem and Hebron, as well as
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other places in Palestine


Al-Faluja: Village of about 4,700 near Gaza. The assault began on March 14th 1948 by Haganah forces.
The initial attack left 50 dead, with ten houses systematically demolished. Furthermore, the threestorey town hall, the municipal building, and the post office were destroyed. An Egyptian relief force,
led by Jamal Abd al-Nasir, sent to relieve the town was easily beaten back by the Haganah. After
occupying the town, Israeli garrison engaged in beatings, robberies, and rapes. The village was
subsequently depopulated and destroyed



Al-Dawaymiya: village of about 4,000 people near Hebron. Assault began on 29th October 1948, at
which point 100 Palestinians were killed. Israeli paper 'Al ha-Mishmar reported the atrocities
committed: “The children they killed by breaking their heads with sticks. There was not a house without
dead. One commander ordered a soldier to put two elderly women in a house and blow up the house
with them. The soldier refused. The commander then ordered other men to do it, and it was done. One
soldier had boasted that he had raped a woman and then shot her.”



The former mukhtar/mayor of the village recalled: “People were killed in their houses, in the streets,
houses were demolished on the heads of their inhabitants. Two tanks opened fire on people gathering
in the mosque, killing 75 of them. 35 families hiding in caves on the outskirts of the city were discovered
by the Israelis, who ordered them to get out, form a line, and walk, before cutting them down with
machine gun fire from both sides. The bodies were then dumped into pits and buried.”



Reacting to the massacre, Agricultural minister Aharon Zisling stated: “There is something that
determines the character of a nation. Jews too have committed Nazi acts”



The ethnic cleansing of Palestine is collectively referred to as “Al-Nakba” (“the Catastrophe”) by
Palestinians

Israeli forces occupy Palestinian town
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1948 War, “War of Independence”


Although the ethnic cleansing of Palestine is important in its own right, it also needs to be
contextualized and understood as part of the larger 1948 war, known in Israel as Melchmet haAtzmaut (“War of Independence)



There are a number of myths surrounding the events of 1948 that need to be addressed:
◦

“Zionists accepted UN Resolution 181 and actively planned for peace”

◦

“Arabs vehemently rejected partition and sought war”

◦

“The goal of the Arabs was to expel the Jews from Palestine”

◦

“Israel faced an existential threat and faced overwhelming odds”

◦

“The ethnic cleansing of Palestine was undertaken due to the threat posed by the
Palestinians to the advancing Israeli army”



1948 War began on 15th May 1948, after Israel had intensified its ethnic cleansing in Galilee, and the
coastal plain against Palestinians, seizing the key Palestinian towns of Haifa, Jaffa, and Tiberias



200,000 Palestinians were cleansed and over 50 villages obliterated before the first Arab soldier
entered Palestine



5-7 Arab armies (Iraq, Syria, Transjordan, Egypt, Lebanon, with supporting units from Saudi Arabia
and Yemen) entered Palestine on 15th May 1948 either for political reasons, territorial ambitions, or in
order to prevent the massive exodus of refugees, who were spilling into their own countries



An agreement was formulated prior to the war between King Abdullah ibn Husayn of Transjordan
and David Ben-Gurion, head of the Jewish Agency, and the first Prime Minister of Israel



This agreement entailed that Jordan would be allowed to annex most of land allotted to the “Arab
State” in UN resolution 181 that lay directly across the Jordan River. This was understood to mean
Judea and Samaria. In exchange, King Abdullah would recognize the existence of the Jewish state,
absorb the Palestinian refugees, and hinder any Arab attempts to pose a serious threat to Israel by
thwarting the Arab League's invasion plans. One of the main delegates for the Jewish Agency was
Golda Meir, while Glubb Pasha- commander of Jordan's armies- was the highest ranked official apart
from King Abdullah himself to be made aware of the existence of this pact



This agreement should be understood as part of King Abdullah's “Greater Syria” plan in which he
hoped to annex Iraq, Palestine, Syria, and Lebanon, as well as threaten Egypt's leadership position in
the Arab world.



Territorial and political ambitions influenced Egypt and Syria's decision to intervene in the 1948 war.
Syria sought to offset King Abdullah's expansionism through a show of military might, while Egypt,
seeking to prevent King Abdullah from claiming that he alone intervened to aid the Palestinians,
aimed at preserving its legitimacy in the Arab world, as well as territorial aspirations pertaining to the
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land from Gaza to Ashdod.


Inter-Arab rivalries are absolutely essential to consider when thinking about the role of the Arab
armies in the 1948 War



In the course of the war, it was clear that Israel sought to bring ALL of mandatory Palestine under its
rule, including Jerusalem, Judea, and Samaria



The Jordanian-Israeli understanding fragmented when Haganah forces tried to seize Jerusalem,
which was a violation of the terms of the King Abdullah-Ben Gurion exchanges of 1947.
Subsequently, the Jordanian and Iraqi army took up defensive positions in order to prevent the
Israelis from seizing Judea, Samaria, and parts of the Negev. They succeeded in holding the Israelis
off at Hebron, Jenin, and Nablus, but failed to prevent them from taking Lydda, Ramla, and
Beersheba.



Throughout the war, there was no existential threat to Israel, although the Jews of Palestine, which
included tens of thousands of Holocaust survivors, were definitely encouraged to believe that such a
threat existed by the Jewish Agency to boost morale. The Arab armies, under-equipped and illexperienced, numbered at best 70,000 (although MOST estimates put it at 25-30,000), while the
Israelis (equipped with planes, modern tanks, and state of the art Czechoslovak weaponry)
numbered between 90,000-115,000. As mentioned above, the Israelis also had a pre-arranged deal
with King Abdullah, which allowed the Arab Legion to carve out for itself a large part of Eastern
Palestine; the actual fighting between Jordan and Israel was centered around Jerusalem, Hebron,
and Jenin, and arose as a result of both sides' ambitions.



By the time the war ended in 1949, and ceasefire lines had stabilized, Israel had expelled 750,000
Palestinians, destroyed well over 400 villages, and brought 78% of mandatory Palestine under its
control
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Above: Arab Legion, 1948

Below: Israeli army marching on Jerusalem, 1948
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Armistice Agreement
 The war of 1948 formally ended with the signing of the
armistice agreements between Israel and four Arab states:
Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan and Syria.
 The Israeli-Egyptian negotiations talks opened on the Greek
island of Rhodes on 13 January 1949 and lasted 6 weeks


The Israeli-Lebanese armistice talks were held in no-man’s
land on the border near Ras al-Naqurah on the
Mediterranean coast on March 1st

 Israel and Jordan signed an armistice agreement on 3 April
1949. But midway between the two previous signings, Israel
decided to occupy the central and southern Negev and
establish itself on the Gulf of ‘Aqaba (Gulf of Eilat)


The Syrians held out until last in agreeing to the Armistice talks. They began on 5 April 1949 near
Khirbet Yarda, in no-man’s land on the Western edge of the Syrian-held enclave at Mishmar Hayarden



The Syrians withdrew back to the International frontier and the areas evacuated became
Demilitarized Zones (DMZs)

Creation of the Palestinian Refugee Problem


After the 1948 “Israeli War of Independence” more than 750,000 Palestinians (lower estimate) found
themselves outside Palestine in refugee camps near the borders of their country



The quality of life was to be determined by the regimes under which they now lived, as it was the
host countries’ official policies and economic resources that determined how big camps would be,
how close together the mud huts would be built, and what basic infrastructure would exist. The
refugees in those camps relied on foreign aid mainly from American welfare organizations and other
international organization for sustenance



When the money from these welfare organizations ran out, the UN established a single organization
to deal with the Palestinian refugees. In January 1949, the United Nations Relief and Works Agency
(UNRWA) was created. According to UNRWA, “Palestine refugees are persons whose normal place
of residence was Palestine between June 1946 and May 1948, who lost both their homes and means
of livelihood as a result of the 1948 Arab-Israeli conflict.”
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Many questions arise for this event. Why didn’t the UN address the Palestinian refugees problem
within framework of the International Refugees Organization? Why doesn’t the United Nations High
Commissioner on Refugees/United Nations Refugees Agency (UNHCR) provide protection to the
Palestinian refugees? What is the status of the Palestinian “refugees” (as defined by the UNRWA) in
Lebanon, Syria, and Jordan? What is the status of refugees in the rest of the world? These questions
shall be addressed in future sessions



With the creation of the UNRWA in 1949, the Zionists were able to achieve one main objective which
is the marginalization of the Palestinian refugees’ problem. By that time, this problem had
disappeared from the international agenda. At first, it had featured as one of three outstanding
problems marking the Palestine question, the other two being the future of Jerusalem (which will be
discussed in ample details over the coming weeks especially in the context of International law) and
the partitioning of the land
The solution to these three problems was also clear to the UN:
1. The unconditional repatriation of the “refugees”.
2. The internationalization of Jerusalem.
3. The partitioning of the land according to the distribution of the population



Those three points formed the core of the proposals put forward by Count Bernadotte, the UN
mediator send to the region. After his assassination by Zionist Irgun extremists in September 1948,
his proposals were taken up by the body replacing him, the UN Conciliation Committee

The UN Conciliation Committee and Resolution 194


Count Bernadotte’s mediation mission was ended on 17 September 1948 when he was assassinated.
On 11 December 194 the General Assembly adopted resolution 194(III) titled “Palestine – Progress
Report of the United Nations Mediator.”



The right of return has three important elements
1. Repatriation: Refugees wishing to return to home should be permitted to do so.
2. Compensation: Refugees choosing not to return should be compensated (by paying for
their property or for the loss or damage of it).
3. Creation of the Palestine Conciliation Committee whose mandate was to facilitate
repatriation, resettlement and economic and social rehabilitation and the payment of
compensation
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Creating a Jewish Israel, Destroying an Arab Palestine


Following the ethnic cleansing of 1947/1948 and the War of 1948, Israel began a process of deArabizing and Judaization of Palestine
◦

This process involved destroying the remaining Palestinian villages, erasing all traces of
Palestinian life and culture that existed pre-1948.

◦

Forests were planted over the remains of villages, villages and towns were renamed,
geography books and maps were destroyed, and remaining Palestinian villages were
either systematically destroyed or repopulated with Jewish immigrants from Europe

◦

Many Palestinian refugees that had been expelled to Arab countries attempted to return
a few months after the 1948 war ended. They were called “infiltrators” by the Israelis

◦

Between 1948 and 1951, an estimated 6000 infiltrators were shot dead by the Israeli
military. Over 190,000 Palestinians found themselves stranded within the state of Israel.
Most were ethnically cleansed from their native towns and villages, yet were not pushed
into neighbouring Arab countries but were not allowed to return to their homes. They
are known as Internally Displaced Refugees, and were forced to live under martial law
until 1966

◦

The events and aftermath of 1948 saw a forcible demographic distribution in Palestine in
order to ensure a Jewish majority for the state of Israel. About 1 million Palestinians were
dispossessed from their homes, 70-80% of whom were forced out of the borders of
Palestine



Jordanian treatment of Jews remaining in Judea and Samaria was also deplorable; several massacres
of Jewish communities carried out in the lead up to and within the context of 1948 war. Kfar Etzion
(150 dead); Hadassah (79 dead); Ben-Yehuda (58 dead)



Jews expelled from Hebron and East Jerusalem. First time these cities had no Jewish population for
over 800 years
West Bank annexed to Jordan in 1950 (recognized only by U.K., and Pakistan)



Internally Displaced Refugee, 1949
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Jerusalem Hurva Synagogue in 1947.
It was dynamited by Jordanians in 1949



Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem

Palestinians living in the West Bank and Gaza faced harsh conditions under Jordanian civilian and
Egyptian military rule. Intense suppression of Palestinian intellectual, political, and national activity in
the West Bank leads to mass arrests, deportations, high death toll, and culminates in the
assassination of King Abdullah on the Temple Mount in 1951

Jews From Arab Countries:
Exodus and Absorption


By 1955, 800,000-1,000,000 Jews from Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Egypt, Syria, Morocco, Tunisia,
Libya, and Algeria ended up in Israel



Unlike the ethnic cleansing of Palestine by Zionists, Jews in the Arab world were not the target of
any, pre-planned, coherent program of expulsion





Spontaneous and sporadic violence against Jews in Baghdad, Basra, Damascus, and Cairo
after the adoption of the UN Partition Plan , creating fear and anxiety among Arab Jews



Most Arab Jews did not feel the need to immigrate to Israel, and at least in one case- that
of Morocco- Jews were granted privileges by the ruler

Catalyst for Jewish immigration to Israel was covert operations by the Mossad in Cairo and Baghdad
o

Testimonies exist of comprehensive Mossad operations in Cairo and Baghdad in the
period 1947-1955
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Attack by Mossad on Jewish quarters and synagogues of Egypt and Iraq leads to
mass exodus of Arab Jews (Mizrachim) to Israel

o

Underground Iraqi Jewish group called “the Movement” organized operations
intended to produce mass Jewish immigration to Israel

o

Series of bombs were set off in Baghdad, including the dynamiting of Baghdad's
ancient synagogue, leaving over a dozen Jews dead: Responsibility was attributed to
Islamic groups and ultra-nationalist organizations. Wilbur Crane Eveland, an American
CIA officer, who was in Baghdad at the time, along with several resident British
officials, concluded that “the Movement” had set off the bombs

Similar action was carried out in Cairo, and Israeli defence minister stated that the tactic (of attacking
Jewish communities to induce immigration) was first “successfully” tried in Iraq




o

Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern, South Asian, and African Affairs in the US
State Department, George McGhee, criticized Israel over its Iraq operations: “It is one
thing to take Jews from all over the world who were in distress, but it is another matter
entirely to create circumstances which would stimulate the immigration of Jews from areas
where they were living in peace”

Israeli policy representative and liaison with the CIA in Washington (and former mayor of Jerusalem)
Teddy Kollek justified the Iraq operation saying it was better for Iraq to be a “homogenous Muslim
nation free of Jews”


U.S. cautioned Israel against attempting similar tactics in Tehran, leading the Mossad to
abort their mission to commit similar attacks against Iran's Jewish community



Set-up of immigration offices for absorption of immigrants in Israel

Racist and humiliating treatment of Arab Jews by Ashkenazi Zionist Jews in Israel


“Sanitization”, “re-education,” “Judaization” were all part of the process of absorbing
Mizrachim



Mizrachi Jews were forced to abandon their language, culture, and-in many cases- their
names, as they were forced to adopt more Ashkenazi-sounding names



They were forced to a second socio-economic status, to work as unskilled labourers on
plantations and constructing new settlements, and to live in overcrowded, frontier
neighbourhoods.
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Iraqi Jewish Refugees to Israel, 1953
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Offensive Deterrence
and Collective Punishment


Infiltrators (mentioned above) eventually began to become more organized by 1951-1952, and
started arming themselves. Seeking their property and their land, they returned to their villages and
what became Israel, hoping to restore their property and salvage what they could from their former
homes



These infiltrations developed into primitive armed raids on Jewish settlements in Israel, often
resulting in minimal injuries, from Gaza, the West Bank, Lebanon, and Syria; those carrying out these
raids were known as fedayeen (“self-sacrificers”)



Most fedayeen in the early period were killed or returned to their refugee camps empty-handed
without having achieved anything, but the fact that they even dared attempt such a thing as
returning to Palestine/Israel infuriated the Zionists who responded with overwhelming force against
Palestinian refugee camps, despite the armistice agreement



In 1953, David Ben-Gurion famously remarked “Israel is in danger of peace” meaning the geo-political
situation was too calm for his liking. Adoption of a policy of aggressive provocation by Israel



This began with the formulation of a comprehensive policy of collective punishment in response to
“infiltration” which resulted in hundreds of casualties as a result of Israeli army raids on the West
Bank, Gaza, and the Golan Heights



First major massacre committed by the Israeli army was at Qibya in the West Bank in 1953, in which
66 civilians were killed. IDF unit 101, commanded by a young, charismatic major called Ariel Sharon,
blew up houses with the inhabitants inside. UN observers arriving 2 hrs after the raid said : “bulletriddled bodies near the doorways and multiple bullet hits on the doors of the demolished houses
indicate that the inhabitants had been forced to remain inside, until their homes were blown up over
them.” They further reported that “witnesses were consistent in describing their experiences as a night
of horror, during which Israeli soldiers moved about their village blowing up buildings, firing into
doorways and windows with automatic weapons, and throwing hand grenades”
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Qibya Massacre, 1953

Major Ariel Sharon



There was unanimous international condemnation of the Qibya massacre and calls for those
responsible to be brought to justice. No disciplinary action was taken against any IDF soldier who
participated in the Qibya massacre. In fact Ariel Sharon would later become Defence Minister and
eventually Prime Minister



There were more such raids over the years. IDF raid on Gaza in 1955 left 38 Egyptians dead; a raid on
Golan Heights in 1955 left 56 Syrians dead



Kfar Qassem massacre in 1956 results in 58 dead; Qalqilya massacre 1956, 70 dead; Khan Yunis
massacre 1956, 200-300 dead; 1966 Samu' massacre, 50 people killed and 140 buildings destroyed



In 1956, Israel was planning to absorb more Jewish immigrants to the Galilee and was working on an
aquifer to channel water from Lake Galilee to southern Israel. In anticipation of these developmental
projects, 5000 Palestinians were expelled from Israel to Syria. The Chief of the IDF Northern
Command was responsible for this ethnic cleansing. His name was Yitzhak Rabin, who would later
become Israel's prime minister



String of bombings by the Jewish underground in Cairo heightens tensions between Israel and Egypt



As early as 1951, Ben-Gurion began formulating plans to seize the Gaza Strip from Egyptian control
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1956 Suez War
 As early as 1951, David Ben-Gurion began formulating plans to seize the Gaza Strip from Egyptian
control
 Frequent raids by Israel against Gaza Strip (and the West Bank) leaves hundreds dead in the early
1950s. Recall massacres discussed during the last section, Qibya etc.
 Egyptian revolution 1952: Egyptian Free Officers' Movement overthrows monarchy and establishes
republic. Rise of Jamal Abdel Nasser in Egypt in early 1950s

Gamal Abdel Nasser, 1953
 Ben-Gurion famously remarked in 1953 “Israel is in danger of peace” due to the lack of any major
retaliations by Egypt against Israel despite blatant Israeli aggression, i.e. raids/massacres
 String of bombings carried out by Jewish underground in Cairo (ha-Pashara) in 1954 heightens
tensions between Egypt and Israel
 In 1954, Ben-Gurion, in his correspondences with Moshe Dayan and Moshe Sharett, stressed the
necessity (he used the words “historic opportunity”) of Israel seizing Gaza and Sinai from Egypt,
occupying the West Bank and Golan Heights, and creating a Maronite Christian state north of the
Litani River in Lebanon, allowing Israel to effectively control southern Lebanon
 In response to the execution of those responsible for the 1954 bombings, Israel retaliated with a
broad operation in Gaza, killing dozens of Egyptians and Palestinians
 Covert diplomacy in 1955 between Egypt and Israel, with American mediation, aims at resolving
tensions between Egypt and Israel
 Moshe Sharett in his diary recalled that in 1955: “[I met with] Roger Baldwin, the envoy of the U.S.
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League of Human Rights who visited Cairo.... Nasser talked to him about Israel, saying that he is not
among those who want to throw Israel into the Mediterranean. He believes in coexistence with Israel
and knows that negotiations will open someday.(25 January 1955, 680)”
 Dissolution of diplomacy with the return of Ben-Gurion to Israeli politics as Defence Minister, and the
growing influence of Moshe Dayan in the Defence establishment
 Clearly, despite the apparently genuine intentions of Nasser to seek peace with Israel, and attempts
by Moshe Sharett to reciprocate, the Defence establishment pressured Sharett to step down, and
responded by planning an all-out war against Gaza and Egypt
 Protocol of Sevres: British, French, and Israeli secret meeting to discuss a plan to invade Egypt and
seize the Suez Canal. The Israelis were represented by Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion, Director
General of the Ministry of Defence Shimon Peres, Chief of Staff of the IDF Moshe Dayan; the French
by Minister of Defence Maurice Bourges-Maunoury, Minister of Foreign Affairs Christian Pineau,
Chief of Staff of the French Armed Forces General Maurice Challe; and the British by Foreign
Secretary Selwyn Lloyd
 Nasser's nationalization of the Suez Canal in 1956 provided Israel with an appropriate pretext within
which to begin planning for the seizure of the Gaza Strip and the possible overthrow of the Egyptian
regime, although as noted, plans for the Suez campaign had begun five years earlier, one year before
the Egyptian revolution
 Nasser also, ineffectively yet foolishly, decided to blockade the Straits of Tiran, thus providing Israel
with a further pretext for war
 With the shared aim of toppling Nasser, Great Britain, France, and Israel launched a tripartite
invasion of Egypt on 29th October 1956; this conflict is known as the Suez War or Azmat al-Suwais
 The Israelis rapidly and effectively advanced into the Sinai, spearheaded by the battalions
commanded by Colonel Ariel Sharon and Major General Moshe Dayan
 In the course of the war, Israel seized the Gaza Strip and Sinai Peninsula from Egypt, killing hundreds
and imprisoning thousands. Palestinian refugees from 1948 were again made refugees when they
were expelled by Israel from Gaza

Israeli warplanes flying over Sinai
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Map of Campaign, 1956
 UN security council did not condemn the attack because of France and Britain's veto power as
members of the security council
 United States, led by Dwight D. Eisenhower, exerts political and economic pressure against its allies,
threatens to break off ties with Israel. This leads to a full Israeli military withdrawal and a humiliating
defeat for Israel on the international stage
 Introduction of UN peacekeepers in the Sinai as suggested by Canadian Prime Minister Lester
Pearson
 Suez war was a catastrophic strategic and military defeat for Egypt, but a political victory for Nasser
 Long-term significance of Suez War: Israeli expansionist aims were thwarted for several years, it
showed to the world (especially to the Arabs) that the United States was capable of pressuring Israel
to comply with international law, the beginnings of the Israeli nuclear program with French help was
a direct result of the early planning stages of the war
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Six-Day War
 Israel expanded its territory by 200% as a result of the 1967 war: Israeli soldiers could see Damascus,
and were swimming in the Suez Canal and Jordan River
◦ 100% of Palestine in Israeli hands
 Destruction of Maghrebi quarter in Jerusalem (100 houses and 5 mosques bulldozed to make
clearing adjacent to the Western Wall); expulsion of hundreds of Armenian genocide survivors, and
destruction of their ecclesiastical and secular property.

Moroccan Quarter bulldozed by IDF in immediate aftermath of Six Day War
 Hundreds of villages in the West Bank were destroyed and 250,000 Palestinians were ethnically
cleansed. Most went to Jordan, Canada, or the United States
 USS Liberty incident: US intelligence ship intentionally fired upon and bombed by Israeli forces
during the war results in the deaths of 34 American sailors. Investigation into the incident has been
repeatedly and consistently blocked by successive US and Israeli administrations
 Deconstructing the myths of the 1967 War: Who started the war? What happened in the course of
the war? Was the war a necessary war for Israel or a war of choice? Was the outcome of the war
irreversible?
 Central significance of the 1967 war to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In other words, how the Israeli
seizure of the West Bank and Gaza drastically altered the geo-political reality of the Palestinian
problem, complicated Israel's demographic dilemma, and exposed the balance of power between
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Israel and the neighbouring Arab states. Shattering of the David and Goliath myth
 US begins viewing Israel as an indispensable ally and an essential strategic asset after 1967
 Israel solidifies its hold on the Occupied Territories by ethnically cleansing strategic areas and
constructing settlements, in contravention of the Geneva Convention
 Post-1967 “War of Attrition” between Israel and Egypt in the Sinai leads to thousands of casualties,
including 5,000 Egyptian soldiers and civilians killed, and over 1,000 Israelis dead
 War of Attrition ended upon the ascension of Anwar Sadat to the Presidency of Egypt, who focused
on rebuilding the Egyptian army in anticipation of a future full-scale assault to regain the Sinai

Internationalization of
Palestinian-Israeli Conflict
 Formation of Fatah in 1959, PLO in 1964, PFLP in 1968 attracts vast number of Palestinians
 Goal of these movements is national self-determination of the Palestinian people, and creation of a
Palestinian state: “Palestinianization” of the conflict
 Secular-intellectual nature of organizations; participation of vast number of Palestinian Christians
and women
 Complex relationship between these movements and Arab states
 Black September, 1970: PLO expelled from Jordan
 Establishment of PLO in Lebanon as a result of Cairo Agreement in 1970
 Palestinian international terrorism propels Palestinian cause to international stage; rise to
prominence of Yasser Arafat, Abu Nidal, Abu Abbas, George Habash, Naif Hawatmeh, Mahmoud
Abbas
 Collaboration between Palestinian national movement, Viet Cong, ETA, Bader-Meinhoff, Rott Army
Faction, IRA, ANC, ASALA and other revolutionary movements
 Large-scale Mossad retaliations in Europe, Arab countries leaves key PLO figures dead (Wa'el Zuaitar,
Mahmoud Hamshari, Kamal Nasser, Ali Hassan Salameh, Abu Daoud, Kamal Adwan) and hundreds of
Palestinian, Syrian, and Lebanese civilians dead
 Terrorism operations included advanced fedayeen operations in Israel, hijackings of Israeli airlines,
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assassination of Israeli diplomats, capture of Israeli citizens
 Coastal Road Massacre in 1978, led by 18 yr-old Dalal al-Mughraby, results in 38 Israeli deaths; Leila
Khaled hijacks several planes between 1969 and 1972, does not lead to any deaths, but results in the
freeing of hundreds of prisoners; Munich Massacre, 1972 by Black September planned by Abu Nidal,
Ali Hassan Salameh, financed by Mahmoud Abbas; 1974 bombing of TWA Flight 841 resulting in 79
deaths; Abu Nidal organization commits dozens of other attacks against Arab, Israeli, Western
embassies, bombing of airliners, killing of diplomats, targeting of Jews abroad etc.
 Operation Wrath of God (1972), Operation of Sabena (1972), Operation Spring of Youth (1973),
Operation Litani (1978) in retaliation for international Palestinian terrorism
 Significance: it is important to understand that this campaign of violence and terror by the
Palestinians was a battle for recognition, a battle for self-determination. Although the acts
committed were inexcusable and terrible, the Palestinians sought international recognition of their
suffering, and, just as importantly, their existence as a people that had been forcibly dispossessed
from their homes since 1948, and under brutal occupation since 1967
 Role of women was greatly changed as a result of the rise of Palestinian national movement. Women
played a central role in the struggle for Palestinian self-determination, leading brigades, were deeply
involved in the decision making process, and Palestinian women involved in the acquired almost
iconic status among the feminist movements in the West.
 Israeli response was vastly disproportionate and targeted not only militants or PLO operatives, but
thousands of civilians, bombing refugee camps, imprisoning tens of thousands and wounding scores
of thousands

Yom Kippur War
 Egyptian President Anwar Sadat offers Israel peace in 1971 based on a full Israeli withdrawal from
territories it occupied during the 1967 war; in other words, Egypt offered Israel peace and
recognition in exchange for its compliance with International Law. Israel responded by intensifying
hostilities with Syria and Egypt between 1971 and 1973
 After Sadat realized that all diplomatic efforts would led to a dead end, he decided to explore a
limited military option, which, combined with an Arab oil embargo, would compel Israel to withdraw
from land it occupied in 1967
 Egyptian President Anwar Sadat launched “Operation Badr” in October 1973 in order to recapture
the Sinai from Israel; Syria also launched an offensive against Israel in the north in a bid to regain the
Golan Heights
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Egyptian soldiers cross the Suez Canal
on October 6th 1973

 Huge casualties on all sides; 35,000 dead on Arab side, 3,000 dead on Israeli side. Stalemate in the
Sinai, and huge set-backs for Syria. In the course of war, Israel mobilizes its nuclear arsenal and
threatens to launch nuclear missiles on Cairo and Damascus; US intervenes by providing massive
shipments of conventional weaponry to Israel
 Militarily, neither Syria nor Egypt defeated Israel. Stark realization that only diplomacy could regain
occupied territory
 1973 Arab oil embargo: 400% increase in price of oil worldwide. Stock market crashes of major
economies, US, UK, Western Europe, Japan...one of the worst economic downturns in modern
history
 Sadat began American-mediated peace talks with Israel in the aftermath of 1973 War
 1973 War made it clear Arab countries were no longer prepared to go to war for Palestine; their
offensives in October were launched to regain territory illegally occupied by Israel in 1967
 Yasser Arafat addresses UN General Assembly in 1974: US, UN, Arab League recognize PLO as sole,
legitimate representative of the Palestinian people
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Yasser Arafat addressing UN General Assembly in 1974
 UN General Assembly Resolution 3379 in 1975: Zionism is a form of racism
 November 20, 1977: Sadat gives speech before Knesset
 Camp David negotiations between Anwar Sadat and Menachem Begin (Irgun terrorist) in 1978
 Israel-Egyptian peace treaty signed in 1979. Official normalization of ties between Egypt and Israel
and termination of all hostilities between the two nations, although tensions remain. Egypt expelled
from the Arab League as a result
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Anwar Sadat and Menachem Begin, Camp David Treaty, 1979
 To prevent further territorial concessions, Israel officially annexes the Golan Heights and Jerusalem
in 1980, granting Israeli citizenship to the Druze of Golan, and the Palestinians of Jerusalem
 1981: Settlements of Sharm al-Sheikh (Ophira), Taba, Dahab, and Yamit dismantled, completion of
Israeli withdrawal from Sinai, leaving a bitter legacy among the settlement movement, which viewed
this abandonment of Eretz Yisrael as a revolt against God; Sadat assassinated by Egyptian soldiers
who were members of Jama'a Islamiyya, disillusioned with Sadat signing the peace treaty with Israel

Evacuation of Jewish settlement of Yamit in Sinai, 1981
 Operation Opera: Menachem Begin orders destruction of Sadaam Hussein's Osirak nuclear reactor
 1981 Saudi Peace initiative and indications that PLO is willing to relinquish armed struggle and
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negotiate peace
 Saudi Eight Point Peace Plan:
 Israel to withdraw from all Arab territory occupied in 1967, including Arab Jerusalem.
 Israeli settlements built on Arab land after 1967 to be dismantled, including those in Arab
Jerusalem.
 A guarantee of freedom of worship for all religions in the Holy Places.
 An affirmation of the right of the Palestinian Arab people to return to their homes and
compensation for those who do not wish to return.
 The West Bank and the Gaza Strip to have a transitional period under the auspices of the
United Nations for a period not exceeding several months.
 An independent Palestinian State should be set up with Jerusalem as its capital.
 All States in the region should be able to live in peace in the region.
 The United Nations or Member States of the United Nations to guarantee the carrying
out of these provisions.
 PLO signals its willingness to accept a two-state settlement based on full withdrawal of Israel from
West Bank and Gaza, and establishment of viable Palestinian state with Jerusalem as its capital. This
signified that the PLO was willing to relinquish 78% of historic Palestine in exchange for peace with
Israel
 Elie Eliachar, former President of the Council of the Sephardic Community said in 1980, after meeting
with several key PLO figures: “I can say categorically that the idea that the PLO covenant is an obstacle
to negotiations is utter nonsense...There is no Arab organization in existence today which can bring
about a durable peace in our region, except the PLO, including its extremist elements”
 Another Israeli official, Mattiyahu Peled, asked why the PLO does not abandon its covenant
responded: “For the same reason the government of Israel has never renounced the decisions of the
decisions of the Basel Zionist Congress, which supported the establishment of a Jewish State in the
historic land of Israel, including Jordan. Similarly Herut and Irgun never abandoned the map [which
included all historic Palestine, Jordan; the Likud charter still calls for the establishment of the state of
Israel on both banks of the Jordan river]. We demand a ritual abandonment of the Covenant- a kind of
ceremony of humiliation- instead of concerning ourselves with the decisions that were accepted by the
PLO in 1974, which support the establishment of a Palestinian state in the territories evacuated by
Israel”; this can be compared to the current situation with Hamas
 Israel responds to these peace overtures by preparing for war against Lebanon and formulates plan
for the destruction of the Palestinian national movement
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National Pact (Al-Mithaq al-Watani)


In 1943, Lebanon was granted independence from France in the context of the decolonization of the
Middle East, and the termination of the French Mandate of Greater Syria, of which Lebanon was
initially a part



Prior to declaring independence, the leaders of the Maronite, Shia, and Sunni communities met in the
Summer of 1943 to discuss the allocation of political positions and distribution of political power
among the various diverse groups existing in the Lebanese Republic



This verbal understanding became known as the National Pact, and became the point of reference
for all later Lebanese governments and the basis for the relationship between the different sects in
Lebanon until its collapse in 1975



National Pact included the guarantee that the president of Lebanon would always be a Maronite
Christian, the Prime Minister a Sunni Muslim, the President of the National Assembly a Shia Muslim,
and the deputy speaker of Parliament a Greek Orthodox Christian. The pact further stipulated that
parliament members would also be in a 6:5 ratio, Christians to Muslims



The military was also divided along confessional lines, with the head of the army and higher-echelon
officer corps being Maronites, the foot soldiers Shias, and all positions in between by other sects



The National Pact needs to be contextualized within the framework of the ethno-religious puzzle
that is Lebanon

Farewell ceremony for French in Lebanon, 1943
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Demographics
 There are many dozens of ethnic and religious
groups in Lebanon, it would be impossible to
mention them all in detail; there are 18 officially
recognized ethno-religious groups in Lebanon:
 The main ethno-religious sects/groups in Lebanon
are Sunni Muslims, Maronite Christians, Shia Muslims,
Druze, and Greek Orthodox Christians
 Sunnis: historically the dominant group in
Lebanon since the 7th century, supported by the
major regional powers, whether the Abbasids in the
10th century, the Ottomans in the 16th, or the
Saudis/Egyptians in the 21st. Sunnis have also been
the wealthiest, most prosperous, and most secure of
Lebanon's communities, given that the larger Middle
East is predominantly Sunni



Maronites: a sect of Christianity founded in the 5th century, with many key Maronite leaders
descending from the Arab tribe of Quraysh. With its main base of followers in and around Mt.
Lebanon and parts of Syria, the Maronites have always aspired to a larger measure of power than
they had traditionally possessed. Under the Byzantine Christian Empire, they were marginalized as a
heretical minority, and under the Arab/Turkish Islamic rulers were granted semi-autonomous status
at best. The Maronites have emerged as one of the most powerful groups in Lebanon in the 20th
century, mainly due to the support of Western powers and the concessions elicited from the 1943
National Pact.



Shias: Shia Islam has very deep roots in Lebanon, reaching back to the mid-8th century. The history of
Shias in Lebanon is one of uneasy stability, punctuated by periodic outbreaks of persecution. The
blood spilt on the slopes of Jabal 'Amil still dominates the collective memory of the Shia experience
in Lebanon. In modern times, the Shias have been the most impoverished, neglected, and
underrepresented of all Lebanon's various sects.



Druze: ethnically the Druze have been linked to the Ancient Phoenicians, as well as to Arab
tribesmen, Living in the rugged terrain of the Shouf mountains and adhering to a theologically
complex religion with roots in Isma'ili interpretations of Shia Islam, the Druze have historically
fluctuated between a position of complete dominance in Lebanon (Fakhreddine II etc,) and
persecution by several Sunni and Ottoman rulers. Today they are an important component of
Lebanese society, and are divided between those wishing to maintain ties with Syria (where their
coreligionists live) and those desiring to pull Lebanon closer to the West



Greek Orthodox: the second largest Christian community and perhaps the most pluralistic, educated,
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and accommodating group in Lebanon, often transcending sectarian boundaries and having the
ability to bridge the troublesome gap between the various Lebanese ethno-religious sects. The Greek
Orthodox are strong proponents of a strong Lebanese Arab identity and believe Lebanon plays a
unique role as a bridge between the West and the East. They have rejected Phoenicianism and antiArabism as an ideology, preferring to associate Lebanon with the wider Arab world, and even
advocating Pan-Arabism at times. (Founder of modern Arab Nationalism was a Lebanese Greek
Orthodox Christian, Antun Saadeh)

The Palestinian Refugees


During the 1947/1948 ethnic cleansing of Palestine, about 130,000 Palestinians were expelled to
Lebanon; by 1975, that number would increase to over 300,000



A minority of the Palestinians such as those who were skilled professionals and those of the Christian
faith, were granted Lebanese citizenship, full rights, and were integrated into the mercantilist ranks
of Lebanese society



The vast majority, however, were herded into the squalor of refugee camps such as Nahr al-Bared,
Ayn al-Hilweh, Burj al-Barajneh, Sabra, Shatila, Nabatieh, and Baddawi



The presence of the Palestinian refugees, who were administered and attended to by the UNRWA,
and treated as resident aliens by the Lebanese government, complicated Lebanon's fragile status
quo. But as long as the Palestinians remained apolitical, they did not pose a serious threat to the
stability of the demographic balance



Life in Palestinian refugee camps was intolerable. There was no running water, electricity, or sewage
system.



Intense restrictions were put in place against Palestinians which severely curtailed the human and
civil rights of Palestinian refugees



Complete social, economic, and political exclusion of the Palestinians in Lebanon led to great
frustration and anger among the refugees



The frustration of the Palestinian refugees would be the force that propelled the Palestinians in
Lebanon to take concrete political and military action in securing their rights in Lebanon, even at the
expense of the Lebanese people themselves. This will be discussed shortly!
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Nahr al-Bared camp near Tripoli, 1948

1958 Crisis


Sparked by the formation of the United Arab Republic in February 1958 and overthrow of the proBritish monarch of Iraq, King Faisal, by Arab nationalists in July 1958



First “warning sign” of the fragility of Lebanon's political and confessional system; Lebanon brought
to the brink of civil war



War prevented by Camille Chamoun's resignation, his replacement by Fuad Shihab as President, and
deployment of US marines in Lebanon by President Dwight D. Eisenhower



Shihab managed to hold all the explosive elements in Lebanese society together



Key Lebanese political families rise to prominence during the crisis and the return to stability:
Gemayel, Jumblatt, Karami, Franjieh
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1959 to 1970 The Golden Age


Period of unprecedented stability and prosperity in contrast with the coups, instability, and
despotism in neighbouring countries
◦

Increase in foreign investment in Lebanon

◦

Standard of living for Lebanese, excluding Shias and Palestinians, drastically improves



Beirut becomes the “Paris of the East” and the cultural, intellectual, and economic capital of the
Arab world



End of the Golden Age for many internal and external reasons: economic recession, decrease in
foreign investment following 1973 oil embargo, Palestinian fedayeen attacks against Israel, formation
of PFLP, Black September events in Jordan, Cairo Agreement in 1969

PLO in Lebanon


The arrival of the PLO was a very significant turning point in Lebanese history



1969 Cairo Agreement effectively endorsed PLO freedom of action in Lebanon to recruit, arm, train,
and employ fighters against Israel. The Lebanese Army protected their bases and supply lines. The
Palestinian refugee camps became autonomous and were off limits to the Lebanese government or
the Lebanese army; it should be noted that this agreement was annulled in 1987, yet is still invoked
as though it still commands some legal legitimacy



PLO controlled southern Lebanon and entire areas of Beirut, as well as significant portions of
northern Lebanon, mainly Tripoli

PLO in Beirut, 1975
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Refugee camps were turned into militant recruitment centers and training camps for PLO militants,
known as fedayeen, and the PLO supplanted UNRWA as the main source of support for the refugees,
expecting military service in return



PLO turned south Lebanon into a “state within a state” and was hugely unpopular with the residents
of south Lebanon due to their heavy handed tactics, and the heavy casualties resulting from Israeli
attacks against the South in retaliation for brutal and tactically foolish Palestinian attacks against
Israel



PFLP, PLO, Fatah all carried out attacks against Israel and launched Katyusha rockets from Lebanon,
resulting in Israeli retaliation and deaths of hundreds of Lebanese civilian



In response to a Palestinian attack against Israeli aircraft in Athens, Israel systematically destroyed 13
civilian aircraft at Beirut International Aircraft in 1968



Checkpoints, extortion, organized crime, corruption, murder, rape, abuse of power, assassination
and blackmail were all the main hallmarks of PLO rule in Beirut and Lebanon; although not part of
any formulated policy, it was a reality. PLO transformed Lebanon into a main exporter of narcotics,
from links between Fatah and the Golden Triangle in South-East Asia, Lebanon became the transit
point for large supplies of opium, cocaine, and heroin to Europe



The PLO became so powerful that Yasser Arafat became known as “the real leader of Lebanon”



The only groups in Lebanon that supported the PLO and its activities were the Sunnis and Greek
Orthodox because it elevated their own community to a dominant position. The main hub of PLO
support was the refugee camps and Lebanese universities, where the country's intellectuals
sympathized with the plight of the Palestinians. The bulk of the leaders of the Palestinian national
movement were secularists, leftists, nationalists, or Christians
◦

It should be pointed out that the PLO was a secular-nationalist faction and included many
Marxist elements within its ranks, therefore attracted the support of many non-religious
and leftist factions in Lebanese society while alienating the traditionally conservative
groups, notably the Shias and the Maronites



Shias were greatly appalled and disillusioned with the PLO transforming south Lebanon into a
battlefield between Israel and the Palestinians, and the general disregard of the PLO for religious
conservatism



The Maronites were distressed by the shifting demographic authority in the country, and at how
their own power had become undermined by the Palestinians, who only 10 years prior, had been
uninvolved in Lebanon's politics, were on the brink of starvation, and lived in the oppressive
conditions of the refugee camps



Many factions in Lebanon also formed militias, or built up their existing militias so that by 1975, the
Maronites, Sunnis, Druze, Socialists, Shias, and Palestinians all commanded formidable armed groups
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Apart from the PLO and PFLP, other militias in Lebanon were the Phalange militia of Pierre Gemayel's
Kataeb Party (formed in 1936 and inspired by the Nazi Youth movement), the ultra right-wing
Guardians of the Cedars led by Abu Arz, the Murabitun Sunni militia, which was backed by Fatah, the
militia of the Progressive Socialist Party, commanded by Kamal Jumblatt and later by his son Walid,
and the Amal militia of Musa al-Sadr's Amal movement



Other militias would arise over the course of the Lebanese civil war, including the Shia Hezbollah,
Samir Geagea's Lebanese Forces (Ouwet), Saad Hadad's South Lebanon Army, the Syrian Socialist
Nationalist Party, and the Islamist Tawhid Movement



Most militias received backing and support from foreigners, with the Christians, meaning Maronites,
being supported mainly by Israel, the Sunnis mainly by Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Iraq, the Shias mainly
by Iran, and the Palestinians drawing on the support of international revolutionary organizations and
their core base, the Palestinian refugees



Foreign sponsorship for different groups was dictated by external interests and not by any particular
concern for the Lebanese people

The Lebanese Civil War


Frustration with the impunity of the PLO in bringing large swathes of Lebanon under its control, as
well as the brutal and large-scale retaliations and unprovoked attacks brought against Lebanon by
Israel throughout the early 1970s, the Lebanese army and Maronite militias sought to disarm the PLO
and restore order to Lebanon



Sporadic clashes erupted between the Lebanese Army and the Palestinian militias resulting in
numerous deaths



The spark of the Lebanese civil war is obviously controversial but can be summarized as such:
Lebanon is a powder keg. Palestinian militancy, Syrian aspirations, Lebanese sectarianism, the history
of Lebanon, Israeli expansionism, and the fallout from the 1958 crisis were all explosive elements. In
1975, all these elements came together, and the situation exploded



In response to the assassination of a leading Sunni Lebanese politician, the PLO staged an attack
against Maronite militiamen under the command of Pierre Gemayel on Sunday, April 13th 1975 as they
emerged from church. 4 Phalangists were killed in the exchanges. In response, the Phalangists
hijacked a bus heading towards the Palestinian Tel al-Zaatar camp, and slaughtered dozens of
Palestinians onboard



This has conventionally been seen as the spark of the Lebanese civil war, and the bullet-ridden bus
sits in Beirut today as a stark symbol of the civil war in which hundreds of thousands of Lebanese
perished
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On December 6th 1975, the bodies of 4 Phalangist militiamen were found in an abandoned car on the
outskirts of Christian East-Beirut, although the perpetrators of the killings were not identified; the
Phalangists blamed the Druze and Sunnis for the deaths



Enraged, the Phalangist militiamen began a frenzy of killing, entering Muslim-dominated West Beirut,
killing over 600 people, the overwhelming number of them civilians. This became known as Black
Saturday.



Fighters allegedly led by Joseph Saad, whose son was one of the four murdered, began putting up
checkpoints on major roads. At these, passing cars and pedestrians were intercepted and ordered to
show identification cards. Any Palestinians (who as refugees were stateless and had no ID cards) or
Muslims (Lebanese ID cards indicated religious affiliation) were killed on the spot.



In response the Lebanese National Movement and Sunni militias organized attacks against
Phalangists, and the spiral of violence deteriorated further when the Lebanese army itself
fragmented along sectarian lines



Horrific development in the civil war was the cruel and deliberate targeting of civilians, beginning
with Black Saturday, but more notably the Karantina massacre on January, 18 1976 in which over
1000 Palestinian, Armenian, and Kurdish refugees were brutally murdered by Maronite and other
Christian militias in the refugee camp of Karantina on the Lebanese coast. In response, Sunni militias,
leftists, the Japanese Red Army, and Palestinian groups loyal to Yasser Arafat committed an equally
deplorable massacre against the Christian coastal town of Damour resulting in the deaths of
between 600 and 1000 people, mainly women and children.

Karantina

Damour



The massacres of Damour and Karantina were followed by ethnic cleansing operations of Muslim and
Christians where Phalangist militias forcibly displaced Muslim Lebanese, and Druze, Sunni, and
Palestinian militias forcibly displaced Christians. Hundreds died in the process



The pattern of alliances was constantly shifting during the Lebanese Civil War. The only stable axes
was the Israeli-Maronite and the PLO-Greek Orthodox-Druze alliance
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Syria and Lebanon


Ever since Lebanon had been carved out of greater Syria and granted independence, Syria had
considered Lebanon part of its territory



During the 1958 crisis, Syria sought an opportunity to intervene in Lebanese politics but was denied
the chance



In 1976, the Syrian desire to intervene was fulfilled following the deterioration of Lebanon into fullscale Civil War and specifically after the Damour massacre, which was viewed as the first act of an
eventual genocide of Lebanese Christians, Lebanese president Suleiman Franjieh called on the Syrian
army to intervene. The Alawite rulers in Lebanon naturally sympathized with the plight of the
Christian minority, and also were the historic allies of the Maronites

Syrian Invasion of Lebanon, 1976


Syria immediately occupied northern Lebanon and the Beqa'a Valley, siding with the Maronites (as
the Israelis did), and obliterating the Sunni, Druze, and Palestinian forces that it came into contact
with. Very brutal tactics were employed by the Syrian army including mass murder, mutilation, and
terror tactics



On August 12, 1976 with the Syrian army providing artillery cover, Phalangist and other right-wing
Christian militias assaulted the Palestinian refugee camp of Tel al-Zaatar and slaughtered 3,000
Palestinians, the largest massacre of Palestinians in a single day to date. The massacre was
completely condemned by the international community, the United Nations, and the Arab League
but no action was taken to intervene or even stop the civil war beyond announcing a ceasefire



Syria had tens of thousands of troops in Lebanon, and effectively controlled the country until
another of Lebanon's neighbours intervened in its affairs
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“Mukhabarat state” (police/military state) established by the Syrians in Lebanon between 1976 and
2005. Hundreds of people were tortured, thousands imprisoned, extra-judicial executions were
normal, assassinations of key Lebanese intellectuals and political dissidents took place, and a mass
exodus/forced exile of the educated elite from Lebanon resulted

Israel and Lebanon


Zionist ambitions in Lebanon stretch back to pre-state period, before the formation of the State of
Israel
- Traditionally Zionists had viewed the Litani River as Israel's natural northern border and as
early as the 1950s, Israeli leaders were contemplating establishing a Maronite Christian state
north of the Litani river, annexing large swathes of southern Lebanon (some for settlement,
but mainly for the water resources), and ethnically cleansing it of Shias. This dream was
never fulfilled



Developments in the 60s and 70s, with Palestinian attacks against Israeli towns and cities in the
Galilee, gave Israel the perfect pretext to devastate southern Lebanon, cause a massive exodus of
Lebanese north of the Litani, and begin plans for invading the country



Aside from launching large-scale attacks against Lebanese territory in contravention of international
law, the Israelis also supported the extreme right-wing Phalangist militia in the civil war, and aided
them in attempting to achieve their goal of establishing a Maronite Christian state in Lebanon and
destroying the Palestinians living there. Israel's aid to the Phalangists began in 1976 and continued
throughout the rest of the civil war



In 1978 Israel launched Operation Litani in response to the Coastal Road Massacre near Haifa,
southern Lebanon which resulted in hundreds of civilian deaths, and which caused a massive exodus
of Lebanese



In 1981, Israel indiscriminately bombed Beirut, killing about 600 civilians and in the same year Ariel
Sharon and Menachem Begin formulated plans for the invasion of Lebanon which would include
“the complete destruction of the PLO in Lebanon, the instalment of Bashir Gemayel as the President
of Lebanon, and forcing Lebanon to sign a peace treaty with Israel”



After much deliberation, Operation Peace for Galilee (an Orwellian name to be sure), was launched in
June 1982. The pretext being the attempted assassination of an obscure Israeli diplomat by an
equally obscure Palestinian group in the UK



Within a few days, the Israelis had reached Beirut, surrounded the PLO, and began the siege of Beirut
and bombing raids against PLO positions and civilians. About 10,000 people, mainly civilians, were
killed in Beirut, and 20,000 overall were killed in Operation Peace for Galilee; 800 Israeli soldiers also
lost their lives
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Israelis encountered heavy resistance from refugee camps, especially Ayn al-Hilweh, which IDF
sources likened to the First century Jewish fortress of Masada



An agreement was reached by August, 1982 in which the PLO would be evacuated from Lebanon,
Bashir Gemayel installed as President, and a multinational force installed to restore calm

Israel initially allied itself to the residents of the South, who soon became their enemies


The PLO was evacuated to Tunis, which was later bombed the Israelis during Operation Wooden Leg
in 1985, resulting in 100 deaths, mainly Tunisian civilians



Within a year, the 1982 agreement was violated in every possible way

Bashir Gemayel was assassinated, thousands
of Palestinian refugees were slaughtered by
Phalangist militias in the notorious Sabra and
Shatila camps, and the multi-national force, mainly
Americans and French was attacked by a Hezbollah
suicide bomber in 1983 at the Marine Barracks,
killing 241 American soldiers and 58 French forces.

 Marine Barracks Bombing


Although the Sabra and Shatila massacres were carried out entirely by Phalangist Christian militias,
led by Elie Hobeika and his Damouri brigade, seeking revenge for past killings of Christians at
Damour, the Israelis provided logistical support and lit flares for the Phalangists throughout the
night. Israeli Defence Minister Ariel Sharon was directly implicated in the massacre, and although the
ICC launched an official investigation in early 2002, Elie Hobeika, the primary witness who was about
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to testify against Ariel Sharon, was killed by a car bomb days before he was set to arrive at the Hague


Chaos continued on and off in Lebanon for the next 8 or nine years, in which many more thousands
lost their lives



Gradually inter-sectarian strife was replaced by brutal intra-sectarian strife with Christian-Christian,
Muslim-Muslim, Palestinian-Palestinian fighting compounded by the continuing Syrian and Israeli
occupation of Lebanese territory

There is much more to say about the
Lebanese civil war, and it barely needs to be noted,
but even entire books have not done justice to the
events that occurred

The Lebanese Civil War claimed 200,000 lives,
with over one million displaced, and there are still
tens of thousands of people unaccounted for

The Lebanese Civil War ended with the Taif
Agreement in 1990 which restructured the 1943
National Pact according to the changed realities
that existed after the Lebanese Civil War, giving the
Muslims greater voting power, so that Parliament
seats would be a 1:1 ratio, limiting the power of the
Maronite president and empowering the Prime
Minister. All militias were also declared illegal and
disbanded. Apart from Hezbollah, and several small
Palestinian militias that operate in refugee camps,
most have complied with this. UN resolution 1559
calls for disarmament of all militias and for the
Lebanese army to establish control over ALL its
territory.
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Hezbollah, Israel, and the SLA


By 1990, Israel had withdrawn from most of Lebanon except a strip at
the southern part of the country known as the “Security Zone” which
it controlled along with its proxy, the South Lebanon Army



“Security Zone”


The Israeli occupation regime in
southern Lebanon was in many ways as
oppressive as that in the Gaza Strip or
the West Bank, with restrictions on
freedom of movement, numerous
Israeli Occupation Soldier, South Lebanon
detentions, torture, killings, and general
abuse of power by Israeli soldiers and their SLA allies



Creation of Hezbollah was a product if three major socio-political factors: the historic
persecution/underrepresentation of the Shias of Lebanon, the Iranian Revolution in 1979, and the
Israeli invasion of Lebanon



Almost since its inception in 1982, Hezbollah had waged a guerrilla war against Israel. With the
continued occupation of southern Lebanon, this war intensified with Israel responding to any attack
against its troops with disproportionate force against Lebanese civilians. “For every dead Israeli
soldier, we shall eradicate a Shia neighbourhood”- IDF command in southern Lebanon

 Over the next decade and a half, the relationship
between Lebanon and Israel was dictated by the
relationship between Hezbollah and Israel


In September 1993, Israel launched a broad operation
against Lebanon resulting in the deaths of 118 Lebanese
civilians and the displacement of 300,000 Lebanese in an
attempt to weaken Hezbollah.

Hezbollah founded as a resistance movement against Israel. This is its flag and logo.


Tensions and hostile exchanges continued between Israel and Hezbollah over the next few years
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On April 11th 1996, Israel launched Operation Grapes of Wrath which did tremendous damage to
Lebanon. Using as a pretext the killing of five Israeli occupation soldiers, Israel began a massive
artillery and aerial bombardment of south Lebanon, Beirut, and the Beqa'a Valley killing about 200
Lebanese civilians, including about 106 in the Qana Massacre, where a UN shelter housing civilians
was shelled by Israel forces, and causing tremendous damage to Lebanese infrastructure, amounting
to $500 million dollars in damage

First Qana Massacre, 1996


The offensive ended on April 27th 1996 with a ceasefire agreement which emphasized that neither
side, Hezbollah and Israel, would undertake attacks against civilians. A continuing cycle of violence
soon undermined the agreement with Israel killing civilians and Hezbollah responding by launching
rockets against northern Israel



As part of its resistance against Israel, hundreds of Israeli soldiers were killed by Hezbollah suicide
bombers and fighters; hundreds of Hezbollah fighters were also killed



Hezbollah continued its guerrilla war against Israel until May 2000 when it managed to drive out
Israel from southern Lebanon, with exception of the Sheba Farms, and completely rout the South
Lebanon army. This was a tremendous victory for the militant movement that greatly boosted its
support

Hezbollah rally in Beirut, due to its resistance against Israel, the group has broad support in Lebanon
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In 2005, Syria also withdrew its troops from Lebanon, ending its 30 year occupation, under great
diplomatic and international pressure following the assassination of Prime Minister Rafiq Hariri. The
Syrian regime in Lebanon was equally oppressive as the Israeli, yet cannot claim to have inflicted as
many casualties in such a short amount of time as Israel did



In July 2006, Hezbollah captured two Israeli soldiers and killed several others in a cross-border raid



Israel responded by unleashing a relentless artillery and aerial bombardment of Beirut, southern
Lebanon, and the Beqa'a before invading Lebanon



Hezbollah responded by launching a barrage of 4000 rockets, mostly not aimed, on northern Israel,
and Israel dropped 4.2 million high precision artillery shells and 1.2 million cluster bombs on Lebanon,
mainly in heavily populated civilian areas



The war, known as the Second Lebanon War or the July War, resulted in 165 Israeli deaths, 121 of
whom were soldiers, and 1,700 Lebanese deaths, 1200 of whom were civilians



Israel committed numerous war crimes in Lebanon in 2006, including a second shelling of Qana,
killing hundreds of civilians, incinerating hundreds of children, using white phosphorus, and
indiscriminately attacking civilian areas; there are also allegations Hezbollah committed war crimes,
mainly shelling of civilians in northern Israel



The war was a tremendous victory for Hezbollah, considering that only a few thousand of their
fighters managed to hold off an Israeli army of tens of thousands, but a terrible defeat for Lebanon.
The ground fighting was mainly concentrated around the towns of Marjeyoun and Bint Jbeil in
southern Lebanon



Israel inflicted tremendous damage on Lebanon, attacking roads, bridges, factories, government
offices, army bases, refugee camps, power stations, water works, ports, tourism offices, even
historic ruins. Ecological and environmental damage was also caused by Israel's shelling of oil
refineries on Lebanon's coast causing massive oil spills into the Mediterranean and irreversibly
damaging the ecosystem

Israeli army in Lebanon, 2006
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The impact of the war still resonates powerfully today and has sparked serious debate within
Lebanon about the role of Hezbollah and the implementation of UN Resolution 1559



Since 2006, the Israel-Lebanon border has remained fairly calm with few exchanges. In 2008, Israel
finally released all Lebanese prisoners in its custody in exchange for the bodies of Ehud Goldwasser
and Eldad Regev.



On February 12th 2008, Israel assassinated Imad Mughniyeh, one of Hezbollah's leaders, in Damascus.
The organization has vowed revenge, but has not yet taken any action



Since 2006, tension has intensified within Lebanon itself, and the feeling within the country
throughout 2007 and 2008 was very similar to how it was during the 1958 crisis when he country was
on the brink of civil war



2007 Nahr al-Bared: By far, the most significant event in 2007 was the assault against the Nahr alBared Palestinian refugee camp in northern Lebanon, which resulted in dozens of civilian deaths,
mainly women and children, and hundreds of militants killed. About 200 Lebanese soldiers also lost
their lives. The main fighting took place between Fatah al-Islam, Jund al-Sham, both extreme Islamist
movements and the Lebanese army.

Nahr al-Bared was completely destroyed and is still awaiting reconstruction / Michel Suleiman


In 2008, internal tensions between Hezbollah and the Lebanese state paralyzed the country and only
ended with the Doha Agreement in Qatar and the appointment of Michel Suleiman as president. This
agreement gave Hezbollah and the Shias of Lebanon greater power in Lebanon's political system,
including veto power in the government, and allowed Hezbollah a great deal of autonomy in
southern Lebanon, and also declared that no Lebanese faction shall resort to violence to resolve
political misunderstandings or conflicts



Syria recognized the independence of Lebanon and its sovereignty in 2009, and opened an embassy
in Beirut
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Another positive development has been the introduction of a law allowing the voluntary removal of
one's religious or ethnic affiliation from their ID card, in a bid to reduce sectarianism in the country



In January 2008, the representative of the PLO in Lebanon, Abbas Zaki, issued an apology to the
Lebanese people for the role of the Palestinian Liberation Organization in creating the chaos leading
up to the civil war, and for the responsibility of the PLO for some of the atrocities of that war.
Maronites, including many civilian, military, and religious community leaders, reciprocated and
apologized to the Lebanese people and the Palestinians residing in Lebanon for the immense pain
the Phalangists and other Christian militias inflicted during the civil war. Even the head of the
Lebanese Forces, Samir Geagea, has apologized, although the sincerity of his repentance has been
doubted by critics
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Occupation and Settlements (1967-1987)


As mentioned earlier, Israel completed its occupation of Palestine in 1967 when it occupied the West Bank, Gaza
Strip, and East Jerusalem



In addition to occupying these territories, Israel began constructing hundreds of illegal settlements and
populating the land it occupied with fanatical Jewish settlers, a process which dispossessed thousands of
Palestinians of their lands, and led to the expropriation of Palestinian territory



Israeli occupation was a brutal reality which Palestinians had to deal with and included checkpoints, daily raids,
curfews, disruptions in school and commercial schedules, the closing down of academic and even medical
institutions, and the suppression of all Palestinian national sentiments by Israeli forces



As a result of this harsh reality in which thousands were killed and thousands more imprisoned without charge,
Palestinian frustration increased



Collaboration was also a massive problem within Palestinian society as Israel exploited people's frustration and
cracked down heavily on any opposition to its rule



It was from this climate of oppression and frustration that Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) and the Islamic
Resistance Movement (Hamas) emerged, in 1980 and 1987 respectively



The rise in Islamic fundamentalism, the increase in Palestinian frustration, and the increasing brutality with which
Israel pursued its policies culminated in the First Palestinian Intifada in 1987

Demonstrations such as this one on the Temple Mount were banned by Israel
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The First Intifada


The Uprising began in December 1987 in the Gaza Strip with violent exchanges between Palestinian protesters
armed with rocks and Israeli soldiers armed with tanks, planes, and machine guns, but soon spread to the West
Bank

Israeli soldiers breaking bones of child | Uprising in the West Bank | Uprising in the Gaza Strip


Israeli soldiers were given explicit orders to kill civilians and "break the bones" of young children in order to quell
the Uprising



For the first time in history, television cameras captured images of Israeli troops smashing the bones of young
boys with heavy boulders, sniping innocent women fleeing the clashes, and driving over Palestinians with
Merkava tanks. This was a massive turning point in the history of the conflict, which showed Israel's true image to
the world for the first time



By bravely, albeit futilely, engaging heavily armed Israeli troops, Palestinians demonstrated their dedication to
their cause for national self-determination, and the world saw the brutality with which Israel carried out its
oppressive policies. Al-Aqsa massacre of 1990 also provoked massive outrage, especially in the Muslim world,
when Israel gunned down dozens of worshippers on the Haram al-Sharif



Over 2000 Palestinians were killed during the Intifada, including hundreds of women and children, thousands
wounded, and tens of thousands imprisoned (it is estimated about 200,000 Palestinians were detained overall)



The Uprising put pressure on Israel to seek a solution to the conflict by negotiating with the PLO, and hence
entering into multi-lateral talks with Palestinians at the Madrid Conference in 1991 PLO "Palestinian Declaration of
Independence" in 1988 was of symbolic importance within the context of the Intifada



It is often asserted that the PLO "launched" the Intifada or that the leadership of the Palestinian national
movement (in exile in Tunis, Lebanon, and elsewhere) had control over the events that took place. In fact, the
PLO and other organizations were not the driving force behind the Intifada; it was the frustration of Palestinians,
and their desire for self-determination that led to the massive protests and clashes characteristic of the Intifada.
The PLO was taken completely by surprise when the Uprising occurred.
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One of the main consequences of the Intifada was the increase in political activism and Islamism in the Occupied
Territories, and the boost in the legitimacy and support for the Palestinian organization Hamas, which played an
important role in coordinating the civil disobedience, services, boycotts, and protests during the Uprising

The Keffiyeh became the most potent symbol of the Intifada

/

Hamas poster from First
Intifada

Madrid Peace Conference 1991


The Madrid Conference included multi-lateral talks involving Israel as well as Arab countries and the PLO, and was
co-sponsored by the USA and USSR



The formula of "land for peace" based on the example of peace with Egypt and the return of the Sinai emerged
from the Madrid Conference



Although highly symbolic, the Madrid Conference meant very little when simultaneously Israeli forces were still
massacring, imprisoning, and torturing Palestinians in the Occupied Territories



The conference highlighted the fact that the PLO was willing to recognize the State of Israel, a fact it had been
willing to do for years, and negotiate with it on behalf of the Palestinians

 Madrid Conference, 1991
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Oslo Accords 1993







Negotiated between the PLO and the Israeli government
Led to the creation of the Palestinian Authority
Divided the Occupied Territories into zones of control (Area A, Area B, Area C) with small areas (Area A) given
limited autonomy
The agreement did not grant Palestinians independence nor did it lead to an Israeli withdrawal from the
Occupied Territories as stipulated by UN Resolution 242
Israel recognized the PLO as the representative of the Palestinian people, and the PLO recognized Israel's right to
exist and renounced terrorism and all forms of violence
The Israelis agreed that the IDF would withdraw from certain areas and help facilitate limited autonomy,
specifically in the areas around Gaza, Jericho, and Jenin

Arafat and Rabin sign the Oslo Accords in 1993 on the White House lawn


The Oslo Accords basically led to the creation of a colonial intermediary, the
Palestinian Authority, through which a Palestinian body would effectively
administer the affairs of certain Palestinian areas, without the Israelis being
directly in contact with the people. Some have even called the Palestinian
Authority "Israel's Ministry of Palestinian Affairs"



The Oslo Accords stipulated that Israel was to decrease settlement activity in
the Occupied territories, and work towards establishing a Palestinian state. In
reality, the number of Israeli checkpoints impeding economic development of
the West Bank and Gaza Strip increased exponentially, and Israeli settlements
were increased by 300%, undermining Palestinian trust in the Oslo Process
and damaging the credibility of the Oslo Accords
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The PLO and Yasser Arafat in particular were harshly condemned by Palestinians and Arab States for signing the
Accords, which effectively legitimized Israel's occupation of 100% of Palestine and did not address the key
concerns at the root of the conflict



Hamas vehemently opposed the Oslo Accords and censured the PLO for signing it

Oslo Years 1993 to 2000


In the immediate aftermath of the signing of the Oslo Accords there was a feeling of great optimism in some
Israeli and Palestinian circles, as well as in wider international circles



This optimism soon evaporated as Israel continued to expand settlements (more vigorously than before the Oslo
Accords in fact), increase the number of checkpoints, demolish more Palestinian homes, expropriated more
Palestinian land, continue the imprisonment and torture of innocent Palestinians, and violate the Oslo Accords
but expecting the PLO and Yasser Arafat to honour their part of the agreement, especially in providing security
for Israel

Palestinian Authority headquarters in Ramallah

PA emblem



The Palestinian Authority developed into a quasi-police state, imprisoning thousands of Palestinians, torturing
thousands, in order to provide security for Israel.



The P.A. did everything in its power to curb the influence of resistance movements in Palestine, including the
PFLP and PIJ, but especially Hamas, whose influence had grown since the First Intifada



On February 24th 1994, 29 Palestinians were killed and over 130 seriously wounded, when Baruch Goldstein, a
Jewish-American doctor affiliated with the Jewish Defence League, gunned down worshippers in the Ibrahimi
Mosque/Cave of the Patriarchs in Hebron. The attack was condemned by Israel and internationally, but the
ideology that spawned the massacre- the settler-colonial idea of Greater Israel- was not curbed by the Israeli
government which continued to promote it through settlement building
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Cave of the Patriarchs/ Haram al-Ibrahimi, Hebron


Baruch Goldstein. He is viewed as a hero by
the Far Right in Israel

As a result of the Ibrahimi Mosque massacre, Hamas carried out its first suicide attack against Israel in April, killing
2 Israeli soldiers. Israel responded with harsh military measures against the Palestinian territories which led to the
deaths of several dozen Palestinians. In retaliation, Hamas launched a wave of suicide bombings against Israel,
killing dozens of Israelis (mainly soldiers, but civilians were also killed). The architect of Hamas' suicide bombings
was Yahya Ayash, who was finally assassinated by Israel in 1996

Aftermath of a Hamas suicide attack, 1995 (above) and 1996 (below)
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Hamas suicide bombings and Israeli retaliations escalated the conflict to a huge degree and effectively ended the
policy of passive resistance that Palestinians in the Occupied Territories had hitherto adhered to, and began a
phase of active and militarized resistance on the part of the Palestinians. The suicide attacks against Israel were
hugely popular with the Palestinian populace due to their perceived effectiveness at dealing a blow against far
superior and seemingly invincible Israeli power



In 1995, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhaq Rabin was assassinated by Jewish fundamentalist Yigal Amir. The motive
given was Rabin's recognition of Palestinians and his signing of the Oslo Accords



In 1998, the Palestinian Authority and Israel negotiated an agreement that became known as the Wye River
Memorandum which reiterated the Oslo Accords but which expected the PA to provide security for Israel, crack
down on militancy, and coordinate all activities with Israel in exchange for mere symbolic gestures from the
Israelis. The agreement was ultimately a failure.



During the Oslo Accords, both Palestinian and Israeli society were radicalized and right- wing elements in both
societies were strengthened

Camp David Summit 2000


Between July 11th and July 25th Bill Clinton, Ehud Barak, and Yasser Arafat met at Camp David in a bid to reach an
agreement



Negotiations faltered on several key issues including Jerusalem, settlements, refugees, and Israeli security



Barak offered Arafat no more than 50% autonomy in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, but stated that Israel would
maintain all settlement blocs (90% of the settlements), as well as control of the Jordan valley
◦

Arafat rejected Barak's "generous offer"

◦

There is a lot of mythology surrounding Barak's offer with Zionists and their proponents claiming
that up to 98% of the West Bank was offered to the Palestinians

◦

For more, see the required reading list above for details. See particularly the works of Tanya
Reinhart


Yasser Arafat was blamed by all sides for the failure of the Camp David Summit
despite him having no choice but to reject an offer that subordinated
fundamental Palestinian rights to Israeli ambitions



Shortly after the failure of the Camp David Summit, Ariel Sharon made a
controversial visit to the Temple Mount in Jerusalem on September 28th,
sparking the Second Intifada, also known as the Al-Aqsa Intifada

<- Ariel Sharon on Temple Mount, 2000
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Second Intifada 2000 to present


Following Ariel Sharon's visit to the Temple Mount,
Palestinian protesters clashed with Israeli police
and soldiers resulting in the death of dozens of
unarmed youths



The eruption of the Second Intifada was prompted
by the increasing frustration of Palestinians with
Israeli policies, IDF brutality, increased settlement
construction, and refusal to address Palestinian
rights, in addition to Sharon's provocative visit to
Islam's third holiest site



The Second Intifada was vastly different than the First Uprising in that it included armed resistance in addition to
rock-throwing protesters. Also, in response to Israeli brutality and the massacres committed in the Occupied
Territories, Palestinian organizations, including Hamas, Fatah, PFLP, PIJ, launched waves of suicide bombings
against Israel, leaving dozens of Israeli civilians dead



Arab-Israelis were also targeted by Israel during the Second Intifada, with pogroms against them being common,
and Israeli police killing as well as detaining many. Notably, the October 2000 events, which left 14 peaceful ArabIsrael protesters killed by IDF fire

October Riots


Operation Defensive Shield

Following a particularly dramatic suicide attack against a Netanya hotel in 2002 on Passover which left over 50
Israelis dead, including veterans of the Irgun, LEHI, and Haganah, Sharon (who was elected Prime Minister of
Israel shortly after the Intifada began) launched Operation Defensive Shield
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IDF arresting PA police; many were executed




Operation Defensive Shield targeted the
infrastructure of the Palestinian Authority and was
perhaps the most brutal Israeli military operation
since the invasion of Lebanon in 1982



Israeli death squads executed Palestinian police
officers, the headquarters of the Palestinian
Authority Preventive Security was reduced to
rubble, hundreds of police stations, courts, markets,
and additional civilian institutions were
systematically destroyed. Tens of thousands of
Palestinian houses have been bulldozed, thousands
of Palestinian civilians killed, and tens of thousands
wounded

Jenin massacre of 2002 reflects the intensity of Operation Defensive Shield. In April 2002, the IDF fought a harsh
battle in the town of Jenin, which resulted in the deaths of over 400 Palestinian civilians. Israel would not allow
ANY investigative teams to enter the site until a week later, when only 50 bodies were uncovered after the IDF
had "sanitized" the site of civilian casualties. Israel continues to deny that any massacre was perpetrated in Jenin

Jenin after the massacre: Over 300 people were massacred in Jenin, their bodies buried in the rubble




Israel carried out targeted assassinations of Hamas, PIJ, and Fatah leaders throughout the Second Intifada, which
included the killing of Mahmoud Abu Hanoud, Abdul Aziz al- Rantissi, Sheikh Ahmed Yassin, Adnan al-Ghoul and
countless others
In order to understand the scale and complexity of Israel's actions, it is necessary to consult the list of above
"essential readings"
Over 7000 Palestinians have been killed during the Second Intifada, including over 2000 children, and over
60,000 have been seriously wounded. Over 1000 Israelis have been killed.
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Many voices condemning Israel's excessive use of force have been heard, and there have been (well-founded)
accusations that Israel has been pursuing a policy of ethnic cleansing and genocide against the Palestinian people
Israel has continually tried to label its brutal actions against the Palestinians since 2001 as part of the "War on
Terror" and to a certain degree this has worked in silencing condemnation from the US and European
governments

Gaza Disengagement


In late 2004, Ariel Sharon announced his "Disengagement Plan" (Tokhnit HaHinatkut; originally entitled Tokhnit
HaHafrada, "Separation Plan," but changed because it "evoked apartheid" according to Sharon) by which Israel
would withdraw all its troops and settlers (numbering between 6000 and 7000) from the Gaza Strip and
outposts in the northern West Bank



Disengagement was the result of the expense of maintaining dozens of settlements in the Gaza Strip which had
no strategic value for the State of Israel, and additionally as a result of Hamas' resistance which inflicted dozens
of casualties on the Israeli settlers and soldiers in the Gaza Strip

Disengagement from the northern West Bank outpost of Amona was fiercely resisted



Huge disapproval of the Disengagement Plan within Israel with tens of thousands of Israelis protesting against
the removal of the Gush Katif (Gaza Strip region) settlements
Many of the settlers removed from Gaza were generously compensated and relocated to West Bank
settlements

Israel controls all supplies in and out of Gaza 
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Despite the unilateral withdrawal from the Gaza Strip, Israel still maintained full control of Gaza's land, sea, and air
crossings. Hence, the occupation of the Gaza Strip by Israel was maintained. Under international law, maintaining
"effective control" over a region or territory constitutes an "occupation"



All movement of goods and people between Gaza and the outside world is controlled by Israel, including the
transportation of such necessities as food, medicine, and water

2006 Palestinian Legislative Elections


In January 2006, Hamas (running under an alternate name of the "Change and Reform" party) achieved a
massive election victory over their rivals in the Fatah party, securing the majority of seats in the Palestinian
Legislative Council



Hamas won 74 seats and Fatah won 45 out of a possible majority of 132; voter turnout was 76%



Hamas' election victory came as a massive surprise to many observers, since Fatah was projected to secure a vast
majority of the seats



Many Palestinians voted strategically against the Fatah party, notorious for its weakness and corruption, by
voting for Hamas, in whom they had faith to end the corruption of the PA

Hamas election victory rally


Hamas did not run on a platform of destruction of Israel, nor did it espouse the principles of its charter. Rather,
the organization vowed to end corruption, strengthen Palestinian society, and continue its resistance activities
against Israel. The Israeli Disengagement from the Gaza Strip was portrayed by Hamas as a result of its resistance
against the IDF, much in the same way as Israel's South Lebanon withdrawal in 2000 was viewed as a victory for
Hezbollah
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Almost immediately following Hamas' election victory, many Western nations (Canada being the first, followed
by the United States) and Israel imposed a siege on Palestine, cutting off all aid and financial resources to the
Palestinian people. Dozens of Palestinian cabinet ministers associated with Hamas were abducted by Israeli
forces, and remain imprisoned in Israel

Israeli gunboats patrolling Gaza's waters

Crossings of Gaza Strip being tightly controlled by Israel

Palestinian Factional Violence 2007





Following Hamas' election victory and the imposition of a siege on Gaza, the United States and Israel began
funnelling millions of dollars in cash and weaponry to the rival Fatah movement in Gaza and the West Bank
Fighting erupted between Hamas and Fatah in December 2006 and culminated in the 2007 "Battle of Gaza" in
which Hamas "Executive Force" and "Qassam Brigades" militants smashed Fatah and PA forces in less than eight
days
Hundreds of Palestinians were killed in the months of fighting between Hamas and Fatah, including over 200
civilians. There were numerous violations of international law during the fighting, including the use of torture by
both sides.
The outcome of the infighting was a Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip and a Fatah- controlled West Bank with rival
governments established in each territory. A direct result of Hamas' seizure of the Gaza Strip was a tightening of
the Israeli siege on the territory, including an increase in raids by the IDF and IAF, and Hamas seizure of thousands
of small arms as well as dozens of armoured vehicles, which allowed it to intensify its resistance activities, as well
as to continue launching Qassam rockets into Israel in response to Israeli airstrikes
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Hamas security forces arresting Fatah activist in Gaza/ Fatah security forces arresting prominent Hamas activist
in the West Bank


Both Hamas and Fatah remain at odds, having failed to establish a national unity government. Fatah has
continued negotiating with Israel, most recently at Annapolis in 2008, while Hamas and Israel continue to
escalate hostilities

Operation Cast Lead


Israel launched Operation Cast Lead in late December 2008, following the end of a six- month ceasefire with
Hamas, a period during which 49 Palestinians were killed by Israeli forces, including 6 Hamas fighters on
November 4th, while no Israelis were reported killed



Israel announced the intention behind the military operation was to destroy Hamas and end Palestinian rocket
fire from the Gaza Strip into Israel



Israel attacked Gaza with artillery and aircraft, completely obliterating the infrastructure of the Gaza Strip, before
sending in ground forces

Destroyed school in Rafah
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Qassam rocket

White phosphorus being used by IAF in Gaza



During the conflict, Hamas rocket fire reached Ashkelon and Beersheba, further than it has reached before



A ceasefire was finally reached on January 18th 2009



The war cost Gaza $2 billion in assets, 4000 homes were destroyed by the IDF, as well as 700 factories, small
industries, and business. Over 40 mosques, universities, medical, and other civilian installations were deliberately
targeted and destroyed by the IAF during the operation



14-1500 Palestinians, including over 313 children, were killed by the Israel; 5,100 Palestinians were seriously
wounded and about 51,000 displaced by the operation



13 Israelis were killed, 3 of whom were civilians



During Operation Cast Lead, Israel made use of chemical weaponry, notably white phosphorus, against densely
populated civilian areas. The IDF also deliberately targeted civilian installations, safe houses, and made use of
human shields, many of whom were children under 15



As a result of the offensive, the humanitarian situation in the Gaza Strip became drastically worse



International protests, including in the Arab World, erupted both during and following Israel's offensive, some
protests contained up to 1 million people

200,000: Istanbul
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50,000: London


1,000,000: Damascus

Many Western governments, including those of Canada, the US, Germany, Australia, and the Czech Republic
refused to condemn Israel's actions in Gaza, but vehemently condemned Hamas for targeting civilians.

The Goldstone Report
·

On April 3rd 2009, the United Nations Human Rights Council, headed by former South African
Jewish judge Richard Goldstone, established the United Nations Fact Finding Mission on the
Gaza Conflict in order to investigate the allegations of Israeli (and Hamas) war crimes that were
committed during Operation Cast Lead in December/January 2008-2009

·

The findings( published September 15th 2009) brought to light extensive evidence of Israeli
crimes against humanity committed against Palestinian civilians in Gaza, accusing the Israeli
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military of deliberately subjecting the Gaza Strip to a systematic campaign of death and
destruction (words echoed by Amnesty International)
·

The findings were rejected by Israel and the United States, but embraced by many states in the
world as an objective and impartial investigation of Israel’s Operation Cast Leader

·

Even the militant organization Hamas, which was accused in the report of committing war
crimes, accepted the conclusions of the report, although it maintains that the accusations Judge
Goldstone brought against the report are blatantly false

·

Following the issue of the report, Richard Goldstone was subjected to a systematic campaign of
defamation and slander by the Israeli government and radical Zionists, who viewed his impartial
report as a betrayal of the state of Israel and a major PR disaster for Israel, which maintained it
had behaved humanely throughout Operation Cast Lead

·

The Goldstone Report was officially endorsed by the United Nations Human Rights Council in
March 2010

·

For detailed analysis on the report, visit: http://goldstonefacts.org/

Gaza Flotilla Massacre
·

On May 30th 2010, a humanitarian flotilla organized by the Free Gaza Movement
(www.freegaza.org) and the Turkish Foundation for Human Rights and Freedoms and
Humanitarian Relief (IHH) set out from Cyprus carrying 10,000 tons of humanitarian aid for the
besieged Gaza Strip. Over 663 people from 37 different countries were aboard the vessels,
including many human rights activists, parliamentarians, Nobel Prize winners, and a Holocaust
survivor.
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·

While the flotilla was in international waters, the Israeli navy boarded the largest ship (the Mavi
Marmara) with its commandos, leading to the deaths of 9 Turkish citizens (including one TurkishAmerican), dozens being seriously wounded, and hundreds detained by Israel.

·

The incident sparked a massive backlash from the Turkish government, which threatened to
break off its ties with Israel. This has had massive strategic implications for the entire region.

·

There are conflicting reports of events from witnesses and passengers on the Mavi Marmara
with comparison to the reports the IDF issued. All footage and cameras were seized by the
Israeli army. One hour footage and several pictures were smuggled off the ship by various
activists. The one hour of footage by Iara Lee is available on www.culturesofresistance.org
Photos of passengers treating captured IDF soldiers also became available to the public.

·

Although the UN has called for an international investigation into the incident, Israel has refused
to cooperate, insisting that it acted righteously and asserting that an international investigation
would compromise its sovereignty. It has since initiated an investigation of its own, with US
backing.

·

Throughout the world, massive protests erupted following the raid on the Mavi Marmara,
underscoring Israel’s increasing isolation. Israel has since loosened restrictions on the blockade
of Gaza, allowing more ‘civilian’ materials into the Strip.
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The Knesset

Israel’s Parliament/ legislative branch








Based in downtown West Jerusalem.
Power to elect the president
Laws are passed by simple majority
120 seats with 12 parties (in the current Knesset-Feb 2009)
Party List Proportional representation (explains why there are so many parties and why Knesset
politics is so “colourful” )
Parties submit lists and seats are awarded based on parties securing a specified minimum proportion
of the votes. (1 seat = 1/120 of all votes counted)
Advantages and dangers.
 Allows for greater political diversity in the legislature
 More Democratic
 Allows smaller parties (including radical extremists) to be represented
 One of the primary reasons for the large number of parties in the Knesset
 Forces larger parties into coalitions with smaller parties thus giving them greater influence
than their size suggests.
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The Secular Zionist Parties
The Secular Zionist grouping contains all the large mainstream Israeli political parties.

1.

Avuda “Labour”



Centre-Left Social-democratic Zionist Party.
Key symbols, colours: Wheat-symbol of agricultural labour/
Colours: Red and Blue

Support Base:
 Middle/Working Class Ashkenazim (Israelis of European Ancestry)
 Knesset Representation: 13/120 (11%)
 Brief Background:
 The Prototypical Zionist party
 Officially founded in 1968 but has existed in one form or another since the early
days of the Zionist settlement project in Palestine. Previously known as Mapai.
 Declining popularity:
 Labour was previously the dominant party in Israeli politics but it has been
losing strength steadily since the 1970’s. Today it controls only 11% of all
Knesset Seats.
 Based on the principles of Labour Zionism :
 Socialist outlook
 One of the earliest versions of Zionism
 Closely associated with some of the key institutions of the early
Zionist project in Palestine:
o The Haganah and Palmach militias (Forerunners of the IDF –
largely responsible for the Nakba in 1948)
o Histadrut (Trade Union Federation)
o Kibbutzs (Self contained Socialist commune -settlements)
Key Ideological positions:
- Establishing and maintaining the homeland for Jews in Palestine via:
o Settlement.
o Agriculture and working the land. Taking control of the destiny of the Jewish people
and the land by working it.
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Maintaining Israel as a Jewish state with a strong Jewish majority by whatever means
necessary including ethnic cleansing.
Supports a 2 state solution and removal of the West Bank settlements but only
because they believe it is necessary to maintain Israel’s Jewish majority.
Annexing the Palestinian territories would upset the ideal demographic balance for a
Jewish state and lead to Israel’s destruction.
Securing and furthering Israel’s legitimacy and international recognition on the world
stage
Strongly opposed to neo-liberal economics
In favour of increases to the Israeli minimum wage and greater social benefits

Key Leaders and figures
- Yitzhak Rabin-Former President of Israel who signed the Oslo Accords. Assassinated in 1995
by a radical right-wing Israeli religious extremist.
- Shimon Peres (President of Israel, former member)
- Ehud Barak (Current leader and former PM and Defence Minister)
- Moshe Dayan (Famous Israeli General)
- Golda Meir (Former PM)

2.

Meretz- “Vitality”



Left Wing-Social-Democratic Zionist party
Key symbols and Colours: Green and Blue

Support Base:
 Secular-Liberal, educated Ashkenazi elites
 Knesset Representation: 3/120 (2.5%)
Brief Background:
 Founded in 1992.
 Strongly associated with:
o Peace / Anti-Occupation activism. Close links to the Israeli peace movement-GushShalom
o Human rights/ Social justice movements
Key Ideological positions:
 The occupation of the Palestinian territories must end as soon as possible. Ending the
occupation is the key to securing long term peace and security for Israel.
 A 2 state solution for the Israeli Palestinian conflict.
 Removal of most of the WB settlements
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The firm separation of religion and politics
The rights of minorities within Israel and the Palestinian Territories must be protected
Environmental protectionism must become a state priority
Israel should be a secular democratic welfare state with a Jewish Majority.

Key Leaders and figures
 Haim Oron (Current party leader)
 Yossi Sarid (Haaretz columnist and former Knesset member)
 Yossi Beilin (Haaretz columnist and Former Knesset member

Likud “Consolidation”

3.



Right wing secular Revisionist Zionist party.
Key symbols and colours, Colour: Blue

Support Base
 Middle-Class Ashkenazim
 Knesset Representation: 27/120 (22.5%)
Brief Background
 Officially founded in 1973 by Menachem Begin.
 Considered for a long time to be the main challenger to Labour Zionism.
 A direct descendent of the early Revisionist Zionist Parties, militias and terrorist groups:
o Irgun/ Etzel (Terrorist group from the 1940’s lead by Menachem Begin)
o Stern Gang (Terrorist Group from the 1940’s lead by Yizthak Shamir)
o Herut Party

Emblems of the Irgun/ Etzel terrorist group: the ideological ancestor of the Likud party
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Ideological positions
 The Rejection of the 2 state solution and the idea of a Palestinian State. Palestine and
Palestinians are mythical constructions
 Palestinians should be allowed limited autonomy in scattered Bantustans but no
independence
 Settlement of Judea and Samaria is justified and should be encouraged
 Israel’s Arab neighbours must be made to fear Israel and its capabilities.
 Consolidating Israel’s hold over all of Jerusalem and increasing the Jewish population within
the city.
 Israel as a Jewish state based on free market capitalism, Laissez Faire/ Neo Liberal Economic
policies.
 Israel’s welfare state institutions should be removed.
Key Leaders and figures
 Benjamin Netanyahu (current PM and former PM and finance minister)
 Moshe Feiglin (Radical settler and the unofficial leader of the
conservative wing of Likud)
 Menachem Begin (Ex PM and Ex terrorist leader, key supporter of the
settlement project in Gaza, East Jerusalem and the West Bank, signed the camp
David Accords with President Sadat of Egypt)
 Yizthak Shamir (Ex PM and Ex terrorist leader)
 Ariel Sharon (Ex PM and Defence Minister, former member)

4.



Kadima “Forward”

Centrist/ Centre-Right secular Zionist party
Key symbols and colours

Support Base
 Middle-Class Ashkenazim, dissident former supporters of Likud and Labour.
 Knesset Representation: 28/120 (23%)
Brief Background
 Founded in 2005 by Ariel Sharon from breakaway elements of Likud and Labour
 Responsible for the unilateral disengagement or tactical withdrawal from Gaza in 2005.
Ideological positions
 Israel should remain a secular state with a Jewish majority
 Israel has historical rights to all of the lands captured in 1967 but will have to surrender some
them in order to maintain its Jewish majority
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2 state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
Partial Israeli withdrawal from the occupied territories
Retention of key settlement blocs and settlement rings in East Jerusalem.

Key Leaders and figures
 Tzipi Livni (Current party leader and foreign minister)
 Ehud Olmert (Former PM)
 Shimon Peres (Current President)

5.

Yisrael Beteinu “Israel-Is Our
House”
 Far Right Secular Revisionist Zionist party
 Key symbols and colours: Blue Rooftop

Support Base
 Working class and lower middle class immigrants from the countries of the former USSR.
 Knesset Representation: 15/120 (12.5%)
Brief Background
 Founded in 1999 by immigrants from the former USSR who advocated a hard-line approach
to negotiations with the Palestinian authority and other Arab states.
Ideological positions
 The growing population of Arabs living in Israel is an existential threat to the state of Israel.
 A forced territorial transfer of Arab Israeli towns should take place from Israeli territory into
isolated the Palestinian Bantustans which will comprise the Palestinian State.
 Ideally, all Arab Israelis should be stripped of their citizenship and removed from Israeli
territory. All Israeli’s (including all remaining Arabs) should be forced to take an oath of
loyalty to the Jewish state.
 The full and permanent annexation of the larger settlement blocs into Israel proper.
 Currently opposed to peace talks with the Palestinian National Authority.
Key Leaders and figures
 Avigdor Liebermann (current party leader and minister of finance, former minister for
strategic affairs, transportation and national infrastructure)
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The Israeli Left: The Anti-Zionist Parties
1. Hadash-Democratic Front for Peace and Equality.



Communist/ Marxist anti-Zionist Party
Key symbols: Colours: Red and Green.

Support Base
 Arab-Israelis
 Students
 Knesset Representation: 4/120 (3.3%)
Background
 Formed in 1977 as a joint Arab-Jewish Party
Ideological positions

2 State solution for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict

Evacuation of all settlements in the West Bank and East Jerusalem.

Anti-Zionism: Opposition to Israel being defined as a Jewish state

Full equality for all minorities living within Israel

Recognition of the Arab minority within Israel

Protection of worker’s rights

Expanding social services and welfare institutions

Eradication of Israel’s weapons of mass destruction
Key Leaders and figures
 Mohammed Barakeh (Hadash Secretary General)
 Dov Khenin

2. The Arab Israeli Parties
Ideological positions
 2 state solution to the Arab Israeli conflict with a Palestinian State in Gaza and The West Bank
with East Jerusalem as its Capital
 Ending the Israeli occupation of the Palestinian Territories and removal of all settlements
 The Right of return for Palestinian Refugees living in exile to the pre-48 lands
 Ending Israeli measures to lower the proportion of Arab residents in Jerusalem
 Official recognition of Arabs as a national minority within Israel
 Securing full social equality for Arabs living within Israel
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2A. The United Arab List
Support Base
 Arab Israelis in the Jezreel Valley and the Galilee
 Bedouins of the Negev
 Knesset Representation: 4/120 (3.3%)
Background
 Currently dominated by the Israeli Islamic Movement
 Forbidden from participating in the Feb 2009 election by the Israeli Elections Committee. Ban
was over turned by the Israeli Supreme Court.
Key Leaders
 Ibrahim Sarsur

2B. The Israeli Islamic Movement
Key symbols

Support Base
 Israeli Arabs in northern and central Israel.
 Knesset Representation
o See United Arab List
Background
 Offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood Movement in Palestine
 Close ideological and historical links with the Hamas movement
 Active since the Arab revolt in the 1930’s
 Split into 2 branches
 Northern Wing (“Radicals”)
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Southern Wing (“Moderates”)

Ideological positions and orientation
 Northern Branch
o No recognition of Israel’s right to exist
o Israel should be replaced by an Islamic State
 Southern Branch
o No recognition of Israel’s right to exist
o Willingness to participate in the political institutions of the Israeli State to gain influence
 General
o Promotion of Sharia Law
o The prevention of Western influences into Arab Israeli life
o The protection of Islamic Holy Sites

2C. Balad



Key Symbols, Colour: Orange
Knesset Representation: 3/120 (2.5%)

Key Leaders and figures
 Jamal Zahalka
 Azmi Bishara

The Far Religious Right
The Religious Zionist Parties





National Religious Union- Moledet, Hatikva and Eretz Yisrael Shelanu
United Torah Judaism-Agudat Israel and Degel Ha Torah
The Jewish Home
Shas-The Worldwide Torah Guardians

Key symbols and colours
 Colours: Orange
Support Base
 Ultra-Orthodox. (Jewish religious ultra-conservatives)
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Settlers
Modern Orthodox, Ultra-Orthodox and Traditional Mizrahi Jews -Jews who have their
ancestral origins in countries of the Arab world. (For Shas)
Modern Orthodox, Ultra-Orthodox and Traditional Sephardic Jews -Jews who have their
ancestral origins in Spain. (For Shas)
Knesset Representation
o Shas: 11/120 (9.1% )
o United Torah Judaism: 5/120 (4.1%)
o National Religious Union: 4/120 (3.3%)
o The Jewish Home: 3/120 (2.5%)

Background
 The Far Religious right-wing of the Israeli political spectrum is a collection of Religious Zionist
parties that have formed over the past 5 decades to oppose the secular orientation of the
Israeli State
 Closely associated with the settler movement
 Ideological positions
 Israel is and must remain a Jewish State.
 Opposition to the current secular and Western-democratic aspects of Israeli society. The
religious parties believe that Israel should become a theocracy governed according to Jewish
Religious law (Halaqa).
 Jerusalem is the eternal and undivided capital of the Jewish people and Israeli state
 Opposed to Arab participation in the Israeli political system
 Rejection of the Oslo peace accords and a 2 state solution. Opposed to all forms of
negotiations with the Palestinians
 Palestinians are not recognized as a people
 Opposition to the formation of a Palestinian State
 Settlement of all of the ancient lands of the Israelite Kingdoms is a commandment from GodThe Settlements in the West Bank and East Jerusalem should be maintained and expanded.
 More aggressive military action against the Palestinians
 Opposition to secular Ashkenazi domination of Israeli politics and the Ashkenazi repression
of middle-eastern Jewish minorities (Shas only)
Key Leaders and figures
 Rabbi Ovadia Yusef (Shas)
 Yaakov Katz (National Religious Union)
 Rabbi Benny Elon (National Religious Union)
 Yaakov Litzman (United Torah Judaism)
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The Kahanist Radical Settler Movement





Kach
Kahane Chai (Kach splinter group)
Jewish Defence League (Youth Wing based in Canada and the US)
Hilltop Youth (Youth Wing based in the West Bank Settlements)

Key symbols and colours
 Orange
 Yellow and black

Kach insignia/ Poster: Kahane was right!/ Kach Rally: Kfar Tappauch Settlement -West Bank

Support Base
 Radical settlers in the East Jerusalem and West Bank Settlements (Central-near Nablus and
the Southern West Bank-Hebron/ Hebron hills)
 Supporters and members in North America
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Background
 Formed by Rabbi Meir Kahane in the 1970’s
 Recognized as terrorist organizations in many countries around the world including Canada
and the US
 Officially banned from participating in Israeli politics but members run for election under the
banner of several religious ‘front’ parties eg: The National Religious Union.
 Has conducted many terrorist attacks in the USA, Israel and the Palestinian Territories against
Arab and Muslim targets.
 The assassination of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin in 1995
 The Ibrahimi Mosque massacre in 1994.
 Ongoing settler violence in Hebron and other parts of the West Bank

Ideological positions
 Arabs are an inferior people that should be ethnically cleansed from the biblical lands of
Israel by whatever means necessary including mass extermination.
 Very similar to the Radical religious right.
 Key Leaders and figures
 Baruch Marzel (American-Israeli :Current Leader of the underground Kach movement
and leader within the National Religious Union
 Rabbi Meir Kahane (Founder of Kach and the Kahanist movement-Deceased)
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The Current Israeli Political Landscape And
Its Implications

As you may know, Israel has just gone through an election. Results of the February 2009
elections show that the Israeli electorate has shifted to the right favouring a collection hawkish
hardline Right wing and Ultra-right wing parties. The more dovish left-wing parties did badly with
Meretz and Labour have all lost seats. The current Israeli government is comprised of a coalition of
the Far Religious right, Likud and Yisrael Beteinu in what amounts to be an unstable Right wing-Far
Right wing government with only a narrow majority.
As of Spring 2010, the Netanyahu government in Israel has accelerated settlement
construction in the Occupied Territories, increased the ethnic cleansing of Palestinians in East
Jerusalem, and heightened its rhetoric against the Palestinian people. There has been a staunch
refusal to return to negotiations and a complete disregard for international law, as evidenced from
the damage done to the relationship with the United States. Moreover, there has been the
rejection of the Goldstone Report. Thus far, the Netanyahu government is responsible for passing
the most anti-Arab legislation in Israeli history and is increasingly leading to the isolation of Israel
from the international community.
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General Information
 132 seats (26 detained-mostly Hamas WB MP’s and 1 assassinated by Israel)
 ½ are Constituency seats ½ are list seats. (Mixed system ½ like Canada, ½ like Israel )
 Currently divided between Gaza City and Ramallah. There are now effectively 2 parliaments
operating independently of each other.

1.

The PLO

Background
 Founded 1964.
 Considered a Terrorist organization by Israel and the US till
the Madrid conference in 1991.
 An umbrella group consisting of many diverse factions:
 Fatah - Largest faction, Left-Wing/nationalist.
 The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) Second largest, radically militant and communist
 The Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine (DFLP) Third largest, communist
 The Palestinian People's Party (PPP) - Ex-communist, nonmilitant
 The Palestine Liberation Front (PLF, Abu Abbas faction) - Minor left-wing faction
 The Arab Liberation Front (ALF) - Minor faction, aligned to the Iraqi Ba'ath Party
 As-Sa'iqa - Syrian-controlled Ba'athist faction
 The Palestine Democratic Union (Fida) - Minor left-wing faction, non-militant
 The Palestinian Popular Struggle Front (PPSF, Samir Ghawsha faction) - minor left-wing
faction.
 The Palestinian Arab Front (PAF) - minor faction.
 Granted UN observer status in 1974
Ideology:
 Perceives itself to be the “sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people”
 The Original charter and ideological tenets of the PLO:
 Revolution until victory-Palestine can only be liberated by armed struggle.
 Israel is illegitimate and cannot be negotiated with.
 Palestine’s borders are those prior to 1948.
 The changes in the PLO’s ideology from the late 1980’s onwards:
o Renunciation of violent struggle
o Acceptance of Israel as a legitimate state
o A 2 state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict with a Palestinian state in the
West-Bank, Gaza and a capital in East Jerusalem
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o

2.

These changes resulted in the creation of the Israeli-Palestinian peace process and
the Oslo Accords

The Palestinian National Authority
 The semi-autonomous (Not fully independent)
post Oslo Palestinian government in the West Bank and
Gaza.
 The direct product of the PLO’s ideological
change in the late 1980’s and the Oslo Accords
 Areas of control:
 Area A-Full PNA military and civil control
 Area B-PNA civil control with Israeli military
control

The PNA’s isolated Bantustans of limited control.

3.

Fatah


Centre-Left Secular-Nationalist Party

Key symbols and colours
 Yellow
 The black and white Keffiyeh (The “Arafat”
Keffiyeh)
The Fatah Flag (Previously the flag of Al-Asifa
the armed wing of Fatah during the Lebanon era)
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Emblem of the Fatah affiliated
Al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades

Emblem of the Fatah affiliated
Fatah Hawks militia (A Gaza based
Al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades unit)

Support Base:
 Urban- working and middle class Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza
 Secular University Students
Background:
 Currently dominates the PLO and the institutions of the PNA
 Organizational capacity severely restricted in Gaza after the Hamas takeover in June 2007
Ideological positions:
 Virtually identical to those of the PLO with its changes in the late 1980’s
 Embraced negotiations and a 2 state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
 Some Fatah affiliated armed groups such as the militias of the Al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades
believe that armed attacks on Israeli soldiers and settlers within the occupied territories are
justified and have launched numerous suicide bomb attacks on Israeli civilians in Israel during
the 2nd Intifada.
 Separation of religion and politics, though religious rhetoric is occasionally used in Fatah
propaganda.
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Key Leaders and figures

Yasser Arafat
(Former chairman-Deceased)

Mahmoud Abbas
(President of the PNA)

Marwan Bargouthi
(Head of the Fatah affiliated Al-Aqsa
Martyrs Brigade militias)

Saeb Erekat
(Chief Negotiator for the PLO)

Mohammad Dahlan
(Former head of Preventive Security)

Palestinian Leftists
Left Wing-Marxist Leninist Parties
 Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine
 Democratic Front for the Liberation of Palestine
Key symbols and colours



Colours: Red and white
Red and white Keffiyeh
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DFLP Flag

PFLP Flag

Mustafa Brigades) emblem

Support Base
 Strongholds in Ramallah, East-Jerusalem and Bethlehem
 Working class Palestinians
 Urban middle-class Christian Palestinians
 Refugees in the Diaspora and in the occupied territories
 Urban, liberal Palestinian elites
Background
 Formed during the cold war era (late 1960’s) in the refugee camps of the Diaspora
 2nd largest of the PLO factions
 Formerly supported by the USSR and China
 Has lost considerable support since the fall of the USSR and the rise of the Palestinian
Islamist factions
 Pioneers of modern terrorism in the late 1960’s and 1970’s
 Famous for high-profile airplane hijackings- eg: Dawson’s field operation
Ideological positions
 A one state solution to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict with equal rights for Jews and Arabs
 The right of return of all Palestinian refugees to their pre-1948 homes
 The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is an ideological, class war. Israel is the ultimate embodiment
of Western imperialism, racism and capitalism and must be defeated by armed struggle
 Anti-monarchism
 Anti-Capitalism
 Strongly opposed to negotiations with Israel
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Key Leaders and figures

George Habash

Nayaf Hawatmeh

Ahmed Sadat

Secular Independents
Secular liberal democratic parties

 Third Way
 Al Mubadra
Key symbols and colours

Support Base
 Liberal-educated Palestinian elites
 PLC Standing and support levels
 Third Way: 2/132 (2.41%)
 Al Mubadra: 2/132 (2.7%)
Background
 Parties formed during the last decade to provide secular democratic alternatives to the
dominant parties in Palestinian politics Hamas and Fatah
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Ideological positions
 2 state solution comprising of The West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem
 The right of return of the Palestinian refugees must be respected
 Palestine should be a secular, liberal-democratic state
 Strong anti-corruption and good governance platform
 Rejection of violence: Resistance against the occupation should be peaceful and non-violent.
Key Leaders and figures

Dr Edward Said (Academic and founder of Al-Mubadra) / Dr Mustafa Bargouthi

Dr Salam Fayyad
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Islamists
Islamic Jihad
Key symbols and colours
 Colours: Yellow and black
Support Base
 The poorest and most traumatized refugee camps in Gaza, the West
Bank and in Lebanon
 Working class Palestinians
Background
 Formed in the early 1980’s in Gaza
 Offshoot of the Muslim Brotherhood in Palestine
 Strongly inspired by the Iranian revolution
 Leaders believe that the Ayatollah Khomeini was the leader of the Muslim world
 Small fringe movement supported by 3-7% of the population
 Not involved with electoral politics PIJ is a purely militant movement: Armed Wing-Saraya AlQuds or Jerusalem Battalions
 PIJ Is considered a very dangerous movement by the Israeli government due to the secretive
nature of its cells, high success-attack ratio and its high level of aggression for a small
movement.
Ideological positions
 Palestine is an Islamic waqf (endowment) and can only be liberated by Jihad
 Sunni-Shia unity
 Israel must never be recognized as legitimate
 Revolutionary Armed struggle is the only solution
 The Oslo process is a waste of time: negotiations and political settlements are useless
 The PNA is an agency of collaborators
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Key Leaders and figures

Fathi Shikaki (Founder)

Ramadan Shallah (Current head based in Damascus)

Hamas
Key symbols and colours
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Support Base
 Strongholds: Gaza and Hebron area (West Bank)
 Refugee camps in the Occupied Territories
Background
 Armed wing of the Palestinian Muslim Brotherhood
 Formed 1987 during the 1st intifada
 The greatest challenge to the hegemony of the PLO and Fatah movement
 Has grown from a small militia in the late 1980’s to a complex mass movement with many
hundreds of thousands of supporters
 Elected to form the government in the Palestinian Legislative Assembly elections in January
2006
 Currently the de-facto government of the Gaza Strip
 Has a reliable, extensive and well entrenched network of social services in Gaza and the West
Bank (the Islamic Compound):



◦

Schools

◦

The Islamic University in Gaza

◦

Clinics

◦ Charities
Armed wings:
◦

Al-Qassam Brigades (Approx 10,000 fighters)
▪

◦

Known for Qassam improvised rocket attacks and suicide bombings

Executive Force (Approx 6000 fighters)

Ideological positions (Original ideology: Based on the principles of the 1988 Hamas Charter):


Palestine is an indivisible Islamic waqf and can only be liberated by Jihad
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Israel is an illegitimate entity
Palestine should comprise all of the pre-48 lands
Jews and Arabs can co-exist in Palestine under Islamic law
The Oslo process is a waste of time: negotiations and political settlements are useless
The PNA and the PLO are collaborators with the occupation
Contemporary ideology:
The modern ideology of Hamas has evolved considerably since the release of the 1988
charter
Senior Hamas leaders have indicated a willingness to accept a 2 state solution based on a
Palestinian state in Gaza, The West bank and a capital East Jerusalem.
Recognition of Israel is possible if certain conditions are met

Key Leaders and figures

Sheikh Ahmed Yassin
(Founder and spiritual head of
Hamas-Assassinated)

Dr Abdul Aziz Al Rantisi
(Successor to Sheikh Yassin-Assassinated)
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Khaled Mishal (Head of the Hamas political bureau in Damascus)

Mahmoud Al Zahar (Hamas Foreign Minister)

Ismail Haniyeh (Hamas PM in Gaza)
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There are many historical pictures that are important for context as
well as informational purposes. While there are many of these pictures,
we often find that they are not readily available in one location. For
that reason, we have collected various pictures from various sources
and made them available in one album online with captions. We claim
no copyright over these pictures and they can be found on other
websites online.
You can view the album on our Picasa account and download pictures
from there:
http://picasaweb.google.ca/theveritashandbook/HistoricalPhotogra
phsTheVeritasHandbook03#
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introduction to part ii
answering the Zionist narrative
Once we enter the dangerous realms of activism and discussing the Palestinian cause, we
often enter heated debates. Passion entails, blood pressures rise, and our minds suddenly become
cloudy when faced with a question that we are sure we have an answer to. At times, educating an
uneducated audience can be an arduous task, especially when there are many myths and phrases
thrown around that lack real credibility. Although we are not going to suggest a certain tactic on
how to engage in these discussions, we strongly believe that the facts speak for themselves. If one
maintains composure and goes through the facts calmly and respectfully, we have no doubts that
you will have no trouble getting across your point in a convincing manner. We have collected a few
resources that answer questions in ways that are concise and factual. There are four sub-sections to
this section. The first section is the FAQ section that has been excerpted from Ben White’s Israeli
Apartheid: A Beginner’s Guide (2009). The second section is excerpts from ICAD’s Counter-Rhetoric,
the third has been written by us, and the fourth is a detailed explanation of apartheid, an increasingly
common and attacked term within Palestinian solidarity work. For your convenience and effective
use, we have put all of the questions in the Table of Contents with hyperlinks to the pages with
answers so that you can refer to this document for whichever question at any time.

Israeli apartheid: A beginners guide
By ben white

Ben White - FAQ
The following is taken from Ben White’s Israel Apartheid: A Beginner’s
Guide (Pluto Press, 2009), pp.107-121.
Downloaded from www.sphr.org
Pb / 9780745328874 / £9.99
June 2009
www.israeliapartheidguide.com
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Isn’t singling out Israel for criticism anti-Semitic?
Racism that targets Jews, like all forms of racism, must be condemned and resisted. In fact, it
is precisely this opposition to racism that motivates the critique of how Israel treats the Palestinians.
Sadly, there are some genuine anti-Semites who wish to try and use the peace and justice movement
in Palestine/Israel to gain a platform for their ignorant bigotism. But this does not mean that to
struggle against Israeli apartheid is anti-Semitic.
To complain that Israel is being ‘singled out’ is at best illogical, and at worst, a deliberate
attempt to shield Israel from criticism (itself a form of ‘singling out’). Furthermore, Israel has been
exempted from sanction for breaking international legal norms, benefitting from generous aid and
preferential trade agreements from the US and EU while doing so.
For the Palestinians, Zionism has meant expulsion, exile, and subjugation – so of course they
will ‘single out’ Israel, as will those who are in sympathy and solidarity with them. You wouldn’t hear
a Tibetan activist being accused of ‘singling out’ China – so why should Palestinians or their
supporters be treated any differently, just because it’s Israel?

Criticising certain Israeli government policies is one
thing. But surely demonising Israel, and denying its
very right to exist as a Jewish state is anti-Semitic?
‘Criticise but don’t demonise’, the defenders of Israeli apartheid will urge, meaning that only
they can define the boundaries of acceptable debate. Some pro-Israel advocates try to set limits
when it comes to discussing Israel and accusing someone of ‘demonising’ Israel can be a very
effective smear tactic. It discredits their opponent’s viewpoint and motivations, and intimidates the
undecided.
One of these ‘taboo’ subjects is the nature of Israel as a Jewish state. In fact, although ‘antiSemitism’ is often the charge levelled at critics, among Jewish Israelis there is also much
disagreement about whether a state should be defined in ethno-religious terms. But ultimately, the
question of Israel’s ‘right’ to exist as a Jewish state is not simply a matter of debate and controversy.
For the Palestinians, it is something far more fundamental:
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When you demand that Palestinians acknowledge the ‘right’ of Israel to exist as a Jewish
state, you are asking them...to acknowledge that it was and is morally right to do all the things that
were and are necessary for the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine, even though these
necessary things include their own displacement, dispossession and disenfranchisement.
To question the right of a state to exist at the expense of an entire group of people is not
‘demonization’, and nor is it ‘anti-Semitic’. For Israel to be a Jewish state, the Palestinians must
accept continued dispossession and second-class status in their own country, which is not a recipe
for a lasting peace for either Palestinians or Jewish Israelis.

The English have England, and the French have France.
Why deny the right of the Jews to a state of their
own?
On the face of it this sounds quite reasonable, but only because of a confusion about the
nature of the relationship between the Israeli state and Jews. For example, France is the state of the
French, every French person is a citizen of France and all citizens of France are French. Yet with
Israel, the self-proclaimed state of all Jews worldwide, the same statement is impossible:
Israel is the state of all the Jews; all Jewish persons are by definition citizens of Israel; and all
citizens of Israel are...Jews. The third part of the proposition is clearly empirically wrong; thus the
assertion that Israel is as Jewish as France is French cannot be sustained.
The analogy with Islamic states like Pakistan or Saudi Arabia is also a flawed one, even
though both have Muslim majority populations and incorporate aspects of interpretations of Islamic
law into the state institutions and legal framework. Yet while some states privilege one religion over
another, no other country “claims to be the sole global representative of the faith” or “grants
citizenship to people solely because of their religion (without regard to place of birth or residence)”.
Most importantly, the question ‘Why deny the Jews to a state of their own?’ is misleading, as it is not
merely a hypothetical discussion. Israel has been established as a state for Jews the world over at
the expense of the Palestinians.
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Undeniably, you can find racism in Israeli society. But
why don’t you condemn the hate-preachers and racists
in Palestinian society as well?
Of course, there are some Palestinians who hold to racist views, and this is entirely condemnable.
Sometimes this can be specifically anti-Jewish racism, which is also unacceptable, even taking into
account the fact that Palestinians continue to be occupied, dispossessed and killed by a state that
deliberately identifies itself as Jewish, and claims to act in the name of Jews everywhere.
So while any kind of racism is to be opposed and challenged, there is an important distinction to be
made. Some people are content to highlight the loud-mouthed bigots that can be found in both
Israeli and Palestinian societies, blaming them for preventing the ‘moderate’ majority from reaching
a peaceful agreement.
In reality, while there are individual racist Palestinians and Israelis (like any society), an enforced
Jewish superiority is intrinsic to the very fabric of a Zionist state in the Middle East. As detailed in
Parts I and II of this book, ethnic and religious exclusivity are written into Israeli laws, and expressed
every time the bulldozer blade cuts into a Palestinian home. It goes much deeper than the
reprehensible beliefs of a few ‘extremists’.

Isn’t Israel the only democracy in the Middle East?
Israel certainly has many elements of a thriving democracy: the Declaration of Independence
includes a pledge of equality for all regardless of race or religion; Palestinians inside Israel have the
vote; there is a diverse, varied media. These features and others seem to make a favourable
comparison with Israel’s neighbours very easy. But scratch beneath the surface, and another picture
emerges.
To praise Israel as a democracy is to forget the occupation. For over 40 years, Palestinians
living under Israel’s military occupation have been denied their right to self-determination, as they
watch Jewish Israelis colonise their land. Israelis refer to the Occupied Territories as Judea and
Samaria, or ‘the Territories’, and include the area in official maps of ‘Israel’. In which case, under
Israel’s control are 4 million Palestinians without voting rights or any semblance of dignity. When
Palestinians in the occupied territories did vote in parliamentary elections - for a polity with no
effective jurisdiction over its territory – Israel’s response was to boycott the government.
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Moreover, as we have seen in Part II, even for Palestinian citizens of Israel, there is profound,
institutionalised discrimination on the basis that they are not Jewish – the same reason why
Palestinian refugees cannot return home. It’s beginning to look like a strange sort of ‘democracy’. In
fact, it was Avraham Burg, former Knesset speaker and Jewish Agency for Israel chairman, who
made clear the stark choice facing Israelis: it is either “Jewish racism or democracy” – you can’t have
both.
State discrimination against ethnicities and religions, in whatever form, is to be condemned,
and most of Israel’s Middle East neighbours are dictatorial and repressive. However, Israel cannot be
spared from critique simply because there are other examples of non-democratic governments. Time
and time again, Israel’s defenders seek to divert attention by pointing to other human rights issues.

In 2005, Israel actually withdrew from the Gaza Strip.
But instead of concentrating on building up an economy
and demonstrating a desire for peace, haven’t
Palestinians responded to this painful concession with
rocket fire and terrorism?
With the bitter political infighting, the images of Israelis settlers being physically dragged
away by their ‘own’ soldiers, and the fulsome international praise, many were convinced that Israel’s
‘disengagement’ in the summer of 2005 was a genuine compromise made for the sake of the peace
process. International politicians and media commentators marvelled at how Ariel Sharon had
become the “man of peace” Bush believed him to be.
But in reality, the whole thing was a televised PR stunt. Israel was under international
pressure to make a ‘painful compromise’ in the name of peace, and withdrawing from Gaza also
offered the chance to relieve the ‘demographic’ pressure of controlling 1.4 million Palestinians.
Moreover, Israeli leaders had made it perfectly clear that the redeployment meant simultaneously
strengthening illegal settlements in the West Bank. In other words, it was more land, fewer Arabs.
Then-PM Ariel Sharon’s own advisor later told an Israeli newspaper that the aim had indeed
been to freeze the peace process. He boasted, “Sharon can tell the leaders of the settlers that he is
evacuating 10,000 settlers and in the future he will be compelled to evacuate another 10,000, but he
is strengthening the other 200,000, strengthening their hold in the soil”. In the aftermath of the pull
out, the Education Minister stressed frankly the importance of the “window of opportunity” Israel
had won itself to consolidate the major West Bank colonies.
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Sharon himself was also explicit about the strategy, telling the Knesset that “whoever wishes
to preserve the large Israeli settlement blocs under our control forever...must support the
Disengagement Plan”. A couple of months before the disengagement, the PM told an audience that
the withdrawal from Gaza was done “in order to strengthen those [areas] with a high strategic value
for us”. Days later, Sharon confirmed how “at the same time” as withdrawing from Gaza, Israel was
focusing its efforts on areas like “greater Jerusalem” and “the settlement blocs”.
But even putting aside the real motivation, the Israeli government also tried to claim that
now there were no settlers or soldiers with a permanent base in the Strip, there was no occupation,
and thus no Israeli responsibility. The Israeli human rights group, B’Tselem, demolished this
pretence:
The laws of occupation apply if a state has ‘effective control’ over the territory in question…The
broad scope of Israeli control in the Gaza Strip, which exists despite the lack of a physical presence of
IDF soldiers in the territory, creates a reasonable basis for the assumption that this control amounts
to ‘effective control,’ such that the laws of occupation continue to apply. Even if Israel ‘s control in
the Gaza Strip does not amount to ‘effective control’ and the territory is not considered occupied,
Israel still bears certain responsibilities under international humanitarian law.
In fact, Israel retained control over the Strip’s borders, air space and territorial waters, the
population registry, export and import abilities, and border crossings. Moreover, the Israeli military
continued to routinely conduct ground raids inside the Strip, using the airforce for assassinations,
spying missions and collective punishment.
During 2006 alone, the IDF fired some 14,000 artillery shells into the Gaza Strip. Many of
those shells were fired as part of ‘Operation Summer Rain’, a wave of Israeli attacks following an
operation at the end of June by Palestinian militants that led to the capture of an Israeli soldier.
During July, B’Tselem reported that Israel killed 163 Palestinians in the Strip, almost half of whom
“were not taking part in the hostilities” when they were killed (including 36 minors).
Since Hamas’ success in the Palestinian Legislative Council elections of January 2006, Gaza
had been totally isolated, subjected to an economically and socially devastating siege which Israel
continues unrelentingly . In March 2008, Amnesty joined the likes of Christian Aid, Oxfam, and Save
the Children U.K., to release a report describing the dire humanitarian conditions Israel had created
for Palestinians in the Strip.
The report said that more than 1.1 million people, about 80 percent of Gaza’s residents, are
now dependent on food aid, as opposed to 63 percent in 2006, unemployment is close to 40 percent
and close to 70 percent of the 110,000 workers employed in the private sector have lost their jobs. It
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also said that hospitals are suffering from power cuts of up to 12 hours a day, and the water and
sewage systems were close to collapse, with 40-50 million litres of sewage pouring into the sea daily.
The legacy of almost 40 years under occupation, plus a continued siege and punitive military
operations; it is disingenuous to point to the giant prison that is the impoverished Gaza Strip, and
blame ‘the rockets’. Indiscriminate attacks on Israeli civilians by Palestinian armed groups are
deplorable, but to consider Palestinian violence in isolation means ignoring both Israel’s open
intentions for the Gaza ‘withdrawal’ as well as the collective punishment Israel has inflicted on Gaza’s
1.4 million Palestinians ever since.

When the Palestinians voted in 2006, they chose
Hamas, a Muslim fundamentalist terror group sworn
to Israel’s destruction. How can the Israelis be
expected to feel like making concessions?
Hamas was formed in 1987, 20 years into Israel’s military occupation, and at the start of the
First Intifada. Some Palestinians, paralleling regional trends, were disillusioned with leftist or secular
parties, and looked for an alternative politics. Hamas’ popular support has been typically connected
to the buoyancy of the peace process. During the Oslo years, when hopes of progress were high,
Hamas’ popularity fell. During the brutal Israeli repression of the Second Intifada, however, support
for a more militaristic, radical strategy increased.
Sometimes, Hamas is lumped together with al-Qaeda as part of a global Islamic jihad, despite
the huge differences in origin, context, social base and aims. This clumsy analogy is often drawn for
propaganda purposes, and sometimes made out of ignorance. In fact, Hamas has demonstrated a
flexible approach to pragmatic politics similar to other parties and organisations. In the last few
years, depending on circumstances, it has held to unilateral ceasefires and key leaders have even
expressed a willingness to implicitly recognize Israel’s existence as part of a genuine two-state
solution.
That is not to say that there aren’t individuals within the group who are more focused on a
religious agenda than a political one, though unfortunately, the Israel government has chosen to
assassinate important Hamas moderates, only strengthening the hand of the hardliners. Some
Hamas leaders and affiliated-preachers have also been guilty of anti-Semitic rhetoric, while others
have noted the anti-Semitism of the 1988 Charter. According to leading Hamas expert Khaled Hroub,
however, this document has since “become largely obsolete”, while even at the time it was the work
of one individual. This is not the only shift:
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The vague idea of establishing an Islamic state in Palestine as mentioned in the early statements of
the movement was quickly sidelined and surpassed…Hamas has developed, and is still developing,
into a movement that is more and more preoccupied with current and immediate, and medium-term,
goals.
The reasons for the surge in support for Hamas at the ballot box in 2006 were nothing to do with an
upswing in the number of Palestinians seeking an ‘Islamic state’. Hamas had proven itself to be
efficient in providing a number of vital services, such as health care and charitable support, in stark
contrast to the corrupt Palestinian Authority. A vote for Hamas was also a rejection of the plans
entertained by the international community, Israel, and the Fatah-dominated PA, as well as a symbol
of defiance after years of brutal Israeli repression.

People talk about the Palestinian refugees, but weren’t
a similar number of Jewish refugees kicked out of Arab
countries and welcomed by Israel? Couldn’t this be seen
as a ‘fair swap’?
The creation of the state of Israel led to two substantial population movements in the Middle
East. Between 700,000 to 800,000 Palestinians fled or were expelled from their homes, and
forbidden from returning by the new Jewish state, while from 1948 through to the 1970s, around
850,000 Jews left Arab countries, with the majority moving to Israel. But the rough equality in scale
is just about the only similarity.
Israeli professor Yehouda Shenhav once wrote that “any reasonable person” must
acknowledge the analogy to be “unfounded”:
Palestinian refugees did not want to leave Palestine. Many Palestinian communities were
destroyed in 1948, and some 700,000 Palestinians were expelled, or fled, from the borders of historic
Palestine. Those who left did not do so of their own volition. In contrast, Jews from Arab lands came
to this country under the initiative of the State of Israel and Jewish organizations. Some came of
their own free will; others arrived against their will. Some lived comfortably and securely in Arab
lands; others suffered from fear and oppression.
Some prominent Israeli politicians who themselves come from Arab countries, reject the
‘refugee’ label. Former Knesset speaker Yisrael Yeshayahu once said “‘We are not refugees. [Some
of us] came to this country before the state was born. We had messianic aspirations’.” MK Ran
Cohen, who emigrated from Iraq, made it clear: “‘I came at the behest of Zionism, due to the pull
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that this land exerts, and due to the idea of redemption. Nobody is going to define me as a
refugee’.”
As well as the fact that Jews in Arab countries were actively encouraged by the Zionist
movement to move to Israel, there is another big problem with the ‘swap’ theory – timescale. Dr.
Philip Mendes points out how “the Jewish exodus from Iraq and other Arab countries took place
over many decades, before and after the Palestinian exodus” and “there is no evidence that the
Israeli leadership anticipated a so-called population exchange when they made their arguably harsh
decision to prevent the return of Palestinian refugees”. Mendes also concludes his analysis by
affirming that “the two exoduses…should be considered separately”.
But the ‘swap’ idea is anyway illogical. One refugee’s right – in the case of the Palestinians, a
right affirmed by UN resolutions – cannot be ‘cancelled out’ by another’s misfortune. Furthermore,
“the Palestinians were not at all responsible for the expulsion of the Jews from Arab countries” –
while “the Palestinian refugee problem was caused by the Zionist refusal to allow the Palestinians to
return to their homes”.
Given the historical and logical flaws, the only way this analogy can be so tempting for some
is its propaganda value. The World Organization of Jews from Arab Countries (WOJAC), for example,
claim on their website that their mission is simply “to document the assets Jewish refugees lost as
they fled Arab countries”. Professor Shenhav, however, describes how WOJAC “was invented as a
deterrent to block claims harboured by the Palestinian national movement, particularly claims
related to compensation and the right of return”.
Dismayingly, but perhaps unsurprisingly, the US House of Representatives was persuaded to
pass a bill in April 2008 that not only equated Jewish and Palestinian refugees, but also urged “the
administration to raise the issue every time the issue of Palestinian refugees is brought up”. The
Economist magazine described the non-binding resolution as having “doubtful value”, as well as
showing “once more the power of the pro-Israel lobby in Washington”.

Haven’t the Arab countries used the Palestinian
refugees as a political football, leaving them to rot in
refugee camps?
There is no question that the Palestinian refugees have received often shockingly bad,
discriminatory treatment in neighbouring Arab countries such as Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, and even
the Gulf States. But the question implies that these Arab countries, which themselves still suffer from
an under-developed infrastructure and other significant socio-economic problems, should have
simply granted citizenship to hundreds of thousands (now millions) of refugees. In Western Europe,
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many citizens balk at the idea of granting asylum to a proportionately much smaller percentage –
and this in countries well-equipped to embrace new immigrants.
Many of the Palestinians displaced from their villages by Israel in 1948 were peasant farmers.
Cut off from their land and everything they knew, they were not at all equipped to make a living in an
alien country with a scarcity of jobs. Finally, it should be remembered that the reason why so many
Palestinian families became, and remain, stateless refugees is because Israel has refused to allow
their return, destroyed hundreds of their communities, and confiscated their properties.

Hundreds of thousands of Jews came to live in Israel
as survivors of the Holocaust and because there was
nowhere else for them to go. How can you simply label
them as racist colonisers?
To describe Israel in terms of apartheid is not to dehumanise Israelis. In fact, the struggle for
a just peace in Palestine/Israel emerges from insisting on the humanity of both Palestinians and
Israelis. It’s true that thousands of Jews fled to first Mandate Palestine, and then to Israel, escaping
persecution in Europe and Russia. The majority of Jewish Israelis today, moreover, have been born in
the land that they have every right to call home.
Anti-Jewish persecution certainly helps to explain how Zionism emerged, but cannot justify,
or detract from, the realities of Israeli apartheid. It’s not about name-calling, or denying how after
the Holocaust, many European Jews felt like there was nowhere else for them to go. It is about
recognizing that the Palestinians also have a profound and deeply-rooted attachment to their
country and the question, then, is whether or not they will share that land as equals. At the same
time as it is vital to respect and understand the impact and legacy of the Holocaust, it is also sadly
necessary to refuse those who would manipulate and exploit Nazi crimes in order to justify the
oppression of the Palestinians.

Why have the Palestinians continued to reject a
compromise with Israel, from the very beginning of the
state in 1948, to Arafat’s ‘No’ at Camp David?
The myth of ‘brave but peace-seeking’ Israel always let down by violent, compromiserejecting Arabs is powerful and enduring. Israel’s defenders argue that if only the Palestinians had
accepted partition in 1948, rather than seeking ‘Israel’s destruction’, everything would have been
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different. Likewise, for the propaganda war of the Second Intifada, the Palestinians – and Arafat in
particular – were said to have turned down a ‘best ever’ offer from Israel at Camp David, instead
opting for violence.
Let’s take a look at 1948 first. As we saw in Part I and II, the real story of Israel’s creation –
the Nakba – is very different from the sanitized, Zionist narrative. When the UN proposed partition,
Jews owned less than 7 per cent of the land, made up a third of the population – yet over half of the
land of Palestine was assigned to the Jewish state. Moreover, even in its proposed borders, the
Jewish state’s population would be almost half Arab.
Ironically, while Palestinians are often accused of ‘rejectionism’, the Zionist leadership only
accepted the idea of partition for tactical reasons. First Prime Minister Ben Gurion described a
“‘partial Jewish state’” as just the beginning: “‘a powerful impetus in our historic efforts to redeem
the land in its entirety.’” In a meeting of the Jewish leadership in 1938, Ben Gurion shared his
assumption that “‘after we build up a strong force following the establishment of the state – we will
abolish the partition of the country and we will expand to the whole Land of Israel.’”
It should come as no surprise that “the fear of territorial displacement and dispossession was
to be the chief motor of Arab antagonism to Zionism”. Palestinian Arabs had seen the Jewish
proportion of Palestine’s population triple from around 10 per cent at the end of World War I, while
the Zionist leadership in Palestine made no bones about their political aims. A question worth asking
then, is whether you or I would simply accept the loss of our country, or if we too would be
‘rejectionists’?
A similar question can be posed about events at the Camp David negotiations of 2000.
Contrary to popular assumptions, “Israel never offered the Palestinians 95 percent of the West Bank
as reports indicated at the time”. The ‘generous offer’ was just another incarnation of previous
Israeli plans to annex huge swathes of the OPT, retaining major settlement blocs “that effectively cut
the West Bank into three sections with full Israeli control from Jerusalem to the Jordan River”.
To question why the Palestinians have ‘rejected’ compromise is to look at the region’s past
and present from a particularly skewed perspective. Palestine has been wiped off the map, its land
colonized, and its people ethnically cleansed. Expecting those on the receiving end to be satisfied
with the crumbs from the table is both unjust – and wishful thinking.
ALL RIGHTS BELONG TO:
Ben White, Israeli Apartheid: A Beginner’s Guide, (Pluto Press, 2009)
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Counter-Rhetoric
Challenging “conventional wisdom” & reframing the
conflict
By Emily Schaeffer, Jeff Halper & Jimmy Johnson
Published by: The Israeli Committee Against House Demolitions
PLEASE NOTE: WE HAVE ONLY USED EXCERPTS FROM THE PUBLICATION AND NOT THE ENTIRE
DOCUMENT. THE ENTIRE DOCUMENT CAN BE DOWNLOADED AS A PDF FILE FROM THE ICAHD
WEBSITE: http://icahd.org/eng/images/uploaded_admin_content/brochures/counter-rhetorictext.pdf
COPYRIGHT: The Israeli Committee Against House Demolitions wishes to thank the following for their
generous support for our activities: The European Union, Christian Aid, The Church of Sweden, Comité
Catholique Contre la Faim et pour le Développement, Mu’assasat, Austrian Development Agency and the
government of Ireland. Licensed under Creative Commons. You are free to copy, distribute, display, and
perform the work and to make derivative works under the following conditions: You must attribute the
work to The Israeli Committee Against House Demolitions (ICAHD). You may not use this work for
commercial purposes. If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting
work only under a license identical to this one. For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to
others the license terms of this work. Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from
the copyright holder. Your fair use and other rights are in no way affected by the above.

Reframing The Conflict
When it comes to resolving conflicts such as that pitting Israeli Jews against Palestinian
Arabs, framing is more important than the facts. Everyone agrees that around 3500 Palestinians and
more than 1000 Israelis have been killed in the four years of the second Intifada (September 20002004). For most Israelis, however, the Israelis were victims of terror while the Palestinians were
terrorists or unfortunate (but unavoidable) casualties, with no distinction made between
combatants and civilians. For most Palestinians, their dead were casualties of a struggle for
independence and victims of Israeli state terror, while the Israeli dead were the unfortunate victims
of their government’s repressive policy of Occupation that left the Palestinians little choice. These
are not minor differences. They embody fundamentally divergent perceptions and assumptions
regarding the nature of the conflict, determining in the end what solutions are or are not possible. All
Israeli governments, be they Labor or Likud, have successfully promoted a framing based solely on
security. Israel, the official framing goes, is a tiny, peace-loving country, a Western democracy
besieged by a sea of Arabs intent on destroying it, embroiled in an existential fight for its survival in
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which it acts only out of self-defense. Missing from Israel’s security framing is the very fact of
occupation, which Israel both denies exists and excises from all its utterances. Instead, it casts itself
as an innocent victim of “Arab terrorism.” This framing, compelling and making great sense in the
post-9/11 discourse of “security,” nevertheless conceals other elements of the framing not related to
security and not stated explicitly: That the entire country between the Mediterranean and the Jordan
River “belongs” exclusively to the Jews, thus nullifying any Palestinian rights and claims — indeed,
even their even their existence as a people; that “security” requires Israeli control over the entire
country, thus eliminating the possibility of any truly viable and sovereign Palestinian state; that one
side must win and the other lose, rendering impossible a just peace based on human rights,
international law, reconciliation and regional integration; and a rejection of the Middle East in favor
of integration — culturally, politically and economically, if not physically — into the Western world.

“The land of Israel belongs to the Jewish people.”
It’s a genuine historical tie but not exclusive. Jews were the majority in the Land for only
some 1,900 of 10,000 years of modern history, and were the governing authority for even less.
Exclusively maintaining the land ignores the 21st century reality, which is one in which Jews have
lived outside of Israel for centuries and must accommodate the other populations who have lived,
and continue to live here. For example the Canaanites were the dominant group for over two
thousand years, as were the Natufians. The Yarmukians were around for some four thousand years
and laid the base for the agricultural communities that followed. Jews have no more, and no less, a
right to the land than the others who have populated land, including the Arabs (1200 years).

“The Arabs only came to this country after the
Zionists started to build the country.”
No serious historian, Israeli or otherwise, supports that myth. The Arabs originally came to
this land in 638 under Caliph Umar. The Christians of Jerusalem surrendered to the armies of Caliph
Umar in 638. The Arabs colonized Palestine and over a few centuries Arabic language and culture
became dominant. From that time, but for some 88 years of Crusader rule, until the founding of the
State of Israel and the expulsion of the refugees, the Arabs were the dominant demographic
majority of the area. The myth of Zionist-era Arab migration to Palestine has been thoroughly refuted
by every major historian familiar with the area. The population increase amongst the Arabs began in
the 1850’s as a result of improved medical care provided by the Ottomans and Christian missionaries.
There was certainly some immigration, but also emigration, from that point on but the population
increase amongst Arabs was due entirely to natural growth.
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“The refugees left voluntarily or under the direction
of Arab commanders.”
This is a popular, but inaccurate, rendition of events. But even if it was accurate, Article 13 of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights clearly states: Everyone has the right to leave any
country, including his own, and to return to his country.
Those who left were the ones who, rather than fight the Jews, chose to avoid the conflict
altogether. This may have come about by forcible expulsion, panic or any other reason, but for all the
hyperbole about pushing the Jews into the sea, the Palestinians in the refugee camps are the ones
who weren’t pushing anyone anywhere. The Convention to the Status of Refugees, Article 1, Part C.,
clearly outlines what exactly a refugees is. The Convention also outlines the rights of refugees. This
convention, and even rights of Palestinian refugees specifically, have been reaffirmed over the years
in several UN Resolutions and legal analysis. For a more accurate rendition of the expulsion of the
refugees see Benny Morris’ The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem, 1947-1949 and Walid
Khalidi’s All that Remains.

“There were no massacres.”







Balad al-Sheikh: 31 December 1947 & 1 January 1948. 21-70 killed.
Deir Yassin: 9-11 April 1948. 100-120 killed.
Ein al Zaytoun: 1 May 1948. 30-70 killed.
Al Dawayima: 29 October 1948. 80-100 killed.
Safsaf: 29 October 1948. 50-70 killed.
Hula: 31 October 1948 and 1 November 1948. 35-58 killed.

In addition to these six, Israeli historian Benny Morris states that eighteen other massacres were
perpetrated by Jewish forces during the Palestinian- Israeli and Arab-Israeli conflicts between 194749.

“If events had been turned around, the Arabs would
have massacred us.”
Most modern readings of the Palestinian- Israeli conflict of 1947-48 and the Arab-Israeli
War of 1948-49 state that the victory of the Haganah was essentially assured by the numeric and
qualitative superiority, in both training and equipment, of the Haganah. The only Arab force that
could have threatened the Jewish forces was Jordan’s Arab Legion, which did not enter into Israel
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proper, according to historian Avi Shlaim, due to understandings reached between theIsraelis and
King Abdullah of Jordan.

“There is no Occupation. It is disputed territory.”
The same international law that protects the rights of Israel and gives it the right to defend
itself against hostile attacks, also states that the Israel’s presence in East Jerusalem, the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip is a military occupation, and illegal under international law. As defined under
international law, it’s a military occupation. This is the position of the entire international community
and the United Nations Security Council. It has been reaffirmed in court cases before the World
Court, the ICJ, and Israel’s own Supreme Court/High Court of Justice, and even Ariel Sharon used the
word “Occupation”, if perhaps just once.

“The settlements are for security.”
No country can place its civilians in the middle of hostile territory and reasonably claim it is
for security. The settlements are merely a way to grab more land from the Palestinian Territories. As
long as the settlements are populated with civilians, Israel can claim that the settlements are for
security only if it assumes the settlements are unavoidable. The military presence near Ariel, for
instance, is only explicable in the context of having a civilian presence there. There is no plausible
explanation for a military presence there without Israeli civilians in the area.

“The other Arabs don’t help the Palestinians.”
But for the occasional peace initiative this is largely true and should lead us to support the
Palestinians all the more for it.

“Jews and Arabs cannot live together peacefully
and/or never have.”
This is a self-fulfilling prophecy. If either side approaches the idea with that mindset then of
course it won’t happen.
The vast majority of the histories of the Middle East and North Africa say otherwise with
vibrant Jewish communities in almost every country but for Saudi Arabia. Furthermore, until
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recently, it was a daily routine for as many as 150,000 Palestinians to work in Israel. Even now, there
are many close friendships maintained by Arab and Jewish Israelis living side-by-side, as well as
strong partnerships between Jews and Palestinians non-violently working toward peace. It would be
inappropriate to try and gloss over the anti-Semitism that occurred in many Arab countries, but it
would be equally inappropriate to paint the history as worse than it actually is. The fact remains that
when the Jews were slaughtered in Europe over the centuries, it was the Muslim world that offered
refuge. Most of the historical discrimination in Arab countries came from a time before international
standards of human rights. One need only look at the Jews of Tunisia and Morocco today for an
example of the ever-improving situation for those who struggled through some awful racism into an
era of acceptance and equality. The analogy would be to use the situation of whites and blacks in the
American South during the 1950s as proof that they could never live together in peace.

“The Arabs have no concept of human rights.”
Even if true, which it is not, this is not a valid argument. Should it be proposed that only
nations with certain guaranteed freedoms be allowed to live without foreign military rule? It was
actually Babylonia, what is now Iraq, which gave us the Code of Hammurabi, one of the earliest
codifications of laws that defined individual rights. It included women’s rights, slave rights and even
protections for animals.

“The real problem is the anti-Semitic propaganda that
Palestinians receive since childhood.”
In addition to having the disadvantage of being false, this is a nothing more than a distraction
unless one thinks that a good education is a prerequisite for self-determination, human rights and
peace. While there is clearly a nationalist sentiment in Palestinian texts, as there is for Israelis, there
is no call for incitement or violence against Jews or Israelis in the Palestinian Authority’s curriculum.
The PA has even gone so far as to ban the posting of “martyr posters” on schools out of concern
that it will encourage violence amongst the youth.

“There are no Palestinians.”
Groups of people define themselves, and even David Ben Gurion differentiated between the
Arabs of Palestine and the Arabs of other countries.
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“There are 22 Arab states, why can’t the
Palestinians go there?”
This perspective assumes that all Arab/Muslim states are the same, rather than
acknowledging the wide variety of cultures, foods, customs, dialects and climates represented by
them. According to the same logic, an Italian should feel right at home in Finland just because the
majority in both countries are white and Christian.
[Addition:] Furthermore, why should they? When they have a legitimate right and historical and
familial ties to the land in which they were raised- there is no reason for them to desert their homes
and give legitimacy to Israel’s illegitimate demands. By this logic, the native peoples of North
America should all move elsewhere simply because they are not wanted where they are.

“The Palestinians do not want peace.”
It was Israel, not the Palestinians, who had to be pressured by the first Bush administration
to enter negotiations with the Palestinians at Madrid in 1991. The earlier rejection of Madrid was just
one of many rejections Israel had made in response to Palestinian overtures. In June of 1990, in
response to Israel’s unwillingness to meet the PLO, United States Secretary of State James A. Baker
stated, “everybody over there should know that the telephone number of the White House is 1-202456-1414. When you are serious about peace, call us.” The US even went so far as to delay loan
guarantees to Israel in order to bring about Israeli compliance.

“Most Palestinians are terrorists or support
terrorists.”
Former Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu defines terrorism as, “the deliberate and systematic
assault on civilians to inspire fear for political ends.” This definition would include Israel’s actions
against the Palestinians as well.
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“The Palestinians will never be satisfied with
part of the land they want it all.”
It is not the Palestinians, but Israel, who is confiscating land and colonizing it. It is Israel, not
the Palestinians, that insists upon retaining the territory of the other.

“There is no partner for peace.”
If the definition for “peace” is permanent Israeli control over East Jerusalem, control over
the borders and water resources of the Palestinian state, etc., then no, there is no partner for that
peace. But the Palestinian leadership, including Hamas, and the entire international community are
united in calling for a two-state solution on the 1967 borders, something Israel is not willing to agree
to.

“The Palestinians rejected Barak’s ‘Generous Offer’ and
then responded in violence.”
It was the Israelis, not the Palestinians, who walked away from Taba.
At Camp David, Ehud Barak presented the following:
 No Palestinian sovereignty over the Temple Mount,
 No Right of Return or any return of refugees to Israel
 Israel’s annexation of large settlement blocs,
 An Israeli military presence in other areas
 Effective Israeli sovereignty over the borders of the future Palestinian state.
These were unreasonable conditions, conditions that no Palestinian leader could accept though
Arafat proved willing to negotiate on several of them.
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“The Palestinians have ruined every possibility of
peace.”
During the Oslo Process, Israel almost doubled the size and population of the settlements,
creating facts on the ground that may be irreversible. This did far more to damage the long-term
prospects for peace than any of the Palestinians’ mistakes.

“Even if Israel withdraws, all the Arabs want is to
throw the Jews into the sea.”
Given that Israel’s military retains a significant qualitative, and in most cases a quantitative,
edge over that of its neighbors, this is an unlikely scenario.
[Addition:] We firmly established above that the Arab countries do not help the Palestinians- so how
can we make this claim? Furthermore, the Palestinian and (rare) Arab demands are for an end to the
occupation by Israel, not to get rid of all Jews in the region. The distinction between Zionism and
Judaism needs to be made, and further, we cannot claim that those against Israel as a state are
against Jews as a people.

“The Palestinian Authority can’t control its people.
Until the PA controls terrorism we cannot end the
Occupation.”
The Palestinian Authority has only limited authority and does not even have a national
security infrastructure. Without sovereignty over it’s own territory, it is unreasonable to expect the
government to be able to exert influence over it. To expect this with no financial resources is even
more absurd. Part of the Oslo Process was the divvying up of the West Bank and Gaza Strip into
Areas A, B and C, where Israel and the PA would have varying degrees of authority. Areas B and C,
where Israel has full security control, carve up the West Bank into small, isolated cantons, making
dependable travel, transport and other necessary elements for institutions of order to operate
successfully, essentially unattainable.
Even were the PA able to exert authority, without resources or sovereignty, it still cannot address
the motive for terrorism, the Occupation. Only Israel can do that.
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“The Palestinians fare better under the Occupation
than they would under their own PA.”
With the near-constant humanitarian crisis in much of the Gaza Strip and West Bank this is
highly unlikely and nothing more than speculation. Even more important though is that this goes
against all principles of self-determination.

“The Wall is not a wall, but a fence/The Wall is 85% a
fence.”
The material that the Wall/Fence/Barrier is made from is immaterial to the discourse.
Whether it is made of concrete, barbed wire or chicken wire, it is a barrier that prevents the
Palestinians from accessing roads, schools, hospitals, courts, family members, their holy sites, and
their capital, East Jerusalem. Moreover, this same Wall/Fence/Barrier has been built so as to
confiscate large sections of land from the Palestinian Territories, in contravention of international
law.

“The Wall is for security.”
The Wall includes over 200,000 Palestinians on the “Israeli side.” If the danger comes from
Palestinians, how can this possibly be for security?
Israeli government officials have spoken often and publicly about the both the path of the
Wall and the integration of the settlement blocs into Israel leading to the conclusion that even if the
Wall is for security, its path is dictated by political considerations.
In December 2005, then Minister of Justice Tzipi Livni said, “One does not have to be a genius
to see that the fence will have implications for the future border. This is not the reason it was built,
but it could have political implications.” In February of 2006, Prime Minister Ehud Olmert stated, “We
will hold on to the main settlement blocs,” all of which are on the “Israeli side” of the Wall.
*By “Israeli side” we refer to the land on the Palestinian side of the Green Line that is cut off
from the rest of the West Bank by the Wall, not the land on the Israeli side of the Green Line.
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“The Wall is temporary.”
On the “Israeli side” of the Wall, large swaths of land have been expropriated and
settlements are being expanded. Even if the Wall itself is temporary, the facts established on the
ground may be permanent.

“If we take down the Wall, there will be more
attacks/Gaza is a testament to the effectiveness of a
wall.”
Since The Wall has gone up, there has actually been in increase in attacks. Despite declining
numbers in casualties since 2002, in 2005 there were more attacks, and more civilian deaths, than in
2000, two years before the Wall was first proposed.
The Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs has on its website data related to the number of attacks
by Palestinians against Israelis. They include in their data on terrorism attacks against Israeli soldiers
inside the Palestinian areas. The data available on the website show dramatic increases in attacks
from 2000-2002, then a period of decline afterwards in the numbers of deaths, but not the numbers
of attacks except in 2005, when Hamas, the most active group, declared a “calm” and largely
adhered to it. Despite the decline since 2002, the rate of attacks remains higher than it was in 2000,
three years before construction began on the Wall. Additionally, the attack on the Kerem Shalom
military post in June 2006 was done with through a tunnel the Palestinians dug underneath the Wall.
Even the Israeli government states that the effect of the Wall does not “indicate any
difference whatsoever in the motivation of the terrorist organizations to attack Israeli targets.”
Without addressing the motives of Palestinian terrorism, there is no reason to think it will abate.

“If the Palestinians were given the right of return,
there would be no room for them/If there is the Right of
Return, the Jewish state will no longer be Jewish.”
Ignoring the fact that the Right of Return is enshrined in international law, according to the
Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey Research, only ten percent of all refugees prefer to return
and become Israeli citizens. The rest prefer to become citizens of the Palestinians state, to be
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resettled in third countries, or to be rehabilitated in their current host countries rendering this
dilemma moot.
It is important that the Right of Return be acknowledged; no matter in what form it is
realized. Especially important is Israel’s recognition of the role it played in driving out the refugees. It
goes without saying that the acknowledgement of historical anti-Semitism, especially the Holocaust,
is very important for Jews. Similarly the campaigns to: recognize the Armenian Genocide, reparations
for slavery and other crimes against humanity are very important to the victims and their
descendents. For the Palestinian refugees it is a similar situation.

“Anti-Occupation and/or anti-Zionist Jews are ‘selfhating.’”
There is no single definition for being Jewish and, in addition to being condescending,
authors of statements like these claim to have a monopoly on Jewish life and Jewish values,
something no one has.
Most of the world’s Jews do not live in Israel and most Israelis want a two-state solution.
Given all this, self-hatred would have to be a very common dilemma amongst world Jewry.

“Criticism of Israel is anti-Semitic.”
It would be no surprise to find anti-Semites critical of Israel, but to criticize specific Israeli
policies that violate international law is the opposite of bigotry. Instead it is a just act — one might
even say a very Jewish one — that works to strengthen human rights, rights that protect Jews as
much as anybody else.
If one is criticizing house demolitions, checkpoints, extrajudicial executions and like, and one
is called anti-Semitic, then the accuser is bizarre indeed. In order for those criticisms to be antiSemitic the accuser has to accept those violations of international law as inherent characteristics of
Jewry. So who is being anti-Semitic here?
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“The whole world is anti-Semitic.”
While it’s true that there is anti-Semitism in the world, what does this have to do with the
military occupation of the Gaza Strip, West Bank and East Jerusalem? Unlike in the past, there are
international institutions to combat bigotry and injustice. Israel’s continued violation of international
law, and the lack of attempts to address this, weakens these institutions making them less effective.

“Double standard: The world judges Israel more
harshly than it does other countries/ The UN is antiSemitic which you can see by the disproportionate
number of UN resolutions dealing with Israel.”
It seems true that more attention is paid to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict than many other
serious and pressing issues in the international community, but the fact that criticism of Israeli
policies has not led to Palestinian self-determination means that insufficient pressure is being
applied. Raising the profile of other international issues is not mutually exclusive with continuing to
pressure Israel over the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

“Israel is the only democracy in the Middle East.”
Though many important criticisms can be made about Israel’s form of democracy, how does
being a democracy justify the Occupation?
It is certainly not a democracy for almost half the people who live under Israeli control. Since
1967 around half of the population between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River, the
residents of the Occupied Territories, have not had any say in how Israel governs them.

“There is no contradiction between a Jewish state and a
democracy.”
There is a contradiction if the state does not extend full rights, and protect those rights, to all
of its inhabitants.
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“Israel has the most humane army in the world.”
Given the multitudes of human rights violations perpetrated by Israel’s armed forces, and
lack of similar violations in other nations, this cannot possibly be true. [Addition:] One only needs to
read the most recent Goldstone Report on Operation Cast Lead to get a taste of what the Israeli
forces are capable of in regards to humanity.

“Israel treats its Arab citizens better than Jews were
treated in Arab countries.”
This could be argued but even if it was true, how is second-class citizenship in Israel
justifiable solely because Jews might be third-class citizens in Syria?

DEBUNKING A FEW MYTHS
By: The Veritas Handbook History Professional

MYTH:

In 1967 Arab armies converged and attempted to destroy Israel! Israel had no

choice but to defend itself and managed to capture territories from the Arab countries. Judea and
Samaria were part of Jordan until 1967, and the Gaza Strip was illegally occupied by Egypt until 1967;
when Israel captured these territories during the Six Day War, the Palestinians did not have any
sovereignty over these areas. Therefore, claims that the West Bank and Gaza Strip are occupied are
ridiculous and false. It is disputed territory, not occupied! If Israel relinquishes these historic parts of
Eretz Yisrael, it will be in the context of a land for peace deal, not because it is obligated to do so.

FACT:

In June 1967, Israel made a conscious CHOICE to initiate a war with Egypt, Syria and

Jordan, using Gamal Abdel Nasser’s blockade of the Straits of Tiran as a pretext. There is no question
however that Israel’s decision to enter into a war with these Arab countries was a strategic choice,
not an existential necessity, as is often claimed. Israel launched a pre-emptive strike, thus beginning
the 1967 war. Although the territories of Judea and Samaria (the West Bank) and the Gaza Strip were
indeed not part of any sovereign Palestinian entity prior to June 1967, the Jordanian annexation of
the West Bank in 1950 was deemed illegitimate by most of the international community, and
recognized only by Great Britain and Pakistan. The Gaza Strip was never annexed to Egypt, but was
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under the command of the Egyptian military. Following the conquest of these territories by the
Israeli army in June 1967, the United Nations passed Resolution 242 demanding the Israeli withdrawal
from these occupied territories. Therefore, contrary to Zionist claims, the removal of Israeli troops
from the Palestinian territories (the West Bank and Gaza Strip) and the Golan Heights is not merely a
recommendation, it is mandated by international law.

MYTH:

In 1948, 8 Arab armies invaded the newly declared State of Israel in an attempt to
annihilate the Jews. The existential threat to the Jewish state and the overwhelming odds against it
were obvious, but Israel emerged victorious and ensured the survival of the Jewish people against
the onslaught of the genocidal Arabs. There was no ethnic cleansing in 1948; this is a lie propagated
by Arab nationalists and their supporters

FACT:

The combined Arab armies which Israel faced number no more than 70,000 troops at

the highest estimates, while the Israeli forces number at least 110,000 forces equipped with the
latest technology and weaponry. There were no overwhelming odds against Israel, which had in fact
reached an understanding with the most powerful of the Arab armies, the Jordanians, to carve the
West Bank into Hashemite and Israeli spheres of influence months prior to the 1948 war. Moreover,
200,000 Palestinians were ethnically cleansed before the first Arab soldier entered Palestine in May
1948. The destruction of villages and expulsion of Palestinians began in December 1947. The ethnic
cleansing of Palestine is an established fact that has been acknowledged and proven by a variety of
credible scholars. Moreover, the forcible expulsion of Palestinians and the destruction of their
villages needs to be understood within the context of the long standing Zionist doctrine of
“transfer” which was officially endorsed in 1937 by the Zionist leadership and systematically
implemented in 1947/1948. There are 418 well documented examples of the application of this
POLICY of ethnic cleansing against Palestinian villages and regions in between 1947 and 1949. Various
contemporary observers, Haganah archives, and other sources can also attest to this. Even many
Israeli officials have admitted to the expulsion of over 750,000 Palestinians in 1948 and the wholesale
destruction and expropriation of property. This event is one of the most documented instances of
ethnic cleansing in modern history, and to deny it happened is to perpetuate the injustice.

MYTH:

So-called “settlements” are not illegal under international law; they are

communities of hard-working Jews living in their historic homeland on land legitimately purchased.
There are over 500,000 Jews living in east Jerusalem, Judea and Samaria, it is both immoral and
unfeasible to expect Israel to evacuate even a fraction of these people.
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FACT:

Settlements are absolutely illegal under international law. The Palestinian territories

are considered to be occupied territory, and the Fourth Geneva Convention explicitly prohibits the
transfer of the civilian population of the occupier into the occupied territories. The settlements are
colonies largely built on expropriated and confiscated Palestinian land, and as such are not only
illegal under international law, but also under Israeli law. There can be no question that the
annexation of any part of the occupied territories, including east Jerusalem, is illegitimate according
to international law and has been recognized as illegal by the international community, including the
United States of America.

MYTH:

Israel is a parliamentary democracy for all its citizens, and protection of the civil
and human rights of all citizens- Jews, Arabs, Russians, Ethiopians, Druze, Christians, and Muslims is
enshrined in the Israeli constitution. The use of the word Apartheid in connection with Israel is not
only an insult to the struggle of black South Africans, but is also inaccurate and unjustified.

FACT:

Israel may espouse liberal democratic values, but in fact it systematically
discriminates against its non-Jewish citizens, in a system that can only be described as Apartheid.
This is true not only for the Israeli regime in the Occupied Territories but also for the State of Israel
itself. Unequal land laws, selective distribution of funds, social services, state emblems, and the
political system all attest to the marginalization of the Palestinian Arab community in the State of
Israel and the imposition of an exclusive Jewish identity on the State. In the Territories, the situation
is worse than Apartheid in many ways, as many eminent scholars have pointed out, including Israeli
journalist Tanya Reinhart, with forcible expulsions, land expropriations, and “pogroms” (in the
words of former Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert) against Palestinians being commonplace. Rather
than the use of Apartheid being seen as insulting to the plight of Black South Africans, many South
African anti-Apartheid activists, such as Ronnie Kasrils and Archbishop Desmond Tutu, have actively
campaigned against the State of Israel and explained that the situation in Palestine strongly
resembles the Apartheid regime that existed in their own country.

MYTH:

The Arabs have never offered Israel peace!

FACT:

Actually on several occasions many Arab and Palestinian proposals for peace have
been offered, only to be rejected by the Israeli side. As early as the 1950s, Nasser expressed interest
in a long-term peace arrangement with the State of Israel. In 1978, Anwar Sadat took the initiative
and sought peace with Israel, ending in the Camp David Agreement of 1979 which resulted in the
Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty. In 1981, both the Saudis and the PLO offered Israel peace, only to be
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rejected. And most recently, in 2002 the Saudi Peace Plan, endorsed by the entire Arab League, has
been completely rejected by the Israelis.

MYTH:

In December 2008, in response to unprovoked Hamas rocket fire which violated

the 6-month ceasefire between Hamas and Israel, the IDF was forced to attack Hamas targets in
Gaza in order to defend its citizens. Sadly, many civilians died, but the IDF performed admirably and
humanely in carrying out their mission

FACT:

It was not Hamas that broke the ceasefire, but Israel. In November 2008, Israel
launched a cross border raid into the Gaza Strip, killing several Hamas militants, exacerbating an
already tense situation. Moreover, in addition to this violation, Israel had tightened its illegal siege on
Gaza throughout the 6-month ceasefire. Thus, when Hamas retaliated by launching several rockets
into Israel in December, the Israeli Defense Forces used that as a pretext to launch a massive
offensive against Gaza. According to Israeli officials themselves, this offensive, called Operation Cast
Lead, was planned months in advance and sought to restore the “deterrence capacity” of the Israeli
state after it had been humbled by Hezbollah in South Lebanon in 2006. Operation Cast Lead cannot
be described as a war, it was a one-sided massacre of a defenceless civilian population, who were
subjected to a brutal aerial, naval, and artillery bombardment. Of the 1400 killed, the overwhelming
majority were Palestinian civilians, who died in Israeli strikes against mosques, hospitals, homes, and
other non-combatant infrastructure. Israel also used illegal weaponry such as white phosphorus
against the civilian population of Gaza. The Goldstone Report, compiled by the respected Judge
Richard Goldstone, investigated the events of the war and concluded that Israel had deliberately
targeted civilians and failed to uphold the rules of engagement, hence countering the Israeli claim
that the IDF behaved “humanely and admirably”

MYTH:

Prior to the advent of Zionism, Palestine was a barren desert without a population.
It was the Jews who made the desert blossom and who populated the desolate plains of Palestine.

FACT:

As numerous scholars and analyses have shown, Palestine was NOT a barren

wasteland or an uninhabited country. It possessed a distinctive culture, a thriving economy, and was
inhabited by an indigenous people (the Palestinian Arabs) for centuries prior to the rise of Zionism. It
takes only a brief reading of history to realize how inaccurate the Zionist argument of Palestine as “a
land without a people” really is.
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Discussing Apartheid
The discussion of using the term ‘apartheid’ is one that has been controversial and has been
a heated debate in the media and even in several human rights groups. While there is a wealth of
information as to why the term is appropriate (and plenty of Zionist sites to argue against the idea),
we felt that this particular pamphlet was extremely informative in a defense of using the term for the
state of Israel. It is important to pay attention to the debate that apartheid takes place not only in
the occupied territories but within Israel-proper itself. This is also an issue where differences arise.
The term has gotten a lot of media attention for Israeli Apartheid Week which is an international
annual week dedicated to bringing awareness to apartheid and the BDS movement. You can visit
www.israeliapartheidweek.org for more information. Some of the posters for the week were
banned in Canada (University of Ottawa, Carleton).
The source for this pamphlet is an extended handbook that can be downloaded as a PDF
here: http://sphr.org/v3/images/stories/resources/apartheid/Israeli_apartheid_handbook.pdf
The source of the information however is the Israel Law Resource Center
www.israellawresourcecenter.org which has extensive and detailed information not only on
apartheid but about Israel, its own laws, military orders, and international law and answers
frequently asked questions using facts and details as opposed to moral arguments. It is an extremely
informative directory that gives access to each of the laws and the breaches it cites, and we highly
suggest that those wishing to study the subject in detail go through it’s contents for extremely
detailed evidence on Israel’s practice of apartheid and breaching of several laws. Study guides and
full text are available for a plethora of subjects, simply visit the website map to navigate.
This pamphlet can be downloaded from:
http://sphr.org/v3/images/stories/resources/apartheid/Israeli_apartheid_pamphlet.pdf

What Is The Legally Accepted Definition Of
Apartheid?
As defined by the United Nations, in the International Convention on the Suppression and
Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid, the crime of apartheid is described as: “similar policies and
practices of racial segregation and discrimination as practised in southern Africa, shall apply to the
following inhuman acts committed for the purpose of establishing and maintaining domination by
one racial group of persons over any other racial group of persons and systematically oppressing
them”. It specifies such practices to include:
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“Any legislative measures and other measures calculated to prevent a racial group or groups
from participation in the political, social, economic and cultural life of the country and the
deliberate creation of conditions preventing the full development of such a group or groups, in
particular by denying to members of a racial group or groups basic human rights and freedoms,
including the right to work, the right to form recognized trade unions, the right to education,
the right to leave and to return to their country, the right to a nationality, the right to freedom
of movement and residence, the right to freedom of opinion and expression, and the right to
freedom of peaceful assembly and association”
“Any measures including legislative measures, designed to divide the population along racial
lines by the creation of separate reserves and ghettos for the members of a racial group or
groups, the prohibition of mixed marriages among members of various racial groups, the
expropriation of landed property belonging to a racial group or groups or to members thereof”.
For the complete definition, visit http://www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/11.htm

But How Can This Be Applied To Israel, “The Only
Democracy In The Middle East”, Ally Of The Us &
Canada And Member Of The UN?
Israel is a “Jewish democracy” that is also occupying the Palestinian Territories. Although
those living within Israel's legal borders can vote, there numerous diverse mechanism in place which
systematically discriminate against this minority. Furthermore, in the Occupied West Bank, apartheid
can clearly be seen in the physical divisions between the privileged class of Jewish settlers and the
oppressed, indigenous Palestinian population; this separation/apartheid/haFrada is embodied in the
existence of a massive concrete barrier between the illegal Jewish settlements and the Palestinian
communities. Not only is this a division based on racial lines, the illegally occupied West Bank that
has been transformed into a collection of bantustans, surrounded by Israeli soldiers, hostile and
violent Jewish settlers, checkpoints, and concrete walls. For more information on the Apartheid Wall,
please see our other pamphlets.

Is This Systematically Put Into Legislation?
The simple answer is YES. What follows are the laws in Israel that are discriminatory and
which promote apartheid policies. Clearly, based on UN definitions of apartheid, and the universal
human rights of ALL people enshrined in the UNCHR, the methods and means which Israel employs
to assert its control and dominate the indigenous people of Palestine cannot be classified as
anything but apartheid.
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Law of Return (1950)
This law grants every Jew (defined as those who convert or have their mother as a Jew) the
right to immigrate to Israel automatically. On the other hand, Palestinians who fled in fear during
1948 and 1967 have not been granted the right to return as mandated by the UN. This is systematic
discrimination based on race.
Identity Card (Possession and Presentation) Law (1982)
Residents must carry identity cards at all times and present them to "senior police officers, to
the heads of local authorities, or to police officers or soldiers on duty when requested to do so."
Furthermore, their nationalities must be printed on these, including whether being Jewish,
Palestinian, Druze etc. This provides the means to systematically discriminate based on race.
Cultural Exclusion:
Any form of Palestinian expression of national self-determination is fiercely suppressed. The
Palestinian flag has been declared illegal under Israeli law, and flying the flag is punishable by a
prison sentence
Land:
While Israel excludes Palestinians and non-Jews from state land and land belonging to the
Jewish National Fund, it does not exclude Jews from the very limited and minimal land remaining
under Palestinian (“Arab”) ownership. This has been compared to Apartheid South Africa where only
13% of the land could be owned by the native African population, but the difference lies in the fact
that South African law guaranteed that 13% as African land, while Israeli law makes no such provisions
for what it terms “Arab land”
Absentee Property Law (1950)
Classifies the personal property of Palestinians who fled during 1947/48 as "absentee
property" and becomes state property, even if they are within the state or making attempts to
return to it (conveniently stopped by Israel).
National Planning and Building Law (1965)
Creates a system of discriminatory zoning that freezes existing Arab villages while providing
for the expansion of Jewish settlements. The law also re-classifies a large number of Arab villages as
"non-residential" creating the "unrecognized villages." These villages do not receive basic municipal
services such as water and electricity; all buildings are threatened with demolition orders.
Agriculture
Palestinians cultivate 15% of arable land, but only receive 3% of water available for irrigation.
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Income, Employment, and Allocation of Government Spending:
The Central Bureau of Israeli Statistics indicates that 85% of Palestinians in Israel are in the
bottom five deciles of income distribution while 50% of Jews in Israel are in the upper five deciles.
Palestinian familes earn, on average, less than 65% of the average income of Jewish
families. IDF service a requirement for employment in many jobs; the vast majority of Palestinians do
not serve in the IDF, and thus are excluded from these jobs
The Law of Political Parties (1992)
Bars the Registrar of Political Parties from registering a political party if it denies "the
existence of the State of Israel as a Jewish and democratic State." In 2002 both Section 7A(1) of the
Basic Law: the Knesset and the Law of Political Parties were amended further to bar those whose
goals or actions, directly or indirectly, "support armed struggle of an enemy state or of a terror
organization, against the State of Israel." These amendments were added expressly to curtail the
political participation of Palestinian Arabs within Israel - such as Azmi Bishara - who have expressed
solidarity with Palestinians resisting military occupation in the West Bank and Gaza. Despite the right
to vote, right to run for office, and the right to hold limited positions on the Israeli legislature, the
Knesset, Palestinian political and social activism has been completely supressed by the Israeli
government. The right to organize, protest, and mobilize has been blocked by Israel on numerous
occasions; several political parties have also been outlawed, their leaders arrested, and their
newspapers banned due to their advocacy for Palestinian human rights within Israel.
Education
There is not a single Arabic-language university in Israel, despite Palestinians making up
some 20-30% of the population. Systematic discrimination exists in the Israeli education system with
separate schools for Palestinian and Jewish schoolchildren. Selective allocation of funds means Arab
schools are usually overcrowded, underequipped, underperforming, and having less reources
relative to Jewish schools. Jewish curriculum is all-round with history, politics, sciences being taught
while the curriculum in Arab schools is very heavily censored, with history, politics, and any national
material being edited out.

Apartheid In The Occupied Territories
In the occupied territories, the Israeli government has put the Israeli military in charge of
governing the territories. The military makes no pretense at creating a democratic system because it
admits that the operation is a military operation. Thus the Israeli military has replaced virtually all
government agencies with Israeli military committees and Israeli-controlled civil administrations, and
when it has run democratic elections, it has often followed with cancelling the results when it did not
like them, and even deporting the elected officials. But the military does employ a body of mostly
published, named and numbered laws, which they call Military Orders (or Proclamations or
Pamphlets) through which the structures of discrimination, oppression and exploitation by the Israeli
government and military can be traced. Increasingly though, these orders are unpublished, unnamed
and unnumbered.
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Land Laws: Military orders that allow confiscation of Palestinian-own lands under various pretenses
(because it is unused, to use for the good of the people, for security reasons, for wilderness
preserves, etc.) At this point, the Israeli military now controls more than 70% of the West Bank. In
addition, large areas of Palestinian and Arab
The Apartheid Wall: This is discussed in depth in another pamphlet and essentially is a concrete
barrier separating Palestinians from Jews that have illegally settled in the Occupied Territories. The
wall is made up of either an 8 meter-high (25 feet) concrete barrier or it takes the form of a barbed
wire wall and is 655 km long. It is one of the most apparent and atrocious examples of how there is a
true separation between those of different races. It has effectively annexed more of the Palestinian
state, bars movement, literally physicaly isolates villages (even Palestinian ones from Palestinians)
and is a major obstruction to the freedom of movement, in the name of protecting its illegal
settlement activities.

What CAN we do to put an end to this?








Recognize that what Israel is doing within its own borders and against Palestinians in the
Occupied Territories IS Apartheid.
We should not be intimidated to use this term. Israelis in Israel, ranging from peace activists
to academics to right-wing military strategists, ALL use the term HaFrada, signifying a policy
of separation or apartheid.
Undoubtedly, the crime of apartheid is a serious crime, illegal under international law, and
carrying serious repercussions in an international court. We should not use it lightly, but
seriously. Israel IS an apartheid state and its policies in the Occupied Palestinian Territories
cannot be classified as anything else
We should encourage Israelis to take the initiative and begin steps towards altering the
criminal and unjust policies of their government. Criticism of Israel is not anti-Semitic nor
simply ideological, it is a human responsibility!
It is important to divest and boycott all produce, sponsors, and facilitators of Israeli apartheid
and its occupation of Palestine.
Most importantly perhaps, it is essential that we all educate ourselves on WHAT apartheid is,
HOW Israel applies apartheid policies in Palestine, and the IMPLICATIONS under International
Humanitarian Law of Israeli apartheid. Many resources, publications, human rights reports,
and statements exist attesting to the apartheid policies of the State of Israel.

“To wash one's hands of the conflict between the powerful and the powerless is not to be neutral, it is
to side with the powerful” Paolo Freire
“Travelling into Palestine's West Bank and Gaza Strip, which I visited recently, is like a surreal trip back
into an apartheid state of emergency [in South Africa]. ... It is shocking to discover that certain roads are
barred to Palestinians and reserved for Jewish settlers. I try in vain to recall anything quite as obscene in
apartheid South Africa." Ronnie Kasrils, highest serving Jewish South African, former Minister of
Intelligence. Leader of the struggle against South African Apartheid.
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Introduction to part iii
Perspectives: important discussions and
debates

Zoriah / www.zoriah.com
Entering the realm of Palestine solidarity work, can, at times, be extremely daunting.
One of the reasons for this is because of the decisions to make ! There are too many.
Whether it’s what kind of a boycott to support, what kind of a solution to support, what
kind of a resistance to support etc- there are many realms that those within Palestine
solidarity work disagree on. Although we encourage unity between all groups, we also
strongly believe that individuals and groups should be educated on the controversial topics
and make informed decisions. The debates and discussions go beyond those cited here, and
we highly encourage you to sift through the links we have provided with informative articles
at the end of each section. There are times when we make rash judgements or say things
that have severe implications without having thought through the consequences. Hence, it
is imperative that we are aware of what we say and the various perspectives surrounding
certain issues.
We have also been lucky enough to have two excerpts from two extremely notable
books and scholars regarding a few issues. The first is from Norman Finkelstein’s most
recent book This Time We Went Too Far: Truth and Consequences of the Gaza Invasion. Two
excerpts have been taken (with permission from the publishers) and discuss the
international consensus to a solution of the conflict and furthermore the complications that
arose in the peace processes. The second notable excerpt is from Rashid Khalidi’s Palestinian
Identity: The Construction of Modern National Consciousness. We have included the entire
introduction from the new 2010 edition of this scholarly masterpiece. It includes vital
discussion on the Palestinian identity and also discusses several issues and how the identity
has evolved over the duration of the conflict.
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BDS Campaign
Boycott Divestment Sanction
The Boycott, Divestment, and Sanction campaign is one that has gained considerable
momentum over the past few years. Naturally, as momentum has increased, so has criticism and
debate. Israel claims that it is being isolated and unfairly targeted and some have started counter
movements, like the “Buy-cott” campaign (www.buycottisrael.ca) . Within Palestine solidarity
circles, there is debate about the extent the BDS campaign should take, whether this should include
general boycotts, academic boycotts or cultural boycotts. In the Appendix, How-To section, a few
handbooks are linked with detailed information on how to start campaigns and vital background
information. The articles that we have posted below are discussion pieces as opposed to informative
pieces and go through some of the common debates and discussions.

The PA's Disingenuous Boycott Campaign
By: Ali Abunimah, The Electronic Intifada, 25 May 2010
Link: http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article11286.shtml

Salam Fayyad throws products made in Israeli settlements into a fire
in the occupied West Bank. (Mustafa Abu Dayeh/MaanImages)
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In recent weeks, the US- and Israeli-backed Ramallah-based Palestinian Authority (PA) has made a
show of calling on Palestinians to boycott goods manufactured in Israeli settlements in the West
Bank.
Despite the rhetoric of defiance and resistance, and exaggerated screams of anguish from Israeli
settler groups, the PA effort actually appears designed to co-opt, undermine and abort the much
broader Palestinian civil society campaign of boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS), and to
reassure Israel of the continued docility and collaboration of its puppet regime in Ramallah.
As part of his daily routine of publicity stunts, unelected Ramallah-based "Prime Minister" Salam
Fayyad has been seen tossing bundles of settler-produced goods onto bonfires. As for PA
"President" Mahmoud Abbas, he recently signed the "Karama" (dignity) Pledge -- promising not to
allow settlement goods into his house and encouraging others to do the same. PA volunteers have
been going door-to-door in the occupied West Bank to distribute lists of settler-made consumer
goods that should be avoided.
So far, all well and good. Palestinians and those in solidarity with them should absolutely boycott
Israeli products. Since 2005, hundreds of Palestinian organizations endorsed an appeal which "call[s]
upon international civil society organizations and people of conscience all over the world to impose
broad boycotts and implement divestment initiatives against Israel similar to those applied to South
Africa in the apartheid era" ("Palestinian Call for Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS)," 9 July
2005).
The BDS movement has seen activists all over the world calling -- with increasing success -- on
companies to cease doing business in Israel, to stop selling Israeli products, for international
performers not to perform in Israel, for academics to refuse cooperation with Israeli institutions and
for cultural institutions to boycott Israeli government-sponsored events aimed at prettifying Israel's
apartheid practices.
Recently, dozens of Palestinian youth organizations, independent as well as aligned with virtually
every political faction, inside and outside historic Palestine, issued a joint call under the title
"Palestinian youth united against normalization with Israel." The youth "declare our rejection of
normalization with Israel on all levels" -- economic, political, cultural and institutional -- and their
adherence to the principles of the Palestinian independent Boycott National Committee which steers
the BDS movement ("Palestinian youth united against normalization with Israel," 28 April 2010).
BDS represents the broad consensus of Palestinian society, but the PA settlement boycott campaign
actually violates and calls on people to defy the BDS call. During a photo opportunity where he
affixed a sticker to the door of his house attesting that it was free of settlement goods, Abbas
emphasized, "We are not boycotting Israel, because we have agreements and imports from it."
Similarly the official PA website for the ironically-named "Karama Pledge" states: "Regarding trade
with Israel, the Palestinian Ministry of Economy confirms continuing its cooperation as it was agreed
at the [1994] Paris summit" (http://karama.ps).
All of this is no doubt under the rubric of the PA's famous "adherence to signed agreements"
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dictated by the Quartet (the US, EU, Russia and the UN). But the PA website even acknowledges that
Israel itself does not abide by agreements and that "Israel forbids any of our products from reaching
its markets. In addition, Israel places many obstacles that face Palestinian products waiting to be
exported to foreign countries ... Israel is even denying Palestinian rights which were agreed in the
Paris agreement."
The PA's insistence on abiding by agreements Israel constantly violates is further evidence -- if it were
needed -- of the PA's terminal subservience. Given this reality, the main purpose of its campaign is
actually to undermine both the methods and goals of the growing grassroots BDS movement and to
preach to Palestinians that they must and should do business with Israel and allow Israeli goods in
their markets and cooperate and normalize with Israel unconditionally.
The 2005 Palestinian BDS call states that "nonviolent punitive measures should be maintained" until
Israel meets all its obligations to Palestinian rights and international law, specifically: ending its
occupation and colonization of all Arab land and dismantling the apartheid wall; recognizing the
rights of Palestinian citizens of Israel to full equality; and respecting, protecting and promoting the
rights of Palestinian refugees to return to their homes. The PA campaign, by contrast, makes no
mention of these goals whatsoever, focusing narrowly on settlements -- but even this is an empty
commitment.
As part of the PA's hasbara campaign, Abbas issued a decree threatening large fines and terms of
imprisonment up to six years for those who deal in or import settlement goods into the West Bank.
Notably this decree does not impose any penalties on Palestinian businessmen who sell goods and
provide services to the settlers. In recent years credible allegations have repeatedly surfaced that a
number of senior PA and Fatah officials, including most notoriously former PA Prime Minister Ahmed
Qureia, and their family members have grown rich from selling cement to Israel for construction of
settlements and the apartheid wall (or acting as brokers to import cement from Egypt on behalf of
Israeli companies). Despite repeated promises that the PA attorney-general would investigate and
prosecute such violations nothing has ever happened. Unsurprisingly, Abbas and Fayyad -- despite
their new found anti-settlement zeal -- still seem uninterested in investigating PA complicity.
While undermining BDS is probably the main aim of the bogus PA campaign it is likely not the only
one. The Abbas/Fayyad regime lacks any legal, political or democratic legitimacy. It invested all its
efforts into the endless and pointless US-sponsored "peace process" that has made Palestinians
worse off by every possible measure. In recent years, independent grassroots campaigns have taken
off, including BDS and the popular nonviolent struggles against the West Bank wall and settlements.
But just as Yasser Arafat's Palestine Liberation Organization was surprised and alarmed by the
outbreak of the first Palestinian intifada in 1987 and moved quickly to try to control and co-opt it, the
PA leadership is attempting to do exactly the same now. The PA is not just attempting to undermine
the independent BDS and grassroots campaigns, but to co-opt them precisely because of their
growing power, popularity and legitimacy as liberation strategies, in the hope that some of that
legitimacy will rub off on the Ramallah regime.
The Electronic Intifada previously reported on the PA's middle-of-the-night arrest of Mousa Abu
Maria, co-coordinator of the grassroots Palestine Solidarity Project in the occupied West Bank village
of Beit Ommar.
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Abu Maria, as reported in The Economist, sees the PA's sudden interest in popular nonviolent
resistance as "a veiled bid by Mr. Fayyad to gain control of an independent grassroots movement
and to turn the drive for a Palestinian state into a cause without rebels" ("Can Palestinians peacefully
build a state?," 20 May 2010). More generally, US-trained PA paramilitaries continue their harsh
crackdown on any sort of independent activism and organizing in the occupied West Bank.
Consider too the irony that the PA has launched its campaign against the settlements at precisely the
moment it is engaged in US-brokered "proximity talks" with Israel. The PA had previously vowed not
to return to any sort of negotiations until Israel halted all settlement construction throughout the
West Bank including occupied Jerusalem. Israel defied requests from US President Barack Obama to
stop construction, but instead of standing up to Israel, the Americans pressured the PA to return to
negotiations without any conditions or guarantees.
Thus the settlement boycott acts as a cover for the abject weakness of the PA to stick to even its
most modest promises, let alone extract real concessions from Israel or its American sponsors during
negotiations. Equally clear, it is a diversion. According to numerous reports, Israelis and Palestinians
agreed in principle during the proximity talks on a "land swap." This is not new; it has long been a
peace process industry article of faith that in a two-state solution Israel would remove only token
settlements while the vast majority, especially those in and around occupied Jerusalem which house
at least 80 percent of the settlers, would be annexed to Israel. In exchange for receiving East
Jerusalem and large parts of the West Bank, Israel would give the Palestinians some sand dunes near
Gaza (the so-called Halutza Sands) and some remote barren hills south of Hebron.
So while the Ramallah leaders -- who have no mandate or authority from the Palestinian people
whether under the PA or the Palestine Liberation Organization to negotiate on their behalf -- make a
show of boycotting settlement goods, their actual agenda is to promote economic normalization,
undermine BDS and legitimize the settlements through "negotiations."
Where the PA does remain firmly committed to boycott is in its support for Israel's total blockade
and siege of the Palestinian people in the Israeli-occupied Gaza Strip. Despite occasional lip service to
ending the blockade, Ramallah PA leaders always stress that it should end only according to the
terms dictated by the Quartet: that the US- and Israeli-backed PA militias should return to Gaza to
police and repress the Palestinians there on behalf of Israel just as they are doing in the West Bank.
The PA in Ramallah has, notably, offered no support to the courageous international flotilla currently
en route to Gaza in another attempt to break the blockade amid threats of violence from Israel. Why
has the PA not called on its "friends" and benefactors in the "international community" to send their
navies to protect this peaceful, nonviolent flotilla and ensure it gets through to Gaza? In practice, PA
policy amounts to full support for the siege.
Some people have been impressed by the PA's anti-settlement campaign considering it a "step in the
right direction." But no one should be fooled. Palestinians and their allies should remain clearly
focused on the simple truth that those who continue to coordinate with the Israeli occupation forces
to hunt down Palestinians by night cannot don the mantle of popular resistance by day.
Ali Abunimah is co-founder of The Electronic Intifada and author of One Country: A Bold Proposal to End
the Israeli-Palestinian Impasse.
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"Boycotts work": An interview with Omar
Barghouti
By: Ali Mustafa, The Electronic Intifada, 1 June 2009
Link: http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article10562.shtml

Omar Barghouti is an independent
Palestinian researcher, commentator
and human rights activist and a
leader of the Palestinian campaign of
boycott, divestment and sanctions to
force Israel to uphold international
law and universal human rights.
Barghouti discussed the growing
worldwide campaign with The
Electronic Intifada contributor Ali
Mustafa.
Ali Mustafa: Why do you characterize
Israel as an apartheid state and how
is it similar or different than apartheid
South Africa?

Omar Barghouti: We don't have to prove that Israel is identical to apartheid South Africa in order to
[justify] the label "apartheid." Apartheid is a generalized crime according to United Nations
conventions and there are certain criteria that may or may not apply to any specific situation -- so we
judge a situation on its own merits and whether or not it fulfills those conditions of being called an
apartheid state. According to the basic conventions of the UN defining the crime of apartheid, Israel
satisfies almost all the conditions to be granted the label of apartheid. Other than the clear racial
separation in the occupied West Bank between Jews and non-Jews (indigenous Palestinians) -separate roads, separate housing, separate everything -- apartheid is also alive and well inside Israel
despite appearances [to the contrary]. Unlike South Africa, Israel is more sophisticated; it's an
evolved form of apartheid. South African apartheid was rudimentary, primitive, so to speak -- black,
white, clear separation, no rights ... The Palestinian citizens of Israel (the indigenous population)
have the right to vote, which is a huge difference from South Africa. However, in every other vital
domain, they are discriminated against by law, not only by policy. Therefore, it is legalized and
institutionalized racism and that's what makes it apartheid -- there is racism in Canada and other
western democracies as well, but the difference is that it's not legalized and institutionalized, at least
not any longer ...
In Israel there are basic laws, meaning the equivalent of the constitution, as Israel does not have a
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constitution, where there is clear-cut discrimination between Jews and non-Jews. The most
important rights that are given to Jewish citizens and not given to non-Jewish citizens are the right
to automatic citizenship and nationality for any Jewish immigrant who comes from abroad to Israel.
There is no "Israeli" nationality, but there is "Jewish" nationality -- Palestinians as citizens can never
get nationality in Israel ... because there is no such thing as an Israeli nationality, whereas Palestinian
refugees who were ethnically cleansed by Israel in 1948 and since then are not entitled to go back to
their homes of origin as stipulated by international law simply because they are not Jewish -- so this is
the kind of apartheid we have.
Another very important point is that 93 percent land ownership in Israel by law is off limits to its socalled non-Jewish citizens -- 93 percent is only for the benefit of Jewish citizens of the State of Israel - if this is not apartheid, I don't know what is. Even in South Africa, the percentage of land that was
off-limits to blacks was 86 percent, even lower than in Israel. But of course, many analysts would say
that the Israeli occupation and denial of refugee rights is even much worse than anything South
Africa had, which is true; South Africa never bombed bantustans with F-16s, they never had this level
of outright violence and massacres. Of course, there was Sharpeville, so many massacres in Soweto,
and so on, but it all pales in comparison to what Israel has been doing to the Palestinians and this is
according to testimonies from Desmond Tutu, Ronnie Kasrils, and many South African leaders who
should know.
AM: One of the most contentious aspects of the
boycott, divestment and sanctions campaign is the
academic boycott. Can you clarify exactly what this
means and why Israeli academic institutions are, as
you argue, such a fundamental extension of the
Israeli state and state policy?
OB: The academic boycott, which was called for by
the Palestinian Campaign for the Academic and
Cultural Boycott of Israel in 2004, is an institutional
boycott -- so it's a call to every conscientious
academic and academic institution to boycott
every Israeli academic institution because of their
complicity in perpetuating Israel's occupation and
other forms of oppression ... Complicity in the case
of Israel is different than academic complicity
elsewhere. In Canada, for example, your biggest
universities are certainly complicit in Canadian
policy, especially since they're all state-funded
universities exactly like in Israel ... But what's
different is that in Israel, they are in full organic
partnership with the security/military
establishment -- so that most of the weapons
developed by the Israeli army are done through the universities, most of the research justifying the
repression of the Palestinians and denial of Palestinian rights is done by academics in the universities
in academic programs; many of the colonization projects that are considered by international law to
be war crimes have been produced by universities. The wall [in the West Bank] for example was
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produced in an academic environment; an academic at Haifa University claims that this is his
brainchild and there is no reason not to believe him because he has produced other projects that
were terribly involved in the ethnic cleansing of Palestinians even inside Israel. At every level there is
a very deep, entrenched complicity between the Israeli academia and the security/military
establishment.
Also, all Israeli academics, like all Israelis within a certain age group, with some exceptions, serve in
the occupation reserve army. They serve as occupying soldiers part-time every year, three months
every year ... You go and leave academia, your research, you leave everything, and you serve at a
checkpoint or worse -- so you're either participating in committing human rights violations or war
crimes, or at least you watch them with total apathy -- in both cases you're very complicit even at an
individual level; the universities not only tolerate that, they promote that -- this is part of the system.
Despite this, we are not calling for boycotting individual academics but institutions. The only reason
why our boycott is not individual is because otherwise it would be McCarthyist -- it would involve
some form of McCarthyism or political test: who is a good academic, who is bad, and who decides?
And we don't want to get into that because it's a very troubling prospect to have political tests and
in principle, we are against political tests, so that's why we have an institutional boycott.
AM: One common argument against the boycott, divestment and sanctions campaign is that
dialogue is more constructive than boycotts. How would you respond?
OB: That's wrong factually and wrong logically. Factually, there have been so many attempts at
dialogue since 1993 when the so-called peace process was announced at Oslo. There were many
dialogue organizations and initiatives established; it became an industry -- we call it the peace
industry. You could get rich very fast by getting involved in one of those dialogue groups and you get
to travel to Europe and stay in fancy hotels and get a lot of money in return, but otherwise it
produces absolutely nothing on the ground. The main reason is because it's morally flawed and
based on the false premise that this so-called conflict is mainly due to mutual hatred and, therefore,
you need some kind of therapy or dialogue between those two equivalent, symmetric, warring
parties. Put them in a room, force them to talk to one another, then they will fall in love, the hatred
will go away and you will have your Romeo and Juliet story. Of course, this is deceitful and morally
very corrupt because the conflict is a colonial conflict -- it's not a domestic dispute between a
husband and wife -- it's a colonial conflict based on ethnic cleansing, racism, colonialism and
apartheid. Without taking away the roots of the conflict you cannot have any coexistence, at least
not ethical coexistence.
There are many other issues related to this dialogue industry in that you don't have dialogue
between asymmetric parties, you have negotiations. To have a dialogue you have to have a certain
minimal level of a common denominator based on a common vision for the ultimate solution based
on equality and ending injustice. If you don't have that common denominator than it's negotiation
between the stronger and weaker party and, as I've written elsewhere, you can't have a bridge
between them but only a ladder where you go up or down not across ... I call this the master/slave
type of coexistence ... A master and a slave can also reach an agreement where this is reality and you
cannot challenge it and you make the best out of it. There is no war, no conflict, nobody is killing
anybody, but a master remains a master and the slave remains a slave -- so this is not the kind of
peace that we the oppressed are seeking -- the minimum is to have a just peace. Only with justice can
we have a sustainable peace. So dialogue does not work -- it has not worked in reality and cannot
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work in principle. Boycotts have worked in reality and in principle so there is absolutely no reason
why they cannot work, because Israel has total impunity given the official support it gets from the
west in all fields (economic, cultural, academic and so on). Without raising the price of its oppression,
it will never give up; it will never concede on any of our rights.

AM: There is the historical example of South African apartheid, but are there any other types of
historical forms of nonviolent resistance -- not necessarily boycotts -- that the Palestinian Campaign
for the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel (PACBI) draws its inspiration from?
OB: Yes, from Palestinian nonviolence. For a hundred years, well before the South African
inspiration, we have been mainly inspired by our own history and roots of civil resistance. In a
hundred years of conflict with the settler-colonial conquest of Zionism, we have resisted Zionism
mostly by civil resistance and not violent or armed resistance, unlike the common myth that
Palestinian resistance is only armed. This is not true. For more than a hundred years Palestinians have
resisted with cultural and artistic resistance, strikes, demonstrations, women's and trade union
organizing, and so on. The majority of people were involved in nonviolent resistance before the
inspiration of Gandhi and that of South Africa.
AM: Many academics, even those generally sympathetic to the Palestinian cause, argue that any
proposed academic boycott jeopardizes the principle of academic freedom. Is there any truth to that
claim?
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OB: The claim is very biased in that it privileges Israeli academic freedom over any other, so they
completely ignore that by denying Palestinians their basic rights -- all of our freedoms, including
academic freedom -- Israel is also infringing deeply on our academic freedom. That doesn't count, it
seems. We never heard those liberal voices when Israel shut down Palestinian universities during the
first intifada [uprising] -- Birzeit University was shut down for four [consecutive] years, for example.
We haven't heard much of an outcry among those liberals who are now shouting academic freedom.
Is academic freedom a privilege to whites only? Do we global southerners deserve academic
freedom? Are we equally human or not? So those people who are shouting academic freedom are
either hypocrites or racists, I'm sorry to say it. They are either hypocritical in that they only care
about academic freedom for Israelis and they consider them white, European, Jewish, civilized and
not for us Palestinians who are southerners and brown -- this is at a theoretical level. In principle the
academic boycott that PACBI is calling for and all our partners are adopting is institutional; therefore,
it does not infringe on the rights and privileges of Israeli academics to go out and participate in
conferences and so on so long as this is not the product of an institutional link -- we are calling for
cutting all institutional links, not to cut off visits by individual academics, or artists, or cultural figures
to participate in events and so on -- they can and they do and that will not stop -- so it's really very
hypocritical and deceptive to call the academic boycott a form of infringement on academic
freedom.
AM: Some have even claimed that such an academic boycott would actually enhance academic
freedom of Israeli academics. Could you elaborate on that a little bit?
OB: Professor Oren Ben-Dor, who is an Israeli-British philosopher who supports the boycott, argued
this in an article early on a few years ago. He said that in Israel, there's actually no academic freedom
when it comes to the taboo issues such as the history of the conflict: the ethnic cleansing, the Nakba
[catastrophe], the different sets of laws for Arabs and Jews inside the State of Israel. There are
certain taboos that are untouchable in Israeli academia. Oren Ben-Dor's argument was that the
academic boycott would force Israeli academics and institutions to discuss those taboo issues -- and
finally they are discussing them. So in a way the boycott actually promoted a certain level of
academic freedom in Israel that was missing.
AM: Another common argument made by critics of the boycott, divestment and sanctions campaign
is that only once Hamas ceases launching rockets into Israel will peace be possible. How would you
respond to this claim?
OB: In the West Bank you have a largely quisling government that is completely supporting Israel in
anything it wants to do. They get immediate support from the Palestinian Authority (PA) in Ramallah,
which is an unelected authority imposed by an American general -- despite that it has not stopped
the construction of the wall (which is illegal according to the International Court of Justice at the
Hague), or the construction of settlements (which are also illegal; they are considered war crimes
under international law), or the checkpoints (there are close to 700 roadblocks and checkpoints
preventing the freedom of movement of Palestinians), or the confiscation of land, or the
indiscriminate killings (including of children), or the imprisonment of political prisoners, or all the
other repressive measures of the occupation that are designed to ethnically cleanse the indigenous
Palestinians in a very slow and gradual, but persistent, manner. So we have not seen any difference
in the repression between the West Bank and Gaza, prior to the war of course, that can be related to
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Hamas or not to Hamas. In the West Bank, the PA is ruling, not Hamas, so clearly this is a policy of the
State of Israel. It's irrelevant if Hamas accepts Israel's right to exist as a Jewish state or accepts the
1967 borders ... Israel will never accept our rights unless it is forced to. Our 60 years of experience
with Zionist colonial oppression and apartheid has shown us that unless we resist by all means -particularly through civil resistance -- to force Israel into a pariah status in the world, like South Africa
was turned in the 1980s, there is no chance of advancing the prospects for a just peace.
AM: Finally, you have argued numerous times in your published works that ultimately you would like
to see in historic Palestine a binational, secular, democratic state.
OB: Not a binational state -- I am completely against binationalism. A secular, democratic state, yes,
but not binational. There is a big difference.
AM: What exactly is the sentiment on the ground in Palestine on
this question?
OB: I must clarify that the boycott, divestment and sanctions
movement takes no position on the shape of the political
solution. It adopts a rights-based, not solutions-based, approach.
I am completely and categorically against binationalism because
it assumes that there are two nations with equal moral claims to
the land and therefore, we have to accommodate both national
rights. I am completely opposed to that, but it would take me too
long to explain why, so I will stick to the model I support, which
is a secular, democratic state: one person, one vote -- regardless
of ethnicity, religion, nationality, gender, and so on and so forth ... Full equality under the law with
the inclusion of the refugees -- this must be based on the right of return for Palestinian refugees. In
other words, a secular, democratic state that accommodates our inalienable rights as Palestinians
with the acquired rights of Israeli Jews as settlers. Why do I see this as the main solution? Morally, it's
obviously the most moral solution because it treats people as equals, the two-state solution is not
only impossible now -- Israel has made it an absolute pipe dream that cannot happen -- it is an
immoral solution. At best, it would address some of the rights of Palestinians in the occupied West
Bank and Gaza, while ignoring the majority of Palestinians -- those in exile, the refugees, as well as
the Palestinian citizens of Israel. There are three segments of the Palestinian people -- unless you
address the basic requirements of justice for all three segments than we will not have exercised our
right to self-determination. The only way that we can exercise our right to self-determination,
without imposing unnecessary injustice on our oppressors, is to have a secular, democratic state
where nobody is thrown into the sea, nobody is sent back to Poland, and nobody is left in refugee
camps. We can coexist ethically with our rights given back to us.
Now on the ground, back to your question, there is no political party in Palestine now or among
Palestinians outside either calling for a secular, democratic one-state solution. Despite this, polls in
the West Bank and Gaza have consistently in the last few years shown 25-30 percent support for a
secular, democratic state. Two polls in 2007 showed two-thirds majority support for a single state
solution in all flavors -- some of them think of a purely Palestinian state without Israelis and so on -- in
exile it's even much higher because the main issue is that refugees in particular, and people fighting
for refugee rights like I am, know that you cannot reconcile the right of return for refugees with a
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two state solution. That is the big white elephant in the room and people are ignoring it -- a return
for refugees would end Israel's existence as a Jewish state. The right of return is a basic right that
cannot be given away; it's inalienable. A two-state solution was never moral and it's no longer
working -- it's impossible with all the Israeli settlements and so on. We need to move on to the more
moral solution that treats everyone as equal under the law, whether they are Jewish-Israeli or
Palestinian.
AM: You hear a lot of
academics and public
intellectuals like Noam
Chomsky and Norman
Finkelstein saying that the
two-state solution
represents the international
consensus, and that the
one-state solution of the
kind that you speak of is
unrealistic.
OB: The siege against Gaza
is also an expression of
international consensus -that doesn't make it right.
It's an international
conspiracy that is a war
crime -- it's a crime against
humanity, despite support
from the UN and all the
powers that be around the
world ... It's amazing for
activists, and public
intellectuals who are
counted as activists, to support the international consensus when they like to, and they oppose it on
every other account. When Professor Chomsky opposed the Indonesian occupation of East Timor
there was an international consensus supporting Indonesia. No one raised, before Chomsky, the
issue of freedom for East Timor -- it was Chomsky first and foremost, and he single-handedly pushed
this on the agenda until now we have the autonomy of East Timor and semi-independence. So
international consensus often means that the main powers agree on an injustice because it fits their
interests -- that doesn't mean that we have to accept that; we have to struggle to change that and
the way we do that is on the ground. By proposing the more moral solution we are saying that this
can mobilize universal support from around the world -- except from those who are keen to maintain
Israel as a racist, ethnocentric state.

Ali Mustafa is a freelance journalist, writer and media activist. He is a member of the Coalition Against
Israeli Apartheid (CAIA) and currently resides in Toronto, Canada.
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Discussing Solutions to the Conflict
Seeking a just and humane solution to the occupation of Palestine has been a debate since
the state of Israel was established. It is a heated debate, amongst Palestinians, Israelis and of course,
against one another. While we have not endorsed any solution we believe that truth and justice
speaks for itself. Thus, we have sought to show a few different perspectives and have full confidence
in your intelligence to be able to discern what a fully just solution would entail. We strongly
encourage you to read further on this debate and to read the links at the end of this section. A
special thanks to Norman Finkelstein and OR Books for the excerpt from his brand new book.

International Solution: Two State Solution
Excerpts from

‘This Time We Went Too Far’: Truth
& Consequences of the Gaza
Invasion
By: Norman G. Finkelstein
© OR Books, 2009

www.orbooks.com
Please note that this title is exclusively available only
through OR Books.

Page 15-24
Chapter 1, Self-Defense
Question:
What do you feel is the most acceptable solution to the Palestine problem?
Mahatma Gandhi:
The abandonment wholly by the Jews of terrorism and other forms of violence.
(1 June 1947)
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On 29 November 1947 the United Nations General Assembly approved a resolution dividing
British-mandated Palestine into a Jewish state incorporating 56 percent of Palestine and an Arab
state incorporating 44 percent of it. In the ensuing war the newly born State of Israel expanded its
borders to incorporate nearly 80 percent of Palestine. The only areas of Palestine not conquered
comprised the West Bank, which the Kingdom of Jordan subsequently annexed, and the Gaza Strip,
which came under Egypt’s administrative control. Approximately 250,000 Palestinians driven out of
their homes during the 1948 war and its aftermath fled to Gaza and overwhelmed the indigenous
population of some 80,000.
Today 80 percent of Gaza’s inhabitants consist of refugees from the 1948 war and their
descendants, and more than half of the population is under 18 years of age. Its current 1.5 million
inhabitants are squeezed into a sliver of land 25 miles long and five miles wide, making Gaza one of
the most densely populated places in the world. The panhandle of the Sinai Peninsula, Gaza is
bordered by Israel on the north and east, Egypt on the south, and the Mediterranean Sea on the
west. In the course of its four-decade-long occupation beginning in June 1967, and prior to Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon’s redeployment of Israeli troops from inside Gaza to its perimeter in 2005,
Israel had imposed on Gaza a uniquely exploitive regime of “de-development” that, in the words of
Harvard political economist Sara Roy, deprived “the native population of its most important
economic resources—land, water, and labor—as well as the internal capacity and potential for
developing those resources.”
The road to modern Gaza’s desperate plight is paved with many previous atrocities, most
long forgotten or never known outside Palestine. After the cessation of battlefield hostilities in 1949,
Egypt kept a tight rein on the activity of Fedayeen (Palestinian guerrillas) in Gaza until February 1955,
when Israel launched a bloody cross-border raid into Gaza killing 40 Egyptians. Israeli leaders had
plotted to lure Egypt into war in order to topple President Gamal Abdel Nasser, and the Gaza raid
proved the perfect provocation as armed border clashes escalated. In October 1956 Israel (in
collusion with Great Britain and France) invaded the Egyptian Sinai and occupied Gaza, which it had
long coveted. The prominent Israeli historian Benny Morris described what happened next:
Many Fedayeen and an estimated 4,000 Egyptian and Palestinian regulars were trapped
in the Strip, identified, and rounded up by the IDF [Israel Defense Forces], GSS [General Security
Service], and police. Dozens of these Fedayeen appear to have been summarily executed,
without trial. Some were probably killed during two massacres by the IDF troops soon after the
occupation of the Strip. On 3 November, the day Khan Yunis was conquered, IDF troops shot
dead hundreds of Palestinian refugees and local inhabitants in the town. One U.N. report speaks
of “some 135 local residents” and “140 refugees” killed as IDF troops moved through the town
and its refugee camp “searching for people in possession of arms.”
In Rafah, which fell to the IDF on 1–2 November, Israeli troops killed between forty-eight
and one hundred refugees and several local residents, and wounded another sixty-one during a
massive screening operation on 12 November, in which they sought to identify former Egyptian
and Palestinian soldiers and Fedayeen hiding among the local population. . . .
Another sixty-six Palestinians, probably Fedayeen, were executed in a number of other
incidents during screening operations in the Gaza Strip between 2 and 20 November. . . .
The United Nations estimated that, all told, Israeli troops killed between 447 and 550
Arab civilians in the first three weeks of the occupation of the Strip.
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In March 1957 Israel was forced to withdraw from Gaza after U.S. President Dwight D.
Eisenhower applied heavy diplomatic pressure and threatened economic sanctions. Current
conditions in Gaza result directly from the events of 1967. In the course of the June 1967 war Israel
reoccupied the Gaza Strip (along with the West Bank) and has remained the occupying power ever
since. Morris reported that “the overwhelming majority of West Bank and Gaza Arabs from the first
hated the occupation”; that “Israel intended to stay. . . and its rule would not be overthrown or
ended through civil disobedience and civil resistance, which were easily crushed. The only real option
was armed struggle”; that “like all occupations, Israel’s was founded on brute force, repression and
fear, collaboration and treachery, beatings and torture chambers, and daily intimidation, humiliation,
and manipulation”; and that the occupation “was always a brutal and mortifying experience for the
occupied.”
From the start, Palestinians have fought back against the Israeli occupation. Gazans have put
up particularly stiff unarmed and armed resistance, while Israeli repression has proven equally
unremitting. In 1969 Ariel Sharon became chief of the IDF southern command and not long after
embarked on a campaign to crush the resistance in Gaza. A leading American academic specialist on
Gaza recalled how Sharon
placed refugee camps under twenty-four-hour curfews, during which troops conducted houseto-house searches and mustered all the men in the central square for questioning. Many men
were forced to stand waist-deep in the Mediterranean Sea for hours during the searches. In
addition, some twelve thousand members of families of suspected guerrillas were deported to
detention camps . . . in Sinai. Within a few weeks, the Israeli press began to criticize the soldiers
and border police for beatingpeople, shooting into crowds, smashing belongings in houses, and
imposing extreme restrictions during curfews. . . . In July 1971, Sharon added the tactic of
“thinning out” the refugee camps. The military uprooted more than thirteen thousand
residents by the end of August. The army bulldozed wide roads through the camps and through
some citrus groves, thus making it easier for mechanized units to operate and for the infantry to
control the camps. . . . The army crackdown broke the back of the resistance.
In December 1987 a traffic accident on the Gaza-Israel border that left four Palestinians dead
erupted into a mass rebellion or intifada against Israeli rule throughout the occupied territories.
Morris recalled, “It was not an armed rebellion but a massive, persistent campaign of civil resistance,
with strikes and commercial shutdowns, accompanied by violent (though unarmed) demonstrations
against the occupying forces. The stone and, occasionally, the Molotov cocktail and knife were its
symbols and weapons, not guns and bombs.” However it could not be said that Israel reacted in
kind. Morris continued: “Almost everything was tried: shooting to kill, shooting to injure, beatings,
mass arrests, torture, trials, administrative detention, and economic sanctions”; “A large proportion
of the Palestinian dead were not shot in life-threatening situations, and a great many of these were
children”; “Only a small minority of [the IDF] malefactors were brought to book by the army’s legal
machinery—and were almost always let off with ludicrously light sentences.”
By the early 1990s Israel had successfully repressed the intifada. It subsequently entered into
an agreement secretly negotiated in Oslo, Norway, with the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO)
and ratified in September 1993 on the White House lawn. Through the Oslo Accord Israel hoped to
streamline the occupation by removing its troops from direct contact with Palestinians and replacing
them with Palestinian subcontractors. “One of the meanings of Oslo,” former Israeli foreign minister
Shlomo Ben-Ami wrote, “was that the PLO was . . . Israel’s collaborator in the task of stifling the
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[first] intifada and cutting short what was clearly an authentically democratic struggle for Palestinian
independence.” In particular Israel endeavored to reassign Palestinians the sordid work of
occupation. “The idea of Oslo,” former Israeli minister Natan Sharansky observed, “was to find a
strong dictator to... keep the Palestinians under control.” “The Palestinians will be better at
establishing internal security than we were,” Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin informed skeptics
in his ranks, “because they will allow no appeals to the Supreme Court and will prevent [groups like]
the Association for Civil Rights in Israel from criticizing the conditions there. . . . They will rule by their
own methods, freeing, and this is most important, the Israeli soldiers from having to do what they
will do.”
In July 2000 PLO head Yasser Arafat and Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak joined U.S.
President Bill Clinton at Camp David to negotiate a settlement of the conflict. The summit collapsed
amid acrimonious accusations and counteraccusations. “If I were a Palestinian,” Ben-Ami, one of
Israel’s chief negotiators at Camp David, later commented, “I would have rejected Camp David as
well,” while a former director of the Jaffee Center for Strategic Studies concluded that the
“substantial concessions” Israel demanded of Palestinians at Camp David “were not acceptable and
could not be acceptable.”11 Subsequent negotiations also failed to achieve a diplomatic
breakthrough. In December 2000 Clinton presented his “parameters” for resolving the conflict,
which both sides accepted with reservations. In January 2001 talks resumed in Taba, Egypt. Although
both parties affirmed that “significant progress had been made” and they had “never been closer to
agreement,” Prime Minister Barak unilaterally “called a halt” to these negotiations, and as a result
“the Israeli-Palestinian peace process had ground to an indefinite halt.”
In September 2000, amid these diplomatic parleys, Palestinians in the occupied territories
once again launched an open rebellion. Like the 1987 rebellion this second intifada at its inception
was overwhelmingly nonviolent. However, in Ben-Ami’s words, “Israel’s disproportionate response
to what had started as a popular uprising with young, unarmed men confronting Israeli soldiers
armed with lethal weapons fuelled the [second] intifada beyond control and turned it into an all-out
war.” It is now largely forgotten that the first Hamas suicide bombing of the second intifada did not
occur until five months into Israel’s relentless bloodletting. (Israeli forces fired one million rounds of
ammunition in just the first few days, while the ratio of Palestinians to Israelis killed during the first
weeks was 20:1.) In the course of the spiraling violence triggered by its “disproportionate response,”
Israel struck Gaza with particular vengeance. In a cruel reworking of Ecclesiastes, each turn of season
presaged yet another Israeli attack on Gaza that left scores dead and much destroyed: “Operation
Rainbow” (2004), “Operation Days of Penitence” (2004), “Operation Summer Rains” (2006),
“Operation Autumn Clouds” (2006), “Operation Hot Winter” (2008).
Despite the Israeli assaults, Gaza continued to roil. Already at the time of the Oslo Accord this
intractability caused Israel to sour on the Strip. “If only it would just sink into the sea,” Rabin
despaired. In April 2004 Prime Minister Sharon announced that Israel would “disengage” from Gaza,
and by September 2005 both Israeli troops and Jewish settlers had been pulled out. In an interview
Sharon advisor Dov Weisglass laid out the rationale behind the disengagement: it would relieve
international, especially American, pressure on Israel, thereby “freezing. . . the political process. And
when you freeze that process you prevent the establishment of a Palestinian state.” Roy observed
that “with the disengagement from Gaza, the Sharon government was clearly seeking to preclude
any return to political negotiations . . . while preserving and deepening its hold on Palestine.” Israel
subsequently declared that it was no longer the occupying power in Gaza. However, human rights
organizations and international institutions rejected this contention because in myriad ways Israel
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still preserved near-total dominance of the Strip. “Whether the Israeli army is inside Gaza or
redeployed around its periphery,” Human Rights Watch (HRW) concluded, “it remains in control.”
The received wisdom is that the Oslo Accord was a failure because it did not result in a lasting
peace. But such a verdict misconstrues the objective of the accord. If Israel’s goal was, as Ben-Ami
pointed out, to groom a class of Palestinian collaborators, then Oslo was largely a success for Israelis.
A look at the Oslo II Accord, signed in September 1995 and spelling out in detail the mutual rights and
duties of the contracting parties to the 1993 agreement, suggests what loomed largest in the minds
of the Palestinian negotiators: whereas four full pages are devoted to “Passage of [Palestinian] VIPs”
(the section is subdivided into “Category 1 VIPs,” “Category 2 VIPs,” “Category 3 VIPs,” and
“Secondary VIPs”), less than one page—the very last—is devoted to “Release of Palestinian
Prisoners and Detainees,” who numbered in the many thousands.
The Oslo Accord allotted a five-year interim period allegedly for “confidence building”
between the former foes. This was curious, given that when and where Israel genuinely sought
peace the process moved swiftly. Thus, for decades Egypt was Israel’s prime nemesis in the Arab
world, and it was Egypt that launched a surprise attack in 1973, killing thousands of Israeli soldiers.
Nevertheless, only a half year elapsed between the September 1978 Camp David summit convened
by U.S. President Jimmy Carter that produced the Egyptian-Israeli “Framework for Peace” and the
March 1979 “Treaty of Peace” formally ending hostilities. Only three more years passed before
Israel’s final evacuation from the Egyptian Sinai in April 1982. There was no need for a half decade of
confidence building in Egypt’s case.
In reality the purpose of the protracted interim period built into Oslo was not confidence
building to facilitate an Israeli-Palestinian peace agreement but collaboration building to facilitate a
burden-free Israeli occupation. It was rightly supposed that, after growing accustomed to the
emoluments of power and privilege, the handful of Palestinian beneficiaries would be averse to
parting with them and, however reluctantly, would do the bidding of the power that meted out the
largesse. The interim period also enabled Israel to test the reliability of these Palestinian
subcontractors as crises periodically erupted. The one holdout in the senior ranks of the Palestinian
leadership was Arafat who, for all his opportunism, seems to have carried in him a residue of his
nationalist past and would not settle for presiding over a Bantustan. Once he passed from the scene
in November 2004, however, all the pieces were in place for the “Palestinian Authority” to reach a
modus vivendi with Israel. Except that it was too late.
In January 2006, sickened by years of official corruption, the Palestinians elected the Islamic
movement Hamas into office. Israel immediately tightened its blockade on Gaza and the U.S. joined
in. It was demanded of the newly elected government that it renounce violence and recognize Israel
together with prior Israeli-Palestinian agreements. These preconditions for international
engagement were unilateral: Israel wasn’t also required to renounce violence; Israel wasn’t required
to withdraw from the territories it occupied in 1967 and to allow for Palestinians to exercise their
right to self-determination; and whereas Hamas was required to recognize prior agreements such as
the Oslo Accord, which perpetuated the occupation and enabled Israel to vastly increase its illegal
settlements, Israel was free to eviscerate prior agreements such as the 2003 “Road Map.”
In June 2007 Hamas foiled a coup attempt orchestrated by the United States in league with
Israel and elements of the prior Palestinian regime and consolidated its control of Gaza. Israel and
the United States reacted promptly to Hamas’s rejection of U.S. President George W. Bush’s
“democracy promotion” initiative by further tightening the screws on Gaza. In June 2008 Hamas and
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Israel entered into a ceasefire brokered by Egypt, but in November of that year Israel violated the
ceasefire by carrying out a bloody border raid on Gaza akin to its February 1955 border raid. The
objective once again was to provoke retaliation and thereby provide the pretext for an attack.
That border raid was only the preamble to a more sustained assault. On 27 December 2008
Israel launched “Operation Cast Lead.” The first week consisted of air attacks, which were followed
on 3 January 2009 by an air and ground assault. Piloting the most advanced combat aircraft in the
world, the Israeli air corps flew nearly 3,000 sorties over Gaza and dropped 1,000 tons of explosives,
while the Israeli army deployment comprised several brigades equipped with sophisticated
intelligence-gathering systems and weaponry such as robotic and TV-aided remote controlled guns.
During the attack Palestinian armed groups fired some 570 mostly rudimentary rockets and 200
mortars into Israel. On 18 January a ceasefire went into effect, but the economic strangulation of
Gaza continued. In the meantime international public opinion reacted with horror at Israel’s assault
on a defenseless civilian population. In September 2009 a United Nations Human Rights Council Fact
Finding Mission chaired by the respected jurist Richard Goldstone released a voluminous report
documenting Israel’s commission of massive war crimes and possible crimes against humanity. The
report also accused Hamas of committing similar crimes, but on a scale that paled by comparison. It
was clear that, in the words of Israeli columnist Gideon Levy, “this time we went too far.”

Pages 40-47
Chapter 2: Their Fear, and Ours
The international community, apart from Israel and the United States, has consistently
supported a settlement of the Israel-Palestine conflict that calls for two states based on a full Israeli
withdrawal to its June 1967 borders, and a “just resolution” of the refugee question based on the
right of return and compensation. The United Nations General Assembly annually votes on a
resolution titled “Peaceful Settlement of the Question of Palestine.” This resolution repeatedly
includes these tenets for achieving a “two-State solution of Israel and Palestine”: (1) “Affirming the
principle of the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war”; (2) “Reaffirming the illegality of
the Israeli settlements in the Palestinian territory occupied since 1967, including East Jerusalem”; (3)
“Stresses the need for: (a) The withdrawal of Israel from the Palestinian territory occupied since
1967, including East Jerusalem; (b) The realization of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people,
primarily the right to self-determination and the right to their independent State”; (4) “Also stresses
the need for resolving the problem of the Palestine refugees in conformity with its resolution 194 (III)
of 11 December 1948.”
Here is the recorded vote on this resolution in recent years:
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At the regional level the March 2002 Arab League summit in Beirut unanimously put forth a
peace initiative echoing the U.N. consensus, which it has subsequently reaffirmed (most recently at
the March 2009 Arab League summit in Doha),while all 57 members of the Organization of the
Islamic Conference (OIC), including Iran, “adopted the Arab peace initiative to resolve the issue of
Palestine and the Middle East . . . and decided to use all possible means in order to explain and clarify
the full implications of this initiative and win international support for its implementation.” In the
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hands of propagandists for Israel this fact gets transmuted into “all 57 members of the OIC are
virulently hostile to Israel.” The Arab League initiative commits it not just to recognize Israel but also
to “establish normal relations” once Israel implements the consensus terms for a comprehensive
peace.
In 2002 Israel started building a physical barrier that encroached deeply into the West Bank
and took a sinuous path incorporating the large settlement blocks. The U.N. General Assembly
requested that the International Court of Justice (ICJ) clarify the “legal consequences arising from
the construction of the wall being built by Israel.” In 2004 the ICJ rendered its landmark advisory
opinion, which, in the course of ruling the wall illegal, also reiterated the juridical framework for
resolving the conflict. It inventoried the “rules and principles of international law which are relevant
in assessing the legality of the measures taken by Israel”: (1) “No territorial acquisition resulting from
the threat or use of force shall be recognized as legal”; (2) “the policy and practices of Israel in
establishing settlements in the Palestinian and other Arab territories occupied since 1967” have “no
legal validity.” In its subsequent deliberations on “whether the construction of the wall has violated
those rules and principles,” the ICJ found that:
Both the General Assembly and the Security Council have referred, with regard to Palestine, to
the customary rule of “the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war”. . . . It is on this
same basis that the [Security] Council has several times condemned the measures taken by
Israel to change the status of Jerusalem.
...
As regards the principle of the right of peoples to self-determination, . . . the existence of a
“Palestinian people” is no longer in issue. . . . [Its] rights include the right to self-determination.
...
The Court concludes that the Israeli settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory (including
East Jerusalem) have been established in breach of international law.

Not one of the 15 judges sitting on the ICJ registered dissent from these basic principles and
findings. It can scarcely be said however that they evinced prejudice against Israel, or that it was a
“kangaroo court,” as Harvard law professor Alan M. Dershowitz alleged. Several of the judges,
although voting with the majority, expressed profound sympathy for Israel in their respective
separate opinions. If the judges were nearly of one mind in their final determination, this consensus
sprang not from collective prejudice but from the factual situation: the uncontroversial nature of the
legal principles at stake and Israel’s unambiguous breach of them. Even the judge who voted against
the 14-person majority condemning Israel’s construction of the wall, Thomas Buergenthal from the
U.S., was at pains to stress that there was “much” in the advisory opinion “with which I agree.” On
the crucial question of Israeli settlements he stated: “Paragraph 6 of Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva
Convention . . . does not admit for exception on grounds of military or security exigencies. It
provides that ‘the Occupying Power shall not deport or transfer parts of its own civilian population in
the territory it occupies.’ I agree that this provision applies to the Israeli settlements in the West
Bank and that their existence violates Article 49, paragraph 6.”
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A broad international consensus also exists upholding the Palestinian “right of return.” It has
already been shown that the annual United Nations resolution, supported overwhelmingly by
member States, calls for a settlement of the refugee question on the basis of resolution 194, which
“resolves that the refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with their neighbors
should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable date, and that compensation should be paid
for property of those choosing not to return.” In addition, respected human rights organizations
“urge Israel to recognize the right to return for those Palestinians, and their descendants, who fled
from territory that is now within the State of Israel, and who have maintained appropriate links with
that territory” (Human Rights Watch), and “call for Palestinians who fled or were expelled from
Israel, the West Bank or Gaza Strip, along with those of their descendants who have maintained
genuine links with the area, to be able to exercise their right to return” (Amnesty International). It
will be noticed at this point that on all of the allegedly controversial final status issues of the “peace
process”—borders, settlements, East Jerusalem, refugees— in actuality a broad consensus already
exists and on each of these issues Israel’s position is overwhelmingly rejected by the most
representative political body in the international community as well as the most authoritative judicial
body and human rights organizations in the world.
It is acknowledged on all sides that the Palestinian Authority has not only accepted the terms
of the global consensus but also expressed willingness to make significant concessions going beyond
it. But what about Hamas, which currently governs Gaza? A recent study by a U.S. government
agency concluded that Hamas “has been carefully and consciously adjusting its political program for
years and has sent repeated signals that it is ready to begin a process of coexisting with Israel.”
Khalid Mishal, the head of Hamas’s politburo, stated in a March 2008 interview, for example, that
“most Palestinian forces, including Hamas, accept a state on the 1967 borders.” Even right after the
Gaza invasion Mishal reiterated that “the objective remains the constitution of a Palestinian state
with East Jerusalem as its capital, the return of the Israelis to the pre-67 borders and the right of
return of our refugees.” In a complementary formulation Mishal told Jimmy Carter in 2006 (and later
reaffirmed in a Damascus press conference) that “Hamas agreed to accept any peace agreement
negotiated between the leaders of the PLO [Palestine Liberation Organization] and Israel provided it
is subsequently approved by Palestinians in a referendum or by a democratically elected
government.”
From the mid-1990s onward Hamas “rarely, if at all” adverted to its notoriously anti-Semitic
charter and now “no longer cites or refers” to it. Israeli officials knew full well before they attacked
Gaza that despite the charter a diplomatic settlement could have been reached with Hamas. “The
Hamas leadership has recognized that its ideological goal is not attainable and will not be in the
foreseeable future,” former Mossad head Ephraim Levy observed. “They are ready and willing to see
the establishment of a Palestinian state in the temporary borders of 1967. . . . They know that the
moment a Palestinian state is established with their cooperation, they will be obligated to change
the rules of the game: They will have to adopt a path that could lead them far from their original
ideological goals.” In recent times Israelis (and influential U.S. officials) have demanded that
Palestinians acquiesce not only in a two-state settlement but also in the “legitimacy of Zionism and
Israel,” “Israel’s Jewishness,” and Israel being a “Jewish state.” In June 2009 Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu beseeched Palestinians to “recognize the right of the Jewish people to a state
of their own in this land,” and in his September 2009 appearance at the United Nations, he implored
Palestinians “to finally do what they have refused to do for 62 years: Say yes to a Jewish state.”
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Israel’s quarrel, however, appears to be not with Palestinians but international law. The
terms of the international consensus for resolving the Israel-Palestine conflict do not require
Palestinians’ recognition of the legitimacy of Zionism and the state of Israel. Indeed, according to a
prominent scholar of the question, even Israel’s admission to the United Nations did “not confer
political legitimacy. . . or remove the defects in the original title of Israel. The meaning of the Balfour
Declaration, the validity of the Partition Plan approved in resolution 181 (II), and the moral basis of
the State of Israel are still a real cause for debate,” although—the caveat is critical—“this debate
does not affect Israel’s position as a State in the international community, entitled to the benefits
and subject to the burdens of international law.”
Dennis Ross, the Middle East point man in the Clinton and Obama administrations, grouses
that even those moderate Arab states that are “prepared to accept Israel’s existence . . . deny the
Zionist enterprise any moral legitimacy. For them Israel exists as a fact, not a right.” Yet, it might be
recalled that although Mahatma Gandhi recognized the division of India as an “accomplished fact”
that he was “forced to accept,” he adamantly refused to “believe in” a distinct Muslim nationalism
and India’s “artificial partition”; indeed until his death he held the British partition of India to be
“poison” and the notion of Pakistan to be a “sin.” One is hard-pressed to make out a distinction on
this point between Gandhi’s stance and that of moderate Arab states—or even of Hamas, which
“draws a very clear distinction between Israel’s right to exist, which it consistently denies, and the
fact of its existence, and it has stated explicitly that it accepts the existence of Israel as a fait
accompli,” an “existing reality,” and an “established fact.” It is also hard to fathom on what legal or
moral principle Israel’s “Jewishness” must be recognized or why it must be recognized as a “Jewish
state” when one in four Israeli citizens is not Jewish. It seems that in order to obtain their own rights
Palestinians living outside Israel’s borders are obliged to forfeit the claims to Israeli citizenship and
identity of their brethren living inside Israel. It is also passing strange that Palestinians are allegedly
obliged to give Israel unqualified recognition as a “Jewish state” when even former Israeli Supreme
Court president Aharon Barak acknowledges that its signification remains elusive: “We still have not
worked out properly the interrelationship between the Jewishness of the state and the fact that it is
a state of all its citizens.”

Debates on Solutions
Two Views: Is a Two-State Solution Still Possible?
By: John Mearsheimer vs. Uri Avenery:
Link: http://www.wrmea.com/component/content/article/353-2010-july/9648-two-views-is-a-twostate-solution-still-possible-.html
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One State Solution
Israeli Jews and the one-state solution
By: Ali Abunimah, The Electronic Intifada, 10 November 2009
Link: http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article10883.shtml

At the height of the global anti-apartheid movement, in 1989, a bus in London displays a message calling for
boycott of South Africa. (Rahul D'Lucca)

Anyone who rejects the two-state solution, won't bring a one-state solution. They will instead bring one
war, not one state. A bloody war with no end. -- Israeli President Shimon Peres, 7 November 2009.
One of the most commonly voiced objections to a one-state solution for Palestine/Israel stems from
the accurate observation that the vast majority of Israeli Jews reject it, and fear being "swamped" by
a Palestinian majority. Across the political spectrum, Israeli Jews insist on maintaining a separate
Jewish-majority state.
But with the total collapse of the Obama Administration's peace efforts, and relentless Israeli
colonization of the occupied West Bank, the reality is dawning rapidly that the two-state solution is
no more than a slogan that has no chance of being implemented or altering the reality of a de facto
binational state in Palestine/Israel.
This places an obligation on all who care about the future of Palestine/Israel to seriously consider the
democratic alternatives. I have long argued that the systems in post-apartheid South Africa (a unitary
democratic state), and Northern Ireland (consociational democracy) -- offer hopeful, real-life models.
But does solid Israeli Jewish opposition to a one-state solution mean that a peaceful one-state
outcome is so unlikely that Palestinians should not pursue it, and should instead focus only on
"pragmatic" solutions that would be less fiercely resisted by Israeli Jews?
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The experience in South Africa suggests otherwise. In 1994, white-minority rule -- apartheid -- came
to a peaceful, negotiated end, and was replaced (after a transitional period of power-sharing) with a
unitary democratic state with a one person, one vote system. Before this happened, how likely did
this outcome look? Was there any significant constituency of whites prepared to contemplate it, and
what if the African National Congress (ANC) had only advanced political solutions that whites told
pollsters they would accept?
Until close to the end of apartheid, the vast majority of whites, including many of the system's liberal
critics, completely rejected a one person, one vote system, predicting that any attempt to impose it
would lead to a bloodbath. As late as 1989, F.W. de Klerk, South Africa's last apartheid president,
described a one person, one vote system as the "death knell" for South Africa.
A 1988 study by political scientist Pierre Hugo documented the widespread fears among South
African whites that a transition to majority rule would entail not only a loss of political power and
socioeconomic status, but engendered "physical dread" and fear of "violence, total collapse,
expulsion and flight." Successive surveys showed that four out of five whites thought that majority
rule would threaten their "physical safety." Such fears were frequently heightened by common racist
tropes of inherently savage and violent Africans, but the departure of more than a million white
colons from Algeria and the airlifting of 300,000 whites from Angola during decolonization set
terrifying precedents ("Towards darkness and death: racial demonology in South Africa," The Journal
of Modern African Studies, 26(4), 1988).
Throughout the 1980s, polls showed that even as whites increasingly understood that apartheid
could not last, only a small minority ever supported majority rule and a one person, one vote system.
In a March 1986 survey, for example, 47 percent of whites said they would favor some form of
"mixed-race" government, but 83 percent said they would opt for continued white domination of
the government if they had the choice (Peter Goodspeed, "Afrikaners cling to their all-white dream,"
The Toronto Star, 5 October 1986).
A 1990 nationwide survey of Afrikaner whites (native speakers of Afrikaans, as opposed to English,
and who traditionally formed the backbone of the apartheid state), found just 2.2 percent were
willing to accept a "universal franchise with majority rule" (Kate Manzo and Pat McGowan,
"Afrikaner fears and the politics of despair: Understanding change in South Africa," International
Studies Quarterly, 36, 1992).
Perhaps an enlightened white elite was able to lead the white masses to higher ground? This was not
the case either. A 1988 academic survey of more than 400 white politicians, business and media
leaders, top civil servants, academics and clergy found that just 4.8 percent were prepared to accept
a unitary state with a universal voting franchise and two-thirds considered such an outcome
"unacceptable." According to Manzo and McGowan, white elites reflected the sentiments and biases
of the rest of the society and overwhelmingly considered whites inherently more civilized and
culturally superior to black Africans. Just more than half of prominent whites were prepared to
accept "a federal state in which power is shared between white and non-white groups and areas so
that no one group dominates."
During the 1980s, the white electorate in South Africa moved to the right, as Israel's Jewish
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electorate is doing today. Support seeped from the National Party, which had established formal
apartheid in 1948, to the even more extreme Conservative Party. Yet, "on the issue of majority rule,"
Hugo observed, "supporters of the National Party and the Conservative Party, as well as most white
voters to the 'left' of these organizations, ha[d] little quarrel with each other."
The vast majority of whites, wracked with existential fears, were simply unable to contemplate
relinquishing effective control, or at least a veto, over political decision-making in South Africa.
Yet, the African National Congress insisted firmly on a one person, one vote system with no white
veto. As the township protests and strikes and international pressure mounted, The Economist
observed in an extensive 1986 survey of South Africa published on 1 February of that year, that many
"enlightened" whites "still fondly argue that a dramatic improvement in the quality of black life may
take the revolutionary sting out of the black townships -- and persuade 'responsible' blacks, led by
the emergent black middle class, to accept some power-sharing formula."
Schemes to stabilize the apartheid system abounded, and bear a strong resemblance to the current
Israeli government's vision of "economic peace" in which a collaborationist Palestinian Authority
leadership would manage a still-subjugated Palestinian population anesthetised by consumer goods
and shopping malls.
Because of the staunch opposition of whites to a unitary democratic state, the ANC heard no
shortage of advice from western liberals that it should seek a "realistic" political accommodation
with the apartheid regime, and that no amount of pressure could force whites to succumb to the
ANC's political demands. The ANC was warned that insistence on majority rule would force
Afrikaners into the "laager" -- they would retreat into a militarized garrison state and siege economy,
preferring death before surrender.
Even the late Helen Suzman, one of apartheid's fiercest liberal critics, predicted in 1987, as quoted by
Hugo, "The Zimbabwe conflict took 15 years ... and cost 20,000 lives and I can assure you that the
South African transfer of power will take a good deal more than that, both in time and I am afraid
lives."
But as The Economist observed, the view that whites would prefer "collective suicide" was
something of a caricature. The vast majority of Afrikaners were "no longer bible-thumping boers."
They were "part of a spoilt, affluent suburban society, whose economic pain threshold may prove to
be rather low."
The Economist concluded that if whites would only come so far voluntarily, then it was perfectly
reasonable for the anti-apartheid movement to bring them the rest of the way through "coercion" in
the form of sanctions and other forms of pressure. "The quicker the white tribe submits," the
magazine wrote, "the better its chance of a bearable future in a black-ruled South Africa."
Ultimately, as we now know, the combination of internal resistance and international isolation did
force whites to abandon political apartheid and accept majority rule. However, it is important to note
that the combined strength of the anti-apartheid movement never seriously threatened the physical
integrity of the white regime.
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Even after the massive township uprisings of 1985-86, the South African regime was secure. "So far
there is no real physical threat to white power," The Economist noted, "so far there is little threat to
white lives. ... The white state is mighty, and well-equipped. It has the capacity to repress the
township revolts far more bloodily. The blacks have virtually no urban or rural guerrilla capacity,
practically no guns, few safe havens within South Africa or without."
This balance never changed, and a similar equation could be written today about the relative power
of a massively-armed -- and much more ruthless -- Israeli state, and lightly armed Palestinian
resistance factions.
What did change for South Africa, and what all the weapons in the world were not able to prevent,
was the complete loss of legitimacy of the apartheid regime and its practices. Once this legitimacy
was gone, whites lost the will to maintain a system that relied on repression and violence and
rendered them international pariahs; they negotiated a way out and lived to tell the tale. It all
happened much more quickly and with considerably less violence than even the most optimistic
predictions of the time. But this outcome could not have been predicted based on what whites said
they were willing to accept, and it would not have occurred had the ANC been guided by opinion
polls rather than the democratic principles of the Freedom Charter.
Zionism -- as many Israelis openly worry -- is suffering a similar, terminal loss of legitimacy as Israel is
ever more isolated as a result of its actions. Israel's self-image as a liberal "Jewish and democratic
state" is proving impossible to maintain against the reality of a militarized, ultra-nationalist Jewish
sectarian settler-colony that must carry out frequent and escalating massacres of "enemy" civilians
(Lebanon and Gaza 2006, Gaza 2009) in a losing effort to check the resistance of the region's
indigenous people. Zionism cannot bomb, kidnap, assassinate, expel, demolish, settle and lie its way
to legitimacy and acceptance.
Already difficult to disguise, the loss of legitimacy becomes impossible to conceal once Palestinians
are a demographic majority ruled by a Jewish minority. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's
demand that Palestinians recognize Israel's "right to exist as a Jewish state" is in effect an
acknowledgement of failure: without Palestinian consent, something which is unlikely ever to be
granted, the Zionist project of a Jewish ethnocracy in Palestine has grim long-term prospects.
Similarly, South African whites typically attempted to justify their opposition to democracy, not in
terms of a desire to preserve their privilege and power, but using liberal arguments about protecting
distinctive cultural differences. Hendrik Verwoerd Jr., the son of assassinated Prime Minister Hendrik
Verwoerd, apartheid's founder, expressed the problem in these terms in 1986, as reported by The
Toronto Star, stating that, "These two people, the Afrikaner and the black, are not capable of
becoming one nation. Our differences are unique, cultural and deep. The only way a man can be
happy, can live in peace, is really when he is among his own people, when he shares cultural values."
The younger Verwoerd was on the far-right of South African politics, leading a quixotic effort to
carve out a whites-only homeland in the heart of South Africa. But his reasoning sounds remarkably
similar to liberal Zionist defenses of the "two-state solution" today. The Economist clarified the use of
such language at the time, stating that "One of the weirder products of apartheid is the crippling of
language in a maw of hypocrisy, euphemism and sociologese. You talk about the Afrikaner 'right to
self-determination' -- meaning power over everybody else."
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Zionism's claim for "Jewish self-determination" amidst an intermixed population, is in effect a
demand to preserve and legitimize a status quo in which Israeli Jews exercise power in perpetuity.
But there's little reason to expect that Israeli Jews would abandon this quest voluntarily any more
than South African whites did. As in South Africa, coercion is necessary -- and the growing boycott,
divestment and sanctions (BDS) movement is one of the most powerful, nonviolent, legitimate and
proven tools of coercion that Palestinians possess. Israel's vulnerabilities may be different from
those of apartheid South Africa, but Israel is not invulnerable to pressure.
Coercion is not enough, however; as I have long argued, and sought to do, Palestinians must also put
forward a positive vision. Neither can Palestinians advocating a one-state solution simply disregard
the views of Israeli Jews. We must recognize that the opposition of Israeli Jews to any solution that
threatens their power and privilege stems from at least two sources. One is irrational, racist fears of
black and brown hordes (in this case, Arab Muslims) stoked by decades of colonial, racist
demonization. The other source -- certainly heightened by the former -- are normal human concerns
about personal and family dislocation, loss of socioeconomic status and community security: change
is scary.
But change will come. Without indulging Israeli racism or preserving undue privilege, the legitimate
concerns of ordinary Israeli Jews can be addressed directly in any negotiated transition to ensure
that the shift to democracy is orderly, and essential redistributive policies are carried out fairly.
Inevitably, decolonization will cause some pain as Israeli Jews lose power and privilege, but there are
few reasons to believe it cannot be a well-managed process, or that the vast majority of Israeli Jews,
like white South Africans, would not be prepared to make the adjustment for the sake of a normality
and legitimacy they cannot have any other way.
This is where the wealth of research and real-life experience about the successes, failures, difficulties
and opportunities of managing such transitions at the level of national and local politics,
neighborhoods, schools and universities, workplaces, state institutions and policing, emerging from
South Africa and Northern Ireland, will be of enormous value.
Every situation has unique features, and although there are patterns in history, it never repeats itself
exactly. But what we can conclude from studying the pasts and presents of others is that
Palestinians and Israelis are no less capable of writing themselves a post-colonial future that gives
everyone a chance at a life worth living in a single, democratic state.
Co-founder of The Electronic Intifada, Ali Abunimah is author of One Country: A Bold Proposal to End the
Israeli-Palestinian Impasse.http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article10497.shtml
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A Middle East Union: A Two-Stage Solution To The
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
By Jeff Halper May 2004
Link: http://www.mediate.com//articles/halperJ1.cfm
Since the 1980s the Palestinian leadership, most Palestinians in the Occupied Territories, the Israeli
peace movement and a growing majority of Israelis have advocated a two-state solution to their
interminable conflict. That solution envisioned a Palestinian state alongside the state of Israel. While
it was not a wholly just solution – Israel retains 78% of the country, the Palestinians only 22%, even
though, with the return of only some of the refugees, they would constitute a clear majority of the
population – it gave the Palestinians meaningful territory, a political identity and a viable state.
As Israel continues to strengthen its grip over the Occupied Territories (the “Separation Barrier”
being only the latest development), the two-state solution appears to be slipping away before our
eyes. Hesitancy to declare it dead, shared by the Palestinians, the Israeli peace camp and the
international community, may be finally resolved in the coming months when the US and, by
acquiescence, Europe, approve Sharon’s unilateral “disengagement plan.” This version of the twostate solution imposes on the Palestinians a non-viable state comprised of a series of truncated
cantons (Sharon’s term), all surrounded and separated by Israeli settlement blocs, infrastructure and
border controls – a “solution” as untenable as it is unjust. When that happens, the Palestinians may
opt for what appears to be the only other alternative: a single democratic state encompassing all of
Palestine/Israel. In many ways this is an attractive solution. Acknowledging that Israel itself has
created a single state through its “facts on the ground,” it merely goes the next step in claim equal
rights, including the vote. Such a shift would put Israel and the entire “democratic” world in a bind:
How could they refuse both a viable and truly sovereign Palestinian state and a democratic state
incorporating both peoples? Since it opens the entire country for residency to all Israelis and
Palestinians (including the refugees), the single state solution neutralizes the Occupation, making it
unnecessary to actually dismantle any settlements or infrastructure.
The advantage of both the “one-state” and “two-state” solutions is that they are both elegant,
simple to understand, easy to present, almost self-evident options. Their great disadvantage, of
course, is their unattainability, at least at this time. Israel’s success in imposing irreversible “facts,” I
would argue, have rendered the two-state solution irrelevant (the difficulty being the lack of will on
the part of the Israeli and foreign governments, not any logistical difficulty on the ground). As for the
one-state solution, it requires both the dismantling of Israel as a “Jewish” state and a Palestinian
readiness to relinquish their aspirations for self-determination – both tall orders. This does not mean
that the Palestinians might not yet opt for the one-state approach; a campaign such as the one that
brought down the apartheid regime in South Africa could conceivably succeed. But as of today
advocates for a just and lasting peace seem caught between two impossibilities: rolling Israel back to
the 1967 lines so that a viable Palestinian state might emerge, or creating in Israel/Palestine a single
democratic state. It is the seeming impossibility of the second option, plus its failure to give
adequate expression to Palestinian national aspirations, that restrains the Palestinians from pursuing
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it at this time.
Working Around the Occupation: The Two-Stage Approach
There exists yet another option, far less elegant, much more difficult to present in a sound-byte. That
is an evolutionary “two-stage” conception in which two states, Palestine and Israel, eventually join in
a bi-national federation that in time will include Jordan, Syria, Lebanon and ultimately Egypt and
other countries of the Middle East – a Middle East Union. A win-win approach, it rests on the balance
between national sovereignty and the freedom to live and work regionally that underpins the
European Union. In terms of the Occupation, it works around a permanent Israeli presence in the
West Bank, East Jerusalem and Gaza – and eventually neutralizes it as a controlling presence -- by
compensating the Palestinians’ readiness to compromise on territory with the economic, social and
geographic depth afforded by a regional confederation.
Stage 1: A Palestinian State Alongside Israel
Recognizing that Palestinian demands for self-determination represent a fundamental element of
the conflict, the first stage of the confederational approach provides for the establishment of a
Palestinian state. This meets the Palestinians’ requirements for national sovereignty, political identity
and membership in the international community. Statehood, however, does not address the crucial
issue of viability. If it were only a state the Palestinians needed, they could have one tomorrow – the
mini-state “offered” by Barak and Sharon. The capabilities and responsibilities of such a state must
also be taken into account. Refugees, for example, must be accommodated, as do the needs of
future generations (at least half the Palestinian population in the Occupied Territories and in the
refugee camps is under the age of 25). Indeed, the main issues facing the Palestinians, as well as the
Israelis, are regional in scope: refugees, security, water, economic development, democratization
and more.
The Palestinians can have their state. Even Sharon backs the “"two-state solution,” since he realizes
that Israel cannot control the entire country and remain a Jewish state unless the four million
Palestinians of the Occupied Territories are shunted into a mini-state of their own. But if a strategic
Israeli presence in the Occupied Territories neutralizes sovereignty and renders the state non-viable
in a geographic, social and economic sense, then that state cannot possibly serve its people’s basic
needs. A (barely) viable two-state solution requires, at a minimum, Palestinian sovereignty over all
the territories conquered by Israel in 1967. Anything less locks the Palestinians into a Bantustan. This
is especially relevant since Israel considers whatever agreement the Palestinians sign on the end of
the process, a final status solution ending all further Palestinian claims. If, in fact, “"what you sign is
what you get, period,” then the Palestinians must be certain that any agreement addresses their
fundamental concerns, now and in the future. The fatal flaw in Israel’s version of the two-state
solution is two-fold: it provides only for a non-viable, semi-sovereign Palestinian state that cannot
fulfill its responsibilities toward its people; and it formally excludes any future evolution. Given the
fact that the population of a future Palestinian state will be larger than Israel’s, a permanent
situation in which that state is limited to a truncated 10-20% of the country is simply unacceptable.
The “two-stage approach” I am suggesting here offers a way out of this dilemma. In order to address
the issue of sovereignty while providing for social and economic viability even if the Israeli presence
is reduced but not significantly eliminated, the Palestinians might be induced to accept a state on
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something less than the entire 22% on the condition that the international community guarantees the
emergence of a regional confederation within a reasonable period of time (five years or so). So while
the first stage, the establishment of a Palestinian state on most of the Occupied Territories (including
borders with Jordan, Syria and Egypt), deals with the issue of self-determination, the second stage, a
regional confederation, would give the Palestinians a regional “depth” in which to meet their longterm social and economic needs.
Stage 2: A Regional Confederation Leading to a Wider Middle East Union
Following upon the emergence of a Palestinian state, the international community would broker a
regional confederation among Israel, Palestine and Jordan, which would likely include Syria and
Lebanon as well, then perhaps Egypt and other countries of the region. Although such a Middle East
Union sounds like a pipe-dream in the present context of intense conflict, it is probably the most
easily done element of a Middle East peace process.
The great advantage of this approach is that it balances political sovereignty with the practicalities of
having to deal with a dispersed nation requiring social services and economic development far
beyond the capabilities of the small Palestinian state. The Palestinian state can address the need for
national self-determination; it cannot meet the dire needs of the shattered Palestinian people,
refugees and residents of the Occupied Territories alike, as well as those of future generations.
Rather than loading the emergent state with responsibilities it cannot possibly meet given its size
and resources, the confederational approach spreads that burden across the entire region,
addressing the needs of the Palestinian people within the wider context of regional development.
Since, as has been said, the fundamental problems facing all the peoples of the Middle East are
regional in scope, this provides not only strategic social and economic depth to the Palestinian state,
it also ensures wider processes of economic development and democratization that are of crucial
importance to both Palestine and Israel.
Following the lines of the European Union, Palestinians residing within the Middle East Union (MEU)
would have the choice of becoming citizens of the Palestinian state or retaining citizenship in their
current countries of residence (others might choose to leave the region entirely for a new life
abroad). This addresses the issue of choice, so important to the refugees. Palestinians who stay in
the region could choose between living in their own state, remaining where they are or “going
home” to areas inside Israel – or a mixture, since movement, residency and employment would be
unrestricted throughout the Union. (MEU laws and regulations, legislated by a confederal
parliament, would protect the individual rights of all MEU citizens wherever they reside in the
region.) In such a confederation even a major influx of Palestinian refugees into Israel would not be
problematical. It is not the presence of the refugees that is threatening to Israel. After all, 350,000
foreign workers reside in Israel today. The threat to Israeli sovereignty comes from the prospect that
returning refugees would claim Israeli citizenship. By disconnecting the Right of Return from
citizenship, the refugees would realize their political identity through citizenship in a Palestinian state
while posing no challenge to Israeli sovereignty, thus enjoying substantive individual justice by living
in any part of Palestine (or the wider MEU) they choose. By the same token, Israeli Jews wishing to
live in Judea and Samaria could continue to do so as Israeli citizens living under Palestinian
sovereignty. The settlements would, of course, be integrated, thereby neutralizing them as sources
of Israeli control.
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Such a win-win scenario promises both justice and hope for all the peoples of the Middle East. It
addresses the need for Palestinian self-determination yet provides for economic development and
accommodates the demographic changes that have fundamentally affected Palestinian society in the
past sixty years and more. It addresses Israeli concerns of sovereignty and security, even leaving
much of the Occupation’s infrastructure intact, although neutralized. And it addresses the wider
need for regional cooperation, development and democratization, ensuring a viable context for the
region’s peoples.
The two-stage solution will encounter opposition. Israel, perceiving itself as a kind of Singapore, has
no desire to integrate into the Middle East region, to relinquish its control over the entire country or,
to say the least, accommodate Palestinian refugees. But it does offer the Israeli people, willing,
unlike its governments, to truly disengage from the Occupation, a way out of an untenable situation.
The autocratic regimes of the region might resist such a project out of fear of the democratization it
would entail, but the advantages of an end to the conflict in the region are obvious. International
pressures and economic inducements, combined with a strong civil society initiative, should
persuade the region’s countries to participate. And for the Palestinians there are only advantages.
The two-stage approach offers them much more than the two-state solution, and is far more
achievable than the prospects of one state.
A perspective of inter-communal harmony in Palestine-Israel within a context of a democratic and
prosperous Middle East might sound utopian at the present moment. We must remember, though,
that the Palestinians, including most of the refugee population, have recognized Israel as a fact of
life, even as the vast majority of Israelis have rejected the “Greater Land of Israel” ideology. Israelis
and Palestinians have a history of negotiations; Israel has formal peace treaties with Egypt and
Jordan, working relationships with North Africa countries (Libya now included) and the Gulf States, a
close alliance with Turkey and, if the Golan issue can be resolved, prospects of peace with Syria and
Lebanon. Perhaps most hopeful of all is the Saudi Initiative announced by Prince Abdullah in April
2002, supported by the Arab League, which offers Israel full regional integration into the region in
return for ending its Occupation. And one should not forget the affluent, educated, skilled and
progressive Palestinian Diaspora and, one hopes, the Jewish and Arab Diaspora, all of which have
major roles to play as both brokers of regional peace and generators of regional economic
development.
The confederational approach offers a realistic hope of a just peace. It transcends the immediate
conflict and enables us to look at the broader common interests and possibilities that show us a way
out. Its main disadvantage is its complexity and technical details. Once the two stages are grasped it
is not difficult to formulate a process to achieve them, but the complexity of its presentation makes
it difficult to mobilize public support for it. Though far less elegant than the one- or two-state
solutions, the two-stage approach offers a just resolution of the conflict that is more achievable than
the others. We lack only the rallying cry.

The One State Declaration, November 2007
Link: http://www.counterpunch.org/onestate.html
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Israeli Right Embracing One State Solution?
By: Ali Abunimah, July 2010
Link: http://english.aljazeera.net/focus/2010/07/201071913463759520.html

Alternate Solutions
Netanyahu's "brilliant" peace plan
By: Hasan Abu Nimah and Ali Abunimah, The Electronic Intifada, 17 June 2009
Link: http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article10606.shtml

Israel: The Alternative
by Tony Judt, October 23, 2003
Link: http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2003/oct/23/israel-the-alternative/

How To Achieve The Right Of Return?
By: Palestine Monitor 2 June 2010
Link: http://palestinemonitor.org/spip/spip.php?article1429

Post-Apartheid: One State
By: Jeff Halper
Link: http://www.fromoccupiedpalestine.org/node/772

The Bi-national State: The Wolf Shall Dwell with
the Lamb
By: Uri Avnery, July 15, 2003
Link: http://www.counterpunch.org/avnery07152003.html

One State Awakening
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By: Peter Hirschberg, December 16, 2003
Link: http://www.fromoccupiedpalestine.org/node/1029

Israel: The Alternative
By: Tony Judt, October 23, 2003
Link: http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/2003/oct/23/israel-the-alternative/?pagination=false

The One-State Solution
By: Virginia TIlley, November 6, 2003
Link: http://www.lrb.co.uk/v25/n21/virginia-tilley/the-one-state-solution

Which kind of binational state?
By: Meron Bnvenisti, November 20, 2003
Link: http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/opinion/which-kind-of-binational-state-1.106273

Relative Humanity
By: Omar Barghouti, December 16, 2003
Link: http://www.zcommunications.org/relative-humanity-by-omar-barghouti

Justice for Palestine?
By: Noam Chomsky, Interviewed by Stphen R. Shalom and Justin Podur, March 30, 2004
Link: http://www.chomsky.info/interviews/20040330.htm

One State: Preparing for a post Road-Map
struggle against apartheid
By: Jeff Halper, September 5, 2003
Link: http://www.fromoccupiedpalestine.org/node/772
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Complications in international law
The Second Battle of Gaza: Israel’s Undermining
Of International Law
By: Jeff Halper, February 2010
Link: http://pulsemedia.org/2010/02/23/the-second-battle-of-gaza-israel%E2%80%99s-undermining-ofinternational-law/

Dealing with the Media Portrayal of the
Conflict and Issues at Hand
Important Documentary to watch on the issue is : Peace, Propaganda, and the Promised Land
Propaganda is an issue intricately related with the ignorance of the general population on
general issues and of course, what we read and see every day is going to have a huge effect on the
way we perceive reality. Especially in North America, the way the conflict is portrayed needs to be
put under scrutiny as many of the larger news corporations play into biases that impede the general
population from seeing the reality on the ground. The following are just a few articles that give us a
small glimpse into the media implications of the portrayal of the region, and there is much more to
be said on the topic.

Israel's Media Management is Not Just
Impressive, It's Terrifying
How to Sell "Ethical" Warfare
By Neve Gordon, January 16-18, 2009
Link: http://www.counterpunch.org/gordon01162009.html
One of my students was arrested yesterday and spent the night in a
prison cell. R's offence was protesting the Israeli assault on Gaza. He
joins over 700 other Israelis who have been detained since the beginning
of Israel's ruthless war on Gaza: an estimated 230 of whom are still
behind bars. Within the Israeli context, this strategy of quelling protest
and stifling resistance is unprecedented, and it is quite disturbing that
the international media has failed to comment on it.
Simultaneously, the Israeli media has been towing the government line
to such a degree that no criticism of the war has been voiced on any of
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the three local television stations. Indeed, the situation has become so absurd that reporters and
anchors are currently less critical of the war than the military spokespeople. In the absence of any
critical analysis, it is not so surprising that 78% of Israelis, or about 98% of all Jewish Israelis, support
the war.
But eliding critical voices is not the only way that public support has been secured. Support has also
been manufactured through ostensibly logical argumentation. One of the ways the media, military
and government have been convincing Israelis to rally behind the assault is by claiming that Israel is
carrying out a moral military campaign against Hamas. The logic, as Eyal Weizman has cogently
observed in his groundbreaking book Hollow Land, is one of restraint.
The Israeli media continuously emphasises Israel's restraint by underscoring the gap between what
the military forces could do to the Palestinians and what they actually do. Here are a few examples of
the refrains Israelis hear daily while listening to the news:
• Israel could bomb houses from the air without warning, but it has military personnel contact – by
phone no less – the residents 10 minutes in advance of an attack to alert them that their house is
about to be destroyed. The military, so the subtext goes, could demolish houses without such
forewarnings, but it does not do so because it values human life.
• Israel deploys teaser bombs – ones that do not actually ruin houses – a few minutes before it fires
lethal missiles; again, to show that it could kill more Palestinians but chooses not to do so.
• Israel knows that Hamas leaders are hiding in al-Shifa hospital. The intimation is that it does not
raze the medical centre to the ground even though it has the capacity to do so.
• Due to the humanitarian crisis the Israeli military stops its attacks for a few hours each day and
allows humanitarian convoys to enter the Gaza Strip. Again, the unspoken claim is that it could have
barred these convoys from entering.
The message Israel conveys through these refrains has two different meanings depending on the
target audience.
To the Palestinians, the message is one that carries a clear threat: Israel's restraint could end and
there is always the possibility of further escalation. Regardless of how lethal Israel's military attacks
are now, the idea is to intimidate the Palestinian population by underscoring that the violence can
always become more deadly and brutal. This guarantees that violence, both when it is and when it is
not deployed, remains an ever-looming threat.
The message to the Israelis is a moral one. The subtext is that the Israeli military could
indiscriminately unleash its vast arsenal of violence, but chooses not to, because its forces, unlike
Hamas, respect human life.
This latter claim appears to have considerable resonance among Israelis, and, yet, it is based on a
moral fallacy. The fact that one could be more brutal but chooses to use restraint does not in any
way entail that one is moral. The fact that the Israeli military could have razed the entire Gaza Strip,
but instead destroyed only 15% of the buildings does not make its actions moral. The fact that the
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Israeli military could have killed thousands of Palestinian children during this campaign, and, due to
restraint, killed "only" 300, does not make Operation Cast Lead ethical.
Ultimately, the moral claims the Israeli government uses to support its actions during this war are
empty. They actually reveal Israel's unwillingness to confront the original source of the current
violence, which is not Hamas, but rather the occupation of the Gaza Strip, West Bank and East
Jerusalem. My student, R, and the other Israeli protesters seem to have understood this truism; in
order to stop them from voicing it, Israel has stomped on their civil liberties by arresting them.
Neve Gordon is chair of the department of politics and government at Ben-Gurion University of the
Negev and author of Israel’s Occupation (University of California Press, 2008).

Lexicon of most misleading terms
in Israeli-Palestinian conflict
By: Amira Hass
Link: http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/features/amira-hass-lexicon-of-most-misleading-terms-inisraeli-palestinian-conflict-1.293131
The Israeli media is rife with false terms and statements that distort the public's perception of reality.
 "Humanitarian crisis." "There is no humanitarian crisis in Gaza," say official Israeli spokesmen
such as Defense Minister Ehud Barak and Foreign Ministry director general Yossi Gal say
repeatedly. And they are correct, because a "crisis" is a sudden change, a deviation from a
norm, while what's going on in Gaza has become the routine.
They are right also about the "humanitarian" aspect, if what they mean is that hundreds of
thousands are not dying of thirst or hunger. There is no humanitarian crisis, if you think that
all a person needs is a set number of daily calories. And for someone who lives in Jerusalem
or Tel Aviv, it is easy to ignore the non-crisis-like fact that 90 percent of the water produced
in the Gaza Strip from its only water source - part of the Coastal aquifer - is not fit for human
consumption. People who do not get purified water are risking their health - high blood
pressure, and kidney and intestinal diseases. Indeed, only thanks to the extended-family
support system, charitable organizations, UNRWA, international aid programs, public-sector
wages and the "tunnel economy" are people not being starved.
But what about a person's need for freedom of movement, a person's right to create, to
produce, to earn a living and study, to leave for timely medical treatment and to travel? The
spokespeople and PR professionals who try to prove things are fine reduce human needs to a
graph containing only water, food and shelter. These graphs tell more about their presenters
than they do about human beings.


"Israel transfers humanitarian aid to the Gaza Strip." This is a routine statement that leads
many to conclude that Israel pays for the Gazans' food and medicine that do enter the strip.
This is a mistaken conclusion, but it might be based on an accurate perception of the
situation: In prison, the warden is responsible for providing the inmates' food. But not in the
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360-square-kilometer Gaza prison, which houses 1.5 million people. What we should be
saying is, "Israel permits basic commodities to enter Gaza." Some are ordered, paid for and
distributed by international organizations. Most are sold to Gaza merchants, who sell them
in the markets, stores and pharmacies.
"Closures/a closure was imposed/a closure was lifted." Once, before the disengagement
from Gaza in 2005, these misleading definitions included the Gaza Strip. Now they refer to
only the West Bank. On the eve of every Israeli holiday, the radio news reports that "a
closure has been imposed on Judea and Samaria." And then it is lifted. That is also the source
for the strange plural form, "closures." A closure comes and a closure goes and in between
everything is fine.
But the "closure" has been in effect since it was declared in January 1991. Since then, all the
Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip have been deprived of the right to freedom of
movement. Since then, they have been subject to a complicated regime of permits which is
becoming ever more sophisticated. Israel decides which categories of people get permits to
move around, and determines the number of people in every category. It is always a small
minority that gets to move, and always under restrictive conditions. Meanwhile, Jewish
settlers in that very same territory come and go without permits.



"In 2002 when the West Bank was reoccupied." One hears this fairly often from Palestinian
spokesmen. This is an extremely senseless statement, even when replaced by "When the
Israel Defense Forces reoccupied the towns of the West Bank." When the Palestinian
Authority was established in 1994, the Israeli occupation and its far-reaching authority was
not abolished. When IDF troops left West Bank towns at the end of 1995, the presence of
armed Palestinian policemen did not make the towns un-occupied. When the PA took
responsibility for most of the Palestinian population and its health, sewage and education
problems, it did not receive the authority and resources of a state. Israel still has these. And
the sovereign has remained the IDF - in 1996, in 2002 and today.



"A non-violent struggle." The IDF rejects Palestinian and international claims that the fight
against the separation fence is "a non-violent struggle." The IDF is correct. This should be
immediately erased from the lexicon. "Non-violent" is not an appropriate term for the
demonstrations at Na'alin, Bil'in, Nabi Salah, Walaja, Maasra, Iraq Burin and the others to
come. But this is not due to the reasons given by the army and other Israeli officials.
"Violent" has a negative connotation, of course, implying the unjustified use of force, which
goes against the existing order and the values of civilization.
When we define the struggle against foreign rule as "non-violent" or "violent," it's as if we
asked the occupied to prove their resistence is kosher (or not ). And to whom? The very
foreign ruler who considers boycotting settlement products to be unkosher. The adjectives
"non-violent" or "violent" presume that the occupation is a natural state of affairs, whose
violence is permitted, a civilized norm meant to tame its subjects. "A non-violent struggle"
therefore diverts attention from the fact that forced rule is based on the use of violence.
Every soldier at a roadblock, every camera on the separation fence, every military edict, a
supermarket in a settlement and an Israeli diaper factory on Palestinian land - they are all part
of the nonstop violence.
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Supporting the Palestinian Economy and
Palestinian Products
According to the Ma’an Development Network’s handbook on the BDS and general Palestine
solidarity movements, comes the notion that we must not only boycott Israeli products, but
simultaneously work towards strengthening the Palestinian economy by supporting and buying their
products. Although this is not necessarily an area of controversy, it is one that alot of people remain
uninformed about, and hence we hope to provide our readers with some valuable information into
supporting the Palestinian economy and more importantly, the places and methods in which one can
do so.

Justice and couscous
By: Gen Sander, The Electronic Intifada, 25 February 2009
Link: http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article10343.shtml

Honey makes Hebron life a bit sweeter
Report, The Electronic Intifada, 11 August 2008
Link: http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article9752.shtml

Support for Palestinian olive oil exports
By: Julie Schneider - Palestine, Eurojar 04/28/2010
Link: http://www.eurojar.org/en/euromed-articles/support-palestinian-olive-oil-exports/9472
Thanks to a EU-funded program, some Palestinian producers received the Fair Trade label that will
allow them to reach European markets. And get sustainable revenues.

“Before the implementation of the project, we used to produce less quality olive oil. Today, we are
able to produce high quality extra virgin olive oil that can be exported.” Ayoub, a Palestinian
producer, speaks proudly about his business. Thanks to the Oxfam GB program carried out two years
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ago, Ayoub learned, with 80 other farmers from his cooperative situated in Deir Istya – a village in
Northern West Bank with 3000 inhabitants surrounded with colonies - to select top quality olives and
not to mix together olive oils that have different acidity rates. In coordination with the Palestinian
Farmers Union and the Bethlehem University's Fair Trade development center, Oxfam provided
those producers with necessary equipment and tools, such as storage tanks, as well as training
courses on productivity, quality, and certification requirements.
EU contribution amounts to 90% of the whole project budget, which is 2 million Euros. This project is
part of a wider programme - for the development of the Palestinian olive oil sector - funded by the
EU (€6 million). The aim is to allow the concerned cooperatives - selected on the basis of motivation to obtain the Fair Trade certification of approval, whose main advantages are: stable income, high
quality products and autonomy for producers.
Over the 31 beneficiary cooperatives, ten have already received this gem and began exporting deftly
to Europe under the brand name Zaytoun. “The Israelis stopped us once from transferring our olive
oil. That was two years ago. The quality of the products was thus altered due to bad conservation
conditions. Since then, apart from long waiting times at checkpoints, we did not encounter any other
major problems”, says the project coordinator at Oxfam, Haitham Hassasneh. He adds that “the
program is expected to end in July 2010, but it might be extended until the end of the year.” The first
two years of the project were particularly difficult, notably when it came to olive harvest. In 2009,
the olive oil production was about 6,000 tons while it reached 40,000 tons in 2006.
Way of resistance
Thanks to this respite period, Oxfam hopes to achieve better results and to help selected
cooperatives, representing about 800 producers (among 80,000 producers in the West Bank), get
the Fair Trade certification. The Palestinian olive oil is the first of its kind to carry a Fair Trade mark.
Ayoub’s cooperative is expected to get soon the Fair Trade certification; its request must be
evaluated by an expert committee. A windfall for famers… “Before the implementation of the
project, we were unable to sell our products. Today, things have changed; we can sell top quality
olive oil in Europe, at good prices”, says Ayoub. Thanks to the fair trade, the producers can survive
market fluctuations. They can cover fixed costs and make profits, which gives them more confidence
in themselves and in their business. According to Willow Heske, Oxfam communication officer, “this
initiative constitutes a way of resistance. Producing olive oil on occupied lands (80% of the West Bank
olive trees are planted in area C that is under full Israeli control) shows that those lands belong to the
Palestinians.”
See the website: Oxfam International

Palestinian olive oil's Fairtrade journey
By: Sarah Irving, The Electronic Intifada, 20 April 2009
Link: http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article10472.shtml
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An olive press in Gaza City, October 2008. (Wissam Nassar/MaanImages)
In spring 2008, several years of careful negotiations finally culminated in the first Palestinian olive oil
being awarded Fairtrade status. The oil, sourced from the Palestine Fair Trade Producers Company
(PFTPC), based in the West Bank city of Jenin, is both the first Palestinian product to receive
Fairtrade certification, and the first olive oil to be allowed to use the mark.
The accreditation means that PFTPC's oil can now carry the distinctive green and blue mark, used as
a guarantee of fair conditions for producers by schemes which are members of Fairtrade Labelling
Organizations International (FLOI). FLOI member groups operate in the UK, US, Canada, Japan,
Australia and New Zealand and 14 European countries, so the move could be a major boost for the
Palestinian olive oil market. Surveys show that the label is recognized by 70 percent of British
consumers, and total UK sales of Fairtrade labelled products such as coffee, tea and fruit topped 700
million British pounds ($1 billion) in 2008.
The Fairtrade olive oil story
The effort to persuade the British Fairtrade Foundation that Palestinian olive oil was worth
accrediting is largely the work of Zaytoun, a social enterprise founded in London in 2004 by a pair of
women who had visited the West Bank with the International Solidarity Movement and the
International Women's Peace Service.
"It was an accidental business," said Heather Masoud, one of those women. "We thought we'd bring
in a few hundred bottles as an experiment, for friends and family, but we got a really strong
response through word of mouth, then had people chasing us for Palestinian olive oil. So we thought
we'd better make it happen properly."
Zaytoun was established as a Community Interest Company, a structure which includes an "asset
lock," meaning that profits are plowed back into the firm.
By 2007, Zaytoun's turnover was around 260,000 ($380,000). Its product range has extended
beyond olive oil to include almonds, couscous, dates and Nablus soap, and it is involved in the
Palestine Fair Trade Association's Trees for Life olive planting scheme. But moving outside the
Palestine solidarity and politicized fairtrade markets proved a challenge. The help of mainstream
health food wholesaler Equal Exchange proved invaluable in getting the oil into independent retail
outlets.
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But while several of the olive oil suppliers Zaytoun sources from have organic certification, the
Fairtrade accreditation process -- which includes several site visits by FLOI and scrutiny of the ways in
which money is transferred to producers -- has taken a lot longer.
Fairtrade accreditation has been a big new step for Zaytoun and the Palestinian olive oil it
wholesales. From its beginnings on stalls at Palestine solidarity events, the label has meant that the
oil can now be found on the shelves of mainstream supermarkets. The Co-operative, a chain which
has 2,500 stores across the UK and is the country's fifth biggest food retailer, is now stocking the oil.
A British government minister joined Jenin farmer Mahmoud Issa and Zaytoun, Equal Exchange and
Co-operative Group staff at the oil's London launch, and the Fairtrade Foundation's press release
included a personal commendation (without a touch of irony) from British Prime Minister Gordon
Brown.
Benefiting Palestinian farmers
Of Zaytoun's turnover, around 40 percent goes directly to the farmers who produce the olive oil.
Another 20 percent is spent on processing the product -- bottling, packaging, labeling and
transporting it. A high proportion of this value stays in the West Bank, and the company is also
looking into having leaflets and posters printed in the West Bank, ensuring that the money goes to a
wide range of economic sectors, not just olive farmers.
But the difficulty of guaranteeing supplies that have to come through Israeli security means that
warehousing costs in the UK are also high, because Zaytoun always has to keep large stocks in
reserve.
"The suppliers have to go through a lot of bureaucracy to get movement certification to have the oil
picked up from the West Bank and taken to Haifa to be shipped, and it changes all the time," said
Masoud. "So Canaan Fair Trade, for example, have to stack their pallets at a height where a sniffer
dog can jump over them, and this is not a very commercially viable thing -- you want to be able to
stack pallets as high as you can. Another problem is that the nearest checkpoint, Jelameh, is pretty
much permanently closed, so they have to go via Tulkarm."
Shipping the oil via the container port at Haifa has also presented problems in the past.
"It's not something we can definitely say is intentional," said Masoud. "But we've had a couple of
containers go astray, one ended up in the Netherlands and one in Italy. And because pretty much all
of the people at our suppliers have West Bank IDs, no one can go to Haifa and see what's happening
when things go wrong," said Masoud, referring to Israel's permit regime that controls Palestinian
movement.
As well as benefiting a variety of West Bank industries, Zaytoun is also committed to working with
different groups in Palestinian society. Its couscous is produced by a women's cooperative, and the
jarred olives it's been trialing in the UK are also processed by women. While the olive oil comes
mainly from the Jenin, Nablus, Salfit and Tulkarm areas, Zaytoun's dates come from the Jordan
Valley, and couscous from Jericho.
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"We did have one delivery of couscous from Gaza, via PARC [the Palestinian Agricultural Relief
Committees]," said Masoud, "but that's impossible at the moment. We'd like to have more products
from Gaza in the future."
Fairtrade and the Palestinian economy
Fairtrade has, believes Masoud, a significant role to play in improving the health of the Palestinian
economy. PARC has also applied for accreditation, although this is likely to take some time to
approve.
"In terms of not being a donor-dependent economy, we think that Fairtrade has a really important
role," said Masoud.
"There's a lot of charitable focus on Palestine, especially from a lot of the Muslim charities, but we
think the trade focus is so important in building a long-term future."
Zaytoun's work has not just been about buying olive oil from Palestine, but helping to increase the
capacity of the farmers' cooperatives which produce it. European Union regulations, for example,
include strict requirements for the chemical composition of extra virgin olive oil, and this has meant
that the plastic storage vessels used for domestic storage had to be replaced with stainless steel
processing equipment.
Cooperatives have also had training to strengthen their collective voices, empowering them to reject
Israeli traders who often paid individual producers below the cost of production for their oil. And the
social premium which is a condition of Fairtrade accreditation will help programs like educational
scholarships for the children of farmers to continue.
But, Masoud stressed, real support for the Palestine economy needs major changes in how Western
governments view Palestine.
"There was a conference in December 2008 with Gordon Brown and [Envoy of the Quartet on the
Middle East] Tony Blair and all this talk of private sector investment saving the Palestinian economy.
But these dialogues go on in a vacuum where no one talks about the occupation and the fact that
Israel is pretty much intentionally destroying the Palestinian economy," she said.
"If you look at ethical trade initiatives they are driven by awareness of what Israel is doing, so these
small-scale projects have a real place in addressing that. The large-scale negotiations are just talking
in another world where we don't have checkpoints and Israel controlling all the sea, land [and] air
borders."
Sarah Irving is a freelance writer from Manchester, UK. She worked with the International Solidarity
Movement in the West Bank in 2001-02 and with Olive Co-op, promoting fair trade Palestinian products
and solidarity visits, in 2003-04. She now writes full-time on a range of issues, including Palestine.
Related Links


Zaytoun Community Interest Company
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The Kaffiyeh Factory
Chequered history
Everyone from Leona Lewis to Colin Farrell has taken to wearing the keffiyeh, as fashion goes wild
for this symbol of resistance. But with sales soaring, why does the only factory in Palestine that
makes these scarves look set to close?
By: Rachel Shabi, September 2008
Link: http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/2008/sep/22/fashion.middleeast

The Kufiyeh Project
Link: http://thekufiyehproject.org/about.html

"Our mission is to promote the authentic symbol of Palestine, while at the same time spreading
awareness of the Palestinian struggle and heritage."
--Mai Bader .

The Kufiyeh Project was conceived by concerned activists from New Orleans Palestine Solidarity and
the Austin Coalition for Palestine, in coordination with Palestine Online Store. The project is not-forprofit, and its objectives are:
1. To proactively promote the kufiyeh as a symbol of Palestinian identity, resistance, struggle for
justice, and solidarity with it.
2. To support Palestinian industry and make sure that kufiyehs continue to be produced in Palestine.
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Our strategies and tactics will include asking progressive celebrities to wear it and to speak up for
justice in Palestine. We also intend to promote the Palestinian-made keffiyeh as much as possible
using all forms of publicity. And, last but not least, we will support the Hirbawi factory to the best of
our ability and also encourage better quality production.
The Kufiyeh Project is currently being coordinated by Mai Bader and Haithem El-Zabri, and an
advisory board is being formed. Income generated from sales and contributions will be rechanneled
into the project (under supervision of the board) to pursue the above-mentioned objectives.

Important Issues and Considerations for
Charity Work
Although supporting the Palestinian people is imperative, it is important that we do
not get caught up in what we now know as the ‘aid’ industry. While we should make sure
that the Palestinian people get what we need, it is an area of contention over whether or
not doing so is making the society’s economy suffer and creating an aid-dependent society.
Of course, this does not mean that we should forget all of our efforts in donating to help the
Palestinian people but it is an area we should be aware of when campaigning for certain
causes. When are we really helping vs. hurting the Palestinian population?

Book review: How aid hurt Palestine
By: Ali Abunimah, The Electronic Intifada, 26 October 2009
Link: http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article10854.shtml
From 1994 -- shortly after the Oslo Declaration of Principles was signed -- to 2006, when Hamas won
Palestinian legislative elections in the occupied Gaza Strip and West Bank, international donors gave
$8 billion in aid to the Palestinians, making them one of the most subsidized people on Earth. This aid
ostensibly had three purposes: to support the peace process leading to a two-state solution, to
foster economic and social development, and to promote institution-building. Yet, many years and
billions of dollars later, Palestinians are poorer and further from statehood than ever before, and
their dysfunctional national institutions face an unprecedented crisis of legitimacy.
In her first monograph, international relations specialist Anne Le More seeks to answer a
straightforward question that ought to be of profound import to scholars, activists and decision
makers: how and why did this happen? Along the way, International Assistance to the Palestinians
after Oslo, the first in Routledge's Studies on the Arab-Israeli Conflict series, provides an important
critique of the belief that reconstruction, development and humanitarian aid form essential
counterparts to political processes aimed at resolving longstanding violent conflicts. Le More's study
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focuses solely on the Occupied Palestinian Territories; the questions it poses, however, could offer a
template for exploring the extent to which "aid" has become the means to repackage Western
military occupation and dependency as "state-building" and "independence" in Iraq, Afghanistan, or
Kosovo.
In the Palestinian case, aid functioned not as a catalyst but as a substitute for politics. Donor policies
were driven not by Palestinian needs as much as by dynamics among donors, on the one hand, and
between donors and Israel, on the other. Thus, aid to the
Palestinians was only ever marginally about the
Palestinians themselves. As the prospects for achieving a
political settlement receded, especially after Israel
escalated its violent repression of the intifada after 2000,
donors failed to adjust their policies in light of
developments on the ground -- especially Israel's
fragmentation and isolation of the occupied territories.
Rather, "[s]upporting the 'peace process' had become
the dominant, immovable paradigm, to the point of
tautology" (14), which meant an ever-greater focus on
providing short-term emergency aid and chasing the
latest ephemeral diplomatic "game in town" (14).
Excluded from a political role by Israel and the United
States, the European Union (EU) -- the largest aid donor -hoped "that the provision of assistance and funds to the
Palestinians would in turn give donors ammunition to
influence American unilateral mediation efforts and
Israeli policies on the ground" (173). But "courting the
Americans and appeasing Israel" (173) did not have the
desired effect. Instead, financial aid became a "fig leaf"
(13) for the absence of a political process to resolve the
underlying causes of conflict; it subsidized Israeli
occupation and colonization, and donors knowingly bankrolled a Palestinian regime that was
"authoritarian, unaccountable and repressive" (169) -- and completely dependent on subsidies.
Le More does a masterful job placing ostensibly technocratic donor mechanisms in political context
(brief appendices providing flowcharts, financial summaries and abbreviations are welcome
companions, though maps, reproduced from B'Tselem, would be more useful if the labels could be
read with the naked eye). She analyzes how donors' discourses obscured and undermined
international humanitarian law (IHL) and examines how prolonged aid in the context of military
occupation may itself have violated and materially contributed to Israeli violations of IHL. Many of
the roots of the recent intra-Palestinian split can be traced to donor policies designed specifically to
support Fatah and its leaders at the expense of all other Palestinian factions, not least among them
Hamas. Donors viewed financial enticement -- shrouded in a benign technocratic and developmental
discourse -- as a means to shift the Palestinian national movement from the goal of liberation toward
a role as security subcontractor for Israel, conceding key Palestinian demands.
Many of Le More's criticisms of the post-Oslo dispensation are familiar. But her account of the role of
donor aid in creating the current, disastrous situation is original, drawing on extensive analysis of
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documents produced by donor bureaucracies and interviews with dozens of American, European,
UN and other officials who ran them, albeit with their confidentiality protected.
A recurring theme in current polemical and academic discourses is that the Palestinians themselves -and to a much lesser extent Israel ("the parties") -- are to blame for the failure of Palestinian statebuilding, with external actors posing as well-intentioned but largely powerless bystanders. Claims
that the United States is an "honest broker" are more transparent given that country's massive
military and economic subsidies to Israel. But for many years, the EU states, Canada and Norway -the main donors to the Palestinians -- posed as counterweights, even allies, of the Palestinians. One
conclusion we may draw from Le More's important study is that by effectively enabling Israeli
colonization, so-called development aid proved over the long term no less destructive to the
Palestinians than the weapons sent to Israel by the United States.
Co-founder of The Electronic Intifada, Ali Abunimah is author of One Country: A Bold Proposal to End
the Israeli-Palestinian Impasse (Metropolitan Books, 2006). This review originally appeared in The
Journal of Palestine Studies, Issue 151, Volume 38, Spring 2009, and is republished with the author's
permission.
Google Book:
http://books.google.ca/books?id=gnbdQ4k3meIC&printsec=frontcover&dq=international+assistanc
e+to+the+palestinians+after+oslo&source=bl&ots=AtktP8vAho&sig=k6H_GU9E1PFNjyWHgCRIvMHl
5Tw&hl=en&ei=QN08TPPoJYaBlAfK6ITYAg&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=1&ved=0CB
wQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q&f=false

PEACE PROCESSES
“We need to talk about peace and dialogue”. The words peace and dialogue are two words
often heard hundreds if not millions of times when dealing with the the region in the Middle East.
More often than not however, this is met with the idea that we must engage in dialogue without any
preconditions or any sort of prior understanding. Although negotiations and dialogue differ, we
often find a constant effort to engage groups in these forms of dialogue and since the Oslo Accords,
sveral ‘peace initiatives’ have sprung up. Although we do not wish to place judgement on any or all
of these movements, it is imperative that we understand the implications of any form of peace
process and/or dialogue and the implications that they have. When engaging in these, we should also
keep in mind the consequences and actual reality of success. It is easy to find sources in support of
these types of peace talks and therefore we have decided to show one debate and one article that is
against this form of dialogue and peace talks. However, as usual, we leave it up to you to be the
judge!


Also discussed in excerpt from Norman Finkelstein’s book “This Time We Went Too Far”
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Bassem Eid v Ali Abunimah
Exchange, Comment is free, 6 April 2007

The Palestinian Right of Return was considered 28 March 2007 at the Doha Debates, a public forum for
dialogue and freedom of speech in Qatar. Yossi Beilin, a Knesset member and Chairman of the MeretzYachad party, and Bassem Eid, of the Palestine Human Rights Monitoring Group, argued for the motion
that "the Palestinians should give up their full right of return." Ali Abunimah, cofounder of The
Electronic Intifada and the son of Palestinian refugees, and Israeli academic Ilan Pappe challenged the
motion, which was rejected by almost 82 percent of the audience. The following is an email exchange
between Bassem Eid and Ali Abunimah published on the Guardian's Comment is free blog.
Link: http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article6773.shtml

Can we talk? The Middle East "peace industry"
By: Faris Giacaman, The Electronic Intifada, 20 August 2009
Link: http://electronicintifada.net/v2/article10722.shtml

Attempts to establish "dialogue" while Israel continues to oppress Palestinians only undermine the
call for boycott. (ActiveStills)
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Upon finding out that I am Palestinian, many people I meet at college in the United States are eager
to inform me of various activities that they have participated in that promote "coexistence" and
"dialogue" between both sides of the "conflict," no doubt expecting me to give a nod of approval.
However, these efforts are harmful and undermine the Palestinian civil society call for boycott,
divestment and sanctions of Israel -- the only way of pressuring Israel to cease its violations of
Palestinians' rights.
When I was a high school student in Ramallah, one of the better known "people-to-people"
initiatives, Seeds of Peace, often visited my school, asking students to join their program. Almost
every year, they would send a few of my classmates to a summer camp in the US with a similar group
of Israeli students. According to the Seeds of Peace website, at the camp they are taught "to
develop empathy, respect, and confidence as well as leadership, communication and negotiation
skills -- all critical components that will facilitate peaceful coexistence for the next generation." They
paint quite a rosy picture, and most people in college are very surprised to hear that I think such
activities are misguided at best, and immoral, at worst. Why on earth would I be against
"coexistence," they invariably ask?
During the last few years, there have been growing calls to bring to an end Israel's oppression of the
Palestinian people through an international movement of boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS).
One of the commonly-held objections to the boycott is that it is counter-productive, and that
"dialogue" and "fostering coexistence" is much more constructive than boycotts.
With the beginning of the Oslo accords in 1993, there has been an entire industry that works toward
bringing Israelis and Palestinians together in these "dialogue" groups. The stated purpose of such
groups is the creating of understanding between "both sides of the conflict," in order to "build
bridges" and "overcome barriers." However, the assumption that such activities will help facilitate
peace is not only incorrect, but is actually morally lacking.
The presumption that dialogue is needed in order to achieve peace completely ignores the historical
context of the situation in Palestine. It assumes that both sides have committed, more or less, an
equal amount of atrocities against one another, and are equally culpable for the wrongs that have
been done. It is assumed that not one side is either completely right or completely wrong, but that
both sides have legitimate claims that should be addressed, and certain blind spots that must be
overcome. Therefore, both sides must listen to the "other" point of view, in order to foster
understanding and communication, which would presumably lead to "coexistence" or
"reconciliation."
Such an approach is deemed "balanced" or "moderate," as if that is a good thing. However, the
reality on the ground is vastly different than the "moderate" view of this so-called "conflict." Even
the word "conflict" is misleading, because it implies a dispute between two symmetric parties. The
reality is not so; it is not a case of simple misunderstanding or mutual hatred which stands in the way
of peace. The context of the situation in Israel/Palestine is that of colonialism, apartheid and racism,
a situation in which there is an oppressor and an oppressed, a colonizer and a colonized.
In cases of colonialism and apartheid, history shows that colonial regimes do not relinquish power
without popular struggle and resistance, or direct international pressure. It is a particularly naive
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view to assume that persuasion and "talking" will convince an oppressive system to give up its
power.
The apartheid regime in South Africa, for instance, was ended after years of struggle with the vital
aid of an international campaign of sanctions, divestments and boycotts. If one had suggested to the
oppressed South Africans living in bantustans to try and understand the other point of view (i.e. the
point of view of South African white supremacists), people would have laughed at such a ridiculous
notion. Similarly, during the Indian struggle for emancipation from British colonial rule, Mahatma
Gandhi would not have been venerated as a fighter for justice had he renounced satyagraha -"holding firmly to the truth," his term for his nonviolent resistance movement -- and instead
advocated for dialogue with the occupying British colonialists in order to understand their side of the
story.
Now, it is true that some white South Africans stood in solidarity with the oppressed black South
Africans, and participated in the struggle against apartheid. And there were, to be sure, some British
dissenters to their government's colonial policies. But those supporters explicitly stood alongside
the oppressed with the clear objective of ending oppression, of fighting the injustices perpetrated by
their governments and representatives. Any joint gathering of both parties, therefore, can only be
morally sound when the citizens of the oppressive state stand in solidarity with the members of the
oppressed group, not under the banner of "dialogue" for the purpose of "understanding the other
side of the story." Dialogue is only acceptable when done for the purpose of further understanding
the plight of the oppressed, not under the framework of having "both sides heard."
It has been argued, however, by the Palestinian proponents of these dialogue groups, that such
activities may be used as a tool -- not to promote so-called "understanding," -- but to actually win
over Israelis to the Palestinian struggle for justice, by persuading them or "having them recognize
our humanity."
However, this assumption is also naive. Unfortunately, most Israelis have fallen victim to the
propaganda that the Zionist establishment and its many outlets feed them from a young age.
Moreover, it will require a huge, concerted effort to counter this propaganda through persuasion.
For example, most Israelis will not be convinced that their government has reached a level of
criminality that warrants a call for boycott. Even if they are logically convinced of the brutalities of
Israeli oppression, it will most likely not be enough to rouse them into any form of action against it.
This has been proven to be true time and again, evident in the abject failure of such dialogue groups
to form any comprehensive anti-occupation movement ever since their inception with the Oslo
process. In reality, nothing short of sustained pressure -- not persuasion -- will make Israelis realize
that Palestinian rights have to be rectified. That is the logic of the BDS movement, which is entirely
opposed to the false logic of dialogue.
Based on an unpublished 2002 report by the Israel/Palestine Center for Research and Information,
the San Francisco Chronicle reported last October that "between 1993 and 2000 [alone], Western
governments and foundations spent between $20 million and $25 million on the dialogue groups." A
subsequent wide-scale survey of Palestinians who participated in the dialogue groups revealed that
this great expenditure failed to produce "a single peace activist on either side." This affirms the
belief among Palestinians that the entire enterprise is a waste of time and money.
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The survey also revealed that the Palestinian participants were not fully representative of their
society. Many participants tended to be "children or friends of high-ranking Palestinian officials or
economic elites. Only seven percent of participants were refugee camp residents, even though they
make up 16 percent of the Palestinian population." The survey also found that 91 percent of
Palestinian participants no longer maintained ties with Israelis they met. In addition, 93 percent were
not approached with follow-up camp activity, and only five percent agreed the whole ordeal helped
"promote peace culture and dialogue between participants."
Despite the resounding failure of these dialogue projects, money continues to be invested in them.
As Omar Barghouti, one of the founding members of the BDS movement in Palestine, explained in
The Electronic Intifada, "there have been so many attempts at dialogue since 1993 ... it became an
industry -- we call it the peace industry."
This may be partly attributed to two factors. The dominant factor is the useful role such projects play
in public relations. For example, the Seeds of Peace website boosts its legitimacy by featuring an
impressive array of endorsements by popular politicians and authorities, such as Hillary Clinton, Bill
Clinton, George Mitchell, Shimon Peres, George Bush, Colin Powell and Tony Blair, amongst others.
The second factor is the need of certain Israeli "leftists" and "liberals" to feel as if they are doing
something admirable to "question themselves," while in reality they take no substantive stand
against the crimes that their government commits in their name. The politicians and Western
governments continue to fund such projects, thereby bolstering their images as supporters of
"coexistence," and the "liberal" Israeli participants can exonerate themselves of any guilt by
participating in the noble act of "fostering peace." A symbiotic relationship, of sorts.
The lack of results from such initiatives is not surprising, as the stated objectives of dialogue and
"coexistence" groups do not include convincing Israelis to help Palestinians gain the respect of their
inalienable rights. The minimum requirement of recognizing Israel's inherently oppressive nature is
absent in these dialogue groups. Rather, these organizations operate under the dubious assumption
that the "conflict" is very complex and multifaceted, where there are "two sides to every story," and
each narrative has certain valid claims as well as biases.
As the authoritative call by the Palestinian Campaign for the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel
makes plain, any joint Palestinian-Israeli activities -- whether they be film screenings or summer
camps -- can only be acceptable when their stated objective is to end, protest, and/or raise
awareness of the oppression of the Palestinians.
Any Israeli seeking to interact with Palestinians, with the clear objective of solidarity and helping
them to end oppression, will be welcomed with open arms. Caution must be raised, however, when
invitations are made to participate in a dialogue between "both sides" of the so-called "conflict." Any
call for a "balanced" discourse on this issue -- where the motto "there are two sides to every story" is
revered almost religiously -- is intellectually and morally dishonest, and ignores the fact that, when it
comes to cases of colonialism, apartheid, and oppression, there is no such thing as "balance." The
oppressor society, by and large, will not give up its privileges without pressure. This is why the BDS
campaign is such an important instrument of change.
Faris Giacaman is a Palestinian student from the West Bank, attending his second year of college in the
United States.
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Other articles on the Peace Industry
The Long and Winding Road (Map)
By: David Newman, September 2003
Link: http://www.worldpress.org/Mideast/1435.cfm

The Boycott and Palestinian Groups
Interview with Omar Barghouti
Link: http://www.silviacattori.net/article580.html

NON VIOLENCE VS VIOLENCE
FORMS OF RESISTANCE
When speaking of forms of legitimate forms of resistance in the Middle East, activists are
often caught in a dilemma: do we support violent resistance or self-defence against Israeli
aggressions? Does this mean support so-called terrorist organizations like Hamas and Hezbullah?
Where do we draw the line? Do we take a completely Gandhi approach and glamourized non-violent
resistance? There are a few things to be careful of: (a) Recognizing the right to self-defense under
international law (b) imposing our own moral constructs onto another people, and (c) Recognizing
the agenda of glamourization of non-violence by antagonistic parties.
When the Gaza Freedom Flotillas were seized at the end of May, controversy erupted in
regards to the way a few of the passengers acted in an attempt to ward off the Israeli soldiers. Why
did they act violently? Were they really peace activists? The Freedom Flotillas were successful in not
only easing the blockade but also revamping a much needed discussion and debate on the issues of
violence and non-violence. The topic is extremely extensive, sensitive in some cases, and much has
been said on it by notables, including the popular lecture by Dr. Norman Finkelstein titled “Resolving
the Israel-Palestine Conflict: What We Can Learn From Gandhi”
This debate is especially important for those involved in campaigning for Palestine- how do
we resist? Is there an illegitimate resistance or a legitimate one? Who decides? What’s more
effective? What’s morally more acceptable?
We don’t plan on giving you an answer to this loaded question, but do wish to provide you
with some valuable discussions and debates, particularly one debate which has recently taken place
on www.mondoweiss.net after the events of the Freedom Flotillas. Since non-violence is given more
credence and representation in the media, the feature article we will be posting is on the other end
of the spectrum. Following this article we have laid out the debate and links to resources from both
ends of the discussion. We encourage you to make informed choices and decisions in your respective
groups and to keep all perspectives in mind!
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When Did Resistance Become a Dirty Word?
By: Robin Yassin-Kassab
Link: http://pulsemedia.org/2010/06/06/when-did-resistance-become-a-dirty-word/

 Any Resistance There? by Ali Farzat
What the Western political class and its
media demand of the Arabs and Muslims is
acceptance of the unacceptable status quo in
Israel-Palestine. To resist the status quo is to be
troublesome, destabilising and irrationally violent.
Resistance arises from the inadequacies of a
culture and religion given to anti-Semitism and
hysteria. In order to develop, these backward folk
must give resistance up.
For the Lebanese, this means that they must forget the brutal 22-year occupation of their
country and the 1982 siege of Beirut as well as the 2006 assault on the country’s civilian
infrastructure. They must forget the endless chain of massacres perpetrated by Zionists and their
allies on Lebanese territory. They must smile when Israel violates their air space on a daily basis and
threatens to send them “back to the stone age” on a weekly basis. They must disarm and label as
terrorist Hezbollah, the principled defender of their country.
Syria must smile at the illegal occupation and annexation of the Golan Heights and the theft
of its essential water supplies. It must repress the refugees from the Golan and the half million
Palestinian refugees and their political organisations. It must not buy or build weaponry that might
give it minimum protection from Zionist terrorism. It must grin stupidly when Israel chooses to bomb
its territory.
The Palestinians must be modern and democratic. They must do this by fighting the winner
of democratic elections and by supporting an unelected and corrupt bunch of collaborators.
As for Western sympathisers with the Palestinian cause, they must preface their criticisms of
Israel with such statements as “Of course, Israel has a right to exist in security,” or “Of course we
don’t support Hamas,” or, in the case of the passengers on the Rachel Corrie (whose courage and
commitment I salute), “We will not resist.”
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Learning Not to Resist
It’s time we stopped playing this game. To recognise Israel’s ‘right’ to exist in security is to
deny Palestine’s right to exist in security. No state which occupies other states’ territories has a right
to security. Did Hitler’s Germany have a right to security once it had invaded Czechoslovakia and
Poland? And apartheid states don’t have a right to exist at all. There’s nothing anti-Semitic about this,
just as there was nothing anti-white or anti-Afrikaaner in arguing that apartheid South Africa didn’t
have a right to exist. A state established by massive ethnic cleansing and perpetuated by occupation
and repeated massacres is not a normal state like any other. Israel will earn its right to exist when it
allows the refugees to return home and when Jews, Muslims and Christians enjoy equal rights.
What are the arguments used to demonise (rather than critically engage with) Hamas?
Firstly, Hamas doesn’t recognise Israel. True, Hamas believes that Arafat made a major
strategic blunder by officially recognising Israel before Israel allowed the Palestinians minimal rights.
In this Hamas is only being logical. Hamas certainly knows that Israel exists, and even if Hamas drank
enough whisky to forget Israel’s existence (which isn’t likely) Israel would still be there, with its
Merkava tanks, its checkpoints and its nuclear bombs. Hamas has repeatedly said that it will stop
fighting if Israel leaves the territories occupied in 1967. It still won’t recognise Israel as a Jewish state
on 78% of Palestine, because this would be to recognise the ‘justice’ of the theft of Palestine in order
to build an ethno-state. In any case, Israel doesn’t recognise Palestine. Its failure to recognise
Palestine has immediate and practical ramifications, like the occupation and the ethnic cleansing.
Secondly, Hamas doesn’t recognise the two-state solution. But again, neither does Israel,
whatever its propagandists say. If Israel supported two states, it wouldn’t have spent the last
decades, under Labour and Likud, building settlements on the West Bank and in Jerusalem. And
Israel is the occupier.
Thirdly, Hamas has attacked civilians. This is surely the most hypocritical of reasons for
isolating the movement. Since September 2000, Palestinians have killed 1072 Israelis. In the same
period, Israelis have killed 6348 Palestinians (not including those who died as an indirect result of the
occupation, for instance critically ill people who died in ambulances held up for hours at
checkpoints). So Israel is far more guilty of killing civilians. And I would say that the violence of the
occupied struggling to liberate themselves is more justifiable than the oppressive violence of the
occupier. The people who cry over the fate of Sderot should consider not only the far, far worse fate
of Gaza and the West Bank, but also the fact that the inhabitants of the bombed and starved refugee
camps in Gaza come from the destroyed villages on which Sderot is built. If your home is stolen and
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neither the law nor the conscience of the thieves will give you restitution, you are entitled to fight
the thieves. Hamas also holds one prisoner of war – not a civilian but a stormtrooper of the
occupation. It is grotesque that the world knows the name of this captured terrorist but not the
existence of at least 10,000 Palestinian prisoners in the Zionist gulag, many of them children.
Even if we could establish that the Palestinian side has been more violent than the Israeli side
– which we can’t – Hamas, unlike Israel, has shown itself capable of sustaining ceasefires. And
anyway, many of the Israeli victims have been killed by the al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigade, which is linked to
Fatah.

A Good Arab - Not Resisting
Fourthly, Hamas aims to establish an Islamic state. True, in theory. But it knows that it was
elected for its resistance agenda and its freedom from corruption, not for Islamic reasons. There are
signs that Hamas has recently tried to impose some of its moral code on the people of Gaza – and I
oppose this – but given the circumstances, it’s been a gentle Islamism. It is in fact a bulwark against
the more offensive Salafi nihilist groups which are now appearing among Palestinians in their
desperation. And of course Israel is not a state for its citizens, still less for the people under its
control, but a Jewish state. The fact that some of its people define Jewishness ethnically rather than
religiously does not change this fact.
My main quibble with Hamas is its constitution’s reference to the Protocols of the Elders of
Zion, an anti-Semitic Russian text discredited by anti-Zionists such as Abdelwahhab el-Messiri. (I’m
not as outraged as I am by European anti-Semitism – if anyone can be excused for generalising about
Jews, it’s the victims of the self-proclaimed Jewish state). Hamas leaders frequently say they do not
oppose Jews for being Jews, but Zionists for being Zionists. If this is the case, I wish they’d remove
the Protocols reference. So Hamas is not perfect, but neither was the Communist Party, which
dominated resistance to Nazi occupation in Europe. Had I been around, I would have supported the
anti-Nazi resistance as I support Hamas – critically but unconditionally.
As for the brave passengers on the MV Rachel Corrie, I wish they had not said, “we will not
resist.” I wish they had said, “We are unarmed and we have no desire to come to blows with Israeli
soldiers. However, if we are hijacked by armed men in international waters or near the shore of Gaza
– over which we do not recognise Israeli jurisdiction – we will resist as best we are able.” Unwittingly,
the activists handed Israel ammunition for its propaganda – ‘when civilised, peaceful activists arrive
we deal with them peacefully. When mad Islamist Turks attack us with sticks when we board their
ship, we have no choice but to shoot them many times at close range in the back of the head.’
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The passengers on the Mavi Marmara should be congratulated for resisting piracy and the
illegal, barbaric siege. We should never be ashamed of resistance – in occupied Europe, in South
Africa, in Iraq, in Vietnam, in Palestine, in Lebanon, or on the Mediterranean sea. Resistance is
beautiful. Resistance proves the existence of the human spirit amid a vast sea of inhumanity.

Other Links in the Discussion
(in chronological order, ending with the most recent)


November 13th, 2008: “Resolving the Israel-Palestine Conflict: What We Can Learn From
Gandhi” by Norman Finkelstein



June 6th 2010: ‘We, the defenders of the Mavi Marmara, are the modern example
of Gandhi’s essence’ By Ken O’Keefe



June 11th 2010: “Gaza flotilla lesson: nonviolent discipline is the best moral and strategic
choice” By Matthew Taylor



June 14th 2010: “The moral authority of non-violence” By David Bromwich



June 17th 2010: “The ‘Mavi Marmara’ and the ‘Rachel Corrie’ (and non-violent resistance)” By
Robin Yassin-Kassab



June 19th 2010: “Our western privilege is the legacy of historical violence” By Max Ajl



July 6th 2010: “Nonviolence and the struggle for Palestinian-Israeli equality” By Matthew
Taylor



July 9th 2010 “The Debate about non-violence: Hasbara?” By Max Ajl



July 10th 2010: “Gandhi who? Gandhi why?” By Sayres Rudy



July 16th 2010: “Few Palestinians are listening to the western debate over non-violence” By
Max Ajl
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The Palestinian Identity
Introduction of 2010 edition of:

Palestinian Identity: The
Construction of Modern National
Consciousness
By Rashid Khalidi
Published with permission from Columbia University Press
http://cup.columbia.edu/book/978-0-231-15074-3/palestinian-identity

© 2010, Columbia University Press
When Palestinian Identity was published in 1996, the vantage point from which I and others
regarded Palestine and the Palestinians was quite different from that of 2009. I researched and
wrote this book from the late 1980s until the mid- 1990s. At that time, it appeared to many observers
that the first Palestinian intifada (or uprising), which began in December 1987, had made clear the
impossibility of indefinitely prolonging Israel’s so-called benevolent occupation and had placed the
Palestine problem on a trajectory toward a just resolution. In this view, the negotiations that
produced the September 1993 Oslo accords and their sequels were seen as rewarding the sacrifices
and suffering of the Palestinian people with the achievement of many of their national goals,
including an independent Palestinian state.
However, I served as one of several advisors to the Palestinian delegation in the difficult and
ultimately futile negotiations with Israeli envoys that took place in Madrid and Washington from
October 1991 until June 1993.1 These American-sponsored negotiations preceded the Oslo
agreements. I did so while I was working on this book. During part of this time I was also living in
Jerusalem and therefore knew very well the crippling limitations concerning what was subject to
negotiation as part of a “peace process” whose rules—largely unfavorable to the Palestinians—
were entirely determined by the United States and Israel. The Palestinian-Israeli track we were
involved in was completely unlike Israel’s bilateral talks with Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon that began
simultaneously at the 1991 Madrid peace conference. These other negotiations were all aimed at
achieving final bilateral peace accords (and in the case of Jordan eventually did so). By contrast, on
the Palestinian-Israel track, which included humiliating, Israeli-imposed restrictions at the outset on
who could represent the Palestinians (no one from Jerusalem, from outside the occupied territories,

1 These negotiations took place in ten rounds, usually lasting several days each and sometimes more. All these
rounds—except the first, which took place in Madrid—were held at the U.S. State Department.
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or with any connection to the Palestine Liberation Organization [PLO] was allowed to take part2,
negotiations in these and subsequent talks at Oslo and elsewhere were rigorously confined within
very narrow bounds. At the insistence of Israel (supported by the United States at Madrid and
Washington in 1991–1993 and also later on), all that could be discussed on this track were the
modalities of “autonomy” for the Palestinians living under continuing Israeli military occupation in
the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Virtually every matter of importance to the Palestinians could not be
discussed at all in these negotiations. Such crucial topics included the end of the Israeli occupation
(which in 1991 was only twenty-four years old; the occupation has now ended its forty-second year),
the removal of illegal Israeli settlements (which then constituted only a fraction of the vast
enterprise that now physically dominates the West Bank), the disposition of Jerusalem, a resolution
of the refugee issue, the apportionment of scarce water supplies, the determination of borders, the
establishment of Palestinian statehood, and agreement on terms of a final peace.
So-called permanent status negotiations to deal with these burning issues were supposed to
take place within three years of the launching of the 1991 Madrid talks, and according to the
American-Israeli-imposed ground rules were to be completed by 1997.3 They kept being postponed,
however, until these issues were finally taken up during the hastily convened and abortive Camp
David summit in the waning months of Bill Clinton’s presidency in the late summer and fall of 2000,
only to evaporate quickly. They were not resumed until the administration of President George W.
Bush finally got around to restarting negotiations in 2008, his last year in office. Thus, in spite of the
misleading appearance of many years of nearly constant negotiations, between 1991 and early 2009,
with the exception of these two belated, brief, and ultimately unsuccessful efforts at the very end of
the Clinton and Bush presidential terms, there were no official talks between Israel and the
Palestinians on most of the matters of real substance that divided them.
In consequence of my firsthand knowledge of the crushing limitations from the very outset
on what the Palestinians were even allowed to discuss, and therefore might achieve, I was less
sanguine than others when the Palestinian-Israeli agreement, the so-called Oslo accords, were signed
in September of 1993. Indeed, when I learned the terms of these secretly negotiated accords (which
were arrived at without the knowledge of most members of the “official” Palestinian delegation
while it was engaged in parallel talks with Israeli negotiators in Washington), I was appalled at how
unbalanced and disadvantageous they were to the Palestinians. I was therefore doubtful from the
outset that they would lead to a just and lasting resolution of the conflict.4 As it turned out, my
skepticism was not misplaced. Although many of the flaws in the accords were apparent at the time,
and although we had learned in Washington to recognize the heavy pro-Israel slant of many of the

2 These restrictions on participation were partially loosened after the Rabin government came to power in 1992
3 According to the Letter of Invitation by the superpower co-sponsors of the Madrid peace conference and the
American “Letter of Assurances” to the Palestinian side, both dated October 18, 1991, negotiations on
Palestinian “interim self-government arrangements” were to be concluded within a year. These arrangements
were to last for five years. After these arrangements had been in force for two years, “permanent status”
negotiations were to begin. These were to be concluded by the end of the “transitional period”; that is, by the
fall of 1997.
4 I suggested this in an op ed article at the time the accords were signed: “Blind Curves and Detours on the
Road to Self-rule,” New York Times, September 14, 1993.
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American official intermediaries5, I did not know then how biased in favor of Israel the Norwegian
mediators at Oslo had been. This was only revealed by Norwegian researchers many years later.6
But even for skeptics like myself, as I was writing Palestinian Identity there seemed little
question in the mid-1990s that major shifts had taken place that had changed some of the terms of
the Palestinian- Israeli equation. The intifada of 1987–1991 had shaken the comfortable conviction of
much of the Israeli public, and of key elements of the Israeli security establishment, that Israel could
indefinitely maintain the occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip in its then-current form. In the
wake of the Gulf War of 1990–1991, the United States, with broad international support, had
launched the comprehensive effort at Madrid in 1991 to resolve all aspects of the Arab-Israeli conflict,
involving all the relevant parties, including the Palestinians. This was the first such attempt in the
entire history of the conflict, and it represented a major breakthrough, in spite of the profound flaws
I have touched on in the structure of the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations.
The Israeli government under Prime Minister Yitzhaq Rabin that came to power in 1992 had
thereafter recognized the PLO as the representative of the Palestinian people, following decades
when Israeli governments treated the PLO as no more than a terrorist organization and the
Palestinian people as if they did not exist. Rabin’s envoys had secretly negotiated the 1993 Oslo
autonomy accords directly with representatives of the PLO, although Israel did not at that stage
recognize a Palestinian right to self-determination or statehood, even as it demanded the Palestinian
recognition of these same rights for the Israeli people. This was just one of many forms of inequality
in the structure and outcome of the Palestinian-Israeli negotiations that went largely unrecognized in
most contemporary assessments.
Efforts to achieve comprehensive peace agreements with the Palestinians and all of Israel’s
neighbors were already evaporating even before this book was published in 1996 (although an
Israeli-Jordanian peace treaty was signed in 1994). This occurred as first the administration of George
H.W. Bush in its waning months and then that of Bill Clinton lost the focus and the sense of urgency
about the drive for a comprehensive peace settlement that had initially motivated the first President
Bush and Secretary of State James Baker. American mediators instead adopted narrower and
narrower, and increasingly less ambitious, “interim” objectives, as sterile process took over from any
hope of rapidly achieving real peace. Thereafter, events on the ground intervened. The 1994
massacre of Muslim worshippers in the Ibrahimi Mosque in Hebron, the 1995 assassination of Prime
Minister Rabin (both attacks undertaken by right-wing Israeli extremists), Israeli assassinations of
Hamas and Islamic Jihad military leaders in 1995 and 1996, and a series of Palestinian suicide
bombings inside Israel that killed many civilians in the same years all poisoned the atmosphere.
Together with the unabated expansion of Israeli settlements in the West Bank and the doubling of
the Israeli settler population in the years from 1991 to 2000, these violent episodes constituted clear
5 One egregious example that I witnessed occurred at a late stage of the Washington negotiations, in early
May 1993, when the United States finally consented to mediate a deadlock between the two sides and offered
a “bridging proposal” that was in crucial respects less favorable to the Palestinians than proposals the Israeli
delegation itself had made. For more details see R. Khalidi, Resurrecting Empire: Western Footprints and
America’s Perilous Path in the Middle East [Boston: Beacon, 2004], n. 38, p. 204.
6 See the articles by Hilde Henriksen Waage in the Journal of Palestine Studies, “Norway’sRole in the Middle
East Peace Talks: Between a Strong State and a Weak Belligerent,”34, 4 (Summer 2005), 6–24, and “Postscript
to Oslo: The Mystery of Norway’s Missing Files,” 38, 1 (Autumn 2008), 54–65, as well as Arne Oerum, Fred I Var
Tid: Retorikken bak Oslo-prosessen [Peace in Our Time: The Rhetoric Behind the Oslo Process] (Trondheim:
Tapir, 2004).
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signs—ignored by most of those involved in the negotiations—that time was running out for the
inaptly named “peace process.”
In spite of these ominous indicators, the United States, Israel, and the PLO appeared to be
deeply engaged in efforts to resolve the conflict. This lulled many into a false sense of security, as
process imperceptibly became the primary element in the “peace process.” Indeed, this term has
become one of opprobrium for those who now realize that Palestinian-Israeli negotiations under the
American aegis have been ongoing in some form since 1991 (albeit with an interruption during
several years when President George W. Bush and most of his advisors clearly disdained these
negotiations), with no peace to show for it. The conflict has become far more envenomed, and the
situation on the ground today for the Palestinian population under occupation is considerably worse,
than it was when I completed this book in August 1996.
In spite of the removal of the few thousand Israeli settlers in the Gaza Strip in 2005, the
number of settlers in the West Bank (including East Jerusalem) has grown from around 200,000 to
nearly half a million, with movement for the nearly 4 million Palestinians in these areas becoming
progressively more restricted. Meanwhile, the second intifada, which started in 2000, failed to
emulate the largely unarmed grassroots-based mass movement tactics of its predecessor. It turned
increasingly to the use of arms and then degenerated into suicide bombing attacks inside Israel.
Besides being morally indefensible, this proved to be a terrible strategic error. The second intifada
ended up being a stinging defeat for the Palestinians, which over the next few years provided Israel
with a pretext to destroy much of the governmental infrastructure the Palestinian Authority (PA)
had been able to construct. During this same period, the Palestinian national movement became
deeply divided between Fateh and Hamas and now looks feebler than it has in nearly sixty years.
The unspoken assumption behind this book when I wrote it was that in the preceding
decades the Palestinians had not only developed a resilient national identity, but were on their way
to actualizing this identity within the context of a state. (This is regarded by nearly all nationalists to
be the inevitable and “natural” outcome for any national movement) In spite of my deep skepticism
about the inevitabilities so dear to the hearts of nationalists and about the course of events at the
time, I largely shared that assumption. Today things do not look so simple, nor does this teleological
certainty appear as if it will necessarily be borne out by events. The Palestinians, in other words,
today still clearly appear to have a strong and resilient national identity, one that has survived quite
powerful tribulations. However, it may be their fate not to have a separate national state of their
own. The already formidable obstacles to a Palestinian state in any meaningful sense of that word—
a state that is independent, sovereign, possessed of a contiguous territory, and economically
viable—have in fact been growing rapidly over the past two decades. These obstacles include
notably the apparently inexorable process of the creeping expansion and consolidation all over the
West Bank of a network of Israeli settlements expressly designed to make such a state impossible.
This is a process that no political leaders—Israeli or American—have been able to retard significantly,
let alone reverse. Increasing obstacles include the imposition of more physical separations—in the
form of walls, fences, security barriers, and checkpoints—by Israel within segments of the West
Bank, as well as between the West Bank, occupied Arab East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip. They
include the expansion and deepening of the matrix of control by the Israeli state over all essential
elements of the everyday lives of the nearly 4 million Palestinians living at its mercy in these
territories. They include as well the growth over more than four decades of numerous influential and
powerful economic entities and bureaucratic interest groups in Israeli society (and elsewhere),
constituting a sort of “settlement–occupation–industrial complex,” that have come to benefit
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materially from the occupation, and in some cases depend on it for their very existence and
livelihood.7 Among further obstacles must be counted the venomous and profoundly damaging rift
in Palestinian politics between the Fateh and Hamas movements, and the two PA “governments”
they control. This division has gravely weakened the already enfeebled Palestinian national
movement. Also in this category is the lack of any effective pressure from the Arab states, the
European Union, and the United States (or any other powers) on Israel to move rapidly toward
ending its occupation, removing its illegal settlements, and resolving the conflict.
Independent Palestinian statehood within the context of a twostate solution whereby there
would be a Palestinian state alongside Israel thus looks much farther off than it did in the first half of
the 1990s. Paradoxically, at the same time, the reality of the Palestinian people, their very existence,
is now recognized and even taken for granted by many, including even some of their foes. Before the
1990s, Palestinian identity was fiercely contested. Some of this “recognition” is the purest hypocrisy.
The pronouncements from Washington and European capitals (not to speak of Israeli leaders) about
their support for a Palestinian state mask the brutal reality that statehood gets inexorably farther
away with every Israeli settlement expansion, bypass road, and new wall, barrier, or fence hemming
the Palestinians in and separating them from one another and making normal life impossible. These
and a myriad of other actions by the occupation authorities that entrench their control and nullify
the possibility of any form of real Palestinian statehoood are regarded quite benignly by the
statesmen and women in these same capitals. They talk airily of a Palestinian state but have no
means of giving the concept substance, if one is to judge by their passivity and inaction in the face of
ceaseless provocative actions expressly designed to make Palestinian statehood an impossibility.
The situation is made much worse by the delusions fostered by the fiction of the PA
established by the Oslo accords. This is in effect a virtual body that does not have sovereignty,
jurisdiction, or ultimate control. In other words, it is an authority that has no real authority over
anything—certainly not over the territories it claims in the West Bank, Gaza Strip, and East
Jerusalem. Only within the artificial bubble of the PA “capital” of Ramallah can the PA be said to
have any semblance of reality. Ramallah is largely shielded from the worst depredations of the
occupation and is gorged with money pouring in from foreign governments and nongovernmental
organizations (NGO’s). Everywhere else the brutal reality of the strengthening of the occupation and
unceasing land seizure and alienation, and the near impotence of the PA, are undeniable. The PA has
become a sort of subcontractor for Israel and has thus served in part to mask the reality of an Israeli
military occupation whose full security control over all these territories, and total domination over
land and all other resources, is now in its forty second year.
Because of the fiction of a Palestinian Authority—supported by flags, honor guards,
ministries, a presidential mausoleum, and all the empty trappings of statehood—some are deluded
into believing, or pretend to believe, that the Palestinians have all but achieved their national aims
and are nearly on a footing of equality with Israel as citizens of a contiguous state. As I have
suggested, the truth is that they are most likely much farther away from achieving these aims than
they were two decades ago. This is one reason that many serious Palestinian voices—ranging from

7 The website “Who Profits: Exposing the Israeli Occupation Industry” (http://www.whoprofits.org/), produced
by the Israeli group “Coalition of Women for Peace,” provides a detailed listing of the vast network of
hundreds of corporations that profit directly from the Israeli occupation under the headings “The Settlement
Industry,” “Economic Exploitation,” and “Control of Population”).
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‘Ali Jirbawi to Sari Nuseibeh—have been raised recently pointing out the sham nature of the PA and
suggesting that it is time to consider disbanding the PA.8
In much of American, European, and Israeli discourse, moreover—in spite of lip-service in
favor of recognizing the existence of the Palestinian people—there remains today the familiar
undercurrent of dismissiveness of Palestinian identity and Palestinian national claims as being less
genuine, less deep-rooted, and less valid than those of other peoples in the region. I noted this
phenomenon more than a dozen years ago, and it continues unabated today. The modern Jewish
national identity fashioned by Zionism, and Israel’s claims as a nation-state within the contemporary
world order, are usually the unspoken referent for this belittling of the Palestinians. The belittlement
is tinged with condescension and sometimes even darker sentiments. Like most nationalist impulses,
this attitude is driven by unawareness of the constructed and extremely recent nature of all modern
national identities, including that of Israel.9 Paradoxically, some of the same attitudes can be seen in
the perspectives of pan-Arab nationalism and political Islamism, whose advocates see these
structures of identification as more “genuine” and deeply rooted than Palestinian identity. Both are,
of course, quite modern invented responses, using modern political forms, to modern conditions,
and neither is any more “ancient” than Palestinian nationalism or Zionism.
It is not for these reasons alone, however, that Palestinian identity is still in question. I began
this book in 1996 with the travails of Palestinians in crossing boundaries, borders, and barriers within
and without their homeland. These travails have not diminished. In some respects they have
deepened. Certainly this is the case within Palestine, where the relative ease of movement for
Palestinians that existed while I was researching and writing Palestinian Identity is a thing of the past.
When I was living in Jerusalem on and off for a time in the early 1990s, most Palestinians
from there and the West Bank could travel freely to Israel itself, to the Golan Heights, and to the
Gaza Strip. Gazans were more restricted in their movements, but only marginally so. These freedoms
are only fond memories for the older generation today, as is the ability to travel freely to Jerusalem
for the nearly 4 million Palestinians living in the rest of the occupied territories. For many years now
the latter have been excluded from entry to Jerusalem by a massive complex of walls, barriers, and
checkpoints that chokes off the city from its West Bank hinterland (and indeed in many cases from
other Arab-inhabited neighborhoods of Jerusalem itself that are outside the wall). Other similar
barriers to the movement of Palestinians exist everywhere within the West Bank, including more
than 600 internal checkpoints and earthen barriers blocking roads. Meanwhile, the half million Israeli
settlers there speed freely anywhere they please on their own network of state-of-the-art settleronly roads, part of a diabolically planned transportation and movement control regime that makes
apartheid and its pass system look like child’s play.10 I have relatives in Nablus who were not able to
8 Jirbawi, a professor of political science at Bir Zeit University, headed the Electoral Commission that organized
the various elections held for the governing bodies of the PA. Nuseibah is the president of al-Quds University in
Jerusalem. See the article by Ali Jirbawi in al-Ayyam, January 29, 2009, and the declaration by 400 plus
Palestinians in February 2009. Soon afterwards, Jirbawi accepted a ministerial post in the PA government.
9 See Nachman Ben Yehuda, The Masada Myth: Collective Memory and Mythmaking in Israel (Madison: University
of Wisconsin Press, 1995); Nadia Abu El-Haj, Facts on the Ground: Archaeological Practice and Territorial Selffashioning in Israeli Society (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001); Gabby Piterberg, The Returns of
Zionism: Myths, Politics and Scholarship in Israel (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2008); and Shlomo
Sand, Comment le people juif a été inventé (Paris: Fayard, 2008).
10 The physical aspects of this system are brilliantly summed up by the Israeli architect and planner Eyal
Weizman in his book Hollow Land: Israel’s Architecture of Occupation (London: Verso, 2007). South African
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leave that city for nearly five years. In this they are like most of the millions of Palestinians in the
occupied territories who have basically been confined for years to their home cities, towns, and
villages, and to their immediate surroundings.
The relative freedom and absence of restrictions on movement that their elders once
enjoyed is unimaginable for an entire generation of Palestinians that has grown up during the past
decade and more in the archipelago of large open-air prisons that today constitute the occupied
West Bank and Gaza Strip. This language may sound melodramatic, but it barely begins to sum up the
physical web of constrictions, restrictions, and barriers, and the array of requirements for ID
documents, passes, and permissions that obstruct free movement and sometimes prevent it
completely (only for Palestinian Arabs, not for Israeli Jews) within and between these territories and
occupied Arab East Jerusalem and Israel itself.11 In the words of the indomitable Israeli journalist
Amira Hass, Palestinians have gone in the past two decades from the situation that obtained at the
outset of the occupation, where there were restrictions on the movement of a single narrow
category of persons (for “security” reasons) and where all others could move relatively freely, to one
where a single tiny category of persons (a miniscule group of PA “VIP’s”) has some limited freedom
of movement and the rest of the population suffers from severe restrictions on their movement, if
they are allowed to move at all.12
The formidable physical barriers to Palestinian movement in the West Bank are not restricted
to the walls and barriers, and the more than 600 military roadblocks and checkpoints specifically
designed to pen in the Palestinians under occupation and to control their movement. To them must
be added the unceasing refashioning of the landscape of the West Bank by the growth of the
looming hilltop fortress-like Israeli settlements themselves and the broad roads and their adjacent
security zones designated for Jewish settlers only.
Taken together with closed military zones, “green zones,” and other areas reserved for the exclusive
use of Israelis, these “facts on the ground,” established systematically by every Israeli government
since 1967, make possible the restriction of Palestinians to only a shrinking part of what remains of
Palestine.13 They are the brute physical expression of this people’s progressive alienation from its
own land, which is slowly being effectively incorporated into Israel.14
As the Palestinians see it, this is part of a gradual but so far inexorable century-old process
whereby the Palestinians have been removed from more and more of their ancestral homeland, their
visitors to Palestine commonly remark on the similarities between this regime and that of apartheid. See Aslam
Farouk-Alli, ed., The Future of Palestine and Israel: From Colonial Roots to Post-colonial Realities (Midrand, South
Africa: Institute for Global Dialogue & Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, 2007), pp. 272–298.
11 A stark but quite readable recent reportage that sums up these conditions is Saree Makdisi, Palestine Inside
Out: An Everyday Occupation (New York: Norton, 2008).
12 See Amira Hass, Reporting from Ramallah: An Israeli Journalist in an Occupied Land (New York: Semiotext(e),
2003).
13 The settlement enterprise has been best chronicled recently by Gershom Gorenberg, The Accidental Empire:
Israel and the Birth of the Settlements, 1967–1977 (New York: Times Books, 2006), and Idith Zertal and Akiva
Eldar, Lords of the Land: The War over Israel’s Settlements in the Occupied Territories, 1967 2007 (New York:
Nation Books, 2007).
14 For more on what more than forty years of settlement and occupation have done to the Palestinian
landscape, see Raja Shehadeh, Palestinian Walks: Forays into a Vanishing Landscape (New York: Scribners,
2008). See also Daniel Monk, An Aesthetic Occupation: The Immediacy of Architecture and the Palestine Conflict
(Chapel Hill: Duke University Press, 2002).
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property and their patrimony seized, and their very identity and existence as a people placed into
question. Most Palestinians are convinced of the basic validity of this narrative, and in consequence
experience deep traumatic anxieties. Tragically, most Israelis, and many others, are mesmerized by
their own profound fears about threats to the continued existence of the Jews as a people (and
therefore of Israel). These fears are rooted in the searing experiences of twentieth-century Jewish
history culminating in the Holocaust. Such fears seem to blind those in their grip to the fact that the
Palestinians are tormented by their own profound existential crisis as a people, one born largely of
their traumatic historical experiences suffered at the hands of Zionism and Israel over the past
century.
It would nevertheless be a mistake to conclude that it is only the historical processes driven
by the conflict with Israel that cause Palestinian identity to remain in question. As I show in this book,
Palestinian identity has been shaped by much more than the century-old contest with Zionism, and
this is as true today as it always was. Palestinians have also felt themselves to be in conflict with the
world as a whole. As I explain in a recent book,15 the Palestinian national movement has indeed
often been at odds with the two greatest powers of the twentieth century, Great Britain and the
United States. That tension has certainly contributed to the tenuousness of Palestinian identity and
to foiling the Palestinians in their efforts to achieve their national aspirations.
More directly affecting them, however, has been the ambivalent and often hostile attitude of
several key Arab governments toward Palestinian national aspirations and toward the presence of
Palestinian refugees on their soil. This is another enduring element that renders Palestinian identity
so questionable. That such should be the case is paradoxical in view of the undoubted and longstanding support for Palestinian aspirations by broad segments of public opinion throughout the
Arab world, as was demonstrated on many occasions in the past, most recently during the Israeli
attacks on the Gaza Strip in 2008–2009. But it is true that such problems exist in different ways in
relation to many different Arab states, especially those where there is a large Palestinian refugee
population, or in nearby countries where the Palestine issue has been important in domestic politics
since well before 1948.
Thus in Lebanon the status of the Palestinian population has long been and still is a major
issue of domestic political contention. This is a function of that country’s delicate and unstable
internal political and sectarian balance, and of a painful history of Palestinian involvement in
Lebanese politics. This was especially the case during the years when the PLO was at the height of its
power there from 1968 until the 1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon, after which the PLO was expelled
from Lebanon. As a result, this population of around 300,000 people, most of them living in eleven
refugee camps located in and around the major cities, currently has few allies or supporters within
the Lebanese political system. This conflicted situation results in the Palestinians who live in
Lebanon, the overwhelming majority of whom were born there and have known no other home,
suffering major restrictions in employment, housing, education, and other basic human needs.
Worse, the Palestinian civilian population, which suffered greatly from 1973 until 1982, has repeatedly
since then become a political football for Lebanese factions, and the object of the opprobrium of
certain of them, often supported by outside powers.
This process has included many tragic episodes, such as the socalled War of the Camps, when
the Shiite Amal militia, backed by Syria, besieged Burj al-Barajneh and other Palestinian refugee
camps in 1985–1986. It reached its nadir with the assault on Nahr al-Bared camp near Tripoli in the
15 R. Khalidi, The Iron Cage: The Story of the Palestinian Struggle for Statehood (Boston: Beacon, 2006).
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spring of 2007 as a result of the infiltration into the camp of radical Islamic militants, many of them
not Palestinian. The Lebanese army rooted this group out in a fierce battle that led to the entire
camp population of more than 20,000 people being forced to leave their homes, which were looted
and largely destroyed. As I write this, these homes have not been rebuilt, and most of the camp’s
inhabitants (now refugees for a second time) have been forced to suffer through a second bitterly
cold, snowy winter in makeshift shelters. (Over the winter of 2008–2009 this plight was shared by
even larger numbers of Gazans driven from their homes by the Israeli assault, who also became
refugees yet again)
The possibility of the permanent resettlement of the Palestinian refugees in Lebanon
(tawtin) is a perennial issue in Lebanese politics. This is the case in spite of the fact that it is opposed
both by most Palestinians, who cling to their Palestinian identity and to their right to return to their
former homes or to compensation, and by all Lebanese political parties. This dark possibility is
universally reviled as being both destabilizing of the sectarian Lebanese political system and a
betrayal of the wishes of the Palestinians themselves, not to speak of a denial of their identity, or a
prospective dilution of that of the Lebanese. However, the unending invocation of this prospect by
some Lebanese politicians and commentators is in fact often a veiled form of attack on the entire
Palestinian presence in Lebanon. Acting supposedly in defense of the integrity of both Lebanese and
Palestinian identity, certain Lebanese factions thus apparently find it in their interest to threaten the
now relatively weak Palestinian community in Lebanon, which in consequence has been exposed to
harsh conditions and has been living under a shadow since the departure of the PLO in 1982.16
Lebanon is only the most extreme example of the identity—and sometimes the collective
existence of the Palestinians—remaining in question. Iraq is another, in spite of the relatively small
size of the Palestinian refugee population there (perhaps 20,000–30,000 before 2003, none of them
living in refugee camps). After the American occupation of Iraq, thousands of Palestinians were
terrorized and expelled from the country because of their alleged sympathy for the former regime.
Others fled after 2003 because of their not entirely unfounded fear that they would be persecuted,
whether because of their nationality or for sectarian reasons (nearly all Palestinian Muslims are
Sunni). Many of these unfortunates were not allowed entry into either Syria or Jordan, and a few
thousand of them ended up waiting in makeshift camps on the Iraqi borders with these two
countries. Some have been trapped there for more than two years, their fate still undecided.
The situation of these new refugees from Iraq is emblematic of the fact that the Palestinians
have no safe haven, as they do not yet have real control over any part of their own homeland. Israel
has absolute and total power over all of what was Mandatory Palestine before 1948, including
control not only of its own territory but of the territories nominally under the authority of the PA. No
one enters or leaves these areas without its permission. Palestinian refugees from Iraq, even if born
in Palestine, have no right to enter the country, all of which is subject to the complete control of the
Israeli authorities. In consequence, none have been able to take refuge in Palestine, although
through the intercession of active NGO’s some of these Palestinian refugees from Iraq have been
able to obtain asylum in Chile, Argentina, Brazil, and other faraway places, while many of their
compatriots still languish in miserable conditions on the Iraqi border.
Another example of the questionable current status of the Palestinians, and their lack of
agency, is the role of Egypt in Israel’s blockade of the Gaza Strip. This nearly hermetic closure has
16 For some of the reasons for this hostility to the Palestinians, see R. Khalidi, Under Siege: PLO Decision-making
During the 1982 War (New York: Columbia University Press, 1986).
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been ongoing for more than twenty-one months as I write this, after starting in a slightly less severe
and systematic fashion soon after Hamas won the Palestinian Electoral Council elections in January
2006. Egypt has a role in controlling access to one of the exit points from that now-sealed off
territory, the Rafah crossing for people (but not goods) between the Gaza Strip and Egyptian Sinai.
By an agreement of November 2005 between the PA and Israel, endorsed by the United States, the
European Union, and Egypt, the Rafah crossing point on the Gaza Strip side came under the nominal
control of PA security forces and European Union monitors. However, by this agreement Israel
maintained its ultimate control over this and all other entry points into the Gaza Strip, as the Rafah
crossing operated under the constant electronic supervision of the Israeli security authorities, who
vetted all individuals hoping to cross, and made the final decision as to who had permission to enter
or leave. Moreover, at Israeli insistence, all goods from Egypt destined for Gaza had to enter Israel
first and be subject to Israeli security procedures.
This situation obtained until July 2007, when Hamas forcibly took over the Gaza Strip, a step
it claimed was necessary to preempt a planned Fatah coup de main.17 At that point, the PA guards
and European Union monitors disappeared, and the Rafah crossing was sealed by Egypt on its side of
the border at the same time as Israel closed all the other routes into the strip. Except for one “prison
break” in January 2008, when Palestinians broke down the barriers and surged freely into Egypt for a
number of days, the Rafah crossing point has been kept shut by Egypt. This has consistently been the
case, apart from a few exceptional cases, like the return of Palestinian patients from treatment in
Egypt, and the occasional passage of a limited number of individuals for humanitarian purposes
during and after the December 2008–January 2009 Israeli attacks on the Gaza Strip. Deprived of free
access to the more than 200 truckloads of goods necessary for normal life in the Gaza Strip, and
sealed into their 139-squaremile prison, Gazans quickly turned to an existing network of tunnels
running from the Egyptian to the Palestinian side of the divided town of Rafah, which formerly
carried mainly contraband such as drugs and arms. As the Israeli siege tightened, these tunnels
multiplied and were expanded to carry a wide range of goods ranging from diesel fuel to macaroni to
Viagra. Israel, desirous of stopping the flow of weapons to Hamas, and also of maintaining its
absolute control of entry of goods and people into the Gaza Strip, focused among other things on
destroying these tunnels during its three weeks of attacks on Gaza in late 2008 and early 2009. It is
worth noting that the tunnels have been in continuous operation for many years, including the
period before 2005, when Israel had forces stationed in Rafah that were unable to find all the tunnels
and halt the smuggling.
Egypt argues, with some reason, that under international law the Gaza Strip, like the West
Bank, is technically still an occupied territory, in spite of the withdrawal of Israeli forces and Israeli
settlers from within the Strip in 2005, since Israel still controls the territory from without by sea, land,
and air. It therefore maintains that as the occupying power, Israel bears the responsibility for the
welfare of the population under the terms of the Fourth Geneva Convention.18 Thus the Egyptian
17 The United States supported the planned Fatah coup according to David Rose, “The Gaza Bombshell,” April
2008, http://www.vanityfair.com/politics/features2008/04/gaza200804
18 Israel vigorously denies that it is still the occupying power, describing the Gaza Strip as a “hostile entity,”
and treating it as such, while at the same time admitting some responsibility for a minimal level of humanitarian
assistance. The U.S. government apparently does not concur. The CIA website states in reference to the Gaza
Strip’s maritime boundaries (which are controlled by Israel): “Israeli-occupied with current status subject to the
Israeli-Palestinian Interim Agreement—permanent status to be determined through further negotiation.”
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/gz.html. Nor does Israeli legal expert Prof.
Yoram Dinstein, the former president of Tel Aviv University, concur. He stated at a seminar to assess the results
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government states that if it were to take full responsibility for opening the Rafah crossing and allow
goods and people to cross freely, that would enable Israel to escape its own responsibilities. It
further argues, much more debatably, that its hands are tied by its international obligations. This
would only be true if Egypt were to insist on unilaterally observing the 2005 agreement, which has
not been in force since July 2007, or if it were to admit that it feels coerced by Israel into doing its
bidding as far as the blockade is concerned. In fact, Egypt’s complicity in the Israeli blockade of Gaza
is voluntary: It could and does open the Rafah crossing on occasion when it chooses to do so, and
has in the past turned a blind eye to at least some of the smuggling through the Rafah tunnels.
Like other Arab states, Egypt pays voluble lip-service to the Palestinian cause, but like them
its actions are not always consonant with its words. The Egyptian regime’s hostility to the effective
Hamas rulers of the Gaza Strip (who are ideological soul-mates of the powerful Muslim Brotherhood,
which leads the opposition to the regime in Egypt) and its own weakness vis-à-vis the United States
and Israel (the main proponents of the blockade) provide the driving force for Egyptian policy.19 By
keeping the Rafah crossing sealed during the Israeli closure of all the other entry and exit points
from the Gaza Strip, Egypt has in practice become a junior participant in the Israeli blockade of the
Strip that started in July 2007. This blockade amounts to inflicting suffering on its 1.5 million people
because of the actions of their Hamas rulers. This is a form of collective punishment that is clearly in
violation of international law. It is moreover another indication of the powerlessness of the
Palestinians at the hands not only of Israel and its American and European supporters, but also of the
Arab states that are nominally sympathetic to them. It further underlines the fact that being
Palestinian means having a status that is unstable and subject to arbitrary behavior by any of the
many states with power over Palestinians.
To complete this tour d’horizon of the complications confronting Palestinian identity today,
Syria and Jordan have large Palestinian refugee populations on their soil. Moreover, both countries
have long been deeply involved in the Palestine question, while their governments have been in
intermittent conflict with the Palestinian national movement in differing ways and at different times.
Each has had a major impact on the lives of the Palestinians who live within their borders, all of
whom are probably more integrated into their societies and live under more regular circumstances
than Palestinians anywhere else in the Arab world. Thus, virtually all Palestinians in Jordan are full
citizens of the country (as were the Palestinians of the West Bank before the establishment of the
PA, which now provides them with passports). Palestinians in Syria are not Syrian citizens, but they
have all the rights and obligations of Syrians (including being subject to conscription, receiving free
university education, and having the right to own land and businesses), except the right to vote in
national elections—a right that in any case is of very limited value, given the nature of the political
system in Syria. Although the perhaps 300,000 Palestinians in Syria constitute a tiny minority in a
population of more than 20 million, in Jordan the very size and prominence of the population of
Palestinian origin has been a considerable source of tension at different times in the past.
Palestinians may constitute a majority of Jordanian citizens, and Palestinians dominate the Jordanian
economy and some other spheres of life. This Palestinian preponderance arouses the fears of some

of the war held at the university’s Institute for National Security Studies on January 27, 2009, that Israel
continues to occupy the Gaza Strip.
19 See R. Khalidi, “Responses to the War in Gaza,” London Review of Books, 31, 2 (January 29, 2009), pp. 5–6.
For Egyptian policy toward Palestinians in Egypt, see Oroub El-Abed, Unprotected: Palestinians in Egypt Since
1948 (Washington, D.C.: Institute for Palestine Studies/Ottawa: International Development Research Institute,
2009).
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East Bank Jordanian nationalists. At the same time, many Palestinians in Jordan are so well
assimilated that some question whether they consider themselves more Jordanian than Palestinian.
It is through their interference in Palestinian politics that the Jordanian and Syrian regimes
have had the most impact on the Palestinians. This impact has ranged from outright warfare,
whether between the PLO and the Jordanian regime in 1970–1971 or Syrian troops and PLO forces in
Lebanon in 1976, to subversion, covert activities, and assassinations (of Jordanian officials by
Palestinian militants, or of PLO leaders by members of groups linked to Damascus). As was the case
with Palestinian involvement in internal conflicts within Lebanon, although the Palestinian civilian
population has generally suffered the most in confrontations between the PLO and the Jordanian
and Syrian regimes, the PLO was not blameless in all instances. Whether this was a matter of
sometimes questionable alliances in Lebanon, provocations of the Jordanian army and government
before Black September in 1970, or covert alignments with opponents of the Syrian regime, at times
the PLO made grave mistakes or purposely initiated conflicts with these powerful regimes. In some
measure this can be interpreted as a function of the precarious existence of the exiled PLO at the
mercy of different Arab host countries before the Oslo accords allowed its leadership to return to
Palestine in 1995. But that blanket excuse can only cover some, not all, of its sins of omission and
commission. The PLO’s often stormy relationship with these two countries that have played such
major roles in relation to the Palestine question illustrates once again the precarious status of the
Palestinians and Palestinian national identity throughout the Arab world.
These dangers facing the Palestinians as a political entity, whether of what amounts to
“politicide” by Israel (to use the term coined by the Israeli sociologist Baruch Kimmerling20) or of
subjugation, suppression, or cooptation by the Arab regimes, are in fact old ones. However, a new
and deadly danger faces Palestinian identity today, one that was only dimly visible in the early to mid1990s. This is the dual danger of the fragmentation of the remainder of the Palestinian homeland and
of the unity of the Palestinian national movement. It involves first the potentially lasting physical
divisions between and within what remains of the imagined homeland of the would-be Palestinian
state: East Jerusalem, the Gaza Strip, and the West Bank. This is a result not only of the obstinacy of
the Israeli occupation authorities in blocking movement of the Palestinian population between and
within these three areas (which has already been described), but also of the profound and growing
chasm between the two Palestinian “Authorities”: those of Fateh and Hamas. As the former now
controls the West Bank, even if only tenuously and with the support of the Israeli security services,
and the latter currently dominates the Gaza Strip, the divisions between them have contributed
further to the separation between these two regions and to the growing social and other differences
between their populations.
Some differences in the responses of Gazans and West Bankers to political issues have long
been visible in the regular polling of Palestinian opinion that has been done for more than a
decade.21 It is to be expected that there would be variances in the responses of populations in
radically different situations, as most Gazans are considerably worse off than the West Bankers, with
the former suffering from nearly twice the unemployment rate of the latter22 and having a GDP per
20 In his Politicide: Ariel Sharon’s War Against the Palestinians (London: Verso, 2003).
21 Among the best and most consistent are those of the Jerusalem Media and Communications Center.
http://www.jmcc.org/index.php
22 According to UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development), in 2006 and 2007 (the last
years for which data are available) the Gaza Strip had rates of 34.8 percent and 29.7 percent, respectively,
while the West Bank had rates of 18.6 percent and 17.7 percent.
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capita that was less than four fifths that of the West Bank, even before an eighteen-month blockade
and the twenty-two-day Israeli offensive in 2008–2009 that further crippled the economy of the Gaza
Strip.23 To these differences must be added what appears to be a growing disaffection between the
two populations. This could best be seen in the absence of a massive popular outpouring of protest
by West Bank residents in response to the Israeli attack on Gaza of 2008–2009. It was noticeable that
there were more spirited and more continuous demonstrations by Palestinians (but also in many
cases mainly non-Palestinians) in cities and towns in Israel as well as in Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan,
Morocco, and other parts of the Arab world than there were in the towns and cities of the West
Bank. Some of this was probably ascribable to the active intimidation and repression of
demonstrations by the PA security forces in the West Bank, which are dominated by Hamas’s rivals in
Fateh. The absence of massive popular protest at what was being done to fellow Palestinians only a
few tens of kilometers away was nevertheless a noticeable phenomenon, perhaps revealing an
estrangement between the two populations. It is certainly the case that they know each other less
and less as time goes on, given the crippling Israeli restrictions on movement. Young West Bank
Palestinians are very unlikely to have been to the Gaza Strip, and young Gazans are even less likely
ever to have been allowed to leave the Strip, let alone visit Jerusalem and the West Bank.
Meanwhile, the split between Fateh and Hamas has had a strongly corrosive effect on
Palestinian politics at least since the height of the second intifada, in 2001–2002. At that time, as
Israeli troops suppressed unarmed demonstrations with lethal gunfire and the death toll mounted
steeply, the two groups responded by competing in launching suicide attacks against Israeli
population centers. The impact of the ill-thought-out and indiscriminate assaults that resulted from
this competition between Hamas and Fateh was strategically disastrous for the Palestinians. It had
the result of decisively turning world opinion against the Palestinian cause, particularly since these
attacks coincided with the suicide attacks on the United States of 9/11. The suicide bombings also
both provoked and provided the pretext for Israel’s devastating reoccupation of Palestinian cities
and its destruction of much of the PA’s infrastructure in 2002. Largely as a result of the ferocious
competition between these two Palestinian movements, the second intifada constituted a major
defeat for the Palestinian national movement, whose unquestioned leader, Yasser Arafat, besieged
and isolated by Israeli forces in his headquarters in Ramallah, died in 2004.
Since Arafat’s death, the competition between the two groups has only grown more intense
and more destructive. The leadership of Fateh stubbornly refused to accept the popular verdict
embodied in the victory of Hamas in the Palestinian Legislative Council election of January 2006,
when it garnered just over 42 percent of the vote, versus 44 percent for Hamas, which won a large
parliamentary majority because of the quirks of the electoral system, and disunity within Fateh.
Instead of either accepting the role of loyal opposition or joining a coalition government, the top
leaders of Fateh chose to attempt to subvert and undermine these electoral results. The course they
thereupon took was in effect to conspire with Israel and the United States in their adamant
opposition to dealing with Hamas, among other things via complicity in the Israeli blockade and siege
of Gaza. This momentous decision by Fateh envenomed Palestinian politics and divided the
Palestinian national movement in a way not seen since the 1930s. This is not an exaggeration,
because for narrow partisan reasons Fateh was trying to bring down a popularly elected Palestinian
government in collaboration with outside forces that were overtly hostile to the Palestinian cause.

23 The latest UNCTAD data for GDP/capita are for 2006, and are $1007 for the Gaza Strip and $1285 for the West
Bank.
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Hamas played its own sorry role in this downward spiral, beyond its heavy responsibility for
initiating the suicide attacks inside Israel in the mid-1990s, and again after 2000. Faced with the
paralysis of the PA because of Fateh control of the executive branch, and theirs of the legislative
branch, Hamas carried out an armed coup de main in Gaza in July 2007, supposedly in response to the
plotting of leading Fateh security officials to oust them from power.24 The Islamic movement
thereby lost much of the legitimacy that it had retained until this point as a result of its 2006
electoral victory. Hamas thus consecrated and deepened the split in Palestinian politics, and
contributed significantly to the creation of two separate quasi-governmental entities, each claiming
to be the legitimate PA, one centered in Ramallah and the other in Gaza. This coup, which led to
exclusive Hamas control over the Gaza Strip, in turn gave Israel the pretext to further isolate that
territory and to punish its population more. The brutal and sometimes lethal treatment meted out by
Hamas to Fateh cadres in the Gaza Strip, and the reciprocally brutal treatment of Hamas members by
Fateh in the West Bank, only further poisoned Palestinian politics. In both cases, Fateh and Hamas at
times seemed to be acting more in consonance with the urgings of their foreign patrons, the United
States and Israel in the case of the former, and Syria and Iran in the case of the latter (all of them
engaged in a mini cold war with one another at the end of the George W. Bush era25) than out of any
discernable interpretation of the Palestinian national interest.
The two leaderships did not stop at this in their actions, most of which had the effect of
further polarizing and debilitating the Palestinian national movement. The Fateh-dominated
Ramallah-based PA, for its part, insisted on continuing fruitless negotiations with the Olmert
government for the last year of the Bush administration. It did so although it should have been
apparent that given the weakness of the Palestinian position in the absence of national unity,
nothing of substance could be achieved thereby (and by the end of the Bush administration nothing
had been achieved). More important, there was no clear Palestinian national consensus for engaging
in such negotiations in the absence of a coalition government with clear guidelines for dealing with
Israel, a coalition government whose formation Fateh had sabotaged, in part at the instigation of the
external powers supporting it, notably the United States. The PA in Ramallah continued these
negotiations during Israel’s hermetic blockade of the Gaza Strip, doing so in a situation in which 1.5
million of the Palestinian citizens whom the PA in Ramallah purported to represent were being
subjected by Israel to extreme deprivation. This unseemly spectacle of the PA’s complicity in what
amounted to an egregious violation of international law against its own people further exacerbated
the bitterness of the inter-Palestinian split.
Hamas, meanwhile, insisted on its right to employ armed resistance to Israel, acting like
Fateh, in the absence of a clear national consensus in favor of such a policy. In practice, “resistance”
primarily meant firing wildly inaccurate, home-made Qassam rockets with tiny warheads produced
from fertilizer and other similar ingredients and with minimal explosive power (and a few larger and
more lethal Soviet-designed and Syrian-manufactured Katyusha and Grad rockets that had been
smuggled into the Gaza Strip) in the general direction of nearby Israeli population centers. By sheer
dint of firing thousands of these Qassam rockets, some of which hit targets in these Israeli towns
and villages, killing several people and wounding more, normal life was eventually rendered

24 David Rose, “The Gaza Bombshell,” April 2008.
25 I argue in Sowing Crisis: The Cold War and American Dominance in the Middle East (Boston: Beacon, 2009) that
the American-Iranian confrontation at the end of the Bush years resembled nothing so much as a smaller
regional version of the old American-Soviet Cold War.
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impossible for many thousands of Israelis.26 Hamas apparently understood both the danger it
courted from a devastating Israeli response to these largely ineffective but infuriating pinpricks, and
the unpopularity of these actions among its own people.27 It therefore tried in 2008 to work out a
six-month truce, but this was foiled by Israel, which broke the truce it had agreed to after only four
months with a major attack on November 4, 2008. Moreover, Israel never carried out one of the
truce’s key provisions, which was the opening of the Gaza crossings and the lifting of the blockade.
The long-planned, ferocious Israeli attack on Gaza that was launched on December 27, 2008 was the
inevitable result of these grievous miscalculations by Hamas, and of Israel’s desire to re-establish its
power to intimidate, which went in Israeli security parlance by the name of “deterrence.”28 And
while Gaza burned, the PA leadership in Ramallah fiddled, joining Israel, the United States, and Egypt
in initially placing blame for what was happening on Hamas and helping Israel by suppressing
protests in the West Bank.
These damaging actions of both leaderships—which even with the greatest charity can only
be described as short-sighted, irresponsible, and motivated by the narrowest of selfish, partisan
motives (and some of which could certainly bear far less complimentary interpretations)—came at a
time of grave crisis for the Palestinian people. The Palestinian national objectives that had been
hammered out from the early 1970s until 1988 and that eventually formed the basis of a Palestinian
consensus, centering on a Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza Strip with Jerusalem as its
capital, linked to a just resolution of the refugee issue on the basis of United Nations resolutions,
have come to appear more and more unrealizable with the passage of time. Hamas originally refused
adamantly to subscribe to these goals or to support the Oslo accords and the PA that purported to
fulfill them. It thereafter appeared to edge toward tacitly accepting both a two-state solution and
26 Between June 2004 and the end of 2007, 12 Israelis were killed by rocket and mortar fire from the Gaza
Strip, according to the Israeli human rights organization B’tselem:
http://www.btselem.org/English/Israeli_Civilians/Qassam_missiles.asp .
During the same period, more than 1100 were killed in the Gaza Strip. Israeli civilian casualties resulting from
rocket and mortar fire from Gaza during the 22-day Israeli offensive that started on December 27, 2008 totaled
3 killed and 182 wounded according to the Israeli Magen David Adom Society, cited by the UN Office of the
Coordinator for Humanitarian Affairs. During Israel’s incursion into Gaza, 11 soldiers were killed (most by
“friendly fire”) and 339 wounded. Palestinian casualties according to the Palestinian Centre for Human Rights
Gaza amounted to 1434 killed (including 960 civilians, 239 police officers, and 235 militants) and 5303 injured
(including 2434 women and children): http://www.pchrgaza.org
27 The growing unpopularity of Hamas during a period when it was firing rockets from the Gaza Strip can be
seen in polling data from any of the reliable Palestinian institutions that do regular public opinion polls: e.g.,
those of the Jerusalem Media and Communications Center
(http://www.jmcc.org/publicpoll/results/2008/index.htm), which showed a decline in support for Hamas in four
polls from November 2007 through November 2008: 19.7%; 17.8%; 16.4%, and 16.6%. Support for Fateh also
declined, from 40% to 31.3% at the end of the period.
28 See, e.g., Amos Harel and Avi Issacharoff in “Analysis: Israel’s Three Alternative for the Future of the Gaza
War” in Haaretz, January 9, 2009: “A senior officer admitted Tuesday that the army’s secondary objective was
to restore the serious blow dealt to its self-confidence after the 2006 loss of the Second Lebanon War. This has
already been restored, he said.” According to the astute Israeli commentator Meron Benvenisti, writing in
Haaretz (“Woe to the Victors,” January 22, 2009): “The masterminds of Operation Cast Lead sought to
characterize it in two contradictory terms: ‘the landlord has gone insane’ and is retaliating with unbridled
savagery; and ‘controlled rage,’ or a rational military operation that is aimed at deterring the other side.” As
Israeli historian Avi Shlaim put it in The Guardian (January 7, 2009): “The army top brass had been champing at
the bit to deliver a crushing blow to Hamas in order to remove the stain left on their reputation by the failure of
the war against Hezbollah in Lebanon in July 2006.”
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the Oslo accords by agreeing to take part in PA Legislative Council elections in 2006, although it
never formally accepted either. Hamas thereby put itself in a contradictory position. On the one
hand, it was scathingly critical of the meager results of Fateh’s negotiations with Israel, of its scaling
down of Palestinian aspirations, and of its abandonment of any means of pressure on the powerful
and overbearing Israeli side. On the other, it was willing to enter into a series of cease-fires with the
Jewish state, and after 2006 agreed to be part of coalition governments with Fateh that would
negotiate with Israel. It thus seemed to be increasingly committed to its own peculiar form of a twostate solution, rejecting outright any formal recognition of Israel but accepting the possibility of a
“truce” with Israel of as much as 100 years and other similarly unique features (none of which was
necessarily acceptable to Israel or other actors). Hamas thus seemed to want to preserve its purity,
but also to enjoy the fruits of sin.
Nowadays, however, it can and should be argued that all of this is moot. The establishment
of the PA as a step toward the establishment of a Palestinian state seems clearly to have created
more problems than it solved. The need for a fresh approach to the definition of Palestinian national
goals and for a re-examination of the means for achieving them has become increasingly apparent to
Palestinians. This involves a rethinking of the appropriate forms of resistance to occupation,
including the place of armed and nonviolent means; whether it is indeed possible to negotiate an end
to the occupation with Israel; and, if negotiation is possible, the best approach to negotiations and
to achievement of other Palestinian national objectives. Instead of addressing these critical issues,
however, Fateh and Hamas have for years now been mired in their fratricidal, partisan conflict. They
have in particular been engaged in unseemly squabbling over the diminishing spoils represented by
the PA, even as the value and actual power of this authority came more and more into question, and
as their lack of a clear strategy for national liberation became manifest to all but their most devoted
partisans.
As I write these words, in early summer of 2009, two rounds of unity talks between Fateh
and Hamas after nearly two years of an open split have just adjourned without results in Cairo, with
another round promised. It would be foolhardy to bank on their success, given the deep bitterness
that has developed between the two sides, the strong vested interests of external parties in the
continuation of the existing inter-Palestinian divisions, and the obstacles that Israel and the United
States are capable of placing in the way of any PA unity government that may emerge from these
talks. Even if the two sides do succeed, even if some form of Palestinian unity is restored and a
coalition government is formed and new elections held, and even if the blockade of Gaza is lifted and
reconstruction can begin, the really hard part will be yet to come. That would be to get the
Palestinian people out of the state of occupation, dispersion, and lack of a clear strategy for
mobilizing enough forces to change the current extremely unfavorable status quo that they have
been in for many years.
Besides the difficulties already outlined, that task is made all the harder by the fact that the
possibility of an equitable two-state solution seems so distant, dimmed as it is by the many massive
Israeli creations on the ground, both physical and institutional, that I described earlier. These
changes make any form of equitable partition of this small country between its two peoples seem
almost unattainable as a Palestinian goal. Many level-headed observers have in fact concluded that it
is now completely unattainable. Meanwhile, the prospect of a just one-state solution, increasingly
being discussed in some quarters, appears even more distant, given the attachment of both the
Israeli and Palestinian peoples to having a state of their own, and the difficulties of bringing these
antagonists not just to make peace but to live together within the same polity. This is not to speak of
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the opposition of the entire international community to a one-state solution, and the international
commitment to the continued existence of Israel explicitly in the context of a two-state solution.
Instead of a reasonably equitable two-state solution or some form of one-state binational
solution, in the immediate and indefinite future the Palestinians seem fated to live with the present
status quo. This status quo involves an achingly unjust and highly unstable “one state solution” of a
peculiarly perverse kind. The one state that we are likely to continue to see in the land between the
Mediterranean and the Jordan River is an Israeli state that is increasingly intolerant of the nearly 20
percent of its citizens who are Palestinians. In that one state, what will soon become a Jewish
minority within the entire country between the sea and the river will continue to dominate multiple
different categories of what will soon become a Palestinian majority (if it is not already one),
deprived in different ways of rights and agency, like the descending circles of Dante’s inferno.
This is why I believe that discussions in some circles of whether a one-state or a two-state
solution to this conflict is preferable have a slightly surreal quality in the current critical environment.
What we must have now is not debate about how many states can dance on the head of a pin, but
rather discovery of the means of reversing—very rapidly—the powerful current dynamic, and of
extricating the Palestinian people from their present state. The highly inequitable de facto one-state
“solution” now in effect looks more and more entrenched. Paradoxically, I predict it will become
more and more untenable and more violently unstable as time goes on.
Palestinian identity may be under much greater threat today than it was when this book was
first published. At the same time, in spite of the looming challenges it faces, Palestinian identity is as
alive and powerful today in knitting together the 8 or 9 million Palestinians—not just the more than 5
million living inside the country, but those in the diaspora—as it was at any time over the past
century or so. I hope this new printing of Palestinian Identity will help a new generation of readers
comprehend where it came from—and perhaps help it understand where it may be going.
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The Laws of War, including the Hague Conventions (1899 and 1907):
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/subject_menus/lawwar.asp
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948):
http://www.ohchr.org/en/udhr/pages/introduction.aspx
United Nations Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (1948):
http://www.hrweb.org/legal/genocide.html
Fourth Geneva Convention (1949): http://www.icrc.org/ihl.nsf/FULL/380?OpenDocument
International Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid (1973):
http://untreaty.un.org/cod/avl/ha/cspca/cspca.html
United Nations Convention Against Torture (1984): http://www.hrweb.org/legal/cat.html
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (1990):
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/crc.htm
International Court of Justice Advisory Ruling on the Israeli Apartheid Wall in the Occupied
Palestinian Territories
(2004):http://www.icjcij.org/docket/index.php?pr=71&code=mwp&p1=3&p2=4&p3=6&case=1
31&k=5a (summary of the advisory ruling) and http://www.icjcij.org/docket/files/131/1677.pdf (actual report)
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Sykes-Picot Agreement (1916): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/sykes.asp
Balfour Declaration (1917): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/balfour.asp
San Remo Convention confirming the British Mandate of Palestine (1922):
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/palmanda.asp
British White Paper (1922): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/brwh1922.asp
Passfield White Paper (1929):
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/History/passfield.html
Hope-Simpson Report (1930):
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/History/Hope_Simpson.html
Peel Commission (1936–1937): http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/History/peel1.html
British White Paper (1939): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/brwh1939.asp
Alexandria Protocol (1944): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/alex.asp
Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry (1946):
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/subject_menus/angtoc.asp
U.N. Partition Plan (1947): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/res181.asp
Israeli Declaration of Independence (1948): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/israel.asp
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UN Resolution 194: http://daccess-ddsny.un.org/doc/RESOLUTION/GEN/NR0/043/65/IMG/NR004365.pdf?OpenElement
Egyptian-Israeli Armistice Agreement (1949):
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/arm01.asp
Lebanese-Israeli Armistice Agreement (1949):
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/arm02.asp
Jordanian-Israeli Armistice Agreement (1949):
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/arm03.asp
Syrian-Israeli Armistice Agreement (1949): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/arm04.asp
Resolution on the Assistance of Palestinian Refugees (1949):
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/decad174.asp
UN Resolution condemning Qibya Massacre (1953):
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/mid009.asp
UN Resolution condemning Israeli attacks in Gaza (1955):
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/mid010.asp
UN Resolution 242 (1967): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/un242.asp
Palestinian National Charter (1968): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/plocov.asp
Israeli-Egyptian Peace Treaty (1979): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/isregypt.asp
Hamas Charter (1988): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/hamas.asp
Israel-PLO Agreement (1993): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/isrplo.asp
Israel-Jordan Treaty (1994): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/pal06.asp
Sharm el-Sheikh Fact-Finding Committee (2001):
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/21st_century/mitchell_plan.asp
Arab Peace Initiative (2002):
http://www.aaper.org/site/c.quIXL8MPJpE/b.3813075/k.608E/Arab_Peace_Initiative.htm
Middle East Peace Road Map (2003): http://avalon.law.yale.edu/21st_century/roadmap.asp
Palestinian Prisoners Reconciliation Document (2006):
http://www.mideastweb.org/prisoners_letter.htm
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The United Nations passes many resolutions with regards to many subjects. They are
often discussed especially when it comes to the Question of Palestine, and therefore we believe
it to be of imperative value that one is well-informed in regards to the position of the UN on the
Question of Palestine. We also realize that UN websites are rather difficult to navigate, and
hence have collected some of the links here with short descriptions.
The United Nations has a committee on the “Question of Palestine” that was
established in 1975 and the website can be viewed here:
http://unispal.un.org/unispal.nsf/home.htm
The website is of particular value as it contains a plethora of resources and documents
by the UN on the various issues. The United Nations Information System on the Question of
Palestine (UNISPAL) has over 30, 000 documents that are searchable online. You can view the
database here: http://unispal.un.org/unispal.nsf/udc.htm?OpenForm
Furthermore, resolutions passed in regards to Palestine have been neatly collected with
hyperlinks to the original resolutions for your viewing pleasure. Voting records are also
available online for free. To view the resolutions passed by specific bodies (then organized by
year), please click the links below






General Assembly
Security Council
Economic and Social Council
Human Rights Council
Commission on the Status of Women
See also the Voting records.

There are several resources available from the UN in regards to reports on the situation and
human rights that can be found in our resources section appendix.
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42 UNSC Resolutions VETOED
Unilaterally by the United
States
For a full list of Resolutions vetoed by the US with more information, please visit:
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/UN/usvetoes.html
Calls on Israel to withdraw its forces from Gaza and cease attacks that endanger Palestinian
civilians; Calls on both sides to cease violence, abide by international law, and resume peace
negotiations - Vetoed 10-1 (US) with four abstentions - Nov 11, 2006
Calls for the release of abducted Israeli soldier, release of all illegally-detained Palestinian civilians,
and an end to Israel's disproportionate use of force against the people of Gaza - Vetoed 10-1 (US)
with four abstentions - July 13, 2006
Demands an end to Israel's excessive use of force against civilian areas in Gaza and calls on both
sides to abide by the Road Map - Vetoed 11-1 (US) with three abstentions - Oct 5, 2004
Calls on Israel to abide by the Fourth Geneva Convention, respect international humanitarian law,
and refrain from home demolitions in Rafah - Passed 14-0, but with U.S. abstention - May 19, 2004
Condemns the extrajudicial execution of Sheikh Ahmed Yassin along with six other Palestinians
outside a mosque in Gaza City and condemns all terrorist attacks against civilians - Vetoed 11-1 (US)
with three abstentions - March 25, 2004
Decides that the route of Israel's "Security Wall," which juts deep into Palestinian territory,
involves illegal de facto annexation of Palestinian land and demands that the route conform to the
internationally-recognized border - Vetoed 10-1 (US) with four abstentions - Oct 14, 2003
The International Court of Justice reached the same conclusion in July 2004.
Demands an end to all acts of violence, terror, and destruction and demands that Israel cease all
threats to harm or deport Yasser Arafat, the elected President of the Palestinian Authority - Vetoed
11-1 (US) with three abstentions - Sept 16, 2003
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Condemns the killing by Israeli forces of several UN employees, including one international staff
member in the Jenin refugee camp, as well as the deliberate destruction of a World Food
Programme warehouse full of food for needy Palestinians, and demands that Israel abide by the
Geneva Conventions - Vetoed 12-1 (US) with two abstentions - Dec 20, 2002
Condemns acts of terror; Demands an end to violence and encourages the establishment of a
monitoring mechanism to help both parties implement confidence-building measures - Vetoed 12-1
(US) with two abstentions - Dec 14, 2001
Calls on both sides to implement the Sharm El-Sheikh agreements, urges cessation of all violence
and collective punishment, calls for cessation of settlement expansion, and calls for a UN Observer
Force in the West Bank and Gaza - Vetoed 9-1 (US) with four abstentions - Mar 27, 2001
Demands that Israel cease construction of the settlement on Jabal Abu Ghneim in East Jerusalem
(called Har Homa by Israel) and halt all other settlement activity in the occupied territories - Vetoed
13-1 (US) with one abstention - Mar 21, 1997
Calls on Israel to refrain from all activities, including settlement expansion, which alter the facts on
the ground, pre-empt final status negotiations, and have negative implications for the Middle East
Peace Process; Calls upon Israel to abide by the Geneva Conventions and calls upon all parties to
continue and abide by peaceful negotiations - Vetoed 14-1 (US) - Mar 7, 1997
Confirms that the expropriation of land by Israel in East Jerusalem is invalid and in violation of
relevant Security Council resolutions and provisions of the Fourth Geneva convention; Expresses
support for the peace process, including the Declaration of Principles of September 1993 - Vetoed
14-1 (US) - May 17, 1995
Calls for a commission of three Security Council members to be dispatched to examine the
situation relating to the policies and practices of Israel in the Palestinian territories, including East
Jerusalem, and recommend means for ensuring the safety and protection of Palestinian civilians
under Israeli military occupation - Vetoed 14-1 (US) - May 31, 1990
Calls on Israel to abide by the Geneva Convention relative to the protection of civilians in wartime
and desist from arbitrary confiscations of land and property in the occupied territories, as occurred
in Beit Sahur (S/20945/Rev.1) - Vetoed 14-1 (US) - Nov 6, 1989
Calls on Israel to abide by the Geneva Conventions and cease deportations of Palestinian civilians,
school closures, and other violations in the occupied territories, including Jerusalem; Calls for Israel
to permit those civilians already deported to return (S/20677) - Vetoed 14-1 (US) - June 8, 1989
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Calls on Israel to abide by the Fourth Geneva Convention and desist from illegal policies in the
occupied territories, such as indiscriminate firing into civilian areas, which has resulted in increased
injuries and deaths of innocents, particularly children (S/20463) - Vetoed 14-1 (US) - Feb 17, 1989
Condemns the Israeli attack against civilians in Southern Lebanon on 9 December 1988 and once
again calls for the immediate withdrawal of all Israeli forces from Lebanon (S/20322) - Vetoed 14-1
(US) - Dec 14, 1988
Condemns the invasion by Israeli forces of Southern Lebanon, particularly the devastation of the
entire village of Meidoun, and calls for the immediate withdrawal of all Israeli forces from
Lebanese territory (S/19868) - Vetoed 14-1 (US) - May 10, 1988
Demands that Israel rescind orders to deport Palestinian civilians, permit those already deported to
return, and cease its illegal policy of collective punishment in the occupied territories, such as the
demolition of homes in the village of Beita; Condemns the assault on Sheikh Saad Eddin El-Alami,
Head of the Supreme Islamic Council, by Israeli forces in Jerusalem on 1 April 1988 (S/19780) Vetoed 14-1 (US) - Apr 14, 1988
Calls on Israel to accept de jure applicability of the 4th Geneva Convention in the occupied
territories; Urges Israel to cooperate with the activities of the International Committee of the Red
Cross and UNRWA in the occupied territories; Affirms the urgent need to achieve comprehensive
peace (S/19466) - Vetoed 14-1 (US) - Jan 29, 1988
Calls on Israel to cease encroachments on Lebanese territory, including the construction of roads
and fences that violate Lebanese sovereignty, withdraw all its military forces to the to the
internationally-recognized borders, and desist from attacks against civilians (S/19434) - Vetoed 13-1
(US) with one abstention - Jan 18, 1988
Condemns the Israeli interception and detention of a civilian Libyan aircraft (S/17796/Rev.1) - Vetoed
10-1 (US) with four abstentions - Feb 6, 1986
Reaffirms that all attempts by Israel to alter the physical character, demographic composition,
institutional structure or status of the occupied territories, including Jerusalem -- through
expropriation of land, construction of settlements, population transfer, etc. -- is invalid and in
violation of relevant Security Council resolutions and the Fourth Geneva convention; Calls on Israel
to respect Muslims holy sites and refrain from provocative actions, such as those committed by
Knesset members and Security Forces at Haram Al-Sharif in Jerusalem (S/17769/Rev.1) - Vetoed 13-1
(US) with one abstention - Jan 30, 1986
Calls on Israeli forces occupying Southern Lebanon to cease committing human rights violations
against civilians, which undermine reconciliation efforts, and withdraw immediately (S/17730/Rev.2)
- Vetoed 11-1 (US) with three abstentions - Jan 17, 1986
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Calls on Israel to cease repressive measures taken in the West Bank and Gaza since 4 Aug 1985,
including curfews, administrative detentions, and deportations (S/17459) - Vetoed 10-1 (US) with
four abstentions - Sept 13, 1985
Calls on Israeli forces occupying the western Beka and Rashaya districts of Southern Lebanon to
cease the illegal measures taken against civilians and to withdraw from Lebanon immediately;
Urges that a fact-finding mission be deployed to monitor conditions in this region (S/17000) Vetoed 11-1 (US) with three abstentions - Mar 11, 1985
Demands that Israel immediately lift all restrictions to the freedom of movement of civilians and
goods in Southern Lebanon (particularly the closing of roads and crossings) as well as obstructions
to Lebanese government institutions and personnel; Calls on all parties to respect the Fourth
Geneva Convention (S/16732) - Vetoed 13-1 (US) with one abstention - Sept 6, 1984
Reaffirms that Israeli settlement construction in the occupied territories violates international law,
undermines efforts towards a just and comprehensive peace, and should not be facilitated by any
State. Calls on Israel to dismantle illegal settlements, cease expulsions of Palestinian citizens, and
desist from attacks against civilians, such as the killing and wounding of students at the Islamic
college in Al-Khalil on 26 July 1983 (S/15895) - Vetoed 13-1 (US) with one abstention - Aug 1, 1983
Deplores Israel's noncompliance with previous resolutions aimed at halting the bloodshed in
Beirut, and calls for the cessation of military aid to Israel until its full withdrawal from
Lebanon (S/15347/Rev.1, as orally amended) - Vetoed 11-1 (US) with three abstentions - Aug 6, 1982
Calls upon all parties to the conflict in Lebanon to respect the rights of civilians and cease hostilities
immediately. Calls upon Palestinian and Israeli forces to simultaneously withdraw from Beirut;
Suggests the deployment of UN observers and forces in the region to support the Lebanese
government (S/15255/Rev.2) - Vetoed 14-1 (US) - June 25, 1982
Calls on all parties to the conflict in Lebanon to immediately cease hostilities and comply with the
Hague Convention of 1907; Calls on Israel to withdraw its forces from Lebanon (S/15185) - Vetoed 141 (US) - June 8, 1982
Condemns the shooting of worshippers at the holy site of al-Haram al-Shareef (the sanctuary of the
Dome of the Rock and the Al-Aqsa Mosque) in Jerusalem by armed Israelis; Calls on Israel to refrain
from hindering the Higher Islamic Council's established functions in Jerusalem (S/14985) - Vetoed
14-1 (US) - Apr 20, 1982
Denounces Israel's dismissal of elected mayors in Nablus and Ramallah and disbanding of the
elected municipal council in El Bireh; Calls on Israel to cease measures taken in the West Bank,
Gaza, and Syrian Golan Heights that violate the Fourth Geneva Convention and damage prospects
for peace (S/14943) - Vetoed 13-1 (US) with one abstention - Apr 1, 1982
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Strongly condemns Israel's annexation of the Syrian Golan Heights on 14 Dec 1981 and determines it
an act of aggression as defined by Article 39 of the UN Charter; Calls on all member states and UN
agencies to refrain from providing any assistance, aid, or cooperation with Israel in order to deter
Israel in its policies and practices of annexation (S/14832/Rev.2) - Vetoed 9-1 (US) with five
abstentions - Jan 19, 1982
Reaffirms the inalienable right of Palestinian self-determination and statehood, the right of return
for Palestinian refugees, as well as the right of those refugees not wishing to return to receive
compensation for their property. Calls on Israel to withdraw from all territories occupied since
June 1967 (S/13911) - Vetoed 10-1 (US) with four abstentions - Apr 28, 1980
Reaffirms the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people to self-determination, including the right
of return for refugees and to national independence and sovereignty in Palestine (S/12119) - Vetoed
10-1 (US) with four abstentions - June 29, 1976
Calls on Israel to cease all measures (including land expropriation and settlement construction)
aimed at altering the character (demographic, religious, and legal) of the occupied territories,
particularly Jerusalem (S/12022) - Vetoed 14-1 (US) - Mar 24, 1976
Reaffirms the right of Palestinian self-determination and statehood, the right of return for
Palestinian refugees, as well as the right of those refugees not wishing to return to receive
compensation for their property; Calls on Israel to withdraw from all territories occupied since
1967, including Jerusalem (S/11940) - Vetoed 9-1 (US) with three abstentions - Jan 23, 1976
Determines that Israel's massive air attacks against Lebanon were indiscriminate, premeditated,
and in violation of the UN Charter and Security Council Resolutions; Calls on Israel to desist from all
military attacks against Lebanon (S/11898) - Vetoed 13-1 (US) with one abstention - Dec 5, 1975
Calls on all parties to the situation in the Middle East to cooperate with the efforts of the Special
Representative to the UN Secretary General; Deplores Israel's continued occupation of the
territories occupied since 1967 (S/10974) - Vetoed 13-1 (US) - July 24, 1973
Calls on all parties to the deteriorating situation in the Middle East to cease military operations and
exercise greater restraint in the interest of peace and security (S/10784) - Vetoed 13-1 (US) with one
abstention - Sept 10, 1972
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This may seem like an odd thing to have included in an informational handbook, but we
believe that it is imperative for those killed to be remembered- by name. This is an honour not
often granted to the Palestinian people as they become more of a statistic in the media as
opposed to human beings with a past, family, and life. In an attempt to humanize the conflict,
we hope that these collections of names for those children who died, the prisoners imprisoned,
and the villages destroyed will serve as useful in a grand scheme of things. These are also not
easily found on the internet and so we have sought to include them in this handbook. These are
especially useful for vigils and displays in which names are needed. We highly suggest that
effective displays are made using these names, or that they are read out in vigils.
Taken from: http://www.dci-pal.org/english/display.cfm?DocId=917&CategoryId=32

Defence for Children International
Operation Cast Lead: 352 Children Killed
DCI-Palestine confirms the deaths of 352 children (names below) as a direct result of Israel's military
offensive "Operation Cast Lead" in the Gaza Strip between 27 December 2008 and 18 January 2009.
Furthermore, DCI-Palestine confirms the deaths of five children caused indirectly by Operation Cast
Lead: one baby born prematurely during a raid and unable to survive for long; three children killed
by unexploded ordnance on 23 January; and one child who had undergone heart surgery a week
before the offensive, was of weak constitution, and died in June unable to overcome health
complications resulting from inhalation of white phosphorous fumes during Operation Cast Lead.
1.

Jawaher Anwar Khalil Ba’lousha (4), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Dena Anwar Khalil Ba’lousha (7), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Samar Anwar Khalil Ba’lousha (12), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Ekram Anwar Khalil Ba’lousha (13), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Tahreer Anwar Khalil Ba’lousha (17), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Sedqi Zeyad Mahmoud al-'Absi (4), Yebna Camp, RAFAH
Mohammad Zeyad Mahmoud al-'Absi (13) Yebna Camp, RAFAH
Ahmad Zeyad Mahmoud al-'Absi (12), Yebna Camp, RAFAH
Ebtihal Abdallah Tawfiq Keshko (7), Gaza City, GAZA
Yasmin Wa’el Dhaban (16), Gaza City, GAZA
Hanin Wa'el Dhaban (15), Gaza City, GAZA
Mustafa Khader Saber Abu Ghanima (16), Gaza city, GAZA
Mohammad Basel Mahmoud Madi (17)
Lama Talal Shehda Hamdan (4), Beit Hanoun city, NORTH GAZA
Ismail Talal Shehda Hamdan (9), Beit Hanoun city, NORTH GAZA
Haia Talal Shehda Hamdan (12), Beit Hanoun city, NORTH GAZA
Abed Rabbo Iyad Abed Rabbo al-Astal (8), al-Qarara, KHAN YUNIS
Mohammad Iyad Abed Rabbo al-Astal (11), al-Qarara, KHAN YUNIS
Abed as-Sattar Waleed Abed al-Raheem al-Astal (11), al-Qarara, KHAN YUNIS
Yousif Abed Hasan Barbakh (14), al-Shawkeh village, Rafah, RAFAH
Musa Yousif Hasan Barbakh (16), al-Shawkeh village, Rafah, RAFAH
Marwan Hasan Abed al-Ma’thoun Qdeh (4)
Mohammad Hussam E’lian (17)
Azza Salah al-Samouni (2)
Mohammad Helmi Talal al-Samouni (5 months)
Al-Mo’tasem Bellah Mohammad Ibrahim al-Samouni (1)
Mohammad Akram Abu-Daqa (14)
Ibrahim Akram Abu-Daqa (15)
Mohammad Khaled Al-Kahlout (14)
Habib Khaled Al-Kahlout (13)
Tawfiq Khaled Al-Kahlout (11)
Shaban Adel Hamed Hanif (16), Gaza City, GAZA
Ismail Abdallah abu-Snaneh (14)
Hani Mohammad Mousa al-Selawi (6)
Hasan Nasim Amer Hejou (15)
Mohammad Mousa Ismail al-Selawi (11)
Lina Abed al-Meni’m Nafez Hasan (9)
Mohammad Basem Ahmad Shaqoura (8)
Bilal Hamza Ali Obaid (17), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Nour Mo’in Shafeeq Deeb (3), al-Fakhoura, Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Aseel Mo’in Shafeeq Deeb (9), al-Fakhoura, Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Esam Sameer Shafeeq Deeb (13), al-Fakhoura, Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Mustafa Mo'in Shafeeq Deeb (13), al-Fakhoura, Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Mohammad Mo'in Shafeeq Deeb (16), al-Fakhoura, Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Abed allah Mohammad Shafiq Abed allah (10)
Mahmoud Khaled ‘Elaian al-Mashharawi (14), al-Remal, Gaza City, GAZA
Ahmad Khader Diab Sbaih (17), al-Remal, Gaza City, GAZA
Ismail Adnan Hasan Hawila (16), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
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49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.

Bayan Khaled Ibrahim Khleif (12), Mashrou Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Bara Iyad Sameeh Shalha (6), Mashrou Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Osama Said Mohammad Lubbad (17), Mashrou Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Ibrahim Suliman Mohammad Baraka (11)
Bashar Samir Mousa Naji (13)
Ahmad al-Samouni (4), Gaza City, GAZA
Maryam Nizar Abed al-Qader Rayyan (9), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Aya Nizar Abed al-Qader Rayyan (11), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Zainab Nizar Abed al-Qader Rayyan (8), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Reem Nizar Abed al-Qader Rayyan (4), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Aysha Nizar Abed al-Qader Rayyan (2), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Ghassan Nizar Abed al-QaderRayyan (16), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Abed al-Qader Nizar Abed al-Qader Rayyan (11), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Abed al-Rahman Nizar Abed al-Qader Rayyan (5), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Osama iben Zaid Nizar Abed al-Qader Rayyan (2), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Aya Nizar Abed al-Qader Rayyan (1), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Halima Nizar Abed al-Qader Rayyan (4), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Ahmad Asad Deeb Tbail (15)
Moaz Yaser Abu Tair (6)
Rajeh Nahed Rajeh Zeiada (17)
Tareq Yaser Mohammad Afana (16)
Rafeeq Abed al-Baset Saleh al-Khudari (16), al-Remal, Gaza City, GAZA
Amjad Majdi Ahmad al-Bayed (15), al-Remal, Gaza City, GAZA
Abed al-Rahman Ibrahim Jab-allah (13)
Mahmoud Ibrahim Jab-allah (13)
Nabeel Mahmoud Mohammad Abu T’aimeh (16), Abasan, KHAN YUNIS
Qasem Tal'at Jameel Abed an-Nabi (6), al-Falouja, Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Basem Tal'at Jameel Abed an-Nabi (11), al-Falouja, Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Osama Khaled Hussein Abu Rjaileh (16), Rumeida, Bani Shaila, KHAN YUNIS
Mahmoud Mohammad Khamees Abu Qamar (14), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Mohammad Jamil abdallah Qdeih (14)
Mohammad Atta Hassan Azzam (11)
Hassan Atta Hassan Azzam (1)
Ezz al-Dein Adel Khaled al-Fara (13)
Mohammad Maher Sayah Abu Sweireh (16)
Tamer Hassan Ali al-Akhras (5), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Abed al-Karim Zeiad al-Nemer (13)
Suhir Zeiad al-Nemer (17)
Shahd Mohammad Heje (3)
Fatema Ra’d Zaki Jad allah (10)
Mohammad Samir Heje (14)
Abed allah Nasser Abed allah al- Sdoudi (6)
Ahmad Osama Mohammad Qurtom (6)
Ismail Mohamad Ibrahim al-Samouni (15)
Ishaq Mohamad Ibrahim al-Samouni (13)
Zakaria Hamed Khamis al-Samouni (7)
Huda Na’el Fares al-Samouni (16)
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96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.

Walid Rashad Helmi al-Samouni (16)
Rezqa Wa’el Fares al-Samouni (14)
Fares Wa’el Fares al-Samouni (12)
Abdallah Jehad Hosain Jodeh (14)
Mostafa Rashad Fadel al- Khaldy (17)
Mahmoud Zaki Issa Hmaid (17)
Ali Musa Sameer al-Qatnani (15), Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Ibrahim Ahmad Hassan Ma’rouf (14)
Abed al-Rahman Mohammad Ghaben (14)
Haitham Yaser Ma’rouf (10)
Mohammad Farid al-Ma’soubani (15)
Nour Ezz al-din Mohammad Mousa (15)
Oyoun Jehad al-Nasleh (15)
Al-Moe’z ledinellah al-Nasleh (2)
Eyad Nabil Saleh (16)
Hamzeh Zuhair Tantish (11)
Mahmoud Zuhair Tantish (17)
Thae’r Shaker Qarmout (16)
Ahed Eyad Quddas (13)
Hosam Rae’d Suboh (11)
Rola Fayez Nour Salha (1), Mashrou Beit Lahiya, Beit Lahiya
Baha’ al-Deen Fayez Nour Salha (4), Mashrou Beit Lahiya, Beit Lahiya
Rana Fayez Nour Salha (11), Mashrou Beit Lahiya, Beit Lahiya
Deia’ al-Deen Fayez Nour Salha (13), Mashrou Beit Lahiya, Beit Lahiya
Fatema Mohammad Ma’rouf (14)
Khawlah Ahmad Ghaben (14)
Areej ‘Ata Hasan Ermailat (2 months), Sheikh Zayed city, Beit Lahiya
Bara’ ‘Ata Hasan Ermailat (1), Sheikh Zayed city, Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Sabreen ‘Ata Hasan Ermailat (15), Sheikh Zayed city, Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Ahmad Salamah Abu Etah (15)
Anwar Sulaiman Abu Etah (6)
Maha Yaser Ma’rouf (15)
Sahar Ahmad Ghaben (16)
Malak Sulaiman Abu Etah (2)
Ayat Kamal al-Bana (11)
Islam Jaber Abed al-Daiem (16)
Arafat Mohammad Abed al-Daiem (12)
Khaled Sami al-Astal (14)
Ali Kamak al-Nader (10)
Amer Kamak al-Nader (15)
Aysha Ibrahim al-Najar (3)
Hamada Ibrahim Ali Mesbeh (15), Shujaeya, Gaza City, GAZA
Adam Ma’moun al-Kurdi (2)
Emad Mohammad Abu Askar (13)
Emad Nabil Abu Khater (14)
Wesam Akram Eid (13)
Mohammad Rajab al-Awadi (16)
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Mos’ab Subhi Modad (16)
Ismat Fathi al-Qarm (15), Gaza City, GAZA
Ala Fathi al-Qarm (13), Gaza City, GAZA
Nabeel Kamal Mohammad Mekhraq (17), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Feras Fayez Kamel Abu Samra (17), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Abed al-Jalil al-Halis (8)
Ranin Abdallah Saleh (11)
Abdullah Mohammad Abed al-Juju (16), Tel al-Hawa, Gaza City, GAZA
Abed al-Hakim Khader al-Sultan (14)
Mohammad Faraj Hassouneh (15)
Tha’er Suhail Husain (17)
Ezz al-Deen Isa Abed al-Hadi al-Batran (3), al-Bureij Camp, CENTRAL GAZA
Belal Isa Abed al-Hadi al-Batran (6), al-Bureij Camp, CENTRAL GAZA
Ehsan Isa Abed al-Hadi al-Batran (10), al-Bureij Camp, CENTRAL GAZA
Iman Isa Abed al-Hadi al-Batran (10), al-Bureij Camp, CENTRAL GAZA
Islam Isa Abed al-Hadi al-Batran (14), al-Bureij Camp, CENTRAL GAZA
Mohammad Atef Abu al-Hasna (12)
Aya Ezz al-Din Abu al-Eysh (13)
Mayar Ezz al-Din Abu al-Eysh (14)
Nour Shehab al-Din Abu al-Eysh (16)
Lo’ai Yahia Abu Halima (17)
Deia’ al-Din Aref Abu Khabiza (14)
Mohammad Abdallah Abu E’taiwi (17)
Bilal Mohammad al-Ashkar (5), Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Mohammad Shihda al-Ashkar (3), Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Kamelia Ra’fat al-Bardini (13)
Ezz al-Din Ali al-Bars (16)
Farah Ammar al- Hilou (1)
Naji Nedal al-Hamlawi (15)
Ayat Yousef al-Defda’ (12)
Zakaria Yahia al-Tawil (4)
Rakan Mohammad al-Err (4), Jabalia City, NORTH GAZA
Feda’ Mohammad al-Err (17), Jabalia City, NORTH GAZA
Ibrahim Mohammad al-Err(11), Jabalia City, NORTH GAZA
Rawan Ismail al-Najar (6)
Ala’ Ahmad Jaber (11)
Mohammad Majed Hosain (16)
Ghanima Sultan Halaweh (Khalawi) (10)
Mosa’ab Abed al-Mohsen Khader (13)
Ahmad Shaher Khdair (12)
Sahar Hatem Daoud (16)
Adham Na’im Mohammad Abed al-Malek (16), at-Twam, Beit Lahiya
Mahmoud Nabil Ghabayen (13)
Nada Radwan Mardi (5)
Suad Khaled Abed Rabbu (9), Jabalia City, NORTH GAZA
Amal Khaled Abed Rabbu (2) , Jabalia City, NORTH GAZA
Khalil Mohammad Halas (15)
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Asma’ Ibrahim Afana (12)
Odai Rajab Mansi (6)
Mohammad Jaber Hweij (17)
Sharif Abed al-Mo’ti Ermailat (15)
Mahmoud Sami Assaliah (2)
Wadi’ Amin Omar (2)
Weam Jamal al-Kafarneh (2)
Mohammad Jaber Mohammad 'Elaian (15), Aslan, Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Omnia Nafez al-Helo (13)
Ahmad Reiad al-Senwar (3)
Amer Ibrahim Khalil Ba'lousha (9), Zahra', CENTRAL GAZA
Shahd S’adallah Matar Abu Halima (1), Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Hamza S'adallah Matar Abu Halima (7), Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Zaid S'adallah Matar Abu Halima (13), Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Abd al-Rahim S'adallah Matar Abu Halima (13), Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Matar S'ad Matar Abu Halima (17), Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Mohammad Hikmat Abu Halima (16), Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Hamam Mohammad al-Khudri (16)
Samir Mohammad Mokat (17)
Shaima’ Adel al-Jadba (8)
Nassar Mohammad Ibrahim al-Samouni (5)
Hosam Mohammad Eslim (7)
Ahmad Mohammad Eslim (13)
Mohammad Salah al-Ghoul (14)
Mohammad Majed Ka’bar (17)
Mahmoud Jamal Hasan Mohammadain (16), ash-Shujaeya, Gaza City, GAZA
Ali Kamal Badawi Khader (13) at-Tuffah, Gaza City, GAZA
Khalil Mohammad Musa Bhar (12), ash-Shujaeya, Gaza City, GAZA
Jihad Sameer Fayez Erhayem (8), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Hanady Basem Kamel Khalifa (12), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Mo'men Mahmoud Talal E'law (10), at-Tuffah, Gaza City, GAZA
Ahmad Sameeh Ahmad al-Kafarneh (17), Beit Hanoun City, NORTH GAZA
Angham Ra’fat al-Masri (10)
Aseel Muneer Matar al-Kafarneh (1), al-Amal, Beit Hanoun, NORTH GAZA
Nareman Ahmad Abu Odeh (15)
Samed Mahfouz Aber Rabu (16)
Ahmad Fawaz Ahmad Saleh (4), Jabalia City, NORTH GAZA
Fawzeya Fawaz Ahmad Saleh (3), Jabalia City, NORTH GAZA
Yasmin Adel al-Jadba (14)
Abed al-Hameed Jamal Khaled as-Sawi (14), at-Tuffah, Gaza City, GAZA
Eslam Odeh Abu Amsha (11)
Ahmad Jaber Abu Hweij (6)
Yousef Mohammad al-Farahta (16)
Majdi Harb “Eslim el Basus” (14)
Mohammad Harb “Eslim el Basus” (10)
Jehan Sami Sa'di al-Helou (16), al-Remal, Gaza City, GAZA
Aya Osama Nayef al-Sersawi (5), Shujaeya, Gaza City, GAZA
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Nadia Mesbah Salem Sa’d (12), Shujaeya, Gaza City, GAZA
Ahmad Abed Ali Baner (17)
Samer Mohammad Abu Asser (17)
Ismail Haidar 'Elaiwah (6), Shujaeya, Gaza City, GAZA
Lana Haidar Ismail 'Elaiwah (9), Shujaeya, Gaza City, GAZA
Moamen Haidar Ismail 'Elaiwah (12), Shujaeya, Gaza City, GAZA
Moatasem Haidar Ismail 'Elaiwah (13), Shujaeya, Gaza City, GAZA
Radwan Mohammad Ashour (11)
Abed al-Rahman Mohammad Ashour (10)
Yahia Ibrahim Farouq al-Hayek (11), Tel al-Hawa, Gaza City, GAZA
Fadelallah Emad al-Najar (1)
Ghaida’ Amer Rizq Abu Aisha (7), an-Nasr, Gaza City, GAZA
Mohammad Amer Rizq Abu Aisha (9), an-Nasr, Gaza City, GAZA
Sayed Amer Rizq Abu Aisha (11), an-Nasr, Gaza City, GAZA
Yousef Saad al-Kahlout (17)
Shadi Yousef Ghaben (13)
Mohammad Yahia Said al-Baba (11), al-Manshiya, Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Nasha’at Ra’ed al-Feeri (11)
Basma Yaser al-Jalawi (5)
Anwar Marwan Fayeq Shehadah (13), Leghbari, Jabalia, NORTH GAZA
Eyad Taher Shehadah (16)
Shahad Hussein Nazmi Sultan (6), Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Ahmad Ibrahim Abu Qlaiq (17)
Ibrahim Mostafa Frih Sa’id (17)
Salsabil Ramez Fayez ad-Dayah (4 months), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Mohammad Iyad Fayez ad-Dayah (7 months), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Bara Ramez Fayez ad-Dayah (1), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Rab’a Iyad Fayez ad-Dayah (2), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Yousif Mohammad Fayez ad-Dayah (2), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Areej Mohammad Fayez ad-Dayah (3), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Sharaf ad-Din Iyad Fayez ad-Dayah (4), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Qamar Mohammad Fayez ad-Dayah (5), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Ala Iyad Fayez ad-Dayah (6), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Amani Mohammad Fayez ad-Dayah (6), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Khetam Iyad Fayez ad-Dayah (8), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Ali Iyad Fayez ad-Dayah (10), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Isra’ Qusai Mohammad al-Habbash (12)
Tamer Omar Ismail al-Louh (17)
Jihad Rashad Sha’ban Daloul (15)
Ruba Mohammad Fadel Abu Ras (13), Gaza City, GAZA
Shatha al-Abed Mohammad al-Habbash (10)
Atteiah Rushdi Khalil al-Khouli (15)
Fares Tala’at Asa’ad Hamoudah (2)
Mohammad Nader Khalil Abu Sha’ban (16)
Mohammad Tala’at Asa’ad Hamoudah (15)
Mahmoud Ahmad Fares Juha (16)
Mostafa Mohammad Naser al-Ashi (17)
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Hala Essam Ahmad al-Munai’e (1)
Mohammad Salam Awad Terfawi (4)
Hothaifa Jehad Khaled al-Kahlout (17)
Ibrahim Kamal Subhi Awaja (8), Beit Lahiya, NORTH GAZA
Amal Najib Mohammad Aloush (12)
Ala' Khaled Khalil an-Najjar (15), Khuza'a village, KHAN YUNIS
Nader Bassam Ibrahim Qadourah (16)
Ibrahim Abed al-Rahim Rajab Suliman (17)
Mamdouh Walid Asaad Shhaiber (17)
Monir Sami Amin Shhaiber (15)
Tasnim Yaser Jaber al-Rafati (1), Jabalia City, NORTH GAZA
Hadeel Jabr Diab al-Rafati (8), Jabalia City, NORTH GAZA
Wesam Ibrahim Mosbah Nabhan (16)
Belal Jamal Ismail Abu 'Awwad (17) Jabalia Camp, NORTH GAZA
Issa Mohammad Jaber Abu Eidah (15)
Ibrahim Mo’in al-Abed Joha (14)
Mohammad al-Sayed Mohammad Akela (7)
Jehad Kamal Hasan Ahmad (17)
Sondos Sa’id Hasan Abu Sultan (3)
Yousef Awni Abed al-Rahim al-Jaru (1)
Hashem Awni Abed al-Fattah Jadou’ (17)
Hanin Fadel Mohammad al-Batran (8)
Mohammad Maher Ahmad al-Zeenati (16)
Mohammad Ala’ al-Din Falah al-Sawaferi (14)
Mahmoud Majed Mahmoud Abu Nahla (16), Rafah City, RAFAH
Ahmad Rasmi Mohammad Abu Jazar (16), Rafah City, RAFAH
Sabrin Mohammad Azara Abu Samaha (17)
’Aaed Emad Jamal Khera (14)
Ramadan Ali Mohammad Felfel (15), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA
Hasan Ratib Mohammad Sam’an (17)
Abdullah Mohammad Hamdan Abu Rok (16), Khuza’a village, KHAN YUNIS
Zeiad Mohammad Abu-Snema (9)
Ibrahim Mohammad Shorab (17)
Mammdoh Musaned Qdah (17)
Alsayed Jawad Mohammad as-Seksek (15) at-Twam, NORTH GAZA
Abed allah Mu’ataz al-Dahnon (7)
Ibrahim Rawhi Mohammad Aqel (16)
Anas Aref Aref Barakeh (7)
Mohanad Amer Khalil al-Jadili (7)
Mahmoud Khader Mohammad Abu-Kamil (13)
Karim Misbah Mohammad Abu-Sido (15)
Ismail Hussein Yassin (16)
Ahmad Fawzi Hassan Labad (17)
Sahar Ali Eslim (15)
Abdallah Nabil Sh'aban Eslim (15)
Deema Said Ahmad al-Rehel (5)
Mohammad Akram Mohammad Meqdad (17), ash-Shatea Camp, Gaza City
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Mohammad Maher Nimer Bedawi (17)
Sujud Hamdi Jum'a al-Dardasawi (13)
Suhayb Mohammad Ibrahim al-Qur'an (15)
Widad Mohammad Ibrahim al-Qur'an (16)
Baha' Muayyad Kamal Abu Wadi (7)
Ala' 'Odai Salameh al-Haddad (13)
Imad Maher Saleh Farwaneh (17)
Mohammad Khader Abed Rajab (16)
Tamer Riyad Ibrahim Faza' (17)
Issa Mohammad Eyada Ermeelat (11)
Abed al-Rahman Ahmad Abedallah Haboush (4)
Omar Mahmoud Ahmad al-Barade’ (11)
Omar Mahmoud Ramadan al-Marnakh (17)
Mohammad Younis Naseer Abu Jame'a (17), az-Zaneh, Bani Shaila, KHAN YUNIS
Mohammad Esmail Abed Abu Daqa (17)
Abed al-Rahman Ahmad Abed Rubo al- Atawneh (15)
Omar Khader Mohammad Juma’ (17)
Mohammad Taysir Mohammad Zamlat (10)
Fatheya Ayman Salim al- Dabari (3 months)
Sa’eb Nafez Sha’ban al- Bahtiti (17)
Mustafa Nehad Taleb Abu Sido (11 months), at-Tuffah, GAZA
Nancy Said Mohammad Waked (5 months), az-Zeitoun, Gaza City, GAZA

The situation of children in the Occupied Territories remains tragic as their situation
continues to deteriorate. Although we have only included the list of the children who were
massacred dudring Operation Cast Lead, over a thousand children have died in the past ten years.
Their names and the situation of their death can be found here: http://rememberthesechildren.org
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Secret Prisoner Facilities And Conditions Of
Prisoners In Israeli Prisons


Secrets of Unit 1391
o http://www.newsweek.com/2004/06/27/secrets-of-unit-1391.html



Facility 1391: Israel’s Secret Prison
o http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2003/nov/14/israel2



How Many Secret Prisons does Israel Have?
o http://www.counterpunch.org/cook05182009.html

Facility 1391: Israel’s Guantanamo
Original Link (now broken):
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=331637&contrassID=2&subContrassID=14
&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y
Facility 1391: Known as "Israel's Guantanamo," and with the same type of legal questions hanging
over it.
Detainees are blindfolded and kept in blackened cells, never told where they are, brutally
interrogated and allowed no visitors of any kind. Dubbed 'the Israeli Guantanamo,' it's no wonder
facility 1391 officially does not exist.
M, who serves in the Intelligence Corps reserves, remembers the first time he was sent to do guard
duty at Camp 1391. Before climbing to the top of the observation tower he received an explicit order
from the responsible officer: "When you're on the tower you look straight ahead only, outside the
base, and to the sides. What happens behind you is none of your business. Do not turn around."
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M., of course, couldn't resist the temptation and occasionally snuck a look behind him. From atop
the tower he saw the double fence surrounding the camp, enclosing a compound ruled by trained
attack dogs; the jeep that patrols inside the two fences; the vehicles utilized by the members of the
unit who man the base; and especially the large concrete structure, dating from the British Mandate
period, when it was used by the British police, and which now bears a description that carries an aura
of mystery: Israel's secret detention facility.
Some of the people who were interviewed for this article dubbed the camp "the Israeli
Guantanamo." There are in fact certain points of resemblance between the American detention
camp in Cuba and the Israeli site, mainly in relation to the legal questions that hover over them and
the gnawing doubt about whether they are consistent with the values of democracy. In terms of the
exotic, though, we lag far behind. Whereas the watchtowers of the Guantanamo facility look out
over the aquamarine waters of the Caribbean Sea, the secret prison in Israel is situated by the side of
a completely ordinary road in the heart of a bustling region in the center of the country.
A narrow, tree-lined road ascends to the camp, and inside it looks like any other army base: barracks,
mess hall, workshop to repair vehicles. Even the guards are not the best the Israel Defense Forces
(IDF) have available. The guard towers and the patrols are manned, for the most part, by graduates
of the IDF's general basic training program, who "never carried out an assault against anything," as
one of them put it. "As always with us, there's a lot of hoo-ha, but behind it is the usual army chaos,"
an officer who served at the base says ironically.
What really surrounds Camp 1391, more than physical protection, is an entrenched wall of silence.
Since the 1980s, when the facility was moved from a more southerly location to its present site, the
Israeli authorities have made every effort to keep its very existence secret. And even now that its
existence has been revealed, the state refuses to answer the many questions of the world and of the
Israeli public: Where is the facility? Who is being held there, why, and for how long? Were they tried
before being locked up in Camp 1391, or are they awaiting trial? What are their conditions of
incarceration? In every other lockup in Israel the answers to these and many other questions are
open and amenable to external, legal, public and international review.
As far as is known, the 1391 site is the only detention facility whose detainees don't know where they
are. If they ask, the warders may answer, "on the moon," or "in outer space," or "outside the
borders of Israel." It is also the only detention facility that the state prevents the International Red
Cross from visiting. Nor, as far as can be ascertained, have Knesset members ever visited the place,
and many of the politicians who have been asked about it in the past few weeks said they had never
heard of it - including some who have held senior positions in the government, such as Prof. David
Libai, who was justice minister in the government of Yitzhak Rabin and a member of the ministerial
committee that deals with the secret services: "I will not say a single word about the subject, for the
simple reason that I am not familiar with it. This is the first time I have ever heard about such a
thing."
If a former justice minister doesn't know about it, a disturbing question arises: who does? Dan
Meridor, another former justice minister and chairman of the Knesset Foreign Affairs and Defense
Committee, is aware of the facility's existence: "I'm not sure there's anything wrong here," he says.
"I remember that as a minister and as one who dealt with intelligence matters, I visited every place I
wanted to and everything was always open to me. I know about the existence of this facility, but I
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was never there - apparently because I never asked to visit it. I don't want to bandy words about,
because I am not familiar with the subject in depth. There are many complex questions of human
rights involved here."
Do you think it's right that in the State of Israel there is a facility in which people don't know where
they are, nor do their families or lawyers?
"No. If there are people who are incarcerated incommunicado, that doesn't seem right to me."
According to attorney Dan Yakir, the legal adviser of the Association of Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI), "A
secret detention facility contradicts basic principles of every democracy - transparency and public
supervision over the governmental authorities. And those principles are especially important in
relation to the deprivation of freedom - which is one of the most severe infringements of human
rights. The existence of a lockup like this gives rise to a double concern: first, of secret arrests and
`disappearances' of people; and second, an abuse of power, unfair treatment, violence and torture."

As will be seen, attorney Yakir's concerns are well founded.
Stepson of army intelligence
Camp 1391 is an Israel Defense Forces facility. Agents of the Shin Bet security service and other
security branches visit the site and since the start of the intifada have apparently made greater use
of it than in the past, but the facility belongs to the IDF. One of the reasons for the wall of secrecy
that surrounds it is the fact that it is located in the center of a military base that belongs to one of the
secret units of the Intelligence Corps - Unit 504 (according to foreign sources the unit's name has
recently been changed). Unit 504 gathers intelligence by means of the human factor - "humint."
Most of its work is done by using agents outside Israel.
The officers in the unit, which is not large, are known as katamim (acronym for "officers for special
tasks") and undergo two-track training. Some of them handle agents and the others - former
members of the unit say they are those whose skills the system isn't wild about - are directed to the
hakshabim track (interrogators of prisoners). The unit commander is an officer with the rank of
colonel. The attitude toward the unit is characterized by duality: on the one hand, this is a small,
seemingly elitist unit, which carries out sensitive missions; on the other hand, as one of the unit's
members says, "We are the stepson of army intelligence. Sometimes you look at some of the officers
and you ask yourself whether these are the standards the IDF assigns to these posts."
The same individual adds, "There is also a problem about the impact of long-term service on their
mental state. To be an interrogator you have to start out with some kind of scratch on the brain. But
the handlers, too - after a time they also start to be handlers in their private life. You see it in their
attitude toward women, with the family, even in the interaction between the people in the unit."
Along with operational successes, which have naturally remained far from the public eye, the names
of some of the unit's members have been linked to dubious affairs in recent years. One of the unit's
commanders became criminally entangled because of a romantic affair. Another accidentally
discharged his pistol during a meeting with the command personnel. Jean-Pierre Elraz, who last year
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was accused of murdering Yitzhak Kvartatz, the security coordinator of Kibbutz Manara, is a former
member of the unit (and afterward served in the Shin Bet); so is Major Yosef Amit, who was
convicted of aggravated espionage and contact with a foreign agent.
During the IDF's 18-year presence in Lebanon, the members of Unit 504 were especially active across
Israel's northern border. To this day the Lebanese press occasionally runs stories about the arrest
and trial of local agents who operated in the service of Unit 504. In November 1998, a Lebanese
court convicted no fewer than 57 citizens of collaborating with Israel via the unit. The penalty for this
offense: death.
The unit's extensive activity in Lebanon placed Camp 1391 at the center of affairs. It became the entry
gate to Israel for Lebanese, especially those who were suspected of membership in Hezbollah, who
were transferred to the southern side of the border. Some of them were captured in battle, others
were abducted at Israel's initiative. The most famous of the abductees are Sheikh Abd al Karim
Obeid, who was seized in 1989, and Mustafa Dirani, who was brought by force to Israel in 1994. The
helicopter in which members of Sayeret Matkal, the ultra-elite reconnaissance unit, took Obeid from
his home in the town of Jibsheet, took him directly to the gates of Camp 1391. The next time Obeid
left the camp - apart from medical checks and to appear in court when his detention was extended was 13 years later. Last summer Obeid and Dirani were moved to Ashmoret prison, near Kfar Yona in
the Netanya area.
However, well-known anti-Israel activists such as Obeid and Dirani are not the only abductees who
have been thrown into Camp 1391. When the soldiers of Sayeret Matkal entered Obeid's house in the
dead of night they encountered a few other people, too, among them some of Obeid's relatives and
his bodyguard. Hashem Fahaf, then about 20, who happened to visit the sheikh that day to receive
his blessing and decided to stay overnight, was especially unlucky. The soldiers bundled him into the
helicopter, too. He spent the next 11 years incarcerated in Israel, initially in Camp 1391 and afterward
in Ayalon Prison in Ramle. During this entire period he was not tried or accused of any crime. In the
first years of his incarceration, Israel denied he was in the country and refused him any contact with
the outside world.
In April 2000, Fahaf, by now 31, was released by order of the Supreme Court. Together with him
another 18 Lebanese, who according to the official version were being held as "bargaining chips" for
the missing air force navigator Ron Arad, were also released. The group included two men who had
been kidnapped and brought to Israel when they were teenagers aged 16 and 17, as well as Ghasan
Dirani, a relative of Mustafa Dirani, who developed catatonic schizophrenia during his incarceration
in Israel. At one stage or another, all of them were held in Camp 1391.
Inside the facility
In aerial photographs of the area in which Camp 1391 is located - as is the case with aerial photos of
other security-sensitive sites in the country - the facility and the large building in its center are
nonexistent. Most maps of Israel also do not cite the facility, though on a few maps of the Nature
and National Parks Protection Authority, it is marked by means of a letter, with no further
explanation. There is no sign on the main road directing the curious to the camp. After we drove
around the base a couple of times and stopped a bit to take pictures, a security vehicle was sent out
to follow us for a few kilometers. At the first opportunity, two armed and surly security men got out
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of the vehicle and barraged us with questions.
Anyone entering the camp has to negotiate two iron gates draped with barbed wire. The first gate
closes after the visitor enters and only then does the second gate open. The detention and
interrogation section is located not far from the mess hall. A person who served on the base recalls
with a smile that a poster spelling out the main points of the Geneva Convention hung on one of the
walls of the dining hall. The cells proceed along a corridor; they abut one another but are separated
by thick concrete walls. The detainees can communicate by knocking on the walls, "and they often
shout to one another," relates an officer who served in the facility. "That is forbidden, but we didn't
always have the energy to deal with it."
The detainees are led into the facility blindfolded, to prevent them from knowing where they are.
Their personal effects are taken from them, as are their clothes and they are given blue pants and a
blue shirt. The cells are pretty much identical, though there are two levels of detainees: those who
are in the middle of being interrogated, who get the worst cells and worst conditions; and those
whose interrogation has been completed.
Two of the cells are relatively large (2.5 x 4 meters), have reasonable lighting and running water, and
are therefore called the "villas" by the prisoners. Sheikh Obeid shared one of the "villas" with two
Lebanese detainees. Two of the solitary confinement cells are considered the worst of the lot. They
are 1.25 x 1.25 meters in size, almost completely dark, and the walls are painted black or red. The
differences between the other cells are largely insignificant, expressed mainly in the form of a few
basic rights that are accorded to those whom the system no longer has any reason to subject to
psychological pressure.
The doors of the cells are made of heavy steel, with a small crack - which can be opened only from
the outside - being the only opening to the outside world. The cells measure about 2 x 2 meters and
are made entirely of concrete on the inside. There are no windows or any source of external light.
Abutting one of the walls is a concrete platform that serves as a bed, with a mattress and a blanket
on it. On the wall opposite is an orifice, a kind of pipe through which water flows, but the tap is
controlled by soldiers outside the cell. Below the water source is a hole in the floor that the
detainees use to relieve themselves. That, it turns out, is a privilege. In some of the cells, apparently
those used for detainees under interrogation, there is no place at all to go to the toilet: the prisoners
have to use a large plastic bucket, which is emptied only once every few days.
There are ventilation openings in the upper part of the cells, but the main testimony to their
existence is the noise they make when they are turned on. A lamp protected by heavy glass casts a
dim light 24 hours a day. The detainees have no way to tell night from day. Most of the cells are also
under supervision by means of cameras that send the images via closed-circuit television. The
majority of the prisoners are incarcerated alone, though some of the cells have two concrete
platforms and in some cases hold two prisoners.
The detainees receive the same food the soldiers get. Three times a day, soldiers open the door,
bring in a dish and then close the door. The procedure is that before the soldier enters he knocks at
the door, at which point the detainee must place a black sack on his head and turn around with his
hands raised. The warders, members of the Military Police who are seconded to the facility, are not
armed. Weapons may not be introduced into the facility, to prevent a situation in which one of the
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prisoners might seize a warder's weapon. The warders are only allowed to open the cell doors in
pairs.
Once a day the detainees - those whose interrogation has ended - are allowed out for one hour in a
small inner courtyard of sand and vegetation. The conditions of imprisonment, says a person who
served in the facility, are relatively reasonable. Similarly, attorney Zvi Rish, the lawyer of Obeid, Dirani
and many of the other Lebanese who were incarcerated in the facility in the 1990s, confirms that his
clients had no special complaints about the conditions - referring only to the period after their
interrogation had ended. What goes on during the interrogation process is another story altogether,
one that sheds light on one of the darker corners of Israel.
Let George do it
On Friday evening, July 28, 1989, the adrenaline was coursing through Camp 1391. In a well-planned
operation, Sayeret Matkal succeeded in grabbing Sheikh Obeid from his bed in the town of Jibsheet,
about eight kilometers north of the Israeli border. Obeid was considered a spiritual authority in
Hezbollah, but despite the high hopes, his abduction did not further the search for Ron Arad, who
had been missing since his plane was downed over Lebanon three years earlier.
Soldiers who served in the facility at the time say that in the course of time they developed good
relations with prisoner no. 801260. They taught him Hebrew - he reached an impressive level of
fluency in the language - and he taught them Arabic. Obeid is described as the spiritual mentor of the
prisoners and even of the warders. "With him everything was done quietly and with restraint, with
grace and decorum. Even the warders treated him almost like `your honor the rabbi,'" recalls an
officer who served at the facility.
In May 1994 an honorable guest joined the order of the Lebanese prisoners at Camp 1391: Mustafa
Dirani. He was another bargaining chip from whom Israel hoped to extract information about Ron
Arad, or even to exchange for Arad, but he, too, proved a disappointment. Many months of planning
preceded the abduction of Dirani, who was head of the security division in the Shi'ite movement
Amal, and as such had been responsible for holding Ron Arad for about two years.
A few days before he was seized and brought to Israel, the interrogators of Unit 504 were given all
the intelligence material that had been collected about him. When he arrived at the facility there was
a feeling of an imminent breakthrough. In the first days of the interrogation all the ranking members
of the defense establishment turned up at the facility - prime minister Yitzhak Rabin, the chief of
staff, the director of Military Intelligence and officials from the Mossad espionage agency and the
Shin Bet.
Dirani's interrogation began seconds after he was grabbed. In special cases interrogators from Unit
504 accompany a force that operates across the lines, with the aim of taking advantage of the
abductee's initial shock. The interrogation continued in the vehicle that brought Dirani to his cell in
Camp 1391 and then for the next five weeks continuously around the clock. The chief interrogators
were the unit commander, career and reservist personnel - the latter were mobilized especially for
the mission -and above all a major who introduced himself as George.
George, who is now 43 and lives in a small community in the center of the country, is dark with
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cropped hair, brown eyes and a solid body. He is considered one of the unit's toughest interrogators.
The relationship that developed between George and Dirani was the stuff of quite a few newspaper
headlines. It will continue to engage the courts during the years to come.
Still pending in Tel Aviv District Court is a suit filed by Dirani against the State of Israel and Major
George concerning two incidents in which Dirani says he was subjected to sexual abuse. In the first
case George called in four of the soldiers who were doing guard duty in the facility and one of them
allegedly raped Dirani at George's orders. In another case, Dirani says in the suit, George himself
inserted a wooden stick into his rectum.
The court will have to decide whether these events occurred. A perusal of the affidavits that have
been submitted to the court, testimonies of officers and soldiers who served in the facility and
evidence given by other detainees who were there paints a picture of a horrific routine in the
interrogation rooms of Camp 1391. Within the framework of that routine the interrogators of Unit
504 have no compunctions about making use of extreme measures in order to extract information information that in a large percentage of the cases was not in their possession.
"I know that it was customary to threaten to insert a stick," says T.N., an interrogator at the facility,
in testimony he gave to Military Police investigators. "The intention was that the stick would be
inserted if the subject did not talk ... I remember one case when something in that style was done ...
George was interrogating one of the prisoners ... He called in S. and me. We came into the room and
S. dropped his pants and remained in his underwear or he made clicking noises with his belt as
though he was opening it ... S. did this during the interrogation, when George told [the prisoner] that
he would be raped in the ass ... I remember for certain that the situation was threat of rape ...
"I want to add about that prisoner that he arrived in the room naked, handcuffed and with his head
covered. S. and I were in the room and one of us led him around the room and the other held the
stick next to his rear end, with provocation and threat, that because he had been caught lying the
stick would be shoved up his ass. When I say the stick was moved around next to his rear end, the
idea was to touch his bottom with the stick and maybe even to shove it next to the rectum so he
would think we were really going to stick it in."
Dirani's complaint, along with other testimonies about what was going on in the interrogation rooms
of Camp 1391, opened a Pandora's box in the army. George's line of defense was clear: The system,
he said, abandoned me; everything I did was done with authority and authorization. Everyone knew,
everyone gave their backing, and now everyone denies it all. To reinforce his case, George
brandishes a petition that was signed by about 60 reserve officers and soldiers of the unit, in which
they say it is wrong for George to have to pay a personal price for using working methods that were
standard in the unit for many years.
What, according to George, did he in fact do with authority and authorization? He denied the rape
and the abuse with the stick, but confirmed many details that were reported by Dirani and other
prisoners. For example, the fact that they often stood naked while being interrogated. The State of
Israel also denied the rape charge in its response to Dirani's suit, though in the legal hearings the
representative of the State Attorney's Office, Yael Tennenbaum, confirmed that "within the
framework of a Military Police investigation the suspicion arose that an interrogator who questioned
the complainant threatened to perform a sexual act on the complainant." The denial
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notwithstanding, George was dismissed from the career army, in which he had served for nearly 20
years, by order of the IDF's judge advocate general. He claimed the system was trying to silence him
and the episode and filed a petition to the High Court of Justice to be reinstated into service. The
petition was rejected.
Today George sits at home, declining to talk about the case. But stains that will not soon be erased
continue to hover in the skies above Camp 1391. Another example is the testimony of Ahmed Ali
Banjek, a Lebanese citizen who was brought to Israel and interrogated in the facility on suspicion of
smuggling an anti-helicopter missile into the former Israeli security zone in southern Lebanon. Banjek
was convicted on the basis of his confession but afterward submitted an affidavit to the military
court in Lod stating that the confession had been extracted under torture. He said he had been
beaten with a wooden stick between the legs, forced to sit on a wooden stick until it penetrated into
his body, made to drink coffee mixed with ashes from cigarettes and force-fed with large amounts of
onions and water.
In a rare judgment, the military court in Lod, under the president of the court, Lieutenant Colonel
Elisha Caspi, found in April 1998 that "a certain doubt remains as to whether it can be asserted with
the certainty required in a criminal trial that his statement was made by the defendant and signed by
him." In other words, the court did not reject Banjek's account of the horrors that occurred in the
interrogation rooms of Camp 1391, and he was released.
http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=331637&contrassID=2&subContrassID=1
4&sbSubContrassID=0&listSrc=Y

list of palestinian prisoners
Taken from: http://pulsemedia.org/2009/06/27/palestinian-prisoners-and-their-names-for-a-change/
Since Gilad Shalit was captured, there has been an annual commemoration for his capture
and lots of media attention. For a change, let’s remember the 11 000 + Palestinian prisoners in Israeli
captivity (illegally). If collectively, they had as much news coverage as Gilad Shalit, maybe they would
have been released by now, or the numbers would be significantly smaller, as the pressure to release
them would be equivalent to the campaigns to release Gilad Shalit. To everyone that knows they
exist (including any Palestine solidarity workers), they are just a number.
But, here are some names for a change. Let’s remember them, because if we know Gilad
Shalit’s name, we owe it to the Palestinians to learn several of the ones below, that are beloved to
them and missed by them…. note that the ones listed below are a mere fraction of the numbers in
captivity.
For more information on Palestinian Prisoners, visit this link.
For reports from B’tselem on those considered to be in ‘administrative detention’, please see this
link.
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Most of the names of these prisoners have been gathered from various websites and
sources, ranging from the Israeli Ministry of Public Security official website, which deals with issues
of administrative detention and Palestinian prisoners, to human rights groups, including Addameer,
Sumoud, and others. The names of ALL the prisoners listed, especially those of women and children,
have been double checked with other sources, mainly UN reports and Palestinian prisoners online
forums, for verification. There are also at least 25 cases of infants under 2 years old being detained as
well. Most of the prisoners live in appalling conditions and are subject to torture on a regular basis,
and many human rights organizations are not entitled to access to most of the prisons in which they
are held. Of all the prisons run by Israel, Facility 1391 is by far the worst and is known by Palestinians
(and Israeli human rights groups as) “the Israeli Guantanamo” but it is in fact worst, and actually
served as the blueprint on which Guantanamo, Abu Gharaib, and Bagram prisons are based.
It is also imperative to note that these name are only roughly 200 names when in fact there
are roughly 11, 000 in Israeli prisons. Unfortunately, there is no transparency, and the names of
these prisoners remain elusive due to the nature of their imprisonment. No human rights
organizations or governmental organizations have access to all of the names and identities of these
Palestinians. Although they may be erased from our regular world, we will not forget their existence
and let them run through the pages of history.
It should also be noted that of those Palestinians detained, only a minor proportion have

actually committed acts of “terrorism” (as defined by Israeli law) or orchestrated attacks
against the Israeli civilian and military infrastructure of occupation.
For some of the source used to compile these names, please visit:
http://addameer.info/
http://sumoud.tao.ca/?q=
http://www.miftah.org/Doc/Factsheets/Miftah/English/Prisoners.pdf
http://palestinianprisoners.blogspot.com/
These sites also contain various sources, pamphlets and more information about the prisoners’
and their situation.

ISRAELI
PRISONER
(in captivity with Hamas):
One soldier, captured during combat role.
Name: Gilad Noam Shalit

PALESTINIAN PRISONERS
10,000 men, 1500 women, 500 children under 12 yrs old.
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Names (a mere fraction of them)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

Abdullah Hussein Abdullah Odeh
Samah Abdullah
Muhammad Ouni Muhammad Daadou
Amin As’ad Mustafa Salim
Mahmoud Shukri Abd al-Karim Hamshari
Ali Kamal Hussein Abu Salim
Muhammad Saleem Shaheen
Azzam Yusuf Mahmoud Yasin
Roulan Tawfiq Abdullah Dighlis
Nahed Taysir Tawfiq Abu Diyak
Mu’in Mustafa Musa Feshafesha
Muhammad Bassam Tawfiq Walway
Muhammad Amin Ahmad Yunus
Nadel Khalil Ahmad ‘Aalouna
Adam Ghazzan Ahmad Harami
Khadeer Ali Muhammad Bisharat
Mahmoud Radwan Mahmoud Musleh
Samed Muhammd Hassan Asleem
Ehad Mansur Ibrahim Khleelya
Muhammad Saleh Suleyman Mardawi
Saleh ‘Amer Swey’ad S’aida
Amin Abd Muhammad ‘Arbash
George Ghabi Yusuf Bihnan
Ghassan Nu’man Mahmoud Taha
Jibr ‘Ouda Ali Mukhamra
Nitham Mustafa Sawafta
Samer Mahmoud Karim Haimouni
Ibrahim Muhammad Khalil Dababsa
Khalil Suleyman Khalil Jrouf
Ashraf Hussein Mahmoud Abu Ghlass
Tamer Badr Qubtan Abu ‘Arqoub
Muhammad Ibrahim Muhammad ‘Oud
Tawfiq Abd al-Qader Talib Omar
Ziyad Hassan Abd al-Jalil Kahla
Ayman Yaser Khalil ‘Amru
Imad ‘Ezat Muhammad Awlad Muhammad
Mustafa Sawafta
Muhammad Zuhdi Abd al-Rahman Mahfoudh
Muhammad Ahmad Abd Quttamsh
Amru Hassan Muhammad ‘Amru
Osama Muhammad Suleyman Sabateen
Najeh Yusuf Muhammad ‘Amru
Mu’mmar Muhammad Khalil Ta’amra
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44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

Ouda Ismail Muhammad Za’anouna
‘Asem Mahmoud Abd al-Rahim Salama
Amna Mouna
Bedran Abd al-Qader Ibrahim Badir
Ahmad Hassan Ahmad Shaqura
Amin Sarhi Salama Abu Mandil
Hussam Suleyman Mustafa ‘Arouq
Omar Mustafa Muhammad Omar
Fadi ‘Essam Sha’ban Saleem
Jum’a Qader ‘Atiya Abu Farha
Mundhir Mahmoud Muhammad Abu Zaghreet
Ala’ Rubhi Hussein Saleh
Muhammad ‘Ayed Muhammad Rub’i
Ghada Jasser
Nayef Ahmad Abd al-Fatah Butran
Khawla Zeitawi
Khaled Ramadan Tawfiq Ismail
Sa’di Mahmoud Hassan ‘Ouda
Ahmad Mahmod Muhammad Saleh
Haitham ‘Asmat Reja’i Zahran
Muhammad Ahmad Fraj Asleem
Asma’ Hussein
Samar Subaih
Bara’ Subaih
Fadi Husni ‘Oud Abu ‘Aoun
Abdullah Qa’dan Khidr Sa’ad
Mutleq Saleh Qassem Bani Jaber
Rasheed Muhammad Rasheed ‘Aql
Ahlam Jawhar
‘Isa Ahmad Amin Abu Eid
Murad ‘Ezzat Muhammad Qassem
Haitham Muhammad Ahmad Baradi’iya
Muhammad Ahmad Shehadeh Farhan
Muhannad Abd al-Fatah Mahmoud Hatataba
Suad Ghazal
Ahmad Mustafa Ali ‘Araj
Muhammad Ibrahim Muhammad Abu Jheesha
Ibrahim Mufleh Saleh Abu Jheesha
Muhammad Abd al-Karim Ismail Hameedan
Abdullah Hassan Ahmad Qandil
Muhammad Na’eim Nimr Muhammad
Manal Ghanem
Nor Ghanem
Khayri Nasr Yusuf Wahdan
‘Asem Ahmad Muhammad ‘Isa
Hani Mahmoud Hussein Taneena
Nadeem ‘Aoud Mahmoud Smara
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91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.

Sa’ad al-Din Muhammad Abd al-Majid Hassoun
Muhammad Ibrahim Ismail Abu Ismail
Sana ‘Amer
Rafet Suleyman Hussein Radaideh
‘Ouni Yusuf Mahmoud Omar
Rasem Suleyman Abu Rayhan
Sameeh ‘Isa Abd al-Haroush
Ismail Hassan Ali Jabour
Jibril Hassan Hassan Jabour
Imad Yunus Suleyman Jabour
Tawfiq Ahmad Za’al Jabour
Arafat Mahmoud Muhammad Abd al-Aziz
Ayman Munir Tawfiq
Sa’eed Wajia Sa’eed Al-Outban
Na’el Saleh Abdullah Barghouti
Fakhri ‘Asfour Abdullah Al-Barghouti
Akram Abdulaziz Sa’eed Mansur
Muhammad Ibrahim Mahmoud Abu Ali
Fu’ad Qassem Aeafat Al-Razem
Ibrahim Fadl Nimr Jaber
Aseel Al-Hindi
Hassan Ali Nimr Salama
Uthman Ali Hamdan Musleh
Sami Khaled Salama Yunus
Karim Yusuf Fadl Yunus
Maher Abd al-Latif Abd al-Qader Yunus
Salim Ali Ibrahim Al-Kayl
Hafedh Nimr Muhammad Qundus
Majd Al-Kokhen
‘Isa Nimr Jibril Abdrabo
Muhammad Abd al-Rahim Sa’eed Mansur
Ahmad Fareed Muhammad Shehadeh
Muhammad Ibrahim Muhammad Nasr
Rafe’ Farhoud Mahmoud Kraja
Talal Yusuf Ahmad Abu Al-Kabash
Ziyad Mahmoud Muhammad Ghneimat
Mustafa ‘Amer Muhammad Ghneimat
Khalid Sa’adi Rashed Abu Shamt
Uthman Abdullah Mahmoud Bani Hussein
Heza’ Mahmoud Heza’ Al-Sa’adi
Bashir Suleyman Ahmad Al-Muqt
‘Asem Mahmoud Ahmad Wali
Seitan Nimr Nimr Wali
Sidqi Suleyman Ahmad Al-Muqt
Hani Badwi Muhammad Sa’eed Jaber
Muhammad Ahmad Abd al-Hamid Al-Tus
Nafidh Ahmad Talib Herz
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138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.

Fayez Mutawwa’ Hmad Al-Khour
Azi Jum’a Muhammad Al-Nams
Ahmad Abdurrahman Hussein Abu Haseera
Muhammad Misbah Khalil ‘Ashour
Nour Al-Hashalamoun
Walid Nimr As’ad Diqqa
Muhammad Abd al-Hadi Muhammad Al-Husni
Tawfiq Ibrahim Muhammad Abdullah
Mustafa Mahmoud Musa Qar’ushi
Marian Saleh
Rashda Hamdan Muhammad Abu Mikh
Ibrahim Nayef Hamdan Abu Mikh
Ibrahim Abd al-Razeq Ahmad Beyadsa
Ibrahim Mustafa Ahmad Baroud
Ali Badr Ragheb Musulmani
Fawaz Qadhem Rashda Bukhtan
Khalid Ahmad Dawoud Muheisen
‘Asem Saleh Ali Jundal
Wasfa Ahmad Abd al-Qader Mansur
Aladdin Ahmad Reda Al-Baziyan
Ahmad Ali Hussein Abu Jaber
Abd al-Latif Ismail Ibrahim Shaqir
Afu Misbah Nufal Shaqir
Saleh Muhammad Yusuf Al-’AbdTareq Dawoud Mustafa Al-Hlees
Abd al-Nasser Dawoud Mustafa Al-Hlees
Ibrahim Hussein Ali ‘Elyan
SamirIbrahim Mahmoud Abu Ni’mah
Hazem Muhammad Sabra ‘Asilia
Hamza Nayef Hassan Zayed
Samer ‘Asem Salem Al-Mahroum
Abdurrahman Fadl Abdurrahman Al-Qeeq
Khaled Muttawa’ Muslim Al-Ja’eedi
Ahlam Al-Tamimi
Aziz Dweik
Maryam Saleh
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Large downloadable posters are available in the resources section here

Al-Bassa (Akka region) : only remains are Greek Orthodox church and a mosque, village renamed
Betzet in 1949, land expropriated and populated with immigrants from Yugoslavia and Romania
Khirbat ‘Iribbin (Akka region) : only debris remains, renamed Adamit (est. 1958), land expropriated
Kafr ‘Inan (Akka region): only collapsing shrine remains, renamed Kefar Chananya (est. 1989) and
land expropriated
Al-Nahr (Akka region): only two partially destroyed houses remain, renamed Ben ‘Ammi (1949) and
land expropriated
Suhmata (Akka region): Latin Crusader castle remains, renamed Tzuri’el (1949), land expropriated by
Chosen (est. 1949) and populated by immigrants from Romania
Tarbikha (Akka region): renamed Shomera (1949) and settled with Jewish immigrants, 20 houses
that remain are inhabited by the residents of Shomera
Al-Zeeb (Akka region): only mosque remains from Palestinian village, renamed Kibbutz Gesher ha-Ziv
(1949) and populated with immigrants from England, the United States, and South Africa
Al-Fatur (Baysan region): nothing remains, renamed Mechola (1968)
Al-Hamidiyya (Baysan region): only scattered ruins remain, renamed Chamayda (1952), and
expropriated
Al-Tira (Baysan region): nothing remains, renamed Kibbutz Gazit (1948) and land expropriated
Al-‘Imara (Beersheba region): village demolished, replaced by Kibbutz Urim (est. 1948)
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Al-Jura (Gaza region): only one village house remains, the modern city of Ashqelon was established in
1948 on the village site
Al-Masmiyya al-Saghira (Gaza region): nothing remains, renamed Masmiyya Shalom (1949) and land
expropriated
‘Ayn Hawd (Haifa region): not destroyed, but population expelled, renamed ‘En Hod (1954), land
expropriated
Balad al-Shaykh (Haifa region): not destroyed, Palestinians depopulated, renamed Tel Chanan (1949)
Hawsha (Haifa region): nothing remains, renamed Usha and land expropriated
Ijzim (Haifa region): the meeting house (diwan) remains, renamed Kerem Maharal (1949) and land
expropriated
Qannir (Haifa region): stone rubble remains, renamed Regavim (1949)
Al-Sarafand (Haifa region): only one house remains, renamed Tzerufa (1949)
Al-Tira (Haifa region): some houses remain, renamed Tirat Karmel (1949) and land expropriated
Yajur (Haifa region): nothing remains, renamed Yagur
Bayt Jibrin (Hebron region): a mosque remains, renamed Beyt Guvrin (1949) and land expropriated
Bayt Nattif (Hebron region): piles of rubble remain, renamed Netiv ha-Lamed-He (1949) and land
expropriated
Al-Dawayima (Hebron region): nothing remains, replaced by Amatzya (est. 1955 on village ruins)
Khirbat Umm Burj (Hebron region): crumbled houses remain, replaced by Nechusha (est. 1982)
Zakariyya (Hebron region): a mosque and a number of houses remain, renamed Zekharya (1950) and
land expropriated
Al-‘Abbasiyya (Jaffa region): main mosque and several houses remain, replaced by Yehuda (est.
1948)
Bayt Dajan (Jaffa region): few buildings remain, renamed Beyt Degan (1948)
Rantiyah (Jaffa region): three deserted houses remain, renamed Rinnatya (1949) and land
expropriated
Al-Safiriyya (Jaffa region): two schools remain, renamed Tzafriyya (1949) and land expropriated
Yazur (Jaffa region): two shrines remain, renamed Azor (1948) and land expropriated
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‘Artuf (Jerusalem region): one stone house remains, renamed Nacham (1950) and land expropriated
Bayt Mahsir (Jerusalem region): several houses and a crumbling mill remain, renamed Beyt Me’ir
(1950) and land expropriated
Bayt Naqquba (Jerusalem region): a few houses remain, renamed Beyt Neqofa (1949) and land
expropriated
Dayr Yasin (Jerusalem region): many of the houses remain, renamed Giv’at Sha’ul Bet (1949) and
resettled with Jewish immigrants
Ishwa’ (Jerusalem region): only a few houses remain, renamed Eshta’ol (1949) and land expropriated
Al-Jura (Jerusalem region): only two limestone houses still stand, renamed Ora (1950) and land
expropriated
Kasla (Jerusalem region): nothing remains, renamed Kesalon (1952) and land expropriated by Ramat
Razi’el (1948)
Al-Maliha (Jerusalem region): intact, replaced by Manachat (1949), incorportaed into Israeli West
Jerusalem
Nitaf (Jerusalem region): one large stone house remains, renamed Nataf (1982) and land
expropriated
Al-Qabu (Jerusalem region): many ruins of houses remain, renamed Mevo Betar (1950) and land
expropriated
Qalunya (Jerusalem region): only a few houses remain, renamed Mevasseret Yerushalayim (1956) and
land expropriated
Al-Qasta (Jerusalem region): only stone rubble remains, renamed Ma’oz Tziyyon (1951) and land
expropriated
Sar’a (Jerusalem region): some rubble remains, renamed Tzor’a (1949) and land expropriated by
Tarum (est. 1950)
Saris (Jerusalem region): rubble remains, renamed Shoresh (1948) and land expropriated
Suba (Jerusalem region): many of the village buildings still stand, renamed Kibbutz Tzova (1949) and
land expropriated
Khirbat al-‘Umur (Jerusalem region): some doors and window frames remain, renamed Giv’at
Ye’arim (1950) and land expropriated
Al-Walaja (Jerusalem region): a few stone houses still stand, renamed ‘Amminadav (1950) and land
expropriated
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Al-Lajjun (Jenin region): only the stone white mosque and the village mill remain, renamed Kibbutz
Megiddo (1949) and land expropriated
Al-Mazar (Jenin region): nothing remains, renamed Perazon (1953), land expropriated by Meytav
(est. 1954) and Gan Nir (est. 1987)
Nuris (Jenin region): nothing remains, renamed Nurit (1950) and land expropriated
Zir’in (Jenin region): only one ruined building remains, renamed Yizre’el (1948) and land expropriated
Ma’lul (Nazareth region): the mosque and two churches remain and are used as cow sheds, renamed
Timurim (1948), land expropriated and transformed into pineforest dedicated to the memory of
prominent Jews
Al-Mujaydil (Nazareth region): the monastery and parts of the destroyed church remain, renamed
Migdal ha-‘Emeq (1952) and settled by Iranian Jewish immigrants
Saffuriyya (Nazareth region): only a few houses remain and monastery still stands, serving as an
orphanage for Palestinian children, renamed Tzippori (1949) and land expropriated, Muslim shrine
transformed into synagogue
Abu al-Fadl (Ramla region): only five village houses remain, renamed Sitriyya (1949) and land
expropriated
Abu Shusha (Ramla region): nothing remains, renamed Ameilim (1948)
‘Aqir (Ramla region): a number of small houses remain, renamed Qiryat ‘Eqron (1948) and land
expropriated
Al-Barriyya (Ramla region): only one remaining stone house, renamed ‘Azarya (1949) and land
expropriated by Beyt Chashmonay (est. 1972)
Khirbat Bayt Far (Ramla region): debris remains, renamed Tal Shachar (1948) and land expropriated
Bayt Jiz (Ramla region): only the ruined school remains, renamed Gizo (1968) and land expropriated
by Har’el (est. 1948)
Bayt Nabala (Ramla region): nothing remains, renamed Kefar Truman (1049) and land expropriated
Bir Salim (Ramla region): nothin remains, renamed Netzer Sereni (1948) and land expropriated
Daniyal (Ramla region): the shrine of Nabi Daniyal remains and several houses still stand, renamed
Kefar Daniyyel (1949) and land expropriated
Dayr Tarif (Ramla region): debris remains, renamed Beyt ‘Arif (1949) and land expropriated
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Al-Haditha (Ramla region): concrete rubble of stone houses remain, renamed Chabid (1950) and land
expropriated
‘Innaba (Ramla region): only the abbey remains, renamed Kefar Shemu’el (1950), land expropriated
Jimzu (Ramla region): only stones remain, renamed Gimzo (1950) and land expropriated
Khulda (Ramla region): only two houses left, renamed Kibbutz Mishmar David and land expropriated
Al-Latrun (Ramla region): nothing remains, renamed Newe Shalom (1983) and land expropriated
Al-Maghar(Ramla region): several houses remain, renamed Beyt El’azari (1948) and land
expropriated
Majdal Yaba (Ramla region): only rubble remains, renamed Ro’sh ha-‘Ayin (1950) and land
expropriated
Al-Mukhayzin (Ramla region): nothing remains, renamed Chafetz Chayyim (1948) and land
expropriated
Al-Muzayri’a (Ramla region): nothing remains, renamed Nechalim (1949) and land expropriated
Al-Na’ani (Ramla region): two deserted houses remain, renamed Na’an (1949)
Al-Nabi Rubin (Ramla region): the shrine of al-Nabi Rubin remains, renamed Kibbutz Palmachim
(1949) and land expropriated
Qatra (Ramla region): only the school remains, renamed Qidron (1949), and land expropriated
Qazara (Ramla region): nothing remains, renamed Tirosh (1955) and land expropriated
Al-Qubab (Ramla region): only one door remains, renamed Mishmar Ayyalon (1949) and settled by
immigrants from Czechoslovakia
Al-Qubayba (Ramla region): collapsed walls remain, renamed Ge’alya (1948) and land expropriated
Qula (Ramla region): crumbled terraces remain, renamed Giv’at Koach (1950) and land expropriated
Salbit (Ramla region): nothing remains, renamed Sha’alvim (1951) and land expropriated
Safarand al-‘Amar (Ramla region): nothing remains, largest Israeli army camp as well as an airbase
occupies the site, renamed Tzerifin (1949)
Safarand al-Kharab (Ramla region): many houses remain, renamed Nes Tziyyona
Shilta (Ramla region): only small houses remain, renamed Shilat (1977) and land expropriated
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Al-Tira (Ramla region): several stone houses survive, renamed Tirat Yehuda (1949) and settled by
Eastern European immigrants
Umm Kalkha (Ramla region): replaced by Yesodot (1948)
Wadi Hunayn (Ramla region): only mosque remains but has been converted into synagogue,
renamed Nes Tziyyona and land expropriated
Yibna (Ramla region): only mosque and semi-destroyed minaret remain, renamed Yavne and land
expropriated
Zarnuqa (Ramla region): nothing remains, renamed Zarnoqa (1948) and land expropriated
Abil al-Qamh (Safad region): nothing remains, renamed Yuval (1952) and land expropriated
Al-‘Abisiyya (Safad region): nothing remains, renamed Sche Nechemya and land expropriated
‘Alma (Safad region): rubble remains, renamed ‘Alma (1949) and land expropriated
Dallata (Safad region): all that remains is scattered debris, renamed Dalton (1950) and land
expropriated
Al-Dawwara (Safad region): a few stones left, renamed Kibbutz ‘Amir, land expropriated and
transformed into fish hatchery
Dayshum(Safad region): nothing remains, renamed Dishon, and land expropriated
Al-Dirdara (Safad region): stones remain, renamed Ashmura (1953) and land expropriated
Al-Farradiyya (Safad region): nothing remains, renamed Parod (1949) and land expropriated
Ghuraba (Safad region): stones of ruined houses remain, renamed Gonen (1951), land expropriated
Al-Hamra’ (Safad region): nothing remains, renamed Shamir, land expropriated
Hunin (Safad region): Crusader castle remains, renamed Margaliyyot (1948) and land expropriated
Al-Husayniyya (Safad region): only piles of stones remain, renamed Chulata, and land expropriated
Al-Ja’una (Safad region): replaced by Ro’sh Pinna
Jubb Yusuf (Safad region): only one domed tomb remains, renamed ‘Ammi’ad and land expropriated
Kafr Bir’im (Safad region): only church remains, renamed Dorev (1963), and land expropriated
Khirbat Karraza (Safad region): some village houses and a tomb remains, renamed Khorazin and land
expropriated by Amnon (est. 1983)
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Al-Khalisa(Safad region): some rubble and a Mandate-era school remain, renamed/replaced by Kiryat
Shemona (1950)
Al-Khisas (Safad region): some piles of stones remain, renamed ha-Gosherim (1948) and land
expropriated
Khiyam al-Walid (Safad region): crumbled terraces remain, renamed Lahavot ha-Bashan and land
expropriated
Mallaha (Safad region): rubble remains, renamed Yesud ha-Ma’ala and land expropriated
Mirun (Safad region): several stone walls remain, renamed Meron (1949)
Al-Muftakhira (Safad region): only debris remains, renamed Shamir and land expropriated and used
as an archeological site
Mughr al-Khayt (Safad region): two cement rooms remain, renamed Chatzor ha-Gelilit (1953) and
land expropriated
Al-Na’ima (Safad region): nothing remains, renamed Ne’ot Mordechai and land expropriated
Qadas (Safad region): stones remain, renamed Yiftach (1948) and land expropriated
Al-Qudayriyya (Safad region): only an arched entrance remains, renamed Kachal (1980), land
expropriated and serves as a pasture
Al-Ras al-Ahmar (Safad region): some houses remain, renamed and replaced by Kerem Ben Zirma
(1949), land expropriated
Safsaf (Safad region): few terraces remain, renamed ha-Shahar-Sifsofa and land expropriated
Saliha (Safad region): long building remains, renamed and replaced by Yir’on, land expropriated
Al-Sammu’i (Safad region): some stone walls and a canal remains, renamed Kefar Shammay and land
expropriated
Al-Sanbarriya (Safad region): nothing remains, renamed Ma’yan Barukh, land expropriated
Sa’sa’ (Safad region): some houses remain, renamed Sasa and land expropriated
Tulayl (Safad region): only stones and an arched entrance remain, renamed Mesud ha-Ma’ala and
land expropriated
Yarda (Safad region): truncated walls of some houses remain, renamed and replaced by Ayyelet haShahar, land expropriated
Al-Zanghariyya (Safad region): only blocks of basalt remain, renamed Elifelet, land expropriated
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Al-Dalhamiyya (Tiberias region): nothing remains, renamed Ashdot Ya’aqov, land expropriated
Ghuwayr Abu Shusha (Tiberias region): the ruins of a mill remain, renamed Ginnosar and land land
expropriated
Hittin: [historic Hattin] (Tiberias region): nothing remains, renamed Arbel, land expropriated
Kafr Sabt (Tiberias region): piles of stones and terraces remain, renamed Sharona (1949) and land
expropriated
Lubya (Tiberias region): nothing remains, renamed Lavi, land expropriated and transformed into
pine forest
Ma’dhar (Tiberias region): stone rubble of houses remain, renamed Kefar Qish and land expropriated
Al-Majdal (Tiberias region): some rubble remains, renamed Migdal and land expropriated
Al-Manshiyya (Tiberias region): nothing remains, renamed Beyt Zera and land expropriated
Nimrin (Tiberias region): nothing remains, renamed Achuzzat Naftali and land expropriated
Al-Nuqayb (Tiberias region): nothing remains, renamed ‘En Gev and resettled by immigrants from
Poland and Lithuania
Samakh (Tiberias region): ruins of railway station and water resevoir remain, renamed Ma’agan and
land expropriated
Al-Samakiyya (Tiberias region): nothing remains, renamed Amnon (1983) and land expropriated
Al-Samra (Tiberias region): nothing remains, renamed ha-‘On (1949), land expropriated and
converted into tourist resort
Yaquq (Tiberias region): some rubble remains, renamed Chuqoq and land expropriated
Khirbat Bayt Lid (Tulkaram region): nothing remains, renamed Nordiyya and land expropritaed
Ghabat Kafr Sur (Tulkaram region): nothing remains, renamed Beyt Yahoshu’a and land expropriated
Kafr Saba (Tulkaram region): some village houses still stand, renamed and replaced by Kefer Sava
Al-Manshiyya (Tulkaram region): stones from demolished houses remain, renamed ‘En ha-Choresh
and land expropriated
Miska (Tulkaram region): school remains and mosque still stands, but is used as a store house for
hay, renamed Mishmeret and land expropriated
Qaqun (Tulkaram region): fortress and school remain, renamed Kibbutz ha-Ma’pil and land
expropriated
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Raml Zayta (Tulkaram region): only stone rubble remains, renamed Sde Yitzchaq and land
expropriated
Tabsur (Tulkaram region): nothing remains, renamed and replaced by Ra’anana, land expropriated
Wadi al-Hawarith (Tulkaram region): four houses remain, renamed Kefar ha-Ro’e and land
expropriated
Wadi Qabbani (Tulkaram region): nothing remains, renamed and replaced by Kibbutz ha’Ogen, land
expropriated
Khirbat al-Zababida (Tulkaram region): four houses remain, renamed Yaqum, land expropriated

‘Amqa (Akka region) : only traces remain
‘Arab al-Samniyya (Akka region): only rubble remains, land expropriated by newly established
settlement of Ya’ara ( est.1950)
Al-Birweh (Akka region): only three houses, two shrines, and a school remain, land expropriated by
Kibbutz Yas’ur (est. 1949)
Al-Damun (Akka region): only a few gravestones remain
Dayr al-Qasi (Akka region): only remains are a few houses, land expropriated by Elqosh (est. 1949),
Netu’a (est. 1966), Mattat (est. 1979), and Abbirim (est. 1980)
Al-Ghabisiyya (Akka region): deserted mosque remains, land expropriated by Netiv ha-Shayyara (est.
1950)
Iqrit (Akka region) : only Greek church remains extant, land expropriated by Shomera (est. 1949) and
Even Menachem (est. 1960)
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Khirbat Jiddin (Akka region): only 12th century Frankish fortress remains, land expropriated by Ga’ton
(est. 1948)
Al-Kabri (Akka region): only rubble remains, land expropriated by Kibbutz Kabri (est. 1949)
Kuwaykat (Akka region): only few headstones in cemetery remain, land expropriated by Kibbutz haBonim (est. 1949) and populated by immigrants from England, Hungary, and the Netherlands
Al-Manshiyya (Akka region): only Bahai shrine, mosque, and school remain, land expropriated by
Shamrat and Bustan ha-Galil (both est. 1948)
Al-Mansura (Akka region): only church of Mari Yohanna remains, land expropriated
Mi’ar (Akka region): only stone walls remain, land expropriated by Segev (est. 1953), Ya’ad (est. 1975)
and Manof (est. 1980)
Al-Nabi Rubin (Akka region): only shrine of al-Nabi Rubin (prophet Rubin) remains, land expropriated
by Shomera (est. 1949)
Al-Ruways (Akka region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Sumayriyya (Akka region): debris of buildings remain, village systematically levelled and kibbutz
of Locamey ha-Geta’ot (est.1949) expropriates land
Suruh (Akka region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Tall (Akka region): nothing remains, land expropriated
‘Arab al-‘Arida (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Sde Eliyyahu (est. 1939)
‘Arab al-Bawati (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated
‘Arab al-Safa (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Ashrafiyya (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Reshafim and Sheluchot (both
est. 1948)
Al-Bira (Baysan region) : only a few walls remain, land expropriated
Danna (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Farwana (Baysan region): only house floors remain, land expropriated by Rechov (est. 1951)
Al-Ghazzawiyya (Baysan region): completely eradicated (not a single trace of physical evidence
remains to verify the village’s existence), land expropriated
Al-Hamra (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated
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Jabbul (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Kafra (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Kawkab al-Hawa (Baysan region): only Frankish castle (Belvoir) remains, land expropriated and
turned into tourist resting area
Al-Khunayzir (Baysan region): only cemetery remains, land expropriated by Tirat Tzvi (est. 1937)
Masil al-Jizl (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Kefar Ruppin (est. 1938)
Al-Murassas (Baysan region): only telephone poles remain, land expropriated
Qumya (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated by ‘En Charod (est. 1921)
Al-Sakhina (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Nir David (est. 1936)
Al-Samiriyya (Baysan region): only collapsed roof remains, land expropriated by Sde Terumot (est.
1951)
Sirin (Baysan region): only one house remains, land expropriated and used for grazing cattle
Tall al-Shawk (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Khirbat al-Taqa (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Umm ‘Ajra (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Khirbat Umm Sabuna (Baysan region): only stone rubble remains, land expropriated
Yubla (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated and used as cow pasture
Zab’a (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Khirbat al-Zawiya (Baysan region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Jammama (Beersheba region): a few walls remain, land expropriated and used for animal grazing
Al-Khalasa (Beersheba region): only partially destroyed houses remain, land expropriated and used
for military training
‘Arab Suqrir (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Nir Gallim (est. 1949)
Barbara (Gaza region): debris remains, land expropriated by Mavqi’im (est. 1949) and used as a dump
and a junkyard for cars
Barqa (Gaza region): two houses remain, land expropriated
Al-Batani Al-Gharbi (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated
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Al-Batani Al-Sharqi (Gaza region): only abandoned police-station remains, land expropriated
Bayt ‘Affa (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Yad Natan (est. 1953)
Bayt Daras (Gaza region): only rubble remains, land expropriated by ‘Azriqam, Emunim, and Giv’ati
(all est. 1950)
Bayt Jirja (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Bayt Tima (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Bi’lin (Gaza region): only rubble remains, land expropriated
Burayr (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Beror Chayil (est. 1948), Telamim (est.
1950), Cheletz (est. 1950), Sde Dawid (est. 1955), and Zohar (est. 1956)
Dayr Sunayd (Gaza region): railroad bridge remains, land expropriated
Dimra (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Erez (1948)
Al-Faluja (Gaza region): only debris of village mosque remain, land expropriated by Qiryat Gat (est.
1954)
Hamama (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Hatta (Gaza region): only debris remains, land expropriated by Zavdi’el (1950)
Hiribya (Gaza region): mosque remains but has been converted into warehouse, land expropriated
by Ziqim (est. 1949) and Karmiyya (est. 1950)
Huj (Gaza region): only one wall remains, land expropriated by Dorot (est. 1941)
Hulayqat (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated
‘Idbis (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Merkaz Shappira (est. 1948)
‘Iraq al-Manshiyya (Gaza region): nothing remains, trees planted over site, which has been renamed
“Margolin Peace Forest”
‘Iraq Suwaydan (Gaza region): only debris remains, land expropriated by Yad Natan (est. 1953)
Isdud (Gaza region): crumbling ruins remain, land expropriated by Sde ‘Uzziyyahu (est.1950) and
Shetullim (est. 1950)
Al-Jaladiyya (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Jiyya (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Moshav Ge’a (est. 1949) and Beyt
Shiqma (est. 1950)
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Julis (Gaza region): only a few houses remain, land expropriated by Hodiyya (est. 1949)
Jusayr (Gaza region): one house still stands, land expropriated by Menucha (est. 1953) and Wardon
(est. 1968)
Karatiyya (Gaza region): remains of debris scattered on the site, land expropriated by Qomemiyyut
(est. 1950), Rewacha (est. 1953), and Nehora (est. 1956)
Kawfakha (Gaza region): only mosque remains, which is used as a horse stable, land expropriated by
Nir ‘Aqiva (est. 1953)
Kawkaba (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Kokhav Mikha’el (est. 1950)
Al-Khisas (Gaza region): debris remains, land incorporated into neighbouring city of Ashkelon
Al-Masmiyya al-Kabira (Gaza region): two schools and several village houses remain, land
expropriated by Bene Re’em (est. 1949), Chatzav (est. 1949), Yinnon (est. 1952), and Achawa (est.
1976)
Al-Muharraqa (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Yakhini (est. 1950)
Najd (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Sderot (est. 1951) and Or ha-Ner (est. 1957)
Ni’ilya (Gaza region): nothing remains, land incorporated into city of Ashkelon
Qastina (Gaza region): debris of houses remains, land expropriated by ‘Arugot (est. 1949), Kefar
Achim (est. 1949), Avigdor (est. 1950), and Qiryat Mal’akhi (est. 1951)
Al-Sawafir al-Gharbiyya(Gaza region): nothing remains, lands expropriated by Merkaz Shappira (est.
1948) and Massu’ot Yitzchaq (est. 1949)
Al-Sawafir al-Shamaliyya (Gaza region): a few houses remain, lands expropriated
Al-Sawafir al-Sharqiyya (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Simsim (Gaza region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Gevar’am (est. 1942)
Summil (Gaza region): a wall remains, land expropriated by Segula and Nachala (both established in
1953)
Tall al-Turmus (Gaza region): debris of homes remain, renamed Timmorim (1954) and land
expropriated
Yasur (Gaza region): one house remains, land expropriated by Talmey Yechi’el (est. 1949) and Bene
‘Ayish (est. 1958)
Abu Shusha (Haifa region): debris of homes remain, land expropriated
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Abu Zurayq (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated
‘Arab al-Fuqara’ (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated
‘Arab al-Nufay’at (Haifa region): one house remains, land expropriated
‘Arab Zahrat al-Dumayri (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated
‘Atlit (Haifa region): a railroad station remains, land expropriated by Newe Yam (est. 1939)
‘Ayn Ghazal (Haifa region): small shrine remains, land expropriated
Barrat Qisayra (Haifa region): rubble remains, land expropriated by Or ‘Aqiva (est. 1951)
Burayka (Haifa region): rubble remains, land expropriated and is used as a closed military area
Khirbat al-Burj (Haifa region): rubble remains, land expropriated
Al-Butaymat (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Gal’ed (est. 1945)
Daliyat al-Rawha’ (Haifa region): stone rubble remains, land expropriated
Khirbat al-Damun (Haifa region): one building remains, land expropriated
Al-Ghubayya al-Fawqa (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Ghubayya al-Tahta (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Jaba’ (Haifa region): rubble remains, land expropriated by Geva’ Karmel (est. 1949)
Al-Jamala (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated and used as military site
Kabara (Haifa region): rubble remains, land expropriated
Al-Kafrayn (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Kafr Lam (Haifa region): Crusader fortress remains, land expropriated by ha-Bonim (est.1949 by
South African immigrants)
Khirbat al-Kasayir (Haifa region): collapsed buildings remain, land expropriated
Khubbayza (Haifa region): stone debris remains, land expropriated
Khirbat Lid (Haifa region): piles of stone remain, land expropriated by ha-Yogev (est. 1949)
Khirbat al-Manara (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Mansi (Haifa region): remains of the mosque and school are extant, land expropriated
Khirbat al-Mansura (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated
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Al-Mazar (Haifa region): rubble remains, land expropriated
Al-Naghnaghiyya (Haifa region): ruined houses remain, land expropriated
Qira (Haifa region): rubble remains, land expropriated
Qisarya [historic Caeserea] (Haifa region): village mosque remains but has been converted into a
pub, land expropriated and used as archeological excavation site as well as for tourism
Khirbat Qumbaza (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated and used as military training
site
Al-Rihaniyya (Haifa region): rubble remains, land expropriated
Sabbarin (Haifa region): stone debris remains, land expropriated by Ramot Menashe (est. 1948)
Khirbat al-Sarkas (Haifa region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Khirbat Sa’sa’ (Haifa region): nothing remans, land expropriated
Al-Sawamir (Haifa region): ruins of two walls remain, land expropriated
Khirbat al-Shuna(Haifa region): few buildings remain, land expropriated
Al-Sindiyana (Haifa region): debris remains, land expropriated by Avi’el (est. 1949)
Al-Tantura (Haifa region): only a shrine, an ancient fortress and a well remain, land expropriated by
Nachsholim (est. 1948 by immigrants from Poland and United States)
Umm al-Shawf (Haifa region): piles of debris remain, land expropriated by Giv’at Nili (est. 1953)
Umm al-Zinat (Haifa region): rubble remains, land expropriated by Elyaqim (est. 1949)
Wa’arat al-Sarris (Haifa region): four partially demolished homes remain, land expropriated
Wadi ‘Ara (Haifa region): replaced by Kibbutz Barqay (est. 1949)
‘Ajjur (Hebron region): only three houses remain, land expropriated by Tzafririm (est. 1958) and Li‘On (est. 1960)
Barqusya (Hebron region): some graves remain, land expropriated
Dayr al-Dubban (Hebron region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Luzit (est. 1955)
Dayr Nakhkhas (Hebron region): only a few deserted houses remain, land expropriated
Kudna (Hebron region): rubble remains, land expropriated by Beyt Nir (est. 1955)
Mughallis (Hebron region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Gefen (est. 1955)
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Al-Qubayba (Hebron region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Lakhish (esp. 1955)
Ra’na (Hebron region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Gal-On (est. 1946)
Tall al-Safi (Hebron region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Zayta (Hebron region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Zikrin (Hebron region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Abu Kishk (Jaffa region): few buildings remain, land expropriated
Biyar ‘Adas (Jaffa region): nothing remains, land expropriated by ‘Adanim (est. 1950)
Fajja (Jaffa region): one house remains, land expropriated
Al-Haram (Jaffa region): the shrine and a few houses remain, land expropriated by Rishpon (est.
1936)
Ijlil al-Qibliyya (Jaffa region): nothing remains, land expropriated and used as a garbarge dump
Ijlil al-Shamaliyya (Jaffa region): nothing remains, land expropriated and used as a garbage dump
Al-Jammasin al-Gharbi (Jaffa region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Jammasin al-Sharqi (Jaffa region): several houses still stand, land expropriated
Jarisha (Jaffa region): nothing remains, land expropriated and covered over by highways and
suburban houses [part of Tel Aviv]
Kafr ‘Ana (Jaffa region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Yagel (est. 1950)
Al-Khayriyya (Jaffa region): a handful of houses and the school remain, land expropriated
Al-Mas’udiyya (Jaffa region): one house remains, land expropriated
Al-Mirr (Jaffa region): few deserted houses remain, land expropriated
Al-Muwaylih (Jaffa region): some deserted villas remain, land expropriated
Salama (Jaffa region): large portion of village still extant, land expropriated and incorporated into
Tel Aviv
Saqiya (Jaffa region): ten houses remain, land expropriated by Or Yehuda (1950)
Al-Sawalima (Jaffa region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Shaykh Muwannis (Jaffa region): a number of houses remain, land expropriated
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‘Allar (Jerusalem region): stone rubble and concrete blocks remain, land expropriated by Matta’ (est.
1950) and Bar-Giyyora (est. 1950)
‘Aqqur (Jerusalem region): a stone arch remains, land expropriated
‘Ayn Karim (Jerusalem region): village intact, population ethnically cleansed, land expropriated by
Beyt Zayit (est. 1949) and Sapir (est. 1949)
Bayt ‘Itab (Jerusalem region): only ruins of Crusader fortress remain, land expropriated by Nes Harim
(est. 1950)
Bayt Thul (Jerusalem region): piles of rubble remain, land expropriated by Nataf (est. 1982)
Bayt Umm al-Mays (Jerusalem region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Burayj (Jerusalem region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Sedot Mikha (est. 1955) and
used as part of a large military base called Kanaf Staim
Dayr Aban (Jerusalem region): high piles of stone rubble remain, land expropriated by Tzor’a (est.
1948), Beyt Shemesh (est. 1950) and Machseya (est. 1950)
Dayr ‘Amr (Jerusalem region): all the houses remain, main buildings transformed into Israeli mental
hospital of Eytanim (1952)
Dayr al-Hawa (Jerusalem region): ruined houses and ruined walls remain, land expropriated
Dayr Rafat (Jerusalem region): large piles of stone rubble remain, land expropriated by Giv’at
Shemesh (est. 1954)
Dayr al-Shaykh (Jerusalem region): only a few buildings, including the shrine and an arch remain,
land expropriated
‘Islin (Jerusalem region): partially destroyed terraces remain, land incorporated into Eshta’ol (1949)
Khirbat Ism Allah (Jerusalem region): few ruined houses remain, land expropriated
Jarash (Jerusalem region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Khirbat al-Lawz (Jerusalem region): rubble remains, land expropriated
Lifta (Jerusalem region): most remaining houses are deserted, land expropriated by Giv’at Sha’ul and
Mey Niftoach
Ras Abu ‘Ammar (Jerusalem region): rubble remains, land expropriated by Tzur Hadassa (est. 1960)
Sataf (Jerusalem region): many half-destroyed walls still stand, land expropriated
Sufla (Jerusalem region): stone rubble remains, land expropriated
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Khirbat al-Tannur (Jerusalem region): rubble remains, land expropriated
‘Ayn al-Mansi (Jenin region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Khirbat al-Jawfa (Jenin region): some walls still stand, land expropriated
Indur (Nazareth region): many partially ruined walls remain, land expropriated by Davrat (est. 1946)
‘Ajanjul (Ramla region): only stone rubble remains, land expropriated
Barfiliya (Ramla region): nothing remains, land expropriated and used as a military firing range
Bashshit (Ramla region): three houses and a pool remain, land expropriated by Newe Mivtach,
Meshar, Kefar Mordekhay and Misgav Dov (all est. 1950)
Bayt Shanna (Ramla region): only stone rubble remains, land expropriated
Bayt Susin (Ramla region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Moshav Ta’oz (1950)
Bir Ma’in (Ramla region): two deserted buildings remain, replaced by military settlement of
Makkabim (1986)
Al-Burj (Ramla region): only one crumble house remans, land expropriated by Kefar Rut
Khirbat al-Buwayra (Ramla region): only rubble remains, land expropriated
Dayr Abu Salama (Ramla region): nothing remains, site transformed into Israeli picnic area
Dayr Ayyub (Ramla region):nothing remains, Canada Park occupies part of the village
Dayr Muhaysin (Ramla region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Beqoa’ (est. 1951)
Khirbat al-Duhayriyya (Ramla region): walls of homes remain, land expropriated
Idnibba (Ramla region): nothing remains, land expropriated and used as pasture
Jilya (Ramla region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Kharruba (Ramla region): only stone ruble remains, land expropriated
Al-Khayma (Ramla region): only three mounds of rubble remain, land expropriated
Al-Kunayyisa (Ramla region): big stone pile remains, land expropriated
Al-Mansura (Ramla region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Sajad (Ramla region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Saydun (Ramla region): nothing remains, land expropriated
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Shahma (Ramla region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Tina (Ramla region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Khirbat Zakariyya: nothing remains, land expropriated
‘Akbara (Safad region): nothing remains, expropriated
‘Ammuqa (Safad region): rubble remains, land expropriated
‘Arab al-Shamalina (Safad region): rubble remains, land expropriated by Almagor (est. 1961)
‘Arab al-Zubayd (Safad region): scattered rubble remains, land expropriated and converted into
nature reserve
‘Ayn al-Zaytun (Safad region): rubble remains, land expropriated
Baysamun (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Biriyya (Safad region): fifteen houses remain, kibbutz established
Al-Butayha (Safad region): only one black basalt walls remain, site occupied by a picnic area known
as Park ha-Yarden (est. 1961)
Al-Buwayziyya (Safad region): remains of few walls and terraces are left, land expropriated
Al-Dirbashiyya (Safad region): rubble remains, land expropriated
Fara (Safad region): one stone building remains, land expropriated
Fir’im (Safad region): rubble remains, land expropriated
Ghabbatiyya (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Harrawi (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Jahula (Safad region): only a few stones terraces remain, land expropriated
Khan al-Duwayr (Safad region): only the ruins of the caravansary remain, land expropriated
Kirad al-Baqqara (Safad region): piles of rubble remain, land expropriated
Kirad al-Ghannama (Safad region): only rubble remains, land expropriated and used as pasture
Lazzaza (Safad region): only a few scattered stones remain, land expropriated
Madahil (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Malikiyya (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated
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Al-Manshiyya (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Beyt Hillel
Al-Mansura (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated by Sha’ar Yashuv and converted into
fish hatchery
Mansurat al-Khayt (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Marus (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Khirbat al-Muntar (Safad region): stone rubble remains, land expropriated
Al-Nabi Yusha’ (Safad region): shrine of Nabi Yusha’ remain, land expropriated by Ramot Naftali
Qabba’a (Safad region): stone debris remains, land expropriated
Qaddita (Safad region): only tombs from cemetery remain, land expropriated
Qaytiyya (Safad region): only a few stones remain, land expropriated
Sabalan (Safad region): only one village house and a well remain, land expropriated
Al-Salihiyya (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Shawka al-Tahta (Safad region): some rubble remains, land expropriated
Al-Shuna (Safad region): crumbled stone walls remain, land expropriated
Taytaba (Safad region): stone rubble remains, land expropriated
Al-‘Ulmaniyya (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-‘Urayfiyya (Safad region): only the ruins of masonry channel remain, land expropriated
Al-Wayziyya (Safad region): the shrine of Sheikh al-Wayzi remains, land expropriated
Al-Zahiriyya al-Tahta (Safad region): stone debris of houses remains but entirely topography of
village altered, site engulfed by expansion of the southern suburbs of Safad (renamed Tzfat) built
after 1948
Al-Zawiya (Safad region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Zuq al-Fawqani (Safad region): stones of destroyed homes remain, land expropriated
Al-Zuq al-Tahtani (Safad region): only one house remains, land expropriated
‘Awlam (Tiberias region): stone rubble remains, land expropriated
Hadatha (Tiberias region): some rubble remains, land expropriated
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Al-Hamma (Tiberias region): mosque remains with minaret and marble columns intact but is falling
into disrepair, land expropriated and transformed into Israeli tourist park, with parking facilities,
swimming pools and a small fishing pond
Al-Manara (Tiberias region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Al-Mansura (Tiberias region): debris remains, land expropriated by Chazon (est. 1969), Tefachot (est.
1980), Kallanit (est. 1981) and Ravid (est. 1981)
Nasir al-Din (Tiberias region): nothing remains, land exporpriated
Al-Shajara (Tiberias region): ruins of houses and steel wires remain, land expropriated
Al-Tabigha (Tiberias region): only the Christian churches, monasteries and shrines remain, land
expropriated
Al-‘Ubaydiyya (Tiberias region): ruins of walls and canals remain, land expropriated
Wadi al-Hamam (Tiberias region): debris of houses and walls remain, land expropriated
Khirbat al-Wa’ra al-Sawda’ (Tiberias region): ruins of stone terraces remain, land expropriated
Bayyarat Hannun (Tulkaram region): one house remains, land expropriated
Fardisya (Tulkaram region): only one house remains, land expropriated
Al-Jalama (Tulkaram region): piles of stones and terraces remain, land expropriated
Khirbat al-Majdal (Tulkaram region): nothing remains, land expropriated
Umm Khalid (Tulkaram region): nothing remains, engulfed by city of Netanya
Khirbat Zalafa (Tulkaram region ): nothing remains, land expropriated
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This section is organized into two main parts. The first section contains descriptions of four
of the top human rights organizations, links to their websites, followed by a short description.
Thereafter is a collection of human rights reports from various organizations, organized by subject.
We hope that you find this easy to navigate while informative and useful at the same time.

Section 1 NOTABLE HUMAN RIGHTS
ORGANIZATIONS

B’ Tselem: The Israeli Information Center
for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories
Website: http://www.btselem.org/English/index.asp
About: The Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories was established
in 1989 by a group of prominent academics, attorneys, journalists, and Knesset members. It
endeavours to document and educate the Israeli public and policymakers about human rights
violations in the Occupied Territories, combat the phenomenon of denial prevalent among the Israeli
public, and help create a human rights culture in Israel.
B'Tselem in Hebrew literally means "in the image of," and is also used as a synonym for human
dignity. The word is taken from Genesis 1:27 "And God created humans in his image. In the image of
God did He create him." It is in this spirit that the first article of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights states that "All human beings are born equal in dignity and rights."
As an Israeli human rights organization, B'Tselem acts primarily to change Israeli policy in the
Occupied Territories and ensure that its government, which rules the Occupied Territories, protects
the human rights of residents there and complies with its obligations under international law.
B'Tselem is independent and is funded by contributions from foundations in Europe and North
America that support human rights activity worldwide, and by private individuals in Israel and
abroad.
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B'Tselem has attained a prominent place among human rights organizations. In December, 1989 it
received the Carter-Menil Award for Human Rights. Its reports have gained B'Tselem a reputation for
accuracy, and the Israeli authorities relate to them seriously. B'Tselem ensures the reliability of
information it publishes by conducting its own fieldwork and research, the results of which are
thoroughly cross-checked with relevant documents, official government sources, and information
from other sources, among them Israeli, Palestinian, and other human rights organizations.

Palestinian Center for Human Rights
Website: http://www.pchrgaza.org/portal/en/
About: The Palestinian Centre for Human Rights (PCHR)
is a Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) based in Gaza
City. The Centre is a non-profit company, dedicated to
protecting human rights, promoting the rule of law and
upholding democratic principles in the Occupied
Palestinian Territory (OPT). It holds Special Consultative
Status with the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) of
the United Nations. It is an affiliate of the International
Commission
of
Jurists-Geneva,
the International
Federation for Human Rights (FIDH) – Paris, the EuroMediterranean Human Rights Network - Copenhagen,
the International Legal Assistance Consortium (ILAC) –
Stockholm, the World Coalition against the Death
Penalty, and the Arab Organization for Human Rights –
Cairo. PCHR is a recipient of the 1996 French Republic
Award on Human Rights, the 2002 Bruno Kreisky Award
for Outstanding Achievements in the Area of Human Rights, the 2003 International Services Human
Rights Award (UNAIS) and the 2009 Human Rights Prize of Andalucia. The Centre was established in
1995 by a group of Palestinian lawyers and human rights activists in order to:
· Protect human rights and promote the rule of law in accordance with international standards.
· Create and develop democratic institutions and an active civil society, while promoting democratic
culture within the Palestinian society.
· Support all the efforts aimed at enabling the Palestinian people to exercise its inalienable rights in
regard to self-determination and independence in accordance with international Law and UN
resolutions.
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The work of the Centre is conducted through documentation and investigation of human rights
violations, provision of legal aid and counseling for both individuals and groups, and preparation of
research articles relevant to such issues as the human rights situation and the rule of law. The Centre
also provides comments on Palestinian Draft Laws and urges the adoption of legislation that
incorporates international human rights standards and basic democratic principles. To achieve its
goals, the Centre has recruited a committed staff of well-known human rights lawyers and activists

Human Rights Watch
Website: http://www.hrw.org/en/home

Human Rights Watch is one of the world’s
leading independent organizations dedicated to
defending and protecting human rights. By
focusing international attention where human
rights are violated, we give voice to the
oppressed and hold oppressors accountable for
their crimes. Our rigorous, objective
investigations and strategic, targeted advocacy
build intense pressure for action and raise the
cost of human rights abuse. For 30 years, Human
Rights Watch has worked tenaciously to lay the
legal and moral groundwork for deep-rooted
change and has fought to bring greater justice
and security to people around the world.
Mission Statement:
Human Rights Watch is dedicated to protecting the human rights of people around the world. We
stand with victims and activists to prevent discrimination, to uphold political freedom, to protect
people from inhumane conduct in wartime, and to bring offenders to justice. We investigate and
expose human rights violations and hold abusers accountable. We challenge governments and those
who hold power to end abusive practices and respect international human rights law. We enlist the
public and the international community to support the cause of human rights for all.
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Amnesty International
Website: http://www.amnesty.org/

Amnesty International is a worldwide movement of people who campaign for internationally
recognized human rights to be respected and protected for everyone.
We believe human rights abuses anywhere are the concern of people everywhere.
So, outraged by human rights abuses but inspired by hope for a better world, we work to improve
people’s lives through campaigning and international solidarity.
Our mission is to conduct research and generate action to prevent and end grave abuses of human
rights and to demand justice for those whose rights have been violated.
Our members and supporters exert influence on governments, political bodies, companies and
intergovernmental groups.
Activists take up human rights issues by mobilizing public pressure through mass demonstrations,
vigils and direct lobbying as well as online and offline campaigning.
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Working with and for individuals the world over, we campaign so that every person may enjoy all
of the human rights enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. We undertake research
and take action aimed at preventing and ending grave abuses of these rights, demanding that all
governments and other powerful entities respect the rule of law. It means we campaign globally and
locally where ever we can make a difference. For example, we take action to:








Stop violence against women
Defend the rights and dignity of those trapped in poverty
Abolish the death penalty
Oppose torture and combat terror with justice
Free prisoners of conscience
Protect the rights of refugees and migrants
Regulate the global arms trade

SECTION 2 IMPORTANT HUMAN RIGHTS
REPORTS
(organized by subject matter)

PRISON ERS


Without Trial: Administrative detention of Palestinians by Israel and the Incarceration of
Unlawful Combatants Law Joint Report with Hamoked - Center for the Defence of the
Individual, October 2009
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/200910_Without_Trial_Eng.pdf
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Absolute Prohibition: The Torture and Ill-Treatment of Palestinian Detainees: Joint
Report with Hamoked - Center for the Defence of the Individual, May 2007
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/200705_Utterly_Forbidden_eng.pdf



The Sounds of Silence: Isolation and Solitary Confinement of Palestinians in Israeli Detention,
July 2008
o http://addameer.info/wp-content/images/isolation-eng.pdf



In Need of Protection: Palestinian Female Detainees in Israeli Prisons, November 2008
o http://addameer.info/wp-content/images/in-need-of-protection-palestinian-femaleprisoners.pdf

Zoriah / www.zoriah.com


Presumed Guilty: Failures of the Israeli Military Court System, November 2009
o http://addameer.info/wp-content/images/addameer-report-presumedguiltynove2009.pdf



Administrative Detention in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, November 2008
o http://addameer.info/wp-content/images/administrative-detention-analysis-reportfinal.pdf



Violations against Palestinian Prisoners and Detainees in Israeli Prisons and Detention
Centers, 2007
o http://addameer.info/wpcontent/images/violations_against_palestinian_prisoners.pdf
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Torture of Palestinian Political Prisoners in Israel Prisons, October 2003
o http://addameer.info/wp-content/images/torture-eng.pdf

APARTHEID


A Wall in Jerusalem: Obstacles to Human Rights in the Holy City, July 2006
o http://www.btselem.org/download/200607_a_wall_in_jerusalem.pdf



Ghost Town: Israel's Separation Policy and Forced Eviction of Palestinians from the Center of
Hebron: Joint Report with The Association for Civil Rights in Israel, May 2007
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/200705_Hebron_eng.pdf



Under the Guise of Security: Routing the Separation Barrier to Enable the Expansion of Israeli
Settlements in the West Bank: Joint Report with Bimkom - Planners for Planning Rights,
December 2005
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/200512_Under_the_Guise_of_Security_Eng.pdf



Forbidden Roads: The Discriminatory West Bank Road Regime: Information Sheet, August
2004
o http://www.btselem.org/download/200408_Forbidden_Roads_Eng.pdf



Second Class: Discrimination Against Palestinian Arab Children in Israel’s Schools, September
2001
o http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2001/09/30/second-class

SETTLEMENTS



Also see: Apartheid
By Hook and By Crook: Israeli Settlement Policy in the West Bank, July 2010
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/201007_By_Hook_and_by_Crook_Eng.pdf



The Hidden Agenda: The Establishment and Expansion Plans of Ma'ale Adummim and their
Human Rights Ramifications, December 2009
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/200912_Maale_Adummim_Eng.pdf
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Access Denied: Israeli measures to deny Palestinians access to land around settlements:
Comprehensive Report, September 2008
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/200809_Access_Denied_Eng.pdf

Jon Elmer / www.jonelmer.ca


Land Grab: Israel's Settlement Policy in the West Bank: Comprehensive Report, May 2002
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/200205_Land_Grab_Eng.pdf



Unprotected: Israeli Settler Violence Against Palestinian Civilians and their Property,
December 2008
o http://www.ochaopt.org/documents/ocha_opt_settler_vilonce_special_focus_2008_
12_18.pdf

HOUSE DEMOLITIONS
(IMPORTANT: Also see www.icahd.org (Israeli Committee Against House Demolitions)


Through No Fault of Their Own: Israel's Punitive House Demolitions in the al-Aqsa Intifada:
Information Sheet, November 2004
o http://www.btselem.org/download/200411_Punitive_House_Demolitions_Eng.pdf



Ministry of Housing’s Plans for the West Bank, March 2009
o http://www.peacenow.org.il/data/SIP_STORAGE/files/1/4041.pdf
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HEALTH
Including: access to medical care, access to water,
and general psychological health

Zoriah / www.zoriah.com


Wounded in the Field: Impeding Medical Treatment and Firing at Ambulances by IDF Soldiers
in the Occupied Territories: Information Sheet, March 2002
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/200203_Medical_Treatment_Eng.pdf



Thirsting for Justice: Palestinian Access to Water Restricted, October 2009
o

http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/MDE15/028/2009/en/634f6762-d603-4efb98ba-42a02acd3f46/mde150282009en.pdf



Physical and Psychological Scars in Gaza, February 2009
o http://www.msf.org/msfinternational/invoke.cfm?component=article&objectid=378E
0455-15C5-F00A-25807CAF5A14426E&method=full_html



Troubled Waters: Palestinians Denied Fair Access to Water, October 2009
o



http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/MDE15/027/2009/en/e9892ce4-7fba-469b96b9-c1e1084c620c/mde150272009en.pdf

Health as human security in the occupied Palestinian territory, The Lancet, 28 March 2009
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o

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736%2809%29601100/fulltext#article_upsell



The occupied Palestinian territory: peace, justice, and health, The Lancet, March 2009
o http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736%2809%29601008/fulltext#



War on Gaza: Trauma, grief, and PTSD in Palestinian children victims of War on Gaza, January
2009
o http://www.gcmhp.net/File_files/ResearchJan2k9.htm

GAZA:OPERATION CAST LEAD


Goldstone Report: Report of the United Nations Fact-Finding Mission on the Gaza Conflict,
September 2009
o

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/hrcouncil/specialsession/9/docs/UNFFMGC_Re
port.pdf



23 Days of War, 928 Days of Closure: Life One Year after Israel’s Latest Offensive on the Gaza
Strip, 27 December 2008 – 18 January 2009. December 2009
o http://www.pchrgaza.org/files/Reports/English/pdf_spec/23-days.pdf



Gaza: One Year After the War, January 2010
o

http://www.msf.org/msfinternational/invoke.cfm?component=article&objectid=FDFD
7D00-15C5-F00A-256DC41B7607854B&method=full_html



Guidelines for Israel's Investigation into Operation Cast Lead: Position Paper, February 2009
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/200902_Operation_Cast_Lead_Position_paper_E
ng.pdf



Genuinely Unwilling: Israel’s Investigations into Violations of International Law including
Crimes Committed during the Offensive on the Gaza Strip, 27 December 2008 – 18 January
2009. February 2010
o http://www.pchrgaza.org/files/2010/israeli-inve.-%20english.pdf



Targeted Civilians: A PCHR Report on the Israeli Military Offensive against the Gaza Strip (27
December 2008 – 18 January 2009. October 2009)
o http://www.pchrgaza.org/files/Reports/English/pdf_spec/gaza%20war%20report.pdf
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White Flag Deaths: Killings of Palestinian Civilians during Operation Cast Lead, August 2009
o http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2009/08/13/white-flag-deaths



Under Rain of Fire: Israel’s Unlawful Use of White Phosphorus in Gaza, March 2009
o http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2009/03/25/rain-fire



Israel/Gaza: Operation "Cast Lead": 22 days of death and destruction , July 2009
o



http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/MDE15/015/2009/en/8f299083-9a74-4853860f-0563725e633a/mde150152009en.pdf
Turning a Blind Eye: Impunity for Laws-of-War Violations During the Gaza War, April 2010
o



http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2010/04/11/turning-blind-eye

“I Lost Everything”: Israel’s Unlawful Destruction of Property During Operation Cast Lead,
May 2010
o

http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2010/05/13/i-lost-everything

Jon Elmer / www.jonelmer.ca
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GAZA:OTHER






Act of Vengeance, Israel’s Bombing of the Gaza Power Plant and its Effects, September, 2006
o http://www.btselem.org/english/Publications/Summaries/200609_Act_of_Vengeance
.asp
Gaza Blockade: Collective Punishment, July 2008
o http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/MDE15/021/2008/en/6300b18f-49de-11dd9394-c975c4bd488d/mde150212008eng.pdf
Physical and Psychological Scars in Gaza, February 2009
o http://www.msf.org/msfinternational/invoke.cfm?component=article&objectid=378E
0455-15C5-F00A-25807CAF5A14426E&method=full_html

CHILDREN


War Crimes Against Children, May 2009
o http://www.pchrgaza.org/files/Reports/English/pdf_spec/War%20Crimes%20Against%2
0Children%20Book.pdf



Confirm the kill: IOF Killings of Children during the al Aqsa Intifada, May 2006
o http://www.pchrgaza.org/files/S&r/English/pdf/confirm_study_38.pdf



Queen’s Study: 98% of Gaza’s Children Experience or Witness War Trauma
o http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/48580.php

Zoriah/ www.zoriah.com
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The Psychological Effects of War on Gaza’s Children
o http://www.labournet.net/world/0902/uhwc1.html

WAR CRIMES IN PALESTINE
NOT INCLUDING OPERATION CAST LEAD


Promoting Impunity: The Israeli Military’s Failure to Investigate Wrongdoing, June 2005
o http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2005/06/21/promoting-impunity



Precisely Wrong: Gaza Civilians Killed by Israeli Drone-Launched Missiles, June 2009
o

http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2009/06/30/precisely-wrong (Precisely Wrong: Gaza
Civilians Killed by Israeli Drone-Launched Missiles, June 2009)

WAR CRIMES IN LEBANON


Flooding South Lebanon: Israel’s Use of Cluster Munitions in Lebanon in July and August
2006, February 2008
o http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2008/02/16/flooding-south-lebanon



Fatal Strikes: Israel’s Indiscriminate Attacks Against Civilians in Lebanon
o http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2006/08/02/fatal-strikes

PALESTINIAN ABUSES






Under Cover of War: Hamas Political Violence in Gaza, April 2009
o http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2009/04/19/under-cover-war
Internal Fight: Palestinian Abuses in Gaza and the West Bank, July 2008
o http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2008/07/29/internal-fight
Fatah and Hamas Human Rights Violations in the Occupied Territories from June 2007 to
December 2007
o http://www.phrmg.org/Fatah%20and%20hamas%20abuses%20since%20June%202007%2
0report%20_2_.pdf
Violations of the Human Rights of Palestinians by Palestinians
o http://www.btselem.org/English/Inter_Palestinian_Violations/
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Annual Summary: Statistics of Inter-Palestinian Fatalities, January 2006
o http://www.phrmg.org/pressrelease/2005/January%201,%202006.htm
A Question of Security: Violence Against Palestinian Women and Girls, November 2006)
o http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2006/11/06/question-security-0
Hamas’ Deadly Campaign in the Shadow of the War in Gaza, February 2009
o http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/MDE21/001/2009/en/9f979519-f762-11dd8fd7-f57af21896e1/mde210012009en.pdf

Zoriah /www.zoriah.com

REFUGEES
IN OTHER ARAB COUNTRIES


Exiled and Suffering: Palestinian Refugees in Lebanon, October 2007
o http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/MDE18/010/2007/en/34373bc5-d367-11dda329-2f46302a8cc6/mde180102007en.pdf



Difficult Past, Uncertain Future: Living Conditions among Palestinian Refugees in Camps and
Gatherings in Lebanon, 2003
o http://www.fafo.no/pub/rapp/409/409.pdf
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With Palestine, Against the Palestinians: The Warehousing of Palestinian Refugees in
Lebanon
o http://www.refugees.org/data/wrs/04/pdf/66-73.pdf



Institutionalized Discrimination Against Palestinians in Lebanon, 2004
o http://www.hic-mena.org/documents/NISCVT-HIC%20CERD%2004.pdf



Stateless Again: Palestinian-Origin Jordanians Deprived of their Nationality, January 2010
o http://www.hrw.org/en/reports/2010/02/01/stateless-again



Lebanon Limitations on the Rights of Palestinian Refugee Children, June 2006
o http://asiapacific.amnesty.org/library/Index/ENGMDE180042006?open&of=ENG-LBN



Iraq: Human Rights Abuses Against Palestinian Refugees, October 2007
o http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/MDE14/030/2007/en/f9d6f3b2-d393-11dda329-2f46302a8cc6/mde140302007en.pdf



Lebanese Labor Laws…Palestinian Refugees Recent Economic Situation, November 2008
o http://www.palhumanrights.org/Right-to-work/Labor%20Study-English.pdf



The Legal and Socio-Economic Situation of non-Identified Palestinian Refugees in Lebanon,
May 2005
o http://www.palhumanrights.org/reports/ENG/phro_report_non-id.pdf

MISC/GENERAL/OTHER


Human Rights in the Occupied Territories: Special Report, December 2008
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/200812_Annual_Report_Eng.pdf



Under the Guise of Security: Routing the Separation Barrier to Enable the Expansion of Israeli
Settlements in the West Bank: Joint Report with Bimkom - Planners for Planning Rights,
December 2005
o http://www.btselem.org/Download/200512_Under_the_Guise_of_Security_Eng.pdf



Perpetual Limbo: Israel’s Freeze in Unification of Palestinian Families in the Occupied
Territories, July 2006
o http://www.btselem.org/english/Publications/Summaries/200607_Perpetual_Lmbo.as
p
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Enduring Occupation: Palestinians under Siege in the West Bank, June 2007
o http://www.amnesty.org/en/library/asset/MDE15/033/2007/en/3ef288f9-d396-11dda329-2f46302a8cc6/mde150332007en.pdf



2006 US State Department
o http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2006/78854.htm



2005 US State Department
o http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2005/61690.htm



2004 US State Department
o http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2004/41723.htm



2003 US State Department
o http://www.state.gov/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2003/27929.htm

Zoriah / www.zoriah.com
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Historical Resources


Palestine Remembered
o



http://www.palestineremembered.com/

Palestine Monitor
o http://www.palestinemonitor.org/spip/

Academic and Medical Journals


Palestinian Academic Society for the Study of International Affairs
o



Gaza Community Mental Health Program
o



http://www.gcmhp.net/

The Lancet (Registration is required, free access)
o



http://www.passia.org/

www.thelancet.com

Israel Law Resource Center
o

www.israellawresourcecenter.org

Other Human Rights Organizations


Palestinian Center for Human Rights
o http://www.pchrgaza.org/



The United Nations Relief and Work Agency
o http://www.un.org/unrwa/



UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs—Occupied Palestinian Territories
o http://www.ochaopt.org/



United Nations Development Program
o http://www.undp.ps/en/index.html
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Association for Civil Rights in Israel
o http://www.acri.org.il/eng



Israeli Committee Against House Demolitions
o http://www.icahd.org/eng/



Peace Now
o http://www.peacenow.org.il/Site/en/homepage.asp



ADALAH, the Legal Center for Arab Minority Rights in Israel
o http://www.adalah.org



Mossawa Center, The Advocacy Center for Arab Citizens in Israel
o http://www.mossawacenter.org/



United Nations Human Rights: Occupied Palestinian Territories
o http://www.ohchr.org/en/countries/menaregion/pages/psindex.aspx



Arab Association for Human Rights
o http://www.arabhra.org



The Foundation for Middle East Peace
o http://www.fmep.org/



Institute for Middle East Understanding
o http://www.imeu.net/



American Near East Refugee Aid
o http://www.anera.org/



Public Committee Against Torture in Israel
o http://www.stoptorture.org.il/en



Hamoked, Center for the Defense of the Individual
o http://www.hamoked.org.il/index_en.asp



Addameer: Prisoner’s Support and Human Rights Association
o http://addameer.info/



Defense for Children International
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o

http://www.dci-pal.org/english/home.cfm



Palestinian Human Rights Organization
o http://www.palhumanrights.org/



Medecins san Frontieres
o http://www.msf.org/



Palestine Red Crescent Society
o http://www.palestinercs.org/



Americans United for Palestinian Human Rights
o http://www.auphr.org/



Al-Haq
o http://www.alhaq.org/



Lawyers for Palestinian Human Rights
o http://www.lphr.org.uk/index.php



Insani Yardim Vakfi
o http://www.ihh.org.tr/anasayfa/en/



Badil Resource Center for Palestinian Residency and Refugee Rights
o http://www.badil.org/



Middle East Children’s Alliance (MECA)
o http://www.mecaforpeace.org/



Rabbis for Human Rights—North America
o http://www.rhr-na.org/

Grassroots Organizations and Movements


The Palestinian Initiative for the Promotion of Global Dialogue and Democracy
o http://www.miftah.org/



The Jerusalem Fund
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o

http://www.thejerusalemfund.org/



The Free Gaza Movement
o http://www.freegaza.org/



Al-Awda, the Palestinian Right to Return Coalition
o http://www.al-awda.org/



Global BDS Movement: Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions for Palestine
o http://bdsmovement.net/



The Boycott Israeli Goods Campaign
o http://www.bigcampaign.org/



Gaza Freedom March
o www.gazafreedommarch.org



Palestinian Campaign for the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel
o www.pacbi.org



If Americans Knew: what every American needs to know about Israel-Palestine
o http://www.ifamericansknew.org/



Jewish Voice for Peace
o http://www.jvp.org/



End the Occupation: US Campaign to End the Occupation
o http://www.endtheoccupation.org/



Palestine Solidarity Campaign
o http://www.palestinecampaign.org/



International Solidarity Movement
o http://palsolidarity.org/



Code Pink: Women for Peace
o http://www.codepink4peace.org/
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Alternative News Sources and News Blogs


The Electronic Intifada
o http://electronicintifada.net/



Washington Report on Middle East Affairs
o http://www.wrmea.com/



Norman Finkelstein
o http://www.normanfinkelstein.com/



The Angry Arab – Blog of Asad Abu’ Khalil
o www.angryarab.blogspot.com



PULSE media
o www.pulsemedia.org



Mondoweiss: The War of Ideas in the Middle East
o www.mondoweiss.net

VOLUNTEERING IN PALESTINE
Taken from: http://www.annainthemiddleeast.com/findoutmore/index.html

Solidarity Trips


International Women's Peace Service (women only; based in Palestinian village in the north
West Bank)



International Solidarity Movement (decentralized Palestinian-led nonviolent direct action
organization since 2002)



Palestine Solidarity Project (Palestinian-led nonviolent direct action organization based in
village in the south West Bank)
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Michigan Peace Team (nonviolent solidarity teams open to people from any state—not just
Michigan)



Christian Peacemaker Teams (Christians only; based in Hebron Old City and At-Tuwani;
presence for more than 10 years)



Ecumenical Accompaniment Programme in Palestine and Israel
(focusing living with and accompanying farmers and families)

Missions to End the Blockade on Gaza


The Free Gaza Movement (boats traveling between Cyprus and Gaza through international
waters carrying humanitarian supplies and solidarity workers to break the siege; some boats
have gotten through and others haven’t)



Gaza Freedom March (thousands will be attempting to break the siege and enter Gaza from
Egypt on January 1, 2010)



Working on Grassroots Projects There are dozens—if not hundreds—of various grassroots
projects happening throughout the West Bank, including in East Jerusalem.



Grassroots Jerusalem has compiled a network of grassroots organizations in/around the city
that one can support or get involved with.



Other West Bank Organizations tend to be in flux and are harder to connect with but
equally—if not more—important to support. Arabic speakers, trained EMTs, and those
experienced with the law or grant-writing are in particular demand within these Palestinian
organizations. If you have some of those skills to offer—or want to see if you can be useful
even if you don’t—contact Anna Baltzer.

Teaching in the West Bank


Palestine Summer Encounter
o http://www.palestinesummer.org/serve/volunteer/teach_english



Project HOPE
o http://www.projecthope.ps/
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THE HOW TO MANUAL
You may have thought that The Veritas Handbook was going to be somewhat like the
Hasbara Handbook- giving tools on how to organize events, host speakers, release press releases
and advertise effectively. As you have seen so far, the handbook is based on an education campaign
to make sure that we have an accurate and comprehensive understanding of the history and details
surrounding Palestine. However, we also realize the need for typical “how-to” guides. Luckily for usthere are NUMEROUS amazing guides out there if one knows where to look!
We tried to do the work for you, and have organized a compilation of the most effective
resources we could find online. These are organized by topic in regards to the How-To, and we hope
you will find them useful in your endeavours! To keep this handbook within a reasonable page limit,
we have only copied the hyperlinks as opposed to entire websites. Please browse through them at
your clicking ease! We have included brief descriptions of each of the resources so that you know
what you’re about to view. Many of the descriptions have been taken from the websites themselves
or from websites advertising them. We have done our best to link to the original sources where we
used descriptions.
As a final note, although we strongly disagree with ideologies and positions that Hasbara
holds, their handbook contains great information and how-to guides in regards to lobbying and
organizational practices. We highly suggest you check them out. A directory of pro-zionist materials
are located at the end of this section.

MEDIA, PRESS RELEASES & LOBBYING
THE RUCKUS
SOCIETY: MEDIA
MANUAL
http://ruckus.org/section.php?id=18
(US BASED AND FOCUSED)
Media Manual
o Coordinating media for a direct action is more art than science, and sometimes owes
more to luck than either. News is a quirky, complicated, unpredictable endeavor much like an action itself. Put the two together, and it can seem like a miracle when
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an action actually communicates the intended message to the desired audience. As
media coordinator, your job is to work miracles.
How the News Media Works (Or Doesn't)
o The structure of the U.S. and global news media is undergoing rapid change - change
that may soon make outdated the concept of news (as opposed to entertainment or
other "soft" information media).
Wire Services
o In the U.S. there are three main wire services: the Associated Press, United Press
International and Reuters. AP is by far the dominant player, with UPI struggling with
near-bankruptcy in recent decades and Reuters, based in Britain, still building its
American base.
Newspapers
o Conglomeration is shrinking the number of dailies, so that most cities support only
one main metropolitan paper. There are very few afternoon papers left, so
newspapers are often reporting stories broken the day before by TV and radio. This
can work against action coverage - what seems exciting on live radio or TV may be
shrugged off by the newspaper as old news.
Radio
o News radio is in some ways the most desirable coverage for an action. It's live and
dramatic; during morning and afternoon "drive time" it reaches large, captive
audiences; and radio reporters live for catchy soundbites (as opposed to TV
reporters, who value good video footage.)
Television
o The most famous description of American TV is "a vast wasteland" - and that was 40
years ago. Now it's much worse: A study by Rocky Mountain Media Watch found that
the average local TV station runs so much mayhem and fluff - crime, disaster, pets,
sex, showbiz - there's almost no time for real news. The networks are more serious,
but focus heavily on Washington politics. Still, a creative, timely direct action with
good visuals can get coverage - and the vast wasteland has a vast audience.
Checklist for Effective Direct Action Media
o Multiple checklists to go over months, weeks, days, moments before the action, and
after the action has passed.
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Toolkit on Lobbying for a Just Peace in the Middle East
o A primer on lobbying, including tips on communicating with members of Congress, a
checklist for holding a town hall meeting, and legislative action flyers that you can
copy and distribute.
Toolkit on Activism for Palestinian Human Rights
o A resource for pro-human rights activists, including advice on organizing a
demonstration, tips on hosting a house party, and how-to guides to help with press
releases, letters to the editor, and media advisories.

ADVERTISING & USING TECHNOLOGY
THE PALESTINE FREEDOM PROJECT
http://www.palestinefreedom.org/resources/tech-module
Putting Technology to Work for Palestine Activism, Version 1.0
Putting Technology to Work for Palestine Activism is the first
module in our comprehensive Palestine activism handbook series.
The complete series will eventually comprise about one dozen
modules, each devoted to a different aspect of grassroots Palestine
solidarity activism. This format allows for each module to be
updated as frequently as needed. We'll need your help to keep
these resources cutting edge -- so keep those comments coming!
Whether you're a lifelong hacker or an utter technophobe, this
document aims to tell you everything you need to know to harness
the power of technology and take your activism to the next level.
Click here to download.
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Contents include:
Telephones, Teleconferencing, and Voice over IP (VoIP)
Hacktivism and Electronic Civil Disobedience
Project Management and Collaboration
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs)
Mailing Lists (AKA Listservs)
Encryption and Data Security
Sound Amplification Systems
Fundraising Applications
Desktop Publishing
Contact Management
Instant Messaging
Cameras and Video
Other Equipment
Projectors
Web Sites
Email

Putting Technology to Work for Palestine Activism Version 1.0 by The Palestine Freedom Project
(except as noted) is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative
Works 3.0 United States License

BOYCOTT, DIVEST, & SANCTIONS
CAMPAIGNS
The call for the Boycott campaign has sky-rocketed over the past decade. Here are a bunch of
resources that will let you know why, the initial call by the PACBI and resources on how to start your
own campaign!
Palestinian Campaign for the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel:
PACBI was launched in Ramallah in April 2004 by a group of Palestinian academics and intellectuals
to join the growing international boycott movement. In July 2004, the Campaign issued a Call for
Boycott addressed to the international community, urging it to comprehensively and consistently
boycott all Israeli academic and cultural institutions until Israel withdraws from all the lands occupied
in 1967, including East Jerusalem; removes all its colonies in those lands; agrees to United Nations
resolutions relevant to the restitution of Palestinian refugees’ rights; and dismantles its system of
apartheid. This statement was met with widespread support, and has to date been endorsed by
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nearly sixty Palestinian academic, cultural and other civil society federations, unions, and
organizations
Website: http://www.pacbi.org/ The website has useful resources and documents pertaining to the
global boycott movement, including reports on past successes and more.
Resources on Companies and their Affiliations:







www.whoprofits.org
www.bdsmovement.net
http://usacbi.wordpress.com/
http://bigcampaign.org/
http://palestinefreedom.org/companies
http://www.inminds.com/boycott-israel.php

The following are links to how-to detailed
guides that will help you in any campaign!
GLOBAL EXCHANGE: Toolkit on Divesting
from Israel
o A guide to starting your own
campaign to divest from Israel, including tips
on researching targets, coalition building,
and passing a divestment resolution.
AL AWDA: Fighting the New Apartheid - A
Guide to Campus Divestment from Israel
This guide compiled by Fayyad Sbaihat
aspires to being a multi-dimensional
resource for those constructing and
engaged in divestment campaigns. Firstly, it
is meant to provide a practical scaffold for
groups at various stages of their divestment
campaign. Secondly, it is meant to serve as a
mechanism for sustaining momentum
through continued connection,
communication and coordination amongst
divestment-active groups on an
international level. Thirdly, the guide offers a
modest contribution to the conceptualizing
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of divestment as a strategy, and understanding its goals, potential, and applicability in the case of
Israel and its current practices against Palestinians.
You can download the guide here.

TOP PICK
THE MA’AN DEVELOPMENT CENTER: Boycott, Divestment
and Sanctions: Lesson learned in effective solidarity

*** VERY INFORMATIVE BOOKLET ON THE BDS
CAMPAIGN**
TABLE OF CONTENTS
WHY BOYCOTT, DIVESTMENT, SANCTIONS? THE LESSONS OF BOYCOTT
1. Boycott takes time
1.2 The challenge of normalization
2. Boycott as a grassroots movement
3. Clear goals based on justice
3.1 Strategic targeting
4. Economic isolation works
4.1 The challenge of dependency

DEFINING BDS: TOWARDS A WORKING FRAMEWORK RECOMMENDATIONS
Click here to download the report

HOW- TO Start a BDS Campaign and some Existing
Campaigns:



http://endtheoccupation.org/section.php?id=319
http://endtheoccupation.org/article.php?id=2323
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ORGANIZING EVENTS
& FINDING SPEAKERS
GLOBAL EXCHANGE
HOSTING A SPEAKER
http://www.globalexchange.org/getInvolved/speakers/hosting.html
This includes a directory of speakers who are with global exchange, and their contact information.
Also includes a quick guide on what you need to get done and how to do it!

HOW TO START A GROUP:
http://www.endtheoccupation.org/article.php?id=241

THE PALESTINE FREEDOM PROJECT
SPEAKERS BUREAU
http://palestinefreedom.org/speakers
Find a speaker, and contact the Palestine Freedom Project to organize a tour!

THE PALESTINE FREEDOM PROJECT
HOW TO ORGANIZE ACTIONS AND VENTS
http://palestinefreedom.org/wiki/activist-handbook/events
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LARGE POSTERS:
FOR DISPLAYS AND PROTESTS
Towards the bottom of the page, several posters, templates for buttons and more are
available for downloading.
http://sphr.org/v3/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=281&Itemid=129
Especially useful are these large posters that have vital information in regards to the ethnic
cleansing of 1948 and that can be printed on large posters and put on display:
 Villages Eliminated in 1948 and their names Poster 1
 Villages Renamed and Replaced in 1948 and their names Poster 2
ALSO: http://www.jewishvoiceforpeace.org/toolkit has several posters available.
For posters, it is great to go with bold posters in black and white so that they are cost effective
as well. A selection of these have been uploaded here and can be used at any protest!
http://picasaweb.google.ca/theveritashandbook/PalestineProtestPosters#
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PRINTABLE MAPS PAMPHLETS
AND RESOURCES FOR
DISTRIBUTION
There are hundreds, if not thousands of pamphlets available online for distribution. We have by
no means included an exhaustive list of them, but think you’ll be covered if you sift through the links we
have provided below. They all have positives and negatives about them, but will give you a great array
of resources to work with. Finding the perfect pamphlets is an overwhelming task- but remember, you
can always be creative and create your own using information you find on others!

The US Campaign to End the Israeli Occupation:
http://www.endtheoccupation.org/article.php?list=type&type=307 Resources are divided by subject
and many PowerPoint presentations, pdf’s and pamphlets are available.

If Americans Knew : If Americans Knew has several factsheets, as well as
professionally-designed brochures, pamphlets, etc. They can all be accessed here:
http://www.ifamericansknew.org/about_us/materials.html A few top picks include:




Synopsis of History & Toll of the Conflict One-page, double-sided:
http://www.ifamericansknew.org/download/synopsis.pdf
The Catastrophe (Al Nakba): How Palestine Became Israel 3-fold brochure
http://www.ifamericansknew.org/history/ref-nakba.html
“Israel’s Right to Exist?” deconstructs one of the major Israeli claims
http://www.ifamericansknew.org/cur_sit/rte.html

Palestine Monitor: www.palestinemonitor.org Palestine Monitor has a great set
of simple and concise pamphlets available in PDF on various subjects. Although a few of them are
more than 2 pages, the font is quite large so we suggest that two pages are printed on each side of
an 8x11 paper. If you look at the left-hand column that says “Facts @ a glance” and click whichever
subject, you can then download the PDF files on the bottom of the left hand bar.

Solidarity for Palestinain Human Rights (Canada):
http://sphr.org/v3/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=281&Itemid=129
Some of these are great, however, many of them are unfortunately outdated, and there is no
coherent way to find out what the pamphlets consist of until you download them.
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Global Exchange has some helpful, if rather drab factsheets:
http://www.globalexchange.org/countries/mideast/palestine/resources.html
Nice-looking 3-fold brochure about the Apartheid Wall
http://www.globalexchange.org/countries/mideast/palestine/wallbrochure.pdf
The Palestinian Grassroots Anti Apartheid Campaign (Stop the Wall) has a page of activist resources,
including a factsheet on the Apartheid Wall. Also note their BDS flashpoint—it’s all on one page:
http://stopthewall.org/news/activistresources.shtml
Jews for Justice for Palestinians offers a booklet on the Origins of the Conflict (use the IAK form):
http://www.ifamericaknew.org/download/origin_booklet.pdf
Several Pamphlets and posters available for printout here:
http://www.jewishvoiceforpeace.org/toolkit

Maps and reports from the UNISPAL Website
http://unispal.un.org/unispal.nsf/vMaps?OpenView
By subject: http://unispal.un.org/unispal.nsf/vMapsSubj?OpenView

** THERE ARE GREAT RESOURCES AND HUNDREDS OF MAPS
AVAILABLE ON THIS WEBSITE!!
PLEASE CHECK IT OUT TO SEE WHAT IS USEFUL FOR YOU **

Maps Detailing the Colonization of Palestine, the
West Bank and Gaza Strip Today








The Palestinian Territories
Occupied West Bank (and Settlements)
The Route of the Wall
The Wall in Jerusalem
The Gaza Strip
The Gaza Strip 2
The Gaza Strip 3
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The Gradual Takeover of Historic Palestine









Palestine - 1878
Palestine - 1881-1914
Palestine - 1920
Palestine - 1947-49
UN Partition Plan for Palestine - 1948
Palestinian Lands seized by Israel in Violation of Partition Plan - 1948-49
Israel and Palestinian Lands - 1949-1967
Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories after 1967

MULTIMEDIA
VIDEOS DOCUMENTARIES AND
POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS
Projectors are useful tools for any sort of display or presentation and there are numerous resources
available with informative clips and documentaries. Projectors can be easily rented and there is a
plethora of free video material online, especially on YouTube. We’re not endorsing any sort of
copyright infringement, but letting a larger audience know of the existence of these materials 

UNITED NATIONS
The UN, OCHA, and other affiliated organizations have numerous appeals (including UNRWA) with a
few well made short films.
OCHA OPT YOUTUBE CHANNEL: http://www.youtube.com/user/OCHAoPt#p/u
This includes a two part film titled “Walled Horizons” which is available in English and has
subtitled versions with English, Arabic, Hebrew and Spanish captions. It is narrated by Roger
Waters of Pink Floyd. Another film for a financial appeal has also been uploaded.
UNRWA VIDEOS: http://www.unrwa.org/etemplate.php?id=315
UNRWA also has a few films available for viewing, however, many of these are on their
operations. A relatively good selection is available from Operation Cast Lead.
AL JAZEERA: http://www.youtube.com/show/witness
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Al Jazeera produces many great documentaries on Palestine among other issues. Many of
them are uploaded to their YouTube channel. Currently, only episodes from 2010 are
available.
A particularly notable one is titled “A Girl Called Jewel”. Just days into Israel's war on Gaza, in early
January, the extended Al Samouni family, some 48 men, women and children, was attacked in the
homes they occupied together in the south of Gaza - and almost all of them were killed. Thirteenyear-old Almaza - 'jewel' - is one of the very few who survived the attack in which 30 members of her
family died, many before her own eyes. A Girl Called Jewel is Almaza's story, a heart-breaking eyewitness account of the war in Gaza.
Part I: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Xh3YD3AX7c
Part II: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Xh3YD3AX7c

IF AMERICANS KNEW has a nice set of short documentaries that can be
downloaded for free in high quality here: http://www.ifamericansknew.org/about_us/videos.html

FREE DOCUMENTARIES DOT ORG :
http://freedocumentaries.org/index_cat.php?cat=36
This website offers a plethora to linked documentaries which vary greatly in perspectives.
Many notable documentaries are available here. The following is just a short list with a few of
the hyperlinks, please view the website for many more.

OCCUPATION 101:
http://freedocumentaries.org/teatro.php?filmID=208&lan=en&size=big
A thought-provoking and powerful documentary film on the current and historical root causes of the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Unlike any other film ever produced on the conflict, "Occupation 101"
presents a comprehensive analysis of the facts and hidden truths surrounding the never ending
controversy and dispels many of its long-perceived myths and misconceptions.
The film also details life under Israeli military rule, the role of the United States in the conflict, and
the major obstacles that stand in the way of a lasting and viable peace. The roots of the conflict are
explained through first-hand on-the-ground experiences from leading Middle East scholars, peace
activists, journalists, religious leaders and humanitarian workers whose voices have too often been
suppressed in American media outlets.
The film covers a wide range of topics, which include, the first wave of Jewish immigration from
Europe in the 1880's, the 1920 tensions, the 1948 war, the 1967 war, the first Intifada of 1987, the
Oslo Peace Process, Settlement expansion, the role of the United States Government, the second
Intifada of 2000, the separation barrier and the Israeli withdrawal from Gaza, as well as many heart
wrenching testimonials from victims of this tragedy.
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(The following documentaries and their descriptions were taken from www.palestinemonitor.org.
Links to the films are in the headers)
This Body is a Prison : Go behind the scenes of media coverage of the West Bank and enter a world
where terror is a daily reality. Against the backdrop of this politically tumultuous environment there
emerges a deeply layered story of a nation fractured by walls both physical and internalized.
Professor of Psychology Khalil Issa discusses the existential dilemmas faced by Palestinian youth as
they attempt to develop a sense of self in a land carved by war. The story climaxes as rare footage
takes the viewer amidst the chaos of a military incursion. The ending analysis is both surprising and
thought provoking as interview subjects grapple to maintain a sense of hope.
A heart from Jenin (2008) : This is the story of Ahmeds heart. Ahmed was a Palestinian boy who lived
in Jenin in the West Bank. In November, 2005, the 12-year old Ahmed was shot by an Israeli sniper.
Ahmeds parents decided to donate their sons heart to Israel. The film is also about Samah, the Israeli
girl who now lives with Ahmeds heart. Ahmeds parents says that the donation was made in the spirit
of Salam (peace) with Israel and that their son lives on through this girl. A gift can transform and drill
a hole in the wall, when there is someone on the other side willing to receive that gift.
Palestine is still the Issue : John Pilger details the war in Palestine through interviews of Palestinian
and Israelis. It details the progress of peace and the strategies and policies at work on both sides of
the issue. The documentary was published in 2002, but is still relevant today. It is approximately 1
hour.
Jenin, Jenin : Jenin Jenin, directed and co-produced by Palestinian actor and director Mohamed
Bakri, includes testimony from Jenin residents after the Israeli army’s Defensive Wall operation,
during which the city and camp were the scenes of fierce fighting. The operation ended with Jenin
flattened and scores of Palestinians dead. In the wake of the destruction in Gaza, Palestine Monitor
reminds you: This is not the first time massacres have taken place.
Digging for Trouble: Settlers and Archaeology : Are Israeli settlers taking control of archaeological
digs to manipulate history and consolidate claims to Palestinian land? Some Israeli archaeologists are
starting to speak out.
Our Sufferings In This Land : A one-hour film by Ed Hill based on a two-week visit to Palestine by a
group of international peace activists in autumn 2005. The film aims to present a concise
understanding of the history, politics and culture of Palestine. It dramatically explains the
construction of the Separation Wall, the checkpoints, the apartheid system of passes, separate road
networks, the continual Israeli military oppression and creeping ethnic cleansing, together with the
spirited culture and resistance of a brave people.
No Child is Born a Terrorist : A brief documentary exploring the recent bloody history of the Jenin
Refugee Camp, and one Palestinian theatre’s efforts to restore normalcy, hope courage.
Unreported World - Israels Wild West : A half-hour documentary exploring Israel’s actions in the
West Bank, including their brutal treatment of nonviolent protesters.
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The Iron Wall : This brilliant, one-hour documentary by Palestinian director Mohammed Alatar
explores the multiple physical and psychological layers that constitute the occupation of Palestine.
The movie’s title was coined by one of the late forefathers of the Zionist movement, Vladimir
Jabotinsky.
Peace, Propaganda and the Promised Land : A 79 minute documentary released in 2004 by Sut Jhally
and Bathsheba Ratzkoff which "provides a striking comparison of U.S. and international media
coverage of the crisis in the Middle East, zeroing in on how structural distortions in U.S. coverage
have reinforced false perceptions of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict."
Arna’s children : A beautiful documentary crafted by Israeli citizen Julian Merr Khamis about the
work of his mother Arna in the West Bank during the Intifada. Juliano, who continues the work of
the Freedom Theatre today in the Jenin Refugee Camp, takes us on a journey through the tragic lives
of the young men and women they work with. The video is approximately 80 minutes long and is a
must-see for anyone interested in learning about the consequences of occupation on the lives of
children.

Many of the following descriptions have been taken from www.campusact.org
Download a Palestine related Film List here (Word doc).
Jimmy Carter on Israel-Palestine : In this video commentary, former President Jimmy Carter
elaborates on his reasons for comparing the Israeli military occupation of the West Bank and Gaza
Strip to South African Apartheid, which enforced minority, white-only rule over South Africa from
1948 to 1994. (Running time: 6:54)
Basics on the Israeli Occupation : Does the network news coverage available to Americans reflect
the reality on the ground? This investigative documentary clip examines the intricacies of Israel’s
military occupation of Palestinians land, and sheds light on some of the most pressing questions
surrounding this topic. (Running time: 6:15)
A Week in Gaza : In May 2008, George Bush flew to the Middle East in another effort to revive peace
talks between Israeli and Palestinian leaders. But the one subject that wasn’t on their agenda was
Gaza, the small, overcrowded strip of land sliding ever deeper into economic catastrophe. In this
series of videos and articles, the Guardian reports on the effects of the crisis on the ordinary people
of Gaza.
U.S. Aid to Israel : This video clip is from the award-winning documentary “Occupation 101: Voices of
the Silenced Majority.” It details U.S. foreign aid to Israel as compared to other countries. (Running
time: 2:45)
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Powerpoint Presentations
There are many powerpoint presentations available online for downloading. We have just chosen a
few. A particularly useful site is that of OCHA OPT which has factual powerpoint downloads on the
current situation. They are also updated every few months.
http://www.ochaopt.org/?module=displaysection&section_id=125&static=0&format=html
http://www.ccmep.org/Palestine%20Power%20Point%20Presentation.ppt
http://www.endtheoccupation.org/article.php?id=1667

LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS
FIND ONE NEAR YOU
The Palestine Freedom Project has created an amazing resource in
which they have made a directory of hundreds of Palestine Solidarity
Organizations and organized them by region.
Find one near you, and if not, start your own group!
(Directions on how to start a group can be viewed here:
http://www.endtheoccupation.org/article.php?id=241)
The directory can be viewed online here:
http://palestinefreedom.org/organizations?country=af
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USEFUL PHOTOS AND POSTERS
That can be adapted and customized 
Please contact owners for permission of usage:
Photography:
 Zoriah Photography: www.zoriah.com
 Ahmad Mesleh: www.ahmadmesleh.wordpress.com
 Jon Elmer: www.jonelmer.ca
Posters:
 Michael Thompson:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/freestylee/sets/72157612450330724/
 SPHR Posters:
http://sphr.org/v3/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=281
&Itemid=129
 Campus Act: http://www.campusact.org/resources/posters/
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QUOTES
A few quotes by prominent Zionist figures (1900-2010)
“Jews and blood—are there two greater opposites than
these? Is this the goal for which our ancestors longed and
for which they suffered all those tribulations? Is this the goal
of the return to Zion which our people dreamt of for
thousands of years; that we should come to Zion to pollute
its soil with the spilling of innocent blood”
—Asher Ginsberg/Ahad Ha’am (Ha’aretz, 1922)

"There is no justice, no law, and no God in heaven, only a
single law which decides and supersedes all---- [Jewish]
settlement [of the land]."
—Ze’ev Jabotinsky
“There is no choice: the Arabs must make room for the Jews of Eretz
Israel. If it was possible to transfer the Baltic peoples, it is also
possible to move the Palestinian Arabs.”
—Ze’ev Jabotinsky
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“The compulsory transfer of the Arabs from the valleys of the proposed Jewish state could give
us something which we have never had, even when we stood on our own during the days of the
First and Second Temples: [a Galilee almost free of non-Jews]. ... We are being given an
opportunity which we never dared to dream of in our wildest imagination. This is more than a
state, government and sovereignty---this is a national consolidation in a free homeland. ... if
because of our weakness, neglect or negligence, the thing is not done, then we will have lost a
chance which we never had before, and may never have again”
—David Ben-Gurion (1937)

"I do not believe in the TRANSFER of an
individual. I believe in the TRANSFER of
entire villages."
—Arthur Ruppin
“With compulsory transfer we [would] have a vast
area [for settlement] .... I support compulsory
transfer. I don't see anything immoral in it."
—David Ben-Gurion
“The Jewish people have always regarded, and will continue to regard
Palestine as a whole, as a single country which is theirs in a national sense and
will become theirs once again. No Jew will accept partition as a just and rightful
solution”
—David Ben-Gurion

“No Jew is entitled to give up the right of the Jewish nation to the
land. It is not in the authority of any Jew or of any Jewish body;
it is not even in the authority of the entire nation alive today to
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give up any part of the land... this is a standing right under all
conditions. Even if, at any point, the Jews choose to decline
it, they have no right to deprive future generations of it. Our
right to the entire land exists and stands for ever.”
—David Ben-Gurion
"We do not seek an agreement with the [Palestinian] Arabs
in order to secure the peace. Of course we regard peace
as an essential thing. It is impossible to build up the country
in a state of permanent warfare. But peace for us is a mean,
and not an end. The end is the fulfillment of Zionism in its
maximum scope. Only for this reason do we need peace,
and do we need an agreement."
—David Ben-Gurion (1937)
"It must be clear that there is no room in the country for both [Arab and Jewish] peoples . . . If
the [Palestinian] Arabs leave it, the country will become wide and spacious for us . . . The only
solution [after the end of WW II] is a Land of Israel, at least a western land of Israel [i.e.
Palestine since Transjordan is the eastern portion], without [Palestinian] Arabs. There is no
room here for compromises . . . There is no way but to transfer the [Palestinian] Arabs from
here to the neighboring countries, to transfer all of them, save perhaps for [the Palestinian
Arabs of] Bethlehem, Nazareth, and the old Jerusalem. Not one village must be left, not one
[Bedouin] tribe. The transfer must be directed at Iraq, Syria, and even Transjordan [eastern
portion of Eretz Yisrael]. For this goal funds will be found . . . An only after this transfer will the
country be able to absorb millions of our brothers and the Jewish problem will cease to exist.
There is no other solution."
—Yosef Weitz (December, 1940)

"The land of Israel is not small at all, if only the Arabs will be
removed, and if its frontiers would be enlarged a little; to the
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north all the way to Litani [River in Lebanon], and to the east
including the Golan Heights . . . . while the [Palestinian]
Arabs be transferred to northern Syria and Iraq.”
—Yosef Weitz (June, 1941)

"The Partition of Palestine is illegal. It will never
be recognized .... Jerusalem was and will
forever be our capital. Eretz Israel will be
restored to the people of Israel.
All of it. And for Ever."
—Menachem Begin (1947)
I made a summary of a list of the [ Palestinian] Arab
villages which in my opinion must be cleared out in order to
complete Jewish regions
—Yosef Weitz - April 1948
Destruction of villages (setting fire to, blowing up, and planting mines
in the debris), especially those population centers which are difficult
to control continuously. Mounting search and control operations
according to the following guidelines: encirclement of the village
and conducting a search inside it. In the event of resistance, the
armed force must be destroyed and the population must be
expelled outside the borders of the state.‖
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— Clause 3b4 of Plan Dalet (1948)

“There is something that determines the character of a nation.
Jews too have committed Nazi acts”
—Israeli agricultural minister Aharon Zisling (1948)

“It is [better for Iraq] to be a homogenous Muslim nation, free
of Jews”
—Israeli foreign minister, Teddy Kollek

“There are no Palestinian people. They do
not exist”
—Golda Meir (The Sunday Times, 15 June, 1969)
"Jewish villages were built in the place of Arab villages. You do not even know
the names of these Arab villages, and I do not blame you because geography
books no longer exist, not only do the books not exist, the Arab villages are not
there either. Nahlal arose in the place of Mahlul; Kibbutz Gvat in the place of
Jibta; Kibbutz Sarid in the place of Huneifis; and Kefar Yehushu'a in the place of
Tal al-Shuman. There is not one single place built in this country that did not
have a former Arab population."
—Moshe Dayan (Ha’aretz, April 4th 1969)

"There is no more Palestine. Finished . . ."
—Moshe Dayan (Time Magazine, 1973)
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“[The Palestinians] are beasts walking on two legs.”
—Menachem Begin in June 1982
"When we have settled the land, all the Arabs will be able to
do about it will be to scurry around like drugged roaches in
a bottle."
—Rafael Eitan (May, 1983)

"Israel should have exploited the repression of the
demonstrations in China, when world attention focused
on that country, to carry out mass expulsions among the
Arabs of the territories."
—Benjamin Netanyahu (Hotam, November 24th, 1989)
“Everybody has to move; run and grab as many hilltops as they can to enlarge the
settlements, because everything we take now will stay ours. Everything we don't
grab will go to them.”
—Ariel Sharon
"The settlement of the Land of Israel is the essence of Zionism.
Without settlement, we will not fulfill Zionism. It's that simple."
—Yitzhak Shamir (Maariv, February 21st 1997)

“Israel may have the right to put others on trial, but
certainly no one has the right to put the Jewish people
and the State of Israel on trial."
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—Ariel Sharon (2001)
"The significance of the [Gaza Strip disengagement] plan is the
freezing of the peace process. It supplies the amount of
formaldehyde that is necessary so there will not be a political
process with the Palestinians … When you freeze [the peace]
process, you prevent the establishment of a Palestinian state, and
you prevent a discussion on the [Palestinian] refugees, the borders
and Jerusalem. … Effectively, this whole package called the
Palestinian state, with all that it entails, has been removed indefinitely
from our agenda. … And all this with authority and permission. All
with a [US] presidential blessing and the ratification of both houses of
Congress."
—Dov Weisglass (Ha’aretz, October 8th 2004)

"The more Qassam fire intensifies and the rockets reach a
longer range, they will bring upon themselves a bigger 'shoah'
[Holocaust] because we will use all our might to defend
ourselves."
—Israeli deputy defense minister, Matan Vilnai (February 2008)

Quotes about Justice and Palestine
“When justice is done, it brings joy to the righteous but terror to evildoers.”
—Proverbs 21:15
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“Blessed are they who maintain justice, who constantly do what is right”
—Psalm 106:3
“Seek justice, encourage the oppressed”
—Isaiah 1:7
“Woe to those who make unjust laws, to those who issue oppressive decrees, to
deprive the poor of their rights and withhold justice from the oppressed, making
widows their prey and robbing the fatherless.”
—Isaiah 10:1–2
―Fiat justitia, ruat caelum‖ (Let justice be established, even though the skies may
fall!)
— Lucius Calpurnius Piso Caesoninus
“O you who believe! Stand out firmly for justice, as witnesses to God, even if it be
against yourselves, your parents, and your relatives, or whether it is against the
rich or the poor...”
(Quran 4:135)
“Justice and power must be brought together, so that whatever is just is
powerful and whatever is powerful is just”
—Blaise Pascal
"When I despair, I remember that all through history the way of truth and love
have always won. There have been tyrants, and murderers, and for a time they
can seem invincible, but in the end they always fall. Think of it ... always."
—Mohandas K. Gandhi
“It is wrong and inhuman to impose the Jews on the Arabs. What is going on in
Palestine today cannot be justified by any code of conduct”
-Mohandas K. Gandhi remarking on the 1936 Uprising
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“Power in defense of freedom is greater than power in behalf of tyranny and
oppression”
—Malcolm X
“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere”
—Martin Luther King Jr.
“Truth is on the side of the oppressed”
—Malcolm X
“You can't separate peace from freedom because no one can be at peace
unless he has his freedom”
—Malcolm X
“You're not supposed to be so blind with patriotism that you can't face reality.
Wrong is wrong, no matter who says it”
—Malcolm X
"If you stick a knife nine inches into my back and pull it out three inches, that is
not progress. Even if you pull it all the way out, that is not progress. Progress is
healing the wound.”
—Malcolm X
“We should be inspired by people... who show that human beings can be kind,
brave, generous, beautiful, strong-even in the most difficult circumstances.”
—Rachel Corrie
“We came and turned the native Arabs into tragic refugees. And still we dare to
slander and malign them, to besmirch their name. Instead of being deeply
ashamed of what we did and trying to undo some of the evil we committed …
we justify our terrible acts and even attempt to glorify them.”
—Nathan Chofshi
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"Remember the solidarity shown to Palestine here and everywhere... and
remember also that there is a cause to which many people have committed
themselves, difficulties and terrible obstacles notwithstanding. Why? Because it is
a just cause, a noble ideal, a moral quest for equality and human rights."
—Edward Said
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There are many Zionist resources that are important to be informed about. This is simply
because we must be aware of the techniques being used and ways in which we can expose
oppression where oppression is. Furthermore, there are also alot of useful tools – not in
regards to propaganda- but in regards to advice on lobbying, media releases, and organizing
events that can be found here. It’s fascinating to see the way these organizations work, and
imperative to know about if we are going to have effective activism.


The Hasbara Handbook: Promoting Israel on Campus: http://www.middle-eastinfo.org/take/wujshasbara.pdf



The Israel Project’s Global Language Dictionary:
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/8303274/The-Israel-Projects-2009-Global-LanguageDictionary



Israel Activism: http://www.israelactivism.com/



Stand with Us Campus: http://standwithuscampus.com/



Israel on Campus Coalition: http://www.israelcc.org/



The Israel Project: http://www.theisraelproject.org



Aish International: http://www.aish.com



AIPAC: http://www.aipac.org/



HILLEL: http://www.hillel.org/index

Advocacy Tools and Guides:
http://www.hillel.org/israel/advocate/tools_guides.htm


Media Relations Guide: http://www.hillel.org/NR/rdonlyres/4BB4C8C1-F9A8-430D9ED6-94BCDFACF4DB/0/media_relations.pdf
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Once more, a special
thank you to those who
continue to persevere in
the face of injustice,
towards truth and a
better world for all.
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